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Foreword 
It has been estimated that, at the present stage of our knowledge, one could give a 
200 semester course on commutative algebra and algebraic geometry without ever 
repeating himself. So any introduction to this subject must be highly selective. 

I first want to indicate what point of view guided the selection of material 
for this book. This introduction arose from lectures for students who had taken 
a basic course in algebra and could therefore be presumed to have a knowledge 
of linear algebra, ring and field theory, and Galois theory. The present text 
shouldn't require much more. 

In the lectures and in this text I have undertaken with the fewest possible 
auxiliary means to lead up to some recent results of commutative algebra and 
algebraic geometry concerning the representation of algebraic varieties as in
tersections of the least possible number of hypersurfaces and-a closely related 
problem-with the most economical generation of ideals in Noetherian rings. 

The question of the equations needed to describe an algebraic variety was 
addressed by Kronecker in 1882. In the 1940s it was chiefly Perron who was 
interested in this question; his discussions with Severi made the problem known 
and contributed to sharpening the relevent concepts. Thanks to the general 
progress of commutative algebra many beautiful results in this circle of questions 
have been obtained, mainly after the solution of Serre's problem on projective 
modules. Because of their relatively elementary character they are especially 
suitable for an introduction to commutative algebra. 

If one sets the goal of leading up to these results {and some still unsolved 
problems), one is led into dealing with a large part of the basic concepts of 
commutative algebra and algebraic geometry and to proving many facts which 
can then serve as a basic stock for a deeper study of these subjects. Through 
the close linking of ring-theoretic problems with those of algebraic geometry, the 
role of commutative algebra in algebraic geometry becomes clear, and conversely 
the algebraic inquiries are motivated by those of geometric origin. 

Since the original question is classical, we begin with classical concepts of 
algebraic geometry: varieties in affine or projective space. This quite naturally 
presents us with an opportunity to lead up to the modern generalizations (spec
tra, schemes) and to exhibit their utility. If the detour is not too great, we shall 
also pass through neighboring subjects on the way to our main goal. Yet some 
elementary themes of commutative algebra have been entirely neglected, among 
them: flat modules, completions, derivations and differentials, Hilbert polyno
mials and multiplicity theory. From homological algebra we use only projective 
resolutions and the Snake Lemma. We do not try to derive the most general 
known form of a proposition if to do so would seem to harm the readability of 
the text or if the expense seems too great. The references at the end of each 

ix 
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chapter and the many exercises, which often contain parts of recent publications, 
should help the reader to become more deeply informed. 

The center of gravity of this book lies more in commutative algebra than in 
algebraic geometry. For a continued study of algebraic geometry I recommend 
one of the excellent works which have recently appeared and for which this text 
may serve as preparation. 

I shall now indicate more precisely what knowledge this book assumes. 

a) The most common facts of linear and multilinear algebra for modules over 
commutative rings. 

b) The simplest basic concepts of set-theoretic topology. 

c) The basic facts of the theory of rings and ideals, including factorial rings 
(unique factorization domains) and the Noether isomorphism theorems for 
rings and modules. 

d) The theory of algebraic extensions of fields, including Galois theory, as well 
as the basic facts about transcendence degree and transcendence bases. 

Most of what is needed should come up in any introductory course on algebra, 
so that the book can be read in connection with such a course. 

In preparing the text I have been helped by the critical remarks and many 
good suggestions of H. Knebl, J. Koch, J. Rung, Dr. R. Sacher, and above all 
Dr. R. Waldi. I have much to thank them for, as well as the Regensburg students 
who industriously worked on the exercises. My special thanks also goes to Miss 
Eva Weber for her patience in typing the manuscript. 

Ernst Kunz 
Regensburg, November 1978 



Preface 

Dr. Klaus Peters of Birkhiiuser Boston has suggested that I write a few .words 
as a Preface to the English edition of Professor Kunz's book. This book will be 
particularly valuable to the American student because it covers material that is 
not available in any other textbooks or monographs. The subject of the book is 
not restricted to commutative algebra developed as a pure discipline for its own 
sake; nor is it aimed only at algebraic geometry where the intrinsic geometry 
of a general n-dimensional variety plays the central role. Instead this book is 
developed around the vital theme that certain areas of both subjects are best un
derstood together. This link between the two subjects, forged in the nineteenth 
century, built further by Krull and Zariski, remains as active as ever. It deals 
primarily with polynomial rings and affine algebraic geometry and with elemen
tary and natural questions such as: What are the minimal number of elements 
needed to generate certain modules over polynomial rings? Great progress has 
been made on these questions in the last decade. In this book, the reader will 
find at the same time a leisurely and clear exposition of the basic definitions and 
results in both algebra and geometry, as well as an exposition of the important 
recent progress due to Quillen-Suslin, Evans-Eisenbud, Szpiro, Mohan Kumar 
and others. The ample exericises are another excellent feature. Professor Kunz 
has filled a longstanding need for an introduction to commutative algebra and al
gebraic geometry that emphasizes the concrete elementary nature of the objects 
with which both subjects began. 

David Mumford 

Preface to the English Edition 
The English text is---except for a few minor changes-a translation of the Ger
man edition of the book Einfiihrung in die Kommutative Algebra und Alge
braisclw Geometrie. Some errors found in the original text have been removed 
and several passages have been better formulated. In the references the reader's 
attention is drawn to new findings that are in direct correlation to the contents 
of the book; the references werl' expanded accordingly. 

I would like to thank all of my colleagues whose criticisms contributed toward 
the improvement of the text, and naturally, of course, those mathematicians who 
expressed their recognition of the relevance of the book. My spPcial thanks to 
the translator, Mr. Michael Ackermann, for his excellent work. 

xi 

Ernst Kunz 
Baton Rouge, November 1981 



Terminology 
Throughout the book the term ring is used for a commutative ring with identity. 
Every ring homomorphism R -+ S is supposed to map the unit element of R 
onto the unit element of S; in particular if S/ R is an extension of S over R, 
both S and R have the same unit element. If we say that a subset S of a ring 
is multiplicatively closed we always assume that 1 E S. If M is a module over 
a ring R the unit element of R operates as identity on M ( 1 · m = m for all 
mE M). An(K) denotes then-dimensional affine space over the field K (n EN), 
i.e. Kn with the usual affine structure. The affine subspaces of An(K) are called 
"linear varieties." The same holds for the projective space pn(K). 

If not otherwise specified, a corollary to a proposition will contain the same 
assumptions as the proposition itself. If a statement is quoted, it will be given 
by its number if the statement is contained in the same chapter. Otherwise the 
number of the chapter in which the statement is found will be given first (e. g. 
the theorem of Quillen and Suslin, Chap. IV, 3.14). References from the list of 
textbooks found at the end of the book are quoted by letter, research papers are 
quoted by numbers. Some papers which appeared after the publication of the 
German edition of the book will be referred to in the text or in the footnotes. 
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Chapter I 
Algebraic varieties 

In this chapter affine algebraic varieties are introduced as the solution sets of 
systems of algebraic equations, and projective varieties are introduced as the 
solution sets in projective space of systems of algebraic equations involving only 
homogeneous polynomials. Hilbert's Nullstellensatz gives a necessary and suffi
cient condition for the solvability of a system of algebraic equations. The basic 
properties of varieties are discussed, and the relation to ideal theory is estab
lished. We then introduce the spectrum of a ring and the homogeneous spectrum 
of a graded ring and explain in what sense spectra generalize the concepts of 
affine and projective varieties. 

1. Affine algebraic varieties 

Let An(L) ben-dimensional affine space over a field L, K C La subfield. 

Definition 1.1. A subset V c An(L) is called an affine algebraic K-variety if 
there are polynomials ft, ... , fm E K[Xt, ... ,Xn] such that Vis the solution 
set of the system of equations 

(i=l, ... ,m) (1) 

in An ( L). ( 1) is called a system of defining equations of V, K a field of definition 
of V, and L the coordinate field. 

A K -variety V is also a K' -variety for any subfield K' C L that contains 
all the coefficients of a system of equations defining V (e.g. if K c K'). The 
concept of a K-variety is invariant under affine coordinate transformations 

n 

xi = I: aik Yk + bi 
k=l 

if the coefficients aik and bi are all in K. 

We first consider some 
Examples 1.2. 

(i=1, ... ,n) (2) 

1. Linear K -varieties. These are the solution sets of systems of linear equations 
with coefficients in K. Their investigation is part of "linear algebra." 

2. K-Hypersurfaces. These are defined by a single equation f (X 1, .•• , Xn) = 0, 
where f E K[X1, ••. , Xn] is a nonconstant polynomial (cf. Figs. 3-5 and 
Exercise 2). For n = 3 hypersurfaces are also called simply "surfaces." By 

1 



2 CHAPTER I. ALGEBRAIC VARIETIES 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

(X~+ Xi+ 4X2) 2 (Xr - 9) 2 + (Xi - 16)2 

-16(X~ +Xi)= 0 .+ 2(X~ + 9)(Xi - 16) = 0 

Fig. 3 Fig. 4 

x; -Xi -Xa =0 

Fig. 5 Fig. 6 

Xt + (Xi - Xr)X~ = 0 
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definition every affine variety is the intersection of finitely many hypersur
faces. Note that e.g. over the reals a "hypersurface" may be empty or may 
consist of a single point (cf. also Exercises 3 and 6). Later we shall always 
assume L algebraically closed; such phenomena cannot occur then. 

Hypersurfaces of order 2 (quadrics) are described by equations 

n n 

I: aikxixk + LbiXi + c = 0 
i,k=l i=l 

(Fig. 3). 

3. Plane algebraic curves are the hypersurfaces in A2 (L), i.e. the solution sets 
of equations J(X1,X2) = 0 with a nonconstant polynomial f in two vari
ables (Figs. 1 and 2, Exercise 1). Such curves can be treated more simply 
than arbitrary varieties, and here one can often make more precise state
ments than in the general case. (Some textbooks that treat plane algebraic 
curves are: Fulton [L], Seidenberg [S], Semple-Kneebone [T], Walker [W] 
and Brieskorn-Knorrer [Z].) 

4. Cones. If a variety V is defined by a system (1) with only homogeneous 
polynomials /i, then it is called a K-cone with vertex at the origin. For 
each x E V, x =/= (0, ... , 0), the whole line through x and the origin also 
belongs to V (Fig. 5). 

5. Quasihomogeneous varieties. A polynomial 

is called quasihomogenous of type et = ( Ctt, .•• , etn) E zn and degree dE l if 
av1 ••. vn = 0 for all (vt, ... , vn) with E~=l CtiVi =/=d. A variety is called quasi
homogeneous if it is defined by a system (1) with only quasihomogeneous 
polynomials fi of a fixed type o. 

6. Finite intersections and unions of affine varieties are affine varieties (Fig. 6). 
It suffices to see this for two varieties. If one is defined by a sys
tem /i(X1 , ••. ,Xn) = 0 (i = 1, ... ,m) and the other by a system 
gj(X1 , ••• , Xn) = 0 (j = 1, ... , l), then to get the intersection one just 
puts the two systems together. To get the union one takes the system 

(i = 1, ... ,m; j = 1, ... ,l). 

7. The product of two affine K-varieties. Let V C An(L) be the solution 
set of a system /i(X1 , ... ,Xn) = 0 (i = l, ... ,r) and W C Am(L) the 
solution set of gj(Yt. ... , Ym) = 0 (i = 1, ... , s). Then the cartesian 
product V x W C An+m(L) is described by the union of the two systems, 
the polynomials now considered as elements of K[X1 , ..• ,Xn,Y11 ... ,Ym]· 
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8. Afline algebraic groups. For any matrix A E Gl(n, L) we can consider 

(A,detA-1) as a point of An2 +1(L). Gl(n,L) is then identified with the 
hypersurface H: 

det(Xik)i,k=1, ... ,n · T- 1 = 0, 

where the Xik are to be replaced by the coefficients of A and T by det A - 1. 
Matrix multiplication defines a group operation on H: 

HxH-+H 

(A,detA-1) x (B,detB-1) ....... (A· B,det(AB)-1). 

Varieties which, like these, are provided with a group operation, where multi
plication and inverse formation are, as with matrices, given by "algebraic re
lations," are called algebraic groups. Their theory is an independent branch 
of algebraic geometry (a textbook on this subject is Borel [I]). 

9. Rational points of algebraic varieties. If V C An(L) is a variety and R c L 
is a subring, then one is often interested in the question of whether there 
are points on V all of whose coordinates lie in R ("R-rational points"). 
For example, the Fermat Problem asks about the existence of nontrivial 
Z-rational points on the "Fermat variety" 

Xf+X2-Xj=O (n ~ 3). 

(A reference for such difficult questions is Lang [Q].) 

We now prove some facts about affine varieties, which easily follow from the 
definition. 

Proposition 1.3. 

a) If L has infinitely many elements and n ~ 1, then outside any K
hypersurface in An(L) there are infinitely many points of An(L). In partic
ular, outside any K-variety V C An(L) with V =I An(L) there are infinitely 
many points of An(L). 

b) If L is algebraically closed and n ~ 2, then any K-hypersurface in An(L) 
contains infinitely many points. 

Proof. 
a) Let the hypersurface be given by a nonconstant polynomial 

We may assume that Xn, say, actually occurs in F; we then have a repre
sentation 

(3) 

with CfJi E K[X1, ... ,Xn-1J (i = O, ... ,t), t > 0, and CfJt # 0. By the 
induction hypothesis we may assume that there is an (xt, ... , Xn-d E Ln- 1 
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with IPt ( Z1 1 ••• , Xn-1) i= 0. F( Zt, ... , Xn-t 1 Xn) is then a nonvanishing 
polynomial in L[Xnl· It has only finitely many zeros, but L is infinite. 
Hence there are infinitely many Xn E L with F(Zt 1 • •• , Zn-1 1 Zn) i= 0. 

b) Let the hypersurface be given by a polynomial F of the form (3). Then 
there are infinitely many (zt, ... , Xn-t) E Ln-l with IPt(Zt. ... , Zn-d i= 0. 
Since Lis algebraically closed, for each of these {zt, ... , Xn-d there is an 
Xn E L with F(z1, ... ,Xn-1• Xn) = 0. 

Definition 1.4. For a subset V C A"(L) the set :l(V) of all FE K[X1, ... ,Xn] 
with F(x) = 0 for all x E V is called the ideal of V in K[X11 ... ,Xn] (the 
"vanishing ideal"). 

For hypersurfaces we have 

Proposition 1.5. 
Let L be algebraically closed and n ~ 1. Let H c A"(L) be a K

hypersurface defined by an equation F = 0, and let F = c · Ff 1 • ••• • F~· be a 
decomposition ofF into a product of powers of pairwise unassociated irreducible 
polynomials Fi (c E Kx). Then :l(H) = (Ft · ... · F8 ). 

Proof. Of course F1 · ... · F11 E :l(H). It suffices to show that any G E :l(H) is 
divisible by all the Fi (i = I, ... , s). Suppose that, for some i E [I, s], Fi is not 
a divisor of G. We can think of Fi as written in the form (3). Fi and G are then 
(according to Gauss) also relatively prime as elements of K (X 1, ... , Xn-l) [Xn]· 
Hence there are polynomials a1, a2 E K[Xt. ... ,Xn] and dE K[Xt, ... ,Xn-1], 
d i= 0, such that 

d = atFi + a2G. 

By 1.3a) there is an (xt, ... , Xn-d E Ln-t with 

d(Xt. · · · 1 Xn-1) · IPt(Xt, · · ·, Xn-1) i= 0. 

We choose Xn E L with Fi(Xi, ... , Xn-l, Xn) = 0. Then {xt, ... , Xn) E H and so 
G(zt, ... , Xn) = 0. But this is a contradiction, since d(xt, ... , Xn-d i= 0. 

Between the K-varieties V C A"{L) and the ideals of the polynomial ring 
K[X11 ... , Xn] there is a very close connection, which is the reason that ideal 
theory is of great significance for algebraic geometry. 

We recall the following concepts of ideal theory in a commutative ring with 
unity. 

Definition 1.6. 
I. A system of generators of an ideal I is a family {a>.} >.eA of elements a>. E I 

such that each a E I is a linear combination of the a>. with coefficients in 
R. I is called finitely generated if I has a finite system of generators. 

2. The ideal generated by a family {a>.heA of elements a>. E R is the set of all 
linear combinations of the a>. with coefficients in R. In the future we shall 
write ({a>.heA) for this ideal. By definition the empty family generates the 
zero ideal. 
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3. The sum 'E>.eA 1>. of a family {i>.heA of ideals of a ring is the set of all 
sums 'E>.eA a>. with a>. E I>., a>. "# 0 for only finitely many .A. 

4. The product It · ... ·In of finitely many ideals It, ... , In of a ring is the 
ideal generated by all the products at · ... ·an with a3 E I3(j = 1, ... , n). 
In particular, this defines the n-th power In of an ideal I : In is the ideal 
generated by all the products at · ... ·an (ai E I). 

5. The radical Rad(I) of an ideal I is the set of all r E R some power of which 
lies in I. It is easily shown that Rad(J) is indeed an ideal. Rad(O) is called 
the nilradical of R. It consists of all the nilpotent elements of R, so this set 
is an ideal of R. A ring R is called reduced if Rad(O) = (0). For any ring R, 
Rred := R/ Rad(O) is reduced. Rred is called the reduced ring belonging 
toR. 

6. An ideal I of R is called a prime ideal if the following holds: If a, b E R and 
a· bE I, then a E I orb E I. I is a prime ideal if and only if R/I is an 
integral domain. For an arbitrary ideal I we will call any prime ideal of R 
that contains I a prime divisor of I. A prime ideal q3 is called a minimal 
prime divisor of I if q:J' = q3 for any prime divisor q:J' of I with q:J' C q3. 
From the definition of a prime ideal it easily follows that: A prime ideal that 
contains the intersection (or the product) of two ideals contains one of the 
two ideals. Moreover, Rad(q:J) = q3 for any prime ideal q:J. 

7. An ideal I"# R is called a maximal ideal of R if I' =I for any ideal I' "# R 
with I c I'. An ideal I is maximal if and only if R/ I is a field. 

8. The intersection of a family { h heA of ideals of a ring is an ideal. The same 
holds for the union if the following condition is satisfied: For all At, .A2 E A 
there is a .A E A with I>. 1 ,1>.2 C f>.. 

9. Let S / R be an extension of rings, I C R an ideal. The extension ideal of I 
in S is the ideal generated by I in S. It is denoted by IS. More generally, if 
cp : R _,.. S is a homomorphism of rings, IS denotes the ideal of S generated 
by cp(I). 

Definition 1.7. The zero set in An(L) of an ideal I C K[Xt, ... ,Xn] is the set 
of all common zeros in An(L) of the polynomials in I. We denote it by m(J) 
(the "variety of I"). 

Once it is proved that any ideal I C K[Xt, ... ,Xn] has a finite system of 
generators /t, ... .fm (§2), it will follow that m(I) is a K-variety (with defining 
system of equations /i = 0 (i = 1, ... , m)). 

For the operations 'J and m the following rules hold. 

Rules 1.8. 

a) 'J(An(L)) = (0) if Lis infinite; 'J(0) = (1). 
b) For any set V C An(L), 'J(V) = Rad('J(V)). 
c) For any variety V c An(L), m('J(V)) = V. 
d) For two varieties Vt. V2, we have Vt c V2 if and only if 'J (Vt) :::> 'J (V2), and 

Vt ~ V2 if and only if 'J (VI) ; 'J (V2). 
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e) For two varieties V1, V2, we have J(V1 U V2) = J(Vl) n J(V2) and V1 UV2 = 
llJ(J(Vl) · J(V2)). 

f) For any family {V.>.} .>.eA of varieties V.>., 

n V.>. = m(I: J(V.>.)) . 
.>.EA .>.EA 

Proof. a), b), e), and f) easily follow from the definitions. 
c) Evidently V C m (J (V)). On the other hand, if V is the zero set of the poly

nomials 11, ... .Jm, then 11, ... .Jm E J(V) and hence V = 'l1(11, ... ,/m) :J 
llJ(J(V)). 

d) From J(Vl) :J J(V2) it follows by c) that V1 = ll.J(J(Vl)) c ll.J(J(V2)) = V2. 
The remaining statements of d) are now clear. 

In particular, the rules show that V ~--+ J (V) is an injective, inclusion
reversing mapping of the set of all K-varieties V C An(L) into the set of all 
ideals I of K[X1, ... ,Xn] with Rad(I) =I. Hilbert's Nullstellensatz (§3) will 
show that this mapping is also bijective if L is algebraically closed. Once it is 
shown that any ideal in K[X1, .•• ,Xn] is finitely generated, it will follow from 
1.8f) that the intersection of an arbitrary family of K-varieties in An(L) is a 
K-variety. 

Definition 1.9. A K-variety V is called irreducible if the following holds: If 
V = V1 u V2 with K-varieties V11 V2, then V = V1 or V = V2. 

Fig. 6 shows an example of a reducible variety. The concept of irreducibility 
depends in general on the field of definition K; for example, the solution set in 
C of the equation X 2 + 1 = 0 is irreducible over R but not over C. 

Proposition 1.10. A K-variety V C An(L) is irreducible if and only if its ideal 
J (V) is prime. 

Proof. Let V be irreducible and let 11, h E K[X1 , ... , Xn] be polynomials with 
!1· /2 E J (V). For Hi := llJ(/i) (i = 1, 2) we then have V = (V nHl) U (V nH2) 
and so V = V n H1 or V = V n H2 • From V C H1 or V c H2 it then follows 
that 11 E J(V) or hE J(V); i.e. J(V) is prime. 

Now let J(V) be prime. Suppose there are K-varieties V1, V2 with V = V1 U 
V2, V :F Vi (i = 1, 2). By 1.8 we have J(V) = J(Vl) n J(V2) and J(V) # J{lf.;) 
(i = 1, 2). Then there are polynomials fi E J(Vi), li ¢. J(V) {i = 1, 2). But, 
since 11 · /2 E J(Vl) n J(V2), we have reached a contradiction. 

In the following statements let L be algebraically closed. 

Corollary 1.11. A K-hypersurface H c An(L) is irreducible if and only if it 
is the zero set of an irreducible polynomial FE K[X1, .•. ,Xn]· 

Namely, the principal ideal J(H) (cf. 1.5) is prime if and only if it is gener
ated by an irreducible polynomial. 
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Corollary 1.12. A K-hypersurface can be represented in the form 

H=HtU···UHa (Hi I H; fori I i) 

with irreducible K -hypersurfaces Hi. This representation is unique (up to its 
ordering). 

Proof. Let 'J(H) = (Ft · ... ·Fa) as in 1.5 and Hi := m(Fi)· Then H = 
Ht U· · ·UHa (Hi I H; fori I i) and by 1.11 the Hi are irreducible hypersurfaces. 
If H = H~ U · · · U H: is any such representation, where 'J(Hj) = (G;) with 
G; E K[Xt, ... ,Xn] (i = 1, ... ,t), then 'J(H) = (F1 · ... ·Fa)= (Gt · ... · Gt) 
and hence Ft · ... ·Fa= aG1 · ... · Gt with a E Kx. By the theorem on unique 
factorization in K[Xt 1 ••• ,Xn], we get t =sand, with a suitable numbering, 
Hi= Hi (i = 1, ... , s). 

The considerations of the next section will show that, just as for hypersur
faces, there is a unique decomposition of an arbitrary variety into irreducible 
subvarieties. This is important because many questions about varieties can be 
reduced to questions about irreducible varieties, and these are often easier to 
answer. 

Exercises 

1. Sketch the algebraic curves in R2 given by the following equations ( espe
cially in the neighborhood of their "singularities," i.e. where both partial 
derivatives of the defining polynomial vanish): 

X~ -X~ =0, 

X~ +X~ - X~ = 0, 

xt +X~ + X~ = 0, 

Xt -X~ +X~= 0, 

xr +Xt +X~= 0, 

X~ - Xt +X~ = 0, 

(X~+ X~)3 - 4X~X~ = 0, 

Xf+X2 -1 =0. 

(It is often advantageous t.o consider the points of intersection of the curve 
with the lines X2 = tX1 in order to get. a ''parametric representation" of 
the curve.) 

2. Describe the following algebraic surfaces in R3 by comparing their intersec
tions with the planes X = c for variable c E R: 

x2 - Y 2 Z=O, 

X 2 + Y2 +XYZ=O, 

(X2 + y2)a _ zx2y2 = o, 

X 3 + ZX2 - Y2 = o. 

3. If the field K is not algebraically closed, then any K-variety V c An(K) can 
be written as the zero set of a single polynomial in K[Xt, ... , Xn]· (Hint: It 
suffices to show that for any m > 0 there is a polynomial <P E K[Xt, ... , Xm] 
whose only zero is (0, ... , 0) E Am(K). If V is defined by a system of 
equations (1), put <P(ft, ... , /m) = 0.) 
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4. Let L/K be an extension of fields, V c An(L) an £-variety. Then the set 
VK := V n An(K) of all K-rational points of V is a K-variety in An(K). 

5. Let L/K be a normal field extension. Two points (x1, ... ,xn) and 
(y1, ... ,yn) in An(L) are called conjugate over Kif there is a K-auto
morphism u of L such that (u(xl), ... ,u(xn)) = (YI. ... ,yn). 

a) Any K-variety V C An(L) that contains x also contains all conjugates 
of x over K. 

b) IfV c An(L) is a finite set of points with the property that ifV contains 
x then it also contains all conjugates of x over K, then Vis a K-variety. 
(Hint: If X= (x1, ... ,xn), then K!x1, ... ,xn] ~ KIX1, ... ,Xnl/I for 
some ideal I generated by n elements.) 

6. Let K be a finite field. 

a) For any x E Kn there is an f E KIX1. ... , Xn] with f(x) = 1 and 
f(y) = 0 for ally E Kn \ {x}. 

b) For any function g : Kn --+ K there is an f E KIX 1, ... , Xn] with 
g(x) = f(x) for all x E Kn. 

c) Any subset V C Kn is the zero set of a suitable polynomial f E 

K!X1, ... ,Xnl· 

(c) follows from b), but also from Exercise 3.) 

7. Let K be a field. A system of equations 

with two relatively prime polynomials F,G E KIX1,X2] has at most finitely 
many solutions in K 2 . (Hint: Apply the argument in the proof of Proposi
tion 1.5.) 

8. Let V c An(C) be an algebraic variety, zn c An(C) the set of all "lattice 
points", i.e. the set of points with integral coordinates. If zn c v, then 
V = An(C). 

In the next two exercises the hypotheses and statements are not so sharply 
defined as hitherto. Through these exercises the reader should become confident 
that he can, for the most part, operate with polynomials over arbitrary rings "as 
usual." 

9. Two polynomials J, g E ZIX 1, ... , Xn] coincide if and only if their function 
values coincide when the variables are specialized to elements of arbitrary 
fields. A "polynomial formula" holds in every ring if and only if it holds 
in every field. In particular, the formulas of the theory of determinants 
over fields in which no "denominator" occurs also hold for determinants 
with coefficients in an arbitrary ring. If denominators occur (as in Cramer's 
Rule), a formula that holds in rings is gotten by multiplying by "the product 
of the denominators." 
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10. For a polynomial F = L: av, ... Vn xr' ... x;:n with coefficients av, .. 'lin in a 
ring R, the formal partial derivative with respect to Xi is defined as 

oF ·-"' . X"' X"i-t X"" a xi .- L...J v,av, ... lln 1 • • • i . . . n . 

Using the principle of Exercise 9 convince yourself that the formulas of dif
ferential calculus for polynomial functions (over the reals) also hold for poly
nomials with coefficients in arbitrary rings if the partial derivatives are taken 
formally. Some care is needed only because it can happen that Via 111 ••• vn = 0, 
although Vi -::j:. 0 and Gv1 ••• vn -:f:. 0. 

2. The Hilbert .Basis Theorem. Decomposition of a variety into irre-
ducible components 

We first show that ideals in polynomial rings over fields are finitely generated 
and then derive some conseqences of this fact. 

Definition 2.1. A ringt R is called Noetherian if any ideal of R has a finite 
system of generators. 

Examples of Noetherian rings are the principal ideal rings, in particular all 
fields, as well as Z and K[X], if K is a field. Any homomorphic image of a 
Noetherian ring is Noetherian. 

In the sequel let R be a ring. 

Proposition 2.2. The following statements are equivalent. 

a) R is Noetherian. 
b) The Ascending Chain Condition for ideals holds: Any ascending chain of 

ideals of R 
It C I2 C · · · C In C · · · 

becomes stationary. 
c) The maximal condition for ideals holds: Any nonempty set of ideals of R 

contains a maximal element (with respect to inclusion). 

Proof. 
a)-b). For a chain of ideals as in b), I := U:'=t In is also an ideal of R. By 

hypothesis it is finitely generated: I= (rt. ... , rm), ri E R. For sufficiently 
large n we then have ri E In (i = 1, ... ,m), and it follows that In= In+t = 

b)-c). Suppose there is a nonempty set M of ideals of R without a maximal 
element. For each ideal It EM there is then an I2 EM with It ~ h In 
this way one can construct a chain of ideals that is not stationary. 

t As stated at the beginning, by a "ring" we always mean a commutative ring 
with unity. 
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c)-+b). Apply the maximal condition to the set of ideals in a chain of ideals. 
b)-+a). Suppose there is an ideal I of R that is not finitely generated. If 

r1, ... , Tm E I, then {r1. ... , Tm) "# I. Hence there is an Tm+l E I, Tm+l ~ 
(r1, ... , rm)· Construct a chain of ideals 

contradicting hypothesis b). 

The following theorem provides a large class of Noetherian rings. 

Proposition 2.3. (Hilbert's Basis Theorem) If R is a Noetherian ring, so is 
R[X]. 

What is probably the briefest possible proof is due to Heidrun Sarges [68]. 
We show that if R[X] is not Noetherian, then neither is R. Let I be an ideal of 
R[X] that is not finitely generated. Let 11 E I be a polynomial of least degree. 
If lk (k ~ 1) has already been chosen, let lk+l be a polynomial of least degree 
in I \ (I!, ... , I k). Let nk be the degree and ak E R the leading coefficient of I k 
(k = 1, 2, ... ). By the choice of lk we have n 1 S n2 S · · ·. Moreover, (al) c 
(a 1 , a2) C · · · is a chain of ideals that does not become stationary. For suppose 

(a!. ... , ak) = (a1. ... , ak+l)· Then we have an equation ak+l = E~=l biai 
(bi E R) and g := lk+l- E~=l biXnt+l-n; /i E I\ (1!, ... , fk) is of lower degree 
than lk+!. contradicting the choice of lk+l· 

Corollary 2.4. Let R be a Noetherian ring and San extension ring of R that 
is finitely generated over R (in the ring sense). Then S is also Noetherian. 

Proof. S is a homomorphic image of a polynomial ring R[X1 , ••• , Xn], so it 
suffices to show that the latter is Noetherian. But this follows from 2.3 by 
induction on n. 

In particular, for a principal ideal ring R the polynomial ring R[X1, ••• , Xn] 
and its homomorphic images are Noetherian, in particular Z[X1, ••• , Xn] and 
K[X1. ... , Xn] for any field K. The last fact has the following consequences for 
algebraic varieties. 

Let L/ K be a field extension. 

Corollary 2.5. Every decreasing chain 

of affine K-varieties l-'i c An ( L) is stationary. 
This follows, because the corresponding chain :J {V1) C :J (V2) C · · · of ideals 

in K[X1. ... ,Xn] becomes stationary {1.8d). 

Corollary 2.6. For an ideal I of K[X1, ••• ,Xn], $(I) is a K-variety in An(L). 
For if I = (I!, ... , I m), then m (I) is the solution set of the system of 

equations h = 0 {i = 1, ... , m) in An(L). 
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Corollary 2.7. If {V.).heA is an arbitrary family of K-varieties in An(L}, then 
n.).EA v.). is a K -variety. 

By 1.8f}, n.).eA V.). = m(E.).eA J(V.).)). 
Since finite unions and arbitrary intersections of K-varieties in An(L) are 

K-varieties, the K-varieties form the closed sets of a topology on An(L}, the 
K-topology or Zariski topology on An(L) with respect to K. If V c An(L) is a 
K-variety, then V carries the relative topology (the Zariski topology on V). Its 
closed sets are the subvarieties W C V, i.e. the K-varieties contained in V. This 
topology will often play a role later. We now apply the Zariski topology to show 
that any variety has a unique decomposition into irreducible components. 

Definition 2.8. A topological space X is called irreducible if for any decom
position X= At U A2 with closed subsets At: C X(i = 1, 2} we have X= At 
or X = A2 • A subset X' of a topological space X is called irreducible if X' is 
irreducible as a space with the induced topology. 

It is clear that an algebraic K-variety is irreducible in the sense of Definition 
1.9 if and only if it is irreducible as a topological space with the Zariski topology 
with respect to K. 

Lemma 2.9. For a topological space X the following statements are equivalent. 

a) X is irreducible. 
b) If Ut, U2 are open subsets of X, and if Ut: '10 (i = 1, 2), then Ut n U2 #0. 
c) Any nonempty open subset of X is dense in X. 

Proof. a)+-+b) follows from Definition 2.8 by taking complements. b)+-+c) is clear 
by the definition of density. 

Corollary 2.10. For a subset X' of a topological space X the following state
ments are equivalent. 

a) X' is irreducible. 
b) IfUt,U2 areopensubsetsofXwith Ut:nX' '10 (i = 1,2), thenUtnU2nX' 'I 

0. 
c) The closure X of X' is irreducible. 

Proof. a)+-+b) is a consequence of 2.9; and b}+-+c) follows from the fa.ct that an 

open set meets X' if and only if it meets X. 
Definition 2.11. An irreducible component of a topological space X is a max
imal irreducible subset of X. 

By 2.10 the irreducible components are closed, and so in the case of an 
algebraic variety are subvarieties. 

Proposition 2.12. 

a) Any irreducible subset of a topological space is contained in an irreducible 
component. 

b) Any topological space is the union of its irreducible components. 
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Proof. Since every point x E X is irreducible, b) follows from a). a) is gotten 
using Zorn's Lemma. For an irreducible subset X' of a space X consider the set 
M of the irreducible subsets of X that contain X'. M is not empty, and for a 
linearly ordered family {X~heA of elements X~ EM, Y := U~eA X~ is also an 
element of M: If Ut, U2 are open sets with Ui n Y =f= 0 (i = 1, 2), then there 
are indices ..Xt, ..X2 E A with Ui n X~i =f= 0 (i = 1, 2). If, say X~2 c X~., then 
Ut n U2 n x~. =f= 0 by 2.10, so Ut n U2 n Y =f= 0, and Y too is irreducible. 

By Zorn's Lemma M has a maximal element. It is an irreducible component 
of X that contains X'. 

Definition 2.13. A topological space X is called Noetherian if every descending 
chain At :J A2 :J · · · of closed subsets Ai c X is stationary. 

By 2.5 a K-variety l' as a topological space with the Zariski topology is 
Noetherian. It is clear that a topological space is Noetherian if and only if in it 
ascending chains of open sets are stationary, or the maximal condition for open 
sets or the minimal condition for closed sets holds. 

Proposition 2.14. A Noetherian topological space has only finitely many ir
reducible components. No component is contained in the union of the others. 

Proof (by Noetherian recursion). Let X be a Noetherian topological space and 
M the set of all closed subsets of X that cannot be written as a finite union of 
irreducible subsets of X. Suppose M is not empty. 

By the minimal condition there is a minimal element Y E M. Y is not 
irreducible, so there are closed subsets Y11 Y2 of Y with Y = Yt U Y2, Yi =F Y 
(i = 1, 2). Since Yi t, M, Yi is a finite union of irreducible subsets of X, and 
therefore so is Y, a contradiction. 

Since we now have M = 0, any closed subset of X, and thus X itself, 
can be represented as a finite union of irreducible subsets. By 2.12a) we have 
X= Xt U ... U Xn with irreducible components Xi of X, Xi =f= X; fori =f= j. 

If Y is an arbitrary irreducible component, it follows from the relation Y = 
U:=t (Xi n Y) that Y = Xi n Y for suitable i, that is Y = Xi: therefore, 
all components occur among the Xi. Nor can we have_Xi c U#iX;, since 
otherwise Xi = X; for some j =f= i. This proves the proposition. 

Corollary 2.15. Any K-variety V c An(L) has only finitely many irreducible 
components Vt, ... , V8 • We have V = Vt U · · · UV8 , and in this representation no 
vi is superfluous. 

It is easily seen that the irreducible components of a hypersurface H are 
just the irreducible hypersurfaces that were called the components of H in §1. 

These observations on topological spaces are convenient in the general form 
given, for they can be applied again and again to cases that arise in algebraic 
geometry. 

In the next section we need the Hilbert Basis Theorem for modules. We 
first recall some basic concepts about modules. We consider only R-modules M 
with 1 · m = m for all mE M. 
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1. A system of generators of M is a family { mA he A of elements mA E M such 
that any m E M can be represented as a linear combination of finitely many 
of the mA with coefficients in R. We then write M = ({mAheA)· 

2. M is called finitely generated if it has a finite system of generators, cyclic 
(or monogenic) if it is generated by one element. 

3. M is called free if it has a basis, i.e. a linearly independent system of gen
erators. For example, M = Rn is a free R-module. As is well known, it has 
a canonical basis. If M is free, then a linear mapping l : M -+ N into an 
R-module N is uniquely determined by the images of the elements of a basis. 
If one prescribes arbitrary images in N for the basis elements, then there is 
always a linear mapping that takes the prescribed values on the basis. 

4. The rank of a free R-module M is by definition equal to the cardinality of 
a basis of M. One can show that this is independent of the basis chosen. 
If M has a (finite) basis {bt. ... , bn} and if mi = L~= 1 Tikbk (i = 1, ... , n) 
are elements of M, then {mt. ... , mn} is a basis of M if and only if det(rik) 
is a unit of R. If M is free of rank n, then M ~ nn. 

Definition 2.16. An R-module Miscalled Noetherian if every submodule U 
of M is finitely generated. 

Proposition 2.17. If R is Noetherian and M is a finitely generated R-module, 
then M is Noetherian. 

Proof. Let M = (m1, ... , mn)· Then there is a unique (surjective) linear 
mapping <p : Rn -+ M that maps the i-th canonical basis vector ei to mi 

(i = 1, ... , n). It suffices to show that any submodule U c nn is finitely gener
ated, since every submodule of M is a homomorphic image of such a module. 

For the elements u = ( u 1 , .•. , un) E U the first components u1 form an ideal 
I in R. By hypothesis it is finitely generated: I= (u~ 1 ), •.• , u~k>). For n = 1 we 
have finished. 

In the general case we consider elements u(i) E U with first components u~i) 
(i = 1, ... ; k). For an arbitrary u E U let u1 = E:=1 TiU~i) (ri E R). Then 
u- E:=1 TiU(i) is of the form (0, u2, ... 'u~) and is thus an element of u n nn- 1 

if nn-1 here denotes the submodule of nn consisting of all the elements with 
first component 0. By the induction hypothesis, U n nn- 1 has a finite system of 
generators { Vt. . .. , vl}. Then { u( 1 >, ... , u(k), v 1, ... , v,} is a system of generators 
ofU. 

Using the argument in this proof one can also easily show: 
Remark 2.18. If R is a principal ideal domain, then every submodule U c Rn 
has a basis (of length ~ n). 

Namely, I= (up>) is a principal ideal. If uP> = 0, then u c nn-1 ' and, by 

the induction hypothesis, we have finished. If uP> "! 0, then choose a u(1) E U 

with first component uP>. It follows that u(ll together with a basis of unnn- 1 

for.ms a basis of U. 
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Exercises 

1. Let K be an algebraically closed field. In K 2 consider the set C of all points 
(tP, tq) with fixed numbers p, q E Z, p, q > 0, where t varies over all of K. C 
is an algebraic variety. Determine its ideal J(C) C K[X1,X2]. 

2. Let K be an infinite field, V C An(K) a finite set of points. Its ideal J(V) 
in K[X1. ... ,Xn] is generated by n polynomials. (Interpolation!) 

3. Let Lf K be an extension of fields, where L has infinitely many elements. For 
JI, ... , In E K[T1, ... , Tm] consider the closure V in An(£) (in the K-Zariski 
topology) of the set Vo of all the points (!I(ti. ... ,tm), ... ,/n(ti.···•tm)), 
where (t1, ... , tm) varies over all of Lm. V is irreducible. (Hint: Consider 
the K-homomorphism 

and apply Proposition 1.3a).) (In this situation one says that Vis given by 
a "polynomial parametrization" with parameters T1. ... , Tm.) 

4. In the situation of Exercise 3 give an example of the case where V0 need not 
be closed. 

5. For L/K as in Exercise 3 show that any linear K-variety in An(£) is irre
ducible. 

6. An irreducible real variety V c Rn is connected in the Zariski topology but 
need not be connected in the usual topology on nn. Give an example of 
this. 

7. Let L/K be an extension of fields, V C An(K) a K-variety, V cAn(£) its 
closure in the £-topology on An(£). 

a) The ideal J (V) of V in L[X1, ... , Xn] is the extension ideal 

of the ideal J(V) in K[Xli ... ,Xn]· 

b)V=VnAn(K). 

c) If v = Vt u ... u vB· is the decomposition of v into irreducible com
ponents (with respect to the £-topology), and \ti := Vi* n An(K) 
( i = 1, ... , s), then V = V1 u · · · u V8 is the decomposition of V into irre
ducible components (with respect to the K-topology on An(K)). Fur
ther, Vt =Vi is the closure of Vi in 'An(£). (In case K = R,L = C, V 
is called the "complexification" of the R-variety V C An(R).) 

8. Let {rAheA be a system of generators of a finitely generated module (or 
ideal) /. There are finitely many indices ~i (i = 1, ... , n) such that 
{ rA, ... , rA,.} is also a system of generators of/. 
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9. Let I be an ideal of the polynomial ring K[Xt. ... ,Xn] over a field K. 
A subfield K' c K is called a field of definition of I if I has a system of 
generators consisting of elements of K'[Xt, ... , Xn]· Show that any ideal I C 

K[X1, ••• , Xn] has a smallest field of definition Ko (i.e. one that is contained 
in every field of definition of I). Hint: K[Xt. ... , Xnl/ I has a K-vector space 
basis consisting of the images of some of the monomials Xf1 ••• x:;:n. All 
other monomials can be expressed modulo I as linear combinations of these 
with coefficients in K. One adjoins all these coefficients to the prime field 
of K and gets Ko. 

10. Any surjective endomorphism r.p of a Noetherian ring R is an automorphism. 
Hint: Consider Ker( r.pn) for all n E N. 

3. Hilbert's Nullstellensatz 

For an ideal I of the polynomial ring K[Xt, . .. , Xn] over a field K and an 
extension L/ K, the zero set m(I) C An(L) may be empty. However, we do have 
the following theorem, which is fundamental to algebraic geometry. 

Theorem 3.1. {Hilbert's Nullstellensatz) If L is algebraically closed and I i= 
K[Xt. ... , Xn], then m{l) is not empty. 

The theorem is equivalent to an assertion about field extensions: 

Proposition 3.2. {Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, field-theoretic form) If A/ K is an 
extension of fields and A arises from K through ring adjunction of finitely many 
elements, then A/ K is algebraic. 

From 3.2 follows 3.1. For I there is a maximal ideal M of K[X1, ... ,Xn] 
with M:) I. A:= K[Xt. ... , Xn]/M is then a field which arises from K through 
ring adjunction of the residue classes Ei of the Xi (i = 1, ... , n). By 3.2 A/ K 
is algebraic, so there is a K-homomorphism t/J: A-+ L, since Lis algebraically 
closed. Then (t/J(6), ... , t/J(en)) E Ln is a zero of M, and therefore of I too. 

Conversely, 3.2 follows from 3.1. If the field A arises from K through ring 
adjunction of finitely many elements, then A~ K[Xt. ... ,XnJIM with a maxi
mal ideal M. By 3.1 M has a zero (6, ... , en) E K", where K is the algebraic 
closure of K. One has a K-homomorphism K[Xt, ... ,Xn]-+ K,Xi ~--+ ei with 
kernel M and thus a K-isomorphism A~ K[6, ... , en]· Since the ei are alge-
braic over K, A/ K is also algebraic. 

The proof of 3.2 (according to Artin-Tate [5] and Zariski [83]) rests on the 
next two lemmas. 

Lemma 3.3. Let R c S C T be rings, let R be Noetherian and T = 
R[xt. ... , xn] with Xt. ... , Xn E T. Assume T is finitely generated as an 8-
module. Then S is also finitely generated as a ring over R. 
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Proof. We consider a system of generators { Wt, ... , Wm} of the S-module T that 
contains the Xi (i = 1, ... , n) and its "multiplication table" 

(i, k = 1, ... , m; a}k E S). 

For S' := R[{afkh,k,l=l, ... ,m] we then have T = S'w1 + · · · + S'wm, since along 
with the a1k all the products of powers of the Xi lie in S' w1 + · · · + S' Wm, therefore 
so does all ofT, since T = R[x1, ... ,xn]· 

Since R is Noetherian, S' is also Noetherian by Hilbert's Basis Theorem for 
rings; and Tis a Noetherian S'-module by Hilbert's Basis Theorem for modules. 
Since S' c S c T, it follows that S is finitely generated as an S'-module, and 
therefore also as a ring over R. 

Lemma 3.4. LetS= K(Zt. ... , Zt) be a rational function field over a field K, 
where t > 0. Then S is not finitely generable as a ring over K. 

Proof. Suppose {xt. ... , Xm} is a ring generating system of S/ K, where Xi = 
g~ ~1 ····~' (i = 1, ... , m) with polynomials /i, gi. Because S = K[xt. ... , Xm], 

• J •••• , c 
every element of S can be represented as a quotient of two polynomials in 
K[Z., ... , Zt], where the denominator contains at most the irreducible poly
nomials that divide one of the gi. For a prime polynomial p that divides none 
of the gi, by the theorem on unique factorization in K(Zt. ... , Zt) we see that ~ 
can have no such representation. Since K[Z1, ••• , Zt] has infinitely many pair
wise unassociated prim!! polynomials, but only finitely many prime polynomials 
divide the gi, there is such a p, and we have reached a contradiction. 

The proof of 3.2 is now gotten at once. If A/ K is transcendental and 
{Z., ... ,Zt},t > 0, is a transcendence basis, then by 3.3 S := K(Z1, ... ,Zt) 
is finitely generated as a ring over K, which is impossible by 3.4. (For other 
proofs of the Nullstellensatz see Ch. II, §2, and Ch. II, §3, Exercise 1.) 

Corollary 3.5. Let L/ K be an extension of fields, where L is algebraically 
closed. A system of algebraic equations 

li = 0 (i=1, ... ,m) 

with polynomials ft, ... ,fm E K[Xt, ... ,Xn] has a solution in Ln if and only 
if (It, ... , fm) 1: K[X1, ... , Xn]· (This statement is more of theoretical interest 
than of practical use.) 

Corollary 3.6. Let K be a field and M a maximal ideal of the polynomial ring 
K[Xt, ... ,Xn]· Then the following are true. 

a) K[Xt, ... ,Xn]/M is a finite field extension of K. 
b) For every extension field L of K the ideal M has at most finitely many zeros 

in Ln. 

c) If K is algebraically closed, then there are elements 6, ... , en E K such 
that M = (Xt- 6, ... ,Xn- en)· 
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a) is a consequence of 3.2. b) If L f K is a field extension, then by a) there 
are at most finitely many K-homomorphisms K[Xt. ... ,Xn]/M--+ L, hence M 
has at most finitely many zeros in Ln. c) If K is algebraically closed, then M 
has a zero (et. ... , en) E Kn by 3.1. The polynomials not belonging toM then 
do not have ( 6, ... , en) as a zero; otherwise, every polynomial would have this 
zero. It follows that (X1- 6, ... ,Xn- en) c M. But (X1- 6, ... ,Xn- en) 
is a maximal ideal, hence (X1- 6, ... ,Xn- en)= M. 

The Nullstellensatz can be sharpened as follows. 

Proposition 3.7. Let LfK be an extension of fields, where Lis algebraically 
closed. The assignment V 1-+ J (V) defines a bijection of the set of all K -varieties 
V C An(L) onto the set of all ideals I of K[Xb ... ,Xn] with Rad(I) =I. For 
any ideal I of K[Xt. ... , Xn], 

Rad(I) = J(m(I)). 

Proof. From the rules 1.8 we have already found that the assignment V 1-+ J (V) 
is injective. That it is also surjective will follow once the second assertion of 3. 7 
is proved. 

For any ideal I of K[X1o ... ,Xn] we have Rad(I) c J(m(I)). Now let FE 
J(m(I)),F #:- 0. We will show that FE Rad(I) with the aid of "Rabinowitsch's 
argument": 

In the polynomial ring K[X1o ... , Xn, T] with one more indeterminate T, 
we form the ideal J generated by I and F · T - 1. If (xi> ... , Xn, t) E Ln+l is 
a zero of J, then (xt, ... 'Xn) E m(I), so F(xb ... , Xn). t- 1 = -1. But since 
( x 1 , ... , Xn, t) is also a zero of F · T - 1, this is a contradiction. Since .J has no 
zeros, J = K[X1, ••• , Xn, T] by 3.1. We then have an equation 

II 

1 = LfltF, + S(FT -1) 
i=l 

with Ri,S E K[Xt, ... ,Xn,T] and F, E I (i = 1, ... , s). Let 

r.p: K[Xt. ... ,Xn, T]--+ K(X1, ... ,Xn) 

be the K-homomorphism with r.p(X,) = X,(i = 1, ... , n), r.p(T) = j;. Then 

1 = t r.p(flt) · F,, r.p(flt) = ::; with A, E K[X1, ... , Xn], Pi E N. 
i=l 

If p := M~=l, ... ,11{p,}, we then have FP E (Flo ... , F.,), so FE Rad(I). 

Corollary 3.8. 

a) For two ideals It. I2 c K[X1o ... ,Xn], m(It) = m(I2) if and only if 

Rad(It) = Rad(I2). 
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b) Two systems of algebraic equations 

Fi = 0 ( i = 1, ... , m) and (j = 1, ... 'l) 
have the same solution sets in An(L) if and only if: For all i E [1, m] there 
is a Pi EN with Ft E (G1. ... , Gt) and for all j E (1, l] there is a Uj EN 
with G? E (F1. ... ,Fm)· 

Corollary 3.9. 
a) Let K' I K be an extension of fields with K' C L, and let J (V) be the ideal 

of a K-variety V C An(L) in K(Xt. ... , Xnl· Then 

Rad(J(V) · K'[X1. ... ,Xn]) 

is the ideal of V in K'(Xt, ... ,Xnl· 
b) Let V C An(L) and W C Am(L) be two K-varieties, J(V) C K[Xt, ... ,Xn] 

and J(W) c K[Y1. ... , Ym] the corresponding ideals. Then to the product 
variety V x W c An+m(L) corresponds the ideal 

J(V x W) = Rad(J(V), J(W)) 

in K(Xt, ... ,Xn, Yt, ... , Ym]· 
These assertions immediately follow from the formulas in 3. 7. The reader 

should compare 3.9a) with the statement of Exercise 7a) in §2. 
In the following let Ll K be an extension of fields, where L is algebraically 

closed. 

Definition 3.10. 
a) A K-algebra which (as a ring) is finitely generated over K is called an affine 

K-algebra. 
b) For a K-variety V C An(L) 

K[V] := K[Xt, ... ,Xn]IJ(V) 

is called the coordinate ring of V (or the affine K-algebra of V). 

For V = An(L) we have K(V] = K[X1 , ••• ,Xnl· The relation given in 
3.7 between the K-varieties in An(L) and the ideals of K(Xt, ... ,Xn] can be 
generalized. One considers on the one hand the K -subvarieties of a fixed variety 
V and on the other hand the ideals of K[V]. In deriving this relation we use the 
following ring-theoretic facts, which will often be tacitly used later on. 

Let R be a ring, a an ideal of R, t : R --+ Rl a the canonical epimorphism. 
1. The mapping that assigns to any ideal I of Ria its inverse image c 1 (I) in 

R is an inclusion-preserving bijection of the set of all ideals of Rl a onto the 
set of all ideals of R that contain a. 

2. t induces an isomorphism Rlc 1(I) ~ t(R)II. 
3. I is a prime (maximal) ideal of RIa if and only if c 1 (I) is a prime (maximal) 

ideal of R. 
4. Rad(I) =I if and only ifRad(c1 (/)) = c 1 (/). 

1. and 2. form the contents of one of the Noether Isomorphism theorems of 
ring theory: 3. and 4. easily follow therefrom. 
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The elements I{) of the coordinate ring K[V] of a K-variety V C An(L) can 
be considered as functions I{): V ---+ L. If I{)= F + J (V) with FE K[Xt, ... , Xn] 
and X= (6, ... , en), put 

l{)(x) = F(et, ... , en)· 

This is independent of the choice of the representative F of the residue class 1{), 

so that one gets a well-defined function on V. For example, if Xi := Xi + J (V), 
then Xi is the i-th coordinate function: it assigns to each (6, ... , en) E V its 
i-th coordinate ei· 

For a subset I (in particular, an ideal) of K[V] we can now speak of the 
zero set !.Uv(I) of I on V (a K-subvariety of V) and for a subset W C V (in 
particular, a K-subvariety of V) we can speak of the vanishing ideal Jv(W) in 
K[V]. 

It immediately follows that Jv(W) = J(W)/J(V). Moreover, we have rules 
analogous to 1.8 for the operations m v and J v. From 3. 7 and 1.10 now follows 
the more general version of the Nullstellensatz. 

Proposition 3.11. Let V C An(L) beaK-variety. The mapping W ....... Jv(W) 
which to each K-variety W c V assigns its ideal Jv(W) in K[V] is an inclusion
reversing bijection of the set of all K -subvarieties of V onto the set of all ideals 
I of K[V] with Rad{I) =I. For each ideal I of K[V] we have 

Rad{I) = Jv(!.Uv(I)). 

A K-subvariety W c V is irreducible if and only if Jv(W) is a prime ideal of 
K[V]. 

With these propositions the question, for example, of what irreducible sub
varieties V has, is reduced to the search for the prime ideals of K[V]. 

We conclude this section with some general statements about the coordinate 
rings of affine varieties. 

Rules 3.12. 

a) The coordinate ring K[V] of a variety V is a reduced affine K-algebra. V is 
irreducible if and only if K[V] is an integral domain. 

b) Under the hypotheses of 3.9a) 

K'[V] := (K' ®K K[V])red· 

c) Under the hypotheses of 3.9b) 

K[V X W] := (K[V] ®K K[W])red· 

d) If W is a K -subvariety of the K -variety V, then we have a canonical isomor
phism 

K[W] := K[V]/Jv(W), 
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which is induced by restricting the functions in K[V] to W. 
e) If U and Ware two subvarieties of V and if I c K(WJ is the image of :Jv(U} 

under the canonical epimorphism K[V]--+ K[W], then 

I.Vw(I} =UnW. 

f) Every reduced affine K-algebra A is K-isomorphic to the coordinate ring of 
a K-variety V (in a suitable affine space An(L)). 

Proof. 
a} Since :J(V) = Rad(:J(V)), K[V) is reduced. K[V) is an integral domain if 

and only if J (V} is a prime ideal, i.e. if V is irreducible. 
b) By 3.9a) 

K'[V] = K'[Xt. ... , Xn]/Rad(J (V) · K'[Xt. ... , Xn]) 

:: (K'[Xt, ... ,Xn]/J(V) · K'(Xt, ... ,Xn])red 

:: (K' ®K K[VJ)red· 

c) By 3.9b) 

K[V x W] = K[Xt, ... ,Xn, Yt. ... , Ym]/Rad(J(V), J(W}) 

:: (K[Xt, ... ,Xn, Yt. ... , Yml/(:l(V), J(W)))red 

:: (K[VJ ®K K[WJ)red· 

d) We have 

K[WJ = K(Xt. ... ,Xn]/J(W):: K[X1. ... ,Xn]/'J(V)/J(W)/J(V) 

= K[V]/Jv(W). 

If the elements of K(V] and K(W] are considered as functions, one sees that 
the functions in K[W] are the restrictions of the functions in K[V], where 
two functions on V have the same restriction to W if and only if they are 
congruent modulo Jv(W). 

e) We have I= Jv(U)+'Jv(W)/Jv(W} and I.Vv(Jv(U)+Jv(W)) = UnW. 
The assertion follows from this. 

f) We have A = K[xt, ... , Xn] with Xi E A (i = 1, ... , n), so that A :: 
K(Xli ... ,Xn]/1 with an ideal I C K(Xt, ... ,Xnl· Since A is assumed 
reduced, it follows that Rad(I) =I. If Vis the zero set of I in An(L); then 
A=:K[VJ. 

Exercises 

1. a) Any maximal ideal in the polynomial ring K(X1, .•. , Xnl over a field K 
is generated by n elements. 

b) Let R be a ring, M C R[X1, ••• ,Xn] a maximal ideal for which M n R 
is a maximal ideal of R generated by p elements. Then M is generated 
by p + n elements. 
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2. Let A be an affine algebra over a field K, M a maximal ideal of A, and 
B c A a K-subalgebra. Then M n B is a maximal ideal of B. 

3. For any ideal I I: A of an affine algebra A, Rad(I) is the intersection of all 
the maximal ideals of A that contain I. 

4. Let A be an affine algebra over the field K, d its dimension as a vector space 
over K. A has at most d maximal ideals. 

5. In the polynomial ring K[X1,X2] over an algebraically closed field K, there 
are only the following prime ideals. 

a) The zero ideal {0) and the unit ideal {1). 
b) The principal ideals (/),where I is an irreducible polynomial. 

c) The maximal ideals (X1- 6,X2- 6), where (ei,6) E K 2 • 

(Apply §1, Exercise 7 and 3.7.) 

6. Let L/ K be an extension of fields, where L is algebraically closed. For a 
point X= (6, ... 'en) of an affine K-variety v c An(L) let cpz: K[VJ- L 
be the mapping assigning to any function I E K[V] its value l(x) E L. 
The mapping x t-t cpz is a bijection. of V onto the set HomK(K[V],L) of 
K -algebra homomorphisms of K[V] into L. 

7. Let K be an arbitrary field, S the set of all polynomials in K[XI. ... , Xn] 
that have no zeros inAn(K), and I an ideal inK[X1, ... ,Xn] withIn S = 0. 
Then I has a zero in An(K). (In the proof of this generalization of the 
Nullstellensatz one can use the hint to §1, Exercise 3.) 

4. The spectrum of a ring 

In the last section the close relation between algebraic geometry and ring theory 
became clear. In this section we describe a generalization of the concept of affine 
variety that starts from an arbitrary commutative ring with 1. This general
ization has proved very significant in modern algebraic geometry. The formal 
analogy to the concept of affine variety will soon be evident. 

Definition 4.1. For a ring R we write: 

a) Spec(R) for the set of all prime ideals p of R, p I: R; 
b) J(R) for the set of all prime ideals in Spec(R) that can be written as the 

intersection of maximal ideals; 
c) Max(R) for the set of all maximal ideals of R. 

Spec(R) is called the spectrum, J(R) the J-spectrum, and Max(R) the maximal 
spectrum of R. 

Obviously Max(R) c J(R) c Spec(R). If X is one of these sets and I an 
ideal of R, then 

m(I) := {P Ex 1 p :) I} 

is called the zero set of I in X. A subset A C X is called closed if there is an 
ideal I of R such that A= m(I). 
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For two closed subsets A~: = ~(I~:) (k = 1, 2) of X, At U A2 = ~(It n I2) is 
also closed, and for a family A~ = ~(I.\) of closed subsets ( >. E A) n~eA A~ = 
~(E~eA I~) is also closed in X. The sets I.U(I), as I runs over all the ideals of 
R, are the closed sets of a topology on X, the Zariski topology on X. 

Obviously, Max( R) and J ( R) carry the relative topology of the Zariski topol
ogy on Spec(R). 

For an arbitrary set A C X, 

:J(A) == n p 
pEA 

is called the ideal of A in R (the vanishing ideal). 

We have 

Rule 4.2. For any subset A of X, I.U{:J(A)) =A is the closure of A in X. 

Proof. From the definition of :J(A) it immediately follows that A c I.U(:J(A)), 
so A c I.U(:J(A)). Conversely, if I.U(I) is a closed subset of X containing A, I 
an ideal of R, then p ::>I for all p E A, so that I C npeA p = :J(A) and hence 

I.U(I) ::> ~(:J(A)), whence I.U(:J(A)) =A follows. 

As an analogue to Hilbert's Nullstellensatz we have 

Proposition 4.3. Let X= Spec(R). For any ideal I of R, :J(~(I)) = Rad{I). 
The closed subsets of X correspond bijectively to the ideals of R that equal their 
radicals; this correspondence reverses inclusions. 

In the proof of this proposition we use 

Lemma 4.4. (Krull) Let I be an ideal of R, S a multiplicatively closed subset of 
R with InS= 0. Then the set M of all ideals J of R with I c J and JnS = 0 
has a maximal element. It is a prime ideal of R. 

Proof. If {J~heA is a totally ordered (with respect to inclusion) family of ideals 
of M, then J := U~eA J~ is an ideal of R with I C J and J n S = 0. By Zorn's 
Lemma M has a maximal element p. 

Suppose that for two elements at, a2 E R \ p we have at · a2 E p. Since 
a, f/. p, we have (Ra, + p) n S :F 0 (i = 1, 2). Hence there are elements r, E R, 
Pi E P such that 

(i = 1,2). 

But then (rtat + pt) · (r2a2 + P2) = rtr2a1a2 + r1a1P2 + r2a2P1 + PtP2 E P n S, 
contradicting p n S = 0. Thus p is a prime ideal. 

Applying this lemma to S = { 1} yields the well-known fact that any ideal 
I of a ring R with I :F R is contained in a maximal ideal. Further, we have 

Corollary 4.5. For any ideal I of a ring R with I :F R, 

Rad(I) = n p. 
p::>l 

pESpec(R) 
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In particular, npESpec(R) ll = Rad(O) is the set of all nilpotent elements of R. 

Proof. Passing to R/ I, we see that it suffices to prove the second statement. 
It is clear that npeSpec(R) ll contains an the nilpotent elements of R. If X E 
npESpec(R) p, considers:= {xn In EN}. If X is not nilpotent, then (O)nS ::/= 0, 
and by 4.4 there is a prime ideal p with p n S = 0, contradicting the hypothesis 
xE p. 

Corollary 4.5 also proves Proposition 4.3. We have J(~(/)) = npe!U(I) P = 
np:::>I p = Rad(/). The other assertion of the proposition follows with the aid of 
4.2. (Of course, 4.3 does not provide a new proof of Hilbert's Nullstellensatz.) 

As an analogue to 1.10 we have 

Proposition 4.6. Let R be a ring, X its spectrum, J -spectrum, or maximal 
spectrum. A closed subset A C X is irreducible if and only if J (A) is a prime 
ideal. 

Proof. 
a) Let A be irreducible and I· g E J(A) with I, g E R. For any pEA, IE p 

or g E p and hence A= (An ~(f)) u (An ~(g)). Therefore, A c ~(f) or 
A c ~(g), i.e. IE J{A) or g E J(A). 

b) Let J{A) be a prime ideal and A = A1 U A2 with closed sets A1, A2 c 
A. Then J(Ai) :J J(A) and on the other hand J(A) = J(A1 U A2) = 
J(At) n J(A2); therefore, J(A1) c J(A) or J(A2) c J(A). It follows that 
J(At) = J(A) or J(A2) = J(A); and by 4.2, A1 =A or A2 =A. 

We now want to investigate the relations between an affine variety and the 
spectrum of its coordinate ring. Let L/ K be an extension of fields, where L is 
algebraically closed, and V C An(L) a K-variety. 

For any x E V, the set Pz := Jv({x}) of all functions r.p E K[V] with 
r.p(x) = 0 is a prime ideal::/= K[V]. We thus have a mapping 

r.p : V --+ Spec(K[V]), 

<p is continuous, for if A = ~(/) is a closed set of Spec(K[V]), then 
r.p- 1(A) = {x E VI Px :J /}is the zero set of I in V and so is also a closed set. 
However, in general <pis neither injective nor surjective. 

For x = (x11 ... , xn) E V, Px is the kernel of the K-epimorphism K[V] --+ 

K[x11 ••• , Xn] with <pH r.p(x) for all r.p E K[V]. If y = (y1, ... , Yn) E Vis another 
point, then Pz = Py if and only if there is a K-isomorphism K[xt, ... ,xn]!:!! 
K[y1, ... , Yn] mapping Xi to Yi (i = 1, ... , n). In this case we say that x andy 
are conjugate points over K. 

For many purposes of algebraic geometry conjugate points can be identified. 
This is effected by passing from V to Spec(K[V]). 

The points x = (x1 , ••• , Xn) E V whose coordinates Xi are algebraic over K 
are called the K-a.lgebra.ic points of V. By Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, for every 
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m E Max(K[V]) there is a K-algebraic point x E V with m = Px· Therefore, 
cp-1Max(K[V]) is the set of K-algebraic points of V, and cp maps this set onto 
Max(K[V]). 

In particular, if K is algebraically closed, then cp induces a homeomorphism 
of the space Vx of all K-rational points of V onto Max(K[V]). 

In the general case we shall show that p E Spec(K[V]) lies in Im(cp) if and 
only if the corresponding subvariety I.Uv ( p) C V has a "generic point." 

Definition 4. 7. Let A be a closed set of a topological space X. x E A is called 
a generic point of A if A= {x}, the closure of {x} in X. 

If A has a generic point, then A is irreducible, for since { x} is irreducible, 
so is {x} (2.10). 

For p E Spec(K[V]) there is an x E V with p = Px = Jv({x}) if and only 
if I.Uv(P) = I.Uv(Jv({x})) = {x}, i.e. when xis a generic point of I.Uv(IJ). 

Not every (nonempty) irreducible variety V need have a generic point; for 
example, if L = K, then {x} = {x} for any point x E V. However, if the 
transcendence degree of L over K is at least n, then any nonempty irreducible 
K-variety V c An(L) has a generic point. In this case it is easily shown that 
K[VJ can be embedded in L by a K-homomorphism; the images Xi E L of the 
coordinate functions then provide a generic point x = (x., ... , Xn) of V. For 
example, any nonempty irreducible affine Q-variety in An(C) (n arbitrary) has 
a generic point, since C has infinite transcendence degree over Q. 

One technique of classical algebraic geometry (see [X]) was, when studying 
K-varieties, immediately to admit points with coordinates in a "universal field" 
L over K (i.e. an algebraically closed extension field of infinite transcendence 
degree over K) in order always to have at hand generic points. In this case the 
mapping cp above is always surjective. The spectrum provides a substitute for 
this technique. 

Proposition 4.8. Let X be the spectrum or J -spectrum of a ring R. Any 
nonempty irreducible closed subset A c X has a unique generic point p, namely 
p := J(A). 

Proof. If p is a generic point of A, then by 4.2 we have the formula A = { p} = 
I.U(J{{p})) = I.U(p), so J(A) = J(I.U(p)). But from the definition of J and I.U 
it follows at once that J(I.U(p)) = p, sop= J(A). 

In general, by 4.6 J(A) = npeA p is a prime ideal of R. In case X= J(R), 
the pEA are the intersections of maximal ideals, so that J(A) E J(R). Apply
ing the rule {x} = I.U(J({x})) to x = J(A), we see that {J(A)} = I.U(J(A)) =A, 
i.e. J{A) is indeed a generic point of A. 

Like any topological space the spectra introduced above have decomposi
tions into irreducible components. By means of 4.3 the statements on topo
logical spaces in §2 can be translated into the language of rings, thus yielding 
propositions about rings. 

Proposition 4.9. Let R be a ring, I an ideal of R. The minimal prime divisors 
of I correspond bijectively to the irreducible components of the subset I.U {I) C 
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Spec(R). In particular, any ideal in a ring R has minimal prime divisors, and 
any p E Spec(R) contains a minimal prime ideal of R. 

a) If Spec(R) is a Noetherian topological space (for example, if R is a Noethe
rian ring), then I bas only finitely many minimal prime divisors and R has 
only finitely many minimal prime ideals. 

b) If J(R) is Noetherian, then the set of prime divisors of I that are contained 
in J(R) has only finitely many elements. 

Proof. The minimal prime divisors of I are just the generic points of the irre
ducible components of the set m(I) c J(R). 

If a ring has only finitely many minimal prime ideals, we can say something 
about its zero divisors. 

Proposition 4.10. Let R ::f {0} be a ring with only finitely many minimal 
prime ideals p1, ... ,p,. Then Rad(O) = n:=t Pi· Further, U:=t Pi consists of 
zero divisors alone. If R is reduced, then U:=t Pi is the set of all zero divisors 
of R. 

Proof. The first statement follows from 4.5 and 4.9; the second remains to 
be proved only for s > 1. If r E P; for some j E [1, s), choose t E ni~; Pi, 
t ~ P;· There is such at, since otherwise we would have ni~; Pic P;. and then 
pi c p ~ for some i ::f j, contradicting the assumption that p; is minimal. From 
rt E n=t Pi, it follows that (rt)P = 0 for~ suitable pEN. Since t ~ P;, we 
have tP ::f 0. Hence there is a u E N with ,.U tP ::f 0, ,.u+t tP = 0; that is, r is a 
zero divisor of R. 

If R is reduced, then n:=t Pi = (0). If r E R is a zero divisor, then there is 
atE R\ {0} with rt = 0. There is also aj E [1, s) with t ~ P;· From rt = 0 E P; 
it follows that rEP;· 

We now want to compare the spectra of different rings with one another. 
Let a: R- S be a ring homomorphism. For any p E Spec(S), a- 1(p) E 

Spec(R). Hence a induces a mapping 

Spec(a) : Spec(S) - Spec(R), 

Remark 4.11. Spec(a) is continuous. 

Indeed, if A= m(I) is a closed subset of Spec(R) with an ideal I of R, then 

Spec(a)-1(A) = {P E Spec(S) I a- 1(p) ::>I} 

= {p E Spec(S) I p ::> a(I). S} = m(a(I). S), 

where a( I)· Sis the ideal generated by a( I) inS. The inverse image of a closed 
subset of Spec(R) is therefore closed in Spec(S), i.e. Spec( a) is continuous. 

Proposition 4.12. If a is surjective with kernel I, then Spec(a) induces a 
homeomorphism ofSpec(S) onto m(I) c Spec(R). Spec( a) is a homeomorphism 
of Spec(S) with Spec(R) if and only if I consists of nilpotent elements alone. 

Proof. That Spec(a) is a bijection of Spec(S) onto m(I) is a reformulation of 
the statement that the prime ideals p of S and their inverse images a -l ( p) 
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in R correspond bijectively, and these are precisely the prime ideals of R that 
contain I. If A = l.U(J) is a closed subset of Spec(S), then Spec(a)(A) = 
i.U(a-1(J)) is a closed subset of i.U(I), and so the bijection above is indeed a 
homeomorphism. 

By 4.5 l.U(I) = Spec(R) if and only if Rad(I) = Rad(O), i.e. if I consists of 
nilpotent elements alone. 

By 4.12 we find, in particular, that Spec(Rred) -+ Spec(R) is a homeomor
phism. We see that the pair (R, Spec(R)) contains more information than the 
topological space Spec(R) alone. In modern algebraic geometry one considers 
the pairs (R, Spec(R)) as the objects to be studied in affine geometry; for the 
moment we want to call them "affine schemes" (for the precise concept of an 
affine scheme see [M) or [N) (cf. also Ch. III, §4, Exercise 1); yet some ideas 
related to this concept can be clarified in our simplified development). 

By a closed subscheme of an affine scheme (R, Spec(R)) we understand a pair 
(R/I,Spec(R/I)), where I is an ideal of R. By 4.12 Spec(R/I) is identified with 
the closed subset l!J(I) of Spec(R), but this set is endowed with the ring R/I. In 
contrast to classical algebraic geometry (Proposition 3.7), the closed subschemes 
of (R, Spec(R)) and the ideals of R are in one-to-one correspondence. 

For two closed subschemes (R/ Ik, Spec(R/ Ik)) (k = 1, 2), (R/ It n I2, 
Spec(R/lt ni2)) is called their union and (R/It +hSpec(R/lt +I2)) is called 
their intersection. Since 

and 

these are actually set-theoretic unions and intersections. 
The concept of a scheme opens the possibility of speaking of ''varieties that 

are counted several times" or "multiple varieties." We suggest the meaning of 
this through some examples. 

Let R := K[X, Y) be the polynomial ring over an algebraically closed field 
K. Spec(R/(X2)) is identified topologically with the line X = 0 in K 2 (the 
Y-axis). On the other hand, the affine scheme (R/(X2),Spec(R/(X2))) can be 
considered as "theY-axis taken twice" (we say X 2 = 0 defines a "double line"). 
(R/(X), Spec(R/(X))) is a proper closed subscheme of (R/(X2), Spec(R/(X2))) 
with the same "underlying topological space." 

The affine scheme (R/(X2,XY),Spec(R/(X2,XY))) is, in view of there
lation (X2, XY) = (X) n (X2, Y), the union of the two affine schemes 

(R/(X), Spec(R/(X))) 

(R/(X2, Y), Spec(R/(X2, Y))) 

(the Y -axis) 

(the origin counted twice). 

It can be interpreted as the Y -axis on which the origin is counted twice, the 
other points once (Fig. 7). 

The necessity of considering multiple varieties is seen when one wants to 
investigate more closely the intersections of algebraic varieties. We illustrate 
this with examples. 
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Fig. 7 

Spec{K[X, YJ/(X2 ,XY)) 

Fig. 9 

Line with a 
point to be 

counted twice 

Fig. 8 

Intersection of the variety 
X1X3 = X2X3 = o 

with the plane X 1 - .X3 = 0 

Fig. 10 

The variety V: X1X3 = X2X3 = 0 is cut by the plane X1- X3 = 0 along 
the line X1 = X3 = 0 (Fig. 8). Because 

K[X1,X2,X3]/(X1X3,X2X3,X1- X3) ~ K[X1,X2]/(X~ ,X1X2), 

the intersection of the corresponding schemes is the line with its zero point 
counted twice, corresponding to the fact that the origin lies on two distinct 
irreducible components of V. If the cone X~ +X~ - Xj = 0 is cut by the plane 
X 1 = 0, then, because 
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the resulting intersection scheme is (if Char K =/; 2) the union of two "lines 
counted once." (This is always the case if the intersection plane is not "tangent" 
to the cone (Fig. 9).) On the other hand, because (X~+ X?- X~,X1 - X3) = 
(X?,X1 - X3), its intersection with the plane X1 - X3 = 0 is the "doubly 
counted" line X1 - X3 = X2 = 0 (Fig. 10). In general, a plane through the 
vertex of the cone (over an algebraically closed coordinate field) always cuts it 
in two lines, if they are counted ''with multiplicity." 

In the multiplicity theory of schemes the suggestions above are made precise. 
A modem treatise on intersection theory is Fulton (AA]. 

Exercises 

1. Let R be a ring. Spec(R) is irreducible if and only if Rred is an integral 
domain. 

2. An element e of a ring R is called idempotent if e2 = e. 

a) e E R is idempotent if and only if 1 - e is. 

b) If 1 = e1 + e2 with nonunits e11e2 E Rand if e1 · e2 is nilpotent, then 
there is an idempotent element e E R with e =/; 0, e =/; 1. 

c) Spec(R) is a connected topological space if and only if R contains no 
idempotent element =/; 0, 1. 

3. Indicate a ring with infinitely many minimal prime ideals. 

4. Let L/K be an extension of fields, V C An(L) a K-variety, and W C Van 
irreducible subvariety that has a generic point x. cp E K[VJ vanishes on all 
of W if and only if cp(x) = 0. 

5. Under the hypotheses of Exercise 4, (x1 , ... , Xn) E An(L) is a generic point 
of V if and only if the K-homomorphism K[V] -> K[x1 , ... , Xn] (cp ~---+ 
cp(x11 ... , Xn)) is an isomorphism. If this is the case, then (Yt. ... , Yn) E 
An(L) belongs to V if and only if there is a K-homomorphism 

a : K[xt. ... , Xn] -> K[Yt. ... , Yn] 

with a( xi) = Yi (i = 1, ... , n). (In this case we say that (Yt. ... , Yn) is a 
specialization of (x1, ... , Xn).) 

6. For an affine algebra A over a field K, J(A) =Spec( A). If B is any K-algebra 
and a: B-> A is a K-homomorphism, then Spec(a) (Max(A)) C Max(B). 

5. Projective varieties and the homogeneous spectrum 

The n-dimensional projective space pn(L) over a field L is the set of all lines 
through the origin in Ln+l. A point x E pn ( L) can be represented by an 
(n + 1)-tuple (xo, ... , Xn) =/; (0, ... , 0) in Ln+l, and (x~, ... , x~) E Ln+l defines 
the same point if and only if there is a>. E Lx with (x0 , ••. , xn) = >.(x0, ... , x~). 
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An (n + 1)-tuple representing xis called a system of homogeneous coordinates 
of x. We write x = (xo, ... , Xn)· A projective coordinate transformation is a 
mapping pn(L)--+ pn(L) that is given by a matrix A E Gl(n + 1,L) through 
the equation 

(Yo, ... , Yn) = (Xo, ... ,Xn) ·A (1 ). 

If K is a subfield of L and FE K[Xo, ... ,Xn], then x E pn(L) is called 
a zero ofF if F(xo, ... , Xn) = 0 for every system (xo, ... , Xn) of homogeneous 
coordinates of x. If F is homogeneous, it suffices that this condition be fulfilled 
for one system (xo, ... , Xn) with x = (xo, ... , Xn)· In general, ifF= Fo+· · ·+Fd 
is the decomposition of F into homogeneous polynomials Fk of degree k and if 
L is an infinite field, then F(x) = 0 if and only if Fk(x0 , ... , xn) = 0 for all k 
and one (xo, ... , Xn) with x = (xo, ... , Xn)· Indeed, 

so the right side vanishes for infinitely many A E L if and only if Fk(x0 , •.. , xn) = 
0 for k = 0, ... , d. 

Projective varieties are the solution sets of systems of algebraic equations 
that contain only homogeneous polynomials. 

Definition 5.1. V c pn(L) is called a projective algebraic K-variety if there 
are homogeneous polynomials F1, ... , Fm E K[Xo, ... , Xn] such that V is the 
set of all common zeros of the Fi in pn ( L). 

This concept is invariant under coordinate transformations (1) as long as 
A has coefficients in K. The solution sets of systems of homogeneous linear 
equations are called linear varieties. If the system of equations has rank n - d, 
one gets a d-dimensional linear variety, in particular for d = 1 a projective line. 
A projective hypersurface is given by an equation F = 0 with a nonconstant 
homogeneous polynomial F. If it is linear, one speaks of a projective hyperplane. 

An advantage of working in projective space is that there we have stronger 
intersection theorems than in affine space, often allowing us to avoid troublesome 
case distinctions. Of this we give two examples, which will later turn out to be 
special cases of a more general proposition (Ch. V, 3~10). 

Proposition 5.2. Let L be algebraically closed, n ~ 2. 

a) A linear variety of dimension d ~ 1 and a hypersurface always intersect. 
b) Any two projective hypersurfaces intersect. 

Proof. 
a) It suffices to prove the assertion ford= 1. After a coordinate transformation 

we may assume that the line is given by the system X2 = · · · = Xn = 
0. If the hyperplane is defined by F = 0, t4en F(Xo, X 1 , 0, ... , 0) is a 
homogeneous polynomial in X0 , X 1 of positive degree {or it is 0). Since Lis 
algebraically closed, there are elements x0 , x 1 E L not both zero such that 
F(x0 , Xt. 0, ... , 0) = 0. Then x := (x0 , Xt. 0, ... , 0) is a point of intersection. 
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b) Let the two hypersurfaces be given by the equations F = 0 and G = 0 
with nonconstant homogeneous polynomials F, G E L[Xo, ... , Xn]· We 
may assume that F and G are irreducible and not associated to each 
other. (The irreducible factors of homogeneous polynomials are also homo
geneous.) Through a suitable choice of coordinate system we can arrange 
that (0, ... , 0, 1) lies on neither of the two hypersurfaces. If we then consider 
F and G as polynomials in Xn with coefficients in L[Xo, ... , Xn-1], their 
highest coefficient lies in L. 

F and G are also relatively prime as elements of L(Xo, ... , Xn-1 )[Xn]· We 
then have an equation 

1=R·F+S·G (R, S E L(Xo, ... ,Xn_l)[XnD· 

After multiplying by the product of the denominators of all the coefficients of R 
and Sin L(Xo, ... , Xn-d, we get an equation 

N=A·F+B·G (A, BE L[Xo, ... , Xn], N E L[Xo, ... , Xn-1]). 

Since F and G are homogeneous and nonconstant, we can (after decomposing 
N, A, B into homogeneous components) also find such an equation with homo
geneous polynomials N, A, B, where N is nonconstant. After dividing A by G 
(with remainder), we may also assume that degx,. A < degx,. G. Finally, we 
may assume that no irreducible divisor of N divides either of the polynomials A 
and B; for if it divides one, it divides both, and then the fraction is not in lowest 
terms. 

If tp is an irreducible factor of N, then there is a zero (xo, ... ,Xn-d E Ln, 
(xo, ... , Xn-d ::f. (0, ... , 0), of tp that is not a zero of all the coefficients of A, 
if A is considered as a polynomial in Xn with coefficients in L[Xo, ... , Xn-1]; 
otherwise these coefficients would belong to :J ( 93 ( tp)) = ( tp), and so all of them 
would be divisible by tp. From the equation 

0 = A(xo, ... ,Xn-l!Xn) · F(xo, . .. ,Xn-l!Xn) 

+ B(xo, ... , Xn-1! Xn) · G(xo, ... , Xn-1, Xn), 

which holds in L[Xn], we find, because degx,. A< degx,. G, that the polynomi
als F(xo, ... ,Xn-1,Xn) and G{xo, ... ,Xn-1,Xn) have a nonconstant divisor in 
L[Xn], hence a common zero Xn E L, q. e. d. 

We now want, just as in the affine case, to establish the connection between 
projective varieties and ideal theory. To this end we first introduce some general 
ring-theoretic concepts which generalize notions like the degree of a polynomial 
and the decomposition of a polynomial into homogeneous components. 

Definition 5.3. A grading of a ring G is a family {Gk}kez of subgroups Gk of 
the additive group of G such that 

a) G = E9kez Gk, 
b) Gi · Gi C Gi+i for all i,j E Z. 
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G is called a graded ring if it is provided with a grading {GdkEZ· If Gk = 0 
fork < 0, G is called positively graded. The elements of Gk are the homogeneous 
elements of degree k of G. If, by a), g E G is written as g = l:kEZ gk (gk E 
Gk), gk is called the homogeneous component of degree k of g. 

Examples. 

1. Any polynomial ring G = R[X1 , ... , Xn] over a ring R is positively graded. 
The homogeneous elements of degree k are the homogeneous polynomials of 
degree k: 

L Pv, ... Vn x~· ... x~n. 
v,+ .. ·+vn=k 

We call this grading the canonical grading of the polynomial ring. 
2. The polynomial ring can be endowed with different gradings. Let a point 

{a1 , ... ,an) E zn be given. Now let Gk be the set of the polynomials 

L Pv, ... Vn x~· ... X~n 
a,v,+ .. ·+<>nvn=k 

( "quasihomogeneous" polynomials of type (a 1 , ... , O'n) and degree k). 

If {Gk}kEZ is a grading on a ring G, then by 5.3b) Go is a subring of G with 
1 E Go. Indeed, if 1 = l:kEZ ek is the decomposition of 1 into homogeneous 
components, then for any homogeneous element g E G we have the equation 
g = 1 · g = l:kEZ ek · g, and comparing coefficients yields g = eo· g. But then 
g = e0 · g for all g E G; that is, e0 = 1. 

Definition 5.4. An ideal of a graded ring is called homogeneous if it can be 
generated by homogeneous elements. 

Lemma 5.5. For an ideal I of a graded ring G the following statements are 
equivalent. 

a) I is homogeneous. 
b) For any a E I the homogeneous components ak of a also belong to I (k E Z). 
c) G/I is a graded ring with the grading {(Gf/)k}kEl• where 

for all k E Z. 

Proof. 
a)---+ b). Let { b .d .>.EA be a system of generators of I consisting of homogeneous 

elements b.>. of degree d.>,. Further, let a = 2:;:1 T>.,b>., be an element of I 

and letT>., = LkEZ ri~) be the decomposition ofT>., into homogeneous com-

Th " • h . (k-d>.l) b (k-d>.m) b 
ponents. ena=wkEZakwit ak.=r>., ·>.,+···+rAm · >-m• 
where ak is of degree k. Obviously, ak E I for all k E Z. 

b)--+a). If a generating system of I is given, the homogeneous components of 
all the elements of the generating system also form a generating system of I. 
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b )--+c). It is clear that G I I = 'Ekez ( G I I)k. Hence it suffices to show that the 
representation of an element of G I I as the sum of elements in the ( G I I)k 
is unique. Suppose 'EkEZ Yk = 0 with Yk E (GI I)k, that is Yk = Yk +I for 
some Yk E Gk. Then LkeZ Yk E I and so Yk E f; therefore, Yk = 0 for all 
kE l. 

c)--+b). Let a = LkEZ ak be an element of I, ak E Gk for all k E Z. Then 
Lkez ak = 0 in GII, if ak is the residue class of ak. It follows that ak E I 
for all k E Z. 

In the situation of 5.5 G I I will always be considered a graded ring with 
the grading given by 5.5c). If I is finitely generated, it also has a finite system 
of generators consisting of homogeneous elements alone. If I and J are homo
geneous ideals of G, then so are their sum, product, and intersection. Further, 
the image of J in G I I is a homogeneous ideal of G I I, and the inverse image of 
a homogeneous ideal in G I I in G is also homogeneous. 

Under the hypotheses made in 5.1, just as in the affine case for a nonempty 
projective K-variety V c pn(L) we define the vanishing ideal J(V) c 
K[X0 , •.• , Xn] as the set of all polynomials that vanish at all points of V. Fur
ther, we put J(0) := (Xo, ... ,Xn)· If Lis an infinite field, then J(V) is always 
a homogeneous ideal with Rad{J(V)) = J(V). K[V] := K[X0 , ... ,Xn]IJ(V) is 
called the homogeneous (or projective) coordinate ring of V. It is a positively 
graded, reduced Noetherian K-algebra. 

For any homogeneous ideal I c K[Xo, ... , Xn] the zero set m{I) is defined 
as the set of all common zeros of all polynomials in I. Since I is generated by 
finitely many homogeneous polynomials, m(I) is a projective K-variety. 

For the formation of the zero set and the vanishing ideal in the projective 
case there are rules analogous to those that hold in the affine case, and they can 
be proved just as easily. In particular: 

Lemma 5.6. Finite unions and arbitrary intersections of projective K-varieties 
in pn(L) are projective K-varieties. The projective K-varieties in pn(L) are the 
closed sets of a topology on pn(L) (the K-Zariski topology); pn(L) (and hence 
also any projective K-variety) is, when endowed with the K-Zariski topology, a 
Noetherian topological space. 

Lemma 5.7. Any projective K-variety V c pn(L) has a unique decomposition 
into irreducible components. If L is an infinite field, V is irreducible if and only 
if J (V) is a prime ideal of K[Xo, ... , Xn]· 

Definition 5.8. The affine cone V of a projective K-variety V c pn(L) is the 
set of all (xo, ... , Xn) E An+l (L) that occur as homogeneous coordinate systems 
of a point of V, together with the point (0, ... , 0) E An+l (L ). 

If Fi = 0 ( i = 1, ... , m) is a system of equations defining V by homogeneous 
polynomials, then ~V is just the solution set of this system in An+l(L). The 
assignment V ~--+ V is a bijection of the set of the projective K -varieties onto 
the set of all nonempty affine K-cones in An+l(L) (in the sense of Example 

1.2, 4). If V j ~ we have J(V) = J(V), the (affine) vanishing ideal of the 
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cone ti. If L is algebraically closed, then the affine cones in A"+l(L) (with 
vertex at the origin) correspond uniquely, by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, to the 
homogeneous ideals I.~ K[Xo, ... , Xn] with Rad(I) = I. From this follows 

Proposition 5.9. (Projective Nullstellensatz) Let L be algebraically closed. 
The assignment V 1-+ ::J(V) is a bijection of the set of all K-varieties V c P"(L) 
onto the set of all homogeneous ideals I C (Xo, ... , Xn) of K[Xo, ... , Xn] with 
Rad(/) = I. The inverse mapping is given by the formation of the zero set. 
For any homogeneous ideal I¥:- K[Xo, ... ,Xn] we have ::J(I.U(I)) = Rad(/). 
This bijection is inclusion-reversing and the empty variety is assigned the ideal 
(Xo, ... , Xn)· The irreducible K-varieties correspond bijectively to the homo
geneous prime ideals ¥:- K[Xo, ... , Xnl· 

Corollary 5.10. A system of equations Fi = 0 (i = 1, ... , m) with nonconstant 
homogeneous polynomials Fi E K[Xo, ... , Xn] has a nontrivial solution in £"+1, 

where L is an algebraically closed extension field of K, if and only if 

Rad(Fl, ... , Fm) ¥:- (Xo, ... , Xn)· 

From 5.9 it follows that for a homogeneous ideal I of the polynomial ring 
Rad(I) is also homogeneous, which can also easily be proved directly. More 
generally we have: 

Proposition 5.11. Let G = EBiez Gibe a graded ring, I a homogeneous ideal 
of G. Then all minimal prime divisors of I are homogeneous. 

This follows immediately from the 

Lemma 5.12. If '.13 is a prime ideal of G and c;p• is the ideal generated by the 
homogeneous elements of '.}3, then c;p• is also a prime ideal. 

Indeed, if '.13 is a minimal prime divisor of I, then I C c;p• C '.13 and from 
the lemma it follows that '.13 = c;p• is homogeneous. 

To prove the lemma we may assume that G is positively graded; in the 
general case the proof is analogous. Let a, b E G with a · b E c;p• be given. 
Suppose that a= ao+· ·+an, b = bo+· · ·+bm, where the ai, bi are homogeneous 
of degree i. Suppose that a rt '.13 •, b rt c;p •. Then there is a greatest index i with 
ai rt c;p• and a greatest index j with b; rt '.}3*. The homogeneous component of 
degree i + j of the element a· b is La+P=i+j a0 bp. Since '.}3* is homogeneous, 
La+P=i+j aabp E c;p•. Since all summands except for aib; belong to '.}3*, we 
also have aib; E c;p• C '.13 and so ai E 'll orb; E '.}3, and therefore ai E '.13* or 
b; E '.}3*, a contradiction. 

Corollary 5.13. Under the hypotheses of 5.11, Rad(I) is the intersection of 
the homogeneous prime ideals of G that contain I and is therefore itself homo
geneous. In particular, Rad(O) is homogeneous and Gred is a graded ring. 
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Corollary 5.14. Let L be an algebraically closed field. The irreducible com
ponents of a cone in A"+l(L) are also cones {with the same vertex}. 

Proof. To the irreducible components of V belong the minimal prime divisors 
of J(V). Because J(V) is homogeneous, by 5.11 the minimal prime divisors are 
also homogeneous. {This corollary holds more generally for arbitrary infinite 
fields L; see Exercise 2.) 

The coordinate ring K[V) of a projective K-var2,ety V C P"(L) can also be 
considered as the coordinate ring of the affine cone V of V. From 3.10 it follows 
immediately that (if Lis algebraically closed} the projective subvarieties W c V 
and the homogeneous ideals I "I K[VJ with Rad{I) =I correspond bijectively, 
the irreducible subvarieties W C V corresponding to the homogeneous prime 
ideals in K[V). 

We now briefly present the projective analogue of the spectrum of a ring. We 
start from a positively graded ring G = EaieN Gi. In such a ring, G+ := Eai>O Gi 
is a homogeneous ideal. 

Definition 5.15. Proj(G) denotes the set of all homogeneous prime ideals '.P of 
G with G + (/_ '.P. These are also called the relevant prime ideals of G. Proj (G) 
is called the homogeneous spectrum of G. 

According to the projective Nullstellensatz, in the case G = K[VJ for a 
projective K -variety V the relevant prime ideals of G correspond bijectively to 
the nonempty irreducible subvarieties of V. 

Since Proj(G) C Spec(G}, we can endow Proj(G) with the relative topology 
of Spec( G). A subset A c Proj(G) is then closed if and only if there is an ideal 
I of G such that A is the set of all relevant prime ideals of G that contain I. As 
for the spectrum, it can be shown that any nonempty irreducible closed subset 
of Proj(G) has precisely one generic point. If Proj(G) is Noetherian, then it has 
only finitely many irreducible components and so there are only finitely many 
relevant minimal prime ideals in G. 

Along with passing to the affine cone of a projective variety, an impor
tant role is played by another connection between affine and projective algebraic 
geometry-the projective closure of an affine variety. 

For an extension of fields L / K we first consider the embedding of An ( L) into 
P"(L) that to any (zt. ... , Zn) E A"{L) assigns the point (1, Zt. ... , Zn) E P"{L). 
This identifies A"{L} with the complement of the hyperplane X0 = 0, which is 
called the hyperplane at infinity, its points the points at infinity. {These concepts 
depend on the coordinate system. With a suitable choice of coordinates any 
hyperplane can be the hyperplane at infinity.) 

Definition 5.16. For any affine K-variety V C A"{L} the closure V C P"(L) of 
V in the K-topology on P"{L} is called the projective closure of V. The points 
of V \ V are called the points at infinity of V. 

By definition V is the smallest projective K-variety in P"{L} that contains 
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V. If V is given by a system of equations 

(i = 1, ... , m), 

then Vis contained in the solution set v• in pn(L) of the system of homogeneous 
equations 

Ft(Yo, ... , Yn) = 0 (i=1, ... ,m), 

where 
*( ) ·- degF; ·(Yl Yn) Fi Yo, ... ,Yn .- Y0 F, y0 , •.. , Yo 

is the "homogenization" of Fi. Since V* nAn(L) = V, we also have V nAn(L) = 
V. Now let V be an arbitrary projective K-variety given by the system of 
equations 

(Fi homogeneous, i = 1, ... , m); 

then Va := V n An(L) is an affine K-variety with system of equations 

(i = 1, ... ,m). 

(We say that Fi(1,X1, .•. ,Xn) arises from Fi through "dehomogenization" with 
respect to Yo.) 

It turns out that the K-topology on An(L) is the relative topology of the 
K-topology on pn(L). 

Proposition 5.17. 

a) The mapping V .-. V that assigns to each K-variety V C An(L) its projec
tive closure V c pn(L) is a bijection of the set ofnonempty affine K-varieties 
in An(L) onto the set of projective K-varieties in pn(L) no irreducible com
ponent of which lies entirely in the hyperplane at infinity. 

b) V is irreducible if and only if V is. 
c) If V = Vt U · · · U V8 is the decomposition of V into irreducible components, 

then V = V 1 U · · · U V 8 , where Vi is the projective closure of Vi, is the 
decomposition of V into irreducible varieties. 

Proof. b) follows from the fact that a subset of a topological space is irreducible 
if and only if its closure is (2.10). 

Conversely, if V* c pn(L) is an irreducible projective K-variety that is not 
entirely contained in the hyperplane at infinity, then Va* is a nonempty open set 
in v•. Since such a set is dense in v• (2.9c), we have V* = Va·. 

Thus we have a one-to-one correspondence between the irreduciQle affine 
K-varieties in An(L) and the irreducible projective K-varieties in pn(L) that do 
not lie on the hyperplane at infinity. The other assertions of the proposition now 
follow immediately. 
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Exercises 

1. Let G be a positively graded ring, with Go = K a field with infinitely many 
elements. Suppose every n + 1 elements of G are algebraically dependent 
over K. 

a) If F1 , ••• , Fn+l E G are homogeneous elements of the same degree and 
one puts Fi := Fi - AiFn+t (i = 1, ... , n), then for a suitable choice of 
the Ai E K there is an equation 

where each IPi is a homogeneous polynomial of degree N- i (i = 0, ... , 
N -1). 

b) For each finitely generated homogeneous ideal I c G there are homo
geneous elements Ft, ... , Fn E I with 

Rad(I) = Rad(Ft. ... , Fn)· 

c) If L is an arbitrary extension field of K, then any projective K -variety 
V c pn ( L) is the intersection of n + 1 hypersurfaces (a theorem of 
Kronecker, which will be sharpened inCh. V). 

2. Let L/K be an extension of fields, where Lis infinite, V C An(L) an irre
ducible I<-variety, V :/= {(0, ... ,0)}. Further, let 

V* = U Yx, 
xEV\{(0, ... ,0}} 

where Yx denotes the line through x and (0, ... , 0). 

a) J(V*) is the ideal generated by all the homogeneous elements of J(V). 
b) The closure v• of V* in the K-topology is a cone and is irreducible. 
c) The irreducible components of a K-cone in An(L) are cones (with the 

same vertex). 

3. Let K be a field, and let F E K[X1 , ••• , XnJ be quasihomogeneous of type 
(at •... ' an) E zn and degree d. Then the Euler relation E~=l aiXilf = 
d · F holds. Conversely, if this relation holds for a polynomial F and if 
Char(K) = 0, then F is quasihomogeneous. 

4. Let G = EBieN Gibe a positively graded ring, G+ := EBi>O Gi. The follow-
ing statements are equivalent. 

a) G is a Noetherian ring. 

b) G0 is Noetherian and G+ is a finitely generated ideal of G. 

c) Go is Noethelian and G is finitely generated as a Go-algebra. 

d) The ring G(n} := EBi::Omodn Gi is Noetherian for all n EN+. 
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5. With the notation of Exercise 4 we have: 
a) For any '.J3 E Proj(G), '.J3 n G(n) E Proj(G(n>). 

b) The mapping Proj(G) -+ Proj(G(n)), '.J3 1--+ '.J3 n G(n) is a homeomor
phism. 

6. Let I be an ideal of the polynomial ring K[Xt, ... ,Xn] over a field K. Let 
I* denote the ideal of K[Yo, ... , Yn] generated by all the homogenizations 

F• ·= y:degFF(Yt Yn) 
• 0 Yo''"' Yo 

of the FE I. 

a) If G E K[Yo, ... , Yn] is homogeneous, Yo is not a divisor of G, and 
F = G( 1, X t. ... , Xn) is the dehomogenization of G with respect to Yo, 
then G = F•. 

b) If I = J(V) for a K-variety V C An(L) where L is an algebraically 
closed extension field of K, then I* is the ideal of the projective closure 
VofV. 

c) I is a prime ideal (I = Rad(I)) if and only if I* is a prime ideal (/* = 
Rad(/*)). 
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Chapter II 
Dimension 

We now tum to the problem of measuring the "size" of algebraic varieties by 
assigning them a "dimension." We first introduce a very general concept of 
dimension which, we eventually see, provides a "natural" measure of the size of 
a variety and which in special cases agrees with usual concepts of dimension. 

When in the rest of this book we speak of a K-variety, the coordinate field 
L of the variety is always an algebraically closed extension field of the field of 
definition K. 

1. The Krull dimension of topological spaces and rings 
Let X be a topological space, Y C X a closed irreducible subset. 

Definition 1.1. If X ::f: 0, the Krull dimension dim X (or combinatorial dimen
sion) of X is the supremum of the lengths n of all chains 

Xo c X1 c ··· C Xn {1) 

of nonempty closed irreducible subsets Xi of X. If Y ::/: 0, then the codimension 
codimxY of Yin X is defined as the supremum of the lengths of all chains {1) 
with X0 = Y. The codimension of an arbitrary nonempty closed subset A of 
X is the infimum of the codimensions of the irreducible components of A. The 
empty topological space is assigned Krull dimension -1, and the empty subset 
of X is assigned codimension oo. 

These dimension concepts are mainly applied to algebraic varieties and the 
spectra of rings, considered as topological spaces with the Zariski topology. It 
is in no way clear at first that the Krull dimension of a variety is always finite. 
However, it is certainly independent of the coordinates, since it is defined in 
terms of the Zariski topology, which is independent of the coordinates. 

In this section we collect properties of these concepts which easily follow 
from their definitons. 

Rules 1.2. 

a) If {XAheA is the family of irreducible components of X, then dimX = 
SupAEA {dimXA}· Indeed, for any chain {1) Xn is contained in one of the 
irreducible components of X {1.2.12a)). 

b) If X= A1 U · · · U An with closed subsets Ai, then 

dimX = Supi=l, ... ,n{dimAi}· 

39 
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Again, for any chain ( 1) the irreducible set Xn is contained in one of the Ai. 
c) dim Y + codimxY :5 dim X if Y f:. 0. 

Join a chain ( 1) ending with Y to one beginning with Y. 
d) If X is irreducible and dim X < oo, then dim Y < dim X if and only if 

y f:. X. 

Definition 1.3. The Krull dimension dim R of a ring R is the dimension of 
Spec(R); therefore, for R f:. {0} it is the supremum of the lengths n of all prime 
ideal chains 

Po c l't C .. · C l'n (Pi+l f:. Pi) {2) 

in Spec{R). The height h(p) of p E Spec(R) is the supremum of the lengths 
of all chains {2) with p = l'n· For an arbitrary ideal I f:. R the height h{I) is 
defined as the infimum of the heights of the prime divisors of I. Further, we also 
call dim{I) := dimR/I the dimension (or coheight) of the ideal I. 

On the basis of the connection between the closed irreducible subsets of 
Spec(R) and the prime ideals of R, we find that dimp = dim{I.U(p)) and 
h(p) = codimspec(R)I.U{p) for all I' E Spec(R). Further, dimR = dimRred, 
since Spec(R) and Spec(Rred) are homeomorphic. 

dimJ(R) is called the J-dimension of R. Since every nonempty irreducible 
closed subset of J(R) has precisely one generic point, we see that J-dim R {if 
R f:. {0}) equals the supremum of the lengths of all chains {2) with Pi E J(R) 
for i = 0, ... , n. 

For a positively graded ring G let g-dim(G) := dim{Proj(G)). g-dim(G) is 
(if Proj( G) f:. 0) equal to the supremum of the lengths of all chains (2) consisting 
of only relevant prime ideals Pi of G(i = 0, ... , n). 

For a K-variety V C An(L), because the chains (1) in V correspond bijec
tively to the chains (2) in K[V], we have 

dim V = dimK[V]. (3) 

(Later it will turn out that dim V does not depend on the choice of the field 
of definiti6n K (3.11a)), on account of which we can avoid speaking of the K
dimension of V.) 

Likewise, for a projective K-variety V C pn(L) we have 

dim V = g-dim K [V]. (4) 

If V C pn(L) is the projective closure of an affine K-variety V C An(L), then 

dimV ~ dimV. 

This follows immediately from 1.5.17. As we shall see in (4.1), in reality the 
equality sign holds. 

Through (3) and (4) the study of the dimension of varieties is reduced to 
the study of chains of prime ideals in finitely generated algebras over fields. 
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Examples 1.4. 

a) In the polynomial ring K[X1, •.• ,Xn] over a field K, 

is a chain of prime ideals (2} of length n ; therefore, dim K[X 1, •.. , Xn] ? n. 
Later we shall prove that in K[X1 , ... , Xn] every prime ideal chain (2} has 
length $ n (3.4}. It then follows that dimAn(L) = n, and so affine and 
projective varieties are of finite dimension. 

b) In a factorial ring R the prime ideals of height 1 are precisely the principal 
ideals generated by prime elements. 

Every p E Spec(R) with h( p) = 1 contains an r E R, r :j:. 0, and 
therefore also contains a prime divisor 1r of r. It follows that p = ( 1r), since 
(1r} is also a prime ideal. Conversely, if a prime element 1r of R is given and if 
p C (1r) for some p E Spec(R}, p :j:. (0}, then p contains a prime element ?r'. 
It is divisible by 1r and is therefore associated to 1r. It follows that p = ( 1r) 
and so h(1r) = 1. 

In particular, it follows that principal ideal domains that are not fields 
have Krull dimension 1. In particular, dim Z = 1 and dim K[X] = 1. 

Applying b) to the factorial ring K[X1, ... ,XnJ, we see that hyper
surfaces (in both affine and projective space) are of codimension 1 (in the 
ambient affine or projective space). 

c) A ring R :j:. {0} has dimension 0 if and only if Spec(R) = Max(R). An 
integral domain R has dimension 0 if and only if it is a field. 

d) For a 0-dimensional ring R with Noetherian spectrum (in particular, a 
Noetherian ring), Spec(R) has only finitely many elements (which arc both 
maximal and minimal prime ideals of R). 
By 1.4.9 such a ring R has only finitely many minimal prime ideals. 
The 0-dimensional reduced rings with Noetherian spectrum can be com

pletely determined. 

Proposition 1.5. For a reduced ring R with only finitely many minimal prime 
ideals the following statements are equivalent. 

a) dimR = 0. 
b) R is isomorphic to a direct product of finitely many fields. 

This proposition follows as a consequence of the so-called Chinese Remainder 
Theorem, which we will now prove. 

Definition 1.6. Two ideals h, /2 of a ring R are called relatively prime (or 
comaximal} if they are :j:. R but /1 + /2 = R. 

Proposition 1.7. (Chinese Remainder Theorem) Let /1, ... , In (n > 1} be 
pairwise relatively prime ideals of a ring R. Then the canonical ring homomor
phism 

cp: R-+ R/h X .. · X R/ln 
r~--+ (r+h, ... ,r+ln) 
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is an epimorphism with kernel n~=t /t. 
Proof. The statement about the kernel follows immediately from the definition 
of tp and the definition of the direct product of rings. 

We prove the surjectivity of tp by induction on n. Let n = 2 and (rt +It, 
r2 + /2) E R/ It x R/ /2 be given. We have an equation 1 =at + a2 with ak E Ik 
(k = 1, 2) and so ak = 1 mod lz ( l "# k). If we put r := r2at + rta2, then 
r = rk mod Ik (k = 1, 2) which proves that tp is surjective for n = 2. 

Now let n > 2 and suppose the proposition has been proved for fewer than 
n pairwise relatively prime ideals. For given (rt +It, ... , Tn +In) E R/ It x · · · x 
R/ In there is then an r' E R with r' = rk mod Ik for k = 1, ... , n - 1. 

We prove that It n · · · n In-t is relatively prime to In. There are equations 
1 =at +aa = a2+a3 with ak E Ik (k = 1, 2,3),a3 E Ia, and so 1 = ata2 +(a2 + 
a3)aa + ata3 E (It n /2) + Ia. Therefore, It n /2 and Ia are relatively prime. By 
induction it immediately follows that It n · · · n In-t is relatively prime to ln. 

Since the proposition has already been proved for n = 2, for every (r' + 
It n ·· · n ln-t.Tn +In) E R/ft n ... n ln-t x Rfln there is an r E R with 
r = r' mod (It n · · · n In-t), r = rn mod ln. Then r = rk mod Ik(k = 1, ... , n), 
which proves the proposition. 

Proof of 1.5. Let p 1, ••. , Pn be the minimal prime ideals of R. If dim R = 0, 
then these are all maximal and therefore also pairwise relatively prime. Since R 
is reduced, n~=t Pk = (0). By 1.7 R ~ R/Pt x · · · x R/Pm a direct product of 
fields. 

Conversely, if R ~ Kt x · · · x Kn with fields Ki (i = 1, ... , n), then for any 
ideal I of R its projection in Ki is the zero ideal or Ki itself. The only elements 
of the spectrum of K t x · · · x Kn are therefore the ideals 

Pi:= Kt X··· X Ki-t X (0) X Ki+l X··· X Kn. 

These are both minimal and maximal. 

For a later application we prove one more statement about the maximal 
spectrum and the J -spectrum of a ring. 

Proposition 1.8. For any ring R: 
a) Max(R) is Noetherian if and only if J(R) is; 
b) dimMax(R) = dimJ(R) ~ dimSpec(R). 

Proof. If A c Max(R) is closed, let A be the closure of A in J(R). For any 
closed set B c J(R) let B* := B n Max(R). We shall show that A = A and 
B• =B. The closed subsets of Max(R) and J(R) then correspond bijectively, 
whereby inclusions are preserved and irreducible sets are mapped to irreducible 
ones. The assertions of the proposition then follow at once. 

'A* = A follows immediately from the definition of the Zariski topology on 
Max(R) and J(R). For any closed set B C J(R) we have 'J(B) = npeB p. 
Since every p E J(R) is an intersection of maximal ideals of R, it follows that 
'J(B) = nmeB· m = 'J(B*). By 1.4.2, B• = m('J(B*)) = m('J(B)) =B. 
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Definition 1.9. A ring R =F {0} is called local (semilocal) if Max(R) consists 
of only one element (of only finitely many elements). 

Remark 1.10. For any semilocal ring R, J(R) = Max(R) and 

dimJ(R) = dimMax(R) = 0. 

A prime ideal that is the intersection of finitely many maximal ideals contains 
one of these maximal ideals and is therefore itself maximal. For a semilocal ring 
R we therefore have J(R) = Max(R). The irreducible components of J(R) are 
precisely the points of J(R), whence dimJ(R) = 0. 

Exercises 

1. Any nonempty Hausdorff space has Krull dimension 0. 

2. An affine or projective variety of dimension 0 consists of only finitely many 
points. 

3. A local ring of dimension 0 consists of only units and nilpotent elements, a 
semilocal ring of dimension 0 of only units and zero divisors. 

4. In a local ring R, 0 and 1 are the only idempotent elements (in particular, 
Spec(R) is connected). 

5. Let K[IXt, ... , XniJ denote the ring of formal power series in the indetermi-
nates X t. ... , Xn over a field K. 

a) A formal power series :Eav~. ... ,vnXr1 ••• X~n (av 1 ... vn E K) is a unit in 
K[IX 1, ... , Xn II if and only if the "constant term" ao···O is =/= 0. 

b) K[IXt, ... ,XniJ is a local ring. 

6. Let o:k : Rk --+ P (k = 1, 2) be two ring homomorphisms. By the fiber 
product Rt Xp R2 of Rt and R2 over P (with respect to O:t, o:2) we un
derstand a triple (S, {31 ,{h), where the f3k : S --+ Rk (k = 1, 2) are ring 
homomorphisms with o:1 o /31 = o:2 o {32 and the following universal property 
holds: If (T, "Yt. 12) is any triple like (S, f3t. {32 ), then there is exactly one 
ring homomorphism fJ: T--+ S with "Yk = f3k o fJ (k = 1, 2). 

a) In the direct product Rt x R2 consider the subring S of all (rt. r2) with 
O:t(rt) = o:2(r2). Let f3k : S --+ Rk be the restriction of the canonical 
projection Rt xR2 --+ Rk (k = 1, 2). Then (S, f3t, {32) is the fiber product 
of R1 and R2 over P. 

b) Let It, I2 be ideals of a ring, o:k : R/ h --+ R/ It +I2 and f3k : R/ Itni2 --+ 

R/Ik the canonical epimorphisms (k = 1,2). Then (R/It nh/3t,/32) 
is the fiber product of R/It and R/h over R/lt +h (This generalizes 
1.7 in the case n = 2.) 
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2. Prime ideal chains and integral ring extensions 

The propositions of this section serve as preparation for the study of the di
mension of algebraic varieties, but they are also of great significance for ring 
theory. 

Let Sf R be an extension of rings, where R f. {0}, and let I be an ideal of 
R. (I = R is the most important special case of the following constructions.) 

Definition 2.1. xES is called integral over I if there is a polynomial IE R[XJ 
of the form 

( n > 0, ai E I, i = 1, ... , n) (1) 

such that l(x) = 0. Sf R is called an integral ring extension if every x E S is 
integral over R. (If in (1) one requires that ai E Ii fori = 1, ... , n, then x is 
called integrally dependent on I. This concept will play no role for us.) 

Proposition 2.2. For xES the following statements are equivalent. 

a) x is integral over I. 
b) R[xJ is finitely generated as an R-module and x E Rad(I R[xJ). 
c) There is a subring S' of S with R[xJ c S' such that S' is finitely generated 

as an R-module and x E Rad(/S'). 

Proof. 
a)-b). Let I be given as in (1). Every g E R[X] can be divided by I with 

remainder: g = q ·I+ r with q, r E R[X], deg r < deg f. Since g(x) = r(x) 
we see that {1, x, ... , xn-t} is a system of generators of the R-module R[x]. 
From l(x) = 0 it follows that x" E I R[x], sox E Rad(I R[x]). 

b)-c). This follows by putting S' = R[x]. 
c)-a). If { w1 , ••• , w1} is a system of generators of the R-module S' and xm E 

IS', then we can write 

I I 

XmWi = L PikWk or L(xmbik- Pik)Wk = 0 (i=1, ... ,l) 
k=l k=l 

for some PikE I. By Cramer's Rule, det(xm6ik- Pik)wk = 0 fork= 1, ... , l. 
Further, 1 = I:~=t akwk for some ak E Rand so det(xm6ik- Pik) = 0. The 
complete expansion of the determinant then leads to an equation (1), where 
n = m·l. 

Corollary 2.3. If S is finitely generated as an R-module, then S is integral 
over R. In this case x E S is integral over I if and only if x E Rad(!S). 

Corollary 2.4. If :z:1, ... , :Z:n E S are integral over I, then R[:z:1, ... , Xn] is a 
finitely generated R-module and Xi E Rad(/ R[xt, ... , Xnj) fori= 1, ... , n. 

This follows from 2.2 by induction. 
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Using 2.4 one can (according to J. David) give the following brief proof 
of Ch. I, Proposition 3.2. Let L/ K be an extension of fields, where L = 
K[xl! ... , Xn] for some Xi E L (i = 1, ... , n). We show by induction on n 
that L/ K is algebraic. For n = 1 this is clear. Suppose that n ~ 2 and the 
assertion has been proved for n - 1 elements, but that it is false for n elements. 
Say x1 is transcendental over K. Since L = K(xt)[x2, ... ,xn], Lis algebraic over 
K(xt) by the induction hypothesis. Let Ui E K[x1] be the leading coefficient of 
an algebraic equation of Xi over K[x1] (i = 2, ... ,n) and u := nr:2Ui· Then 
by 2.4 L is integral over K[xl! 1/u]. Let p be a prime polynomial in K[x1] that 
does not divide u. 1/p satisfies an equation 

( l)m (l)m-1 p +a1 p + .. ·+am=O (m>O,aiEK[zl!l/u]). · 

After multiplying by pm and a suitable power of u, we get an equation 

uP + b1p + · · · + bmPm = 0 (p E N, bi E K[x1']). 

But then pis a divisor of uP in K[x1], a contradiction. 

Corollary 2.5. If S/R and T/S are integral ring extensions, then so is TfR. 

Let x E T satisfy an equation x" + s1x"-1 + · · · + Sn = 0 with Si E S (i = 
1, ... , n). Since s1. ... , sn are integral over R, R[s1, ... , sn] is finitely generated 
as an R-module. But then R[s1, ... , sn, x] is a finitely generated R-module and 
x is integral over R by 2.3. 

Corollary 2.6. The set R of all elements of S that are integral over R is a 
subring of S. Rad(IR) is the set of all elements of S that are integral over I. 

For x, y E R, R[x, y] is finitely generated as an R-module. By 2.2, x + y, 
x - y, and x · y are in R. If x E S is integral over I, then x E Rad(I R) by 2.2. 

Conversely, if x E Rad(IR), then xm E IR[x1, ... ,xn] for suitable 
x1 , ... , Xn E R. Since R[x1 , ... , xn] is a finitely generated R-module, by 2.2 
it follows that x is integral over I. 

Definition 2. 7. R is called the integral closure of R in S. R is called integrally 
closed in S if R = R. An integral domain that is integrally closed in its field of 
fractions is called normal. 

Example 2.8. Any factorial ring R is normal (in particular, Z is normal, as is 
R[Xl! ... , Xn] when R itself is factorial (e.g. a field)). 

Let K be the field of fractions of R and let x E K be integral over R. We 
consider an equation 

(n > O,ri E R) 

and a representation x = ; , with r, s E R, in lowest terms. After multiplying by 
sn the equation assumes the form 

r" + r1sr"-1 + · · · + rns" = 0. 

If there were a prime element of R that divides s, then it would also divider, a 
contradiction. Therefore, s is a unit of R and x E R. 
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Lemma 2.9. Let S/R be an integral ring extension, Jan ideal of S, I:= JnR. 
Then: 

a) SfJ is integral over R/I. (R/I is canonically a subring of SfJ.) 

b) If J contains a non-zerodivisor of S, then I=/= {0). 

Proof. 

a) follows at once from Definition 2.1. 
b) If x E J is not a zero divisor of Sand if x satisfies the equation xn+r1xn-t + 

· · · + Tn = 0 (n > 0, Ti E R), then we can assume that rn =/= 0. Otherwise, 
we could divide by x and lower the degree of the equation. It then follows 
that Tn E J n R = I and I =I= (0). 
For an integral ring extension S / R there is a close relation between the chains 

of prime ideals of R and those of S. This relation is given by the theorems of 
Cohen-Seidenberg, which we will now derive. Let 

rp: Spec(S) --+ Spec(R) 

be the continuous mapping of spectra belonging to SfR. If '.l3 E Spec(S), p := 
'.l3 n R, then we say that "'.P lies over p." 

Proposition 2.10. Let S/R be an integral ring extension. Then: 

a) rp : Spec(S) --+ Spec(R) is surjective (over a prime ideal of R there lies a 
prime ideal of S). 

b) rp is closed (the image of any closed subset of Spec(S) is closed in Spec(R)). 
c) If ~1, ~2 E Spec(S) with ~1 C ~2 are given, it follows from cp(~1) = 

cp(~2) that ~1 = ~2· 
d) rp maps Max{S) onto Max(R), and rp- 1{Max(R)) = Max{S). ('.P E Spec(S) 

is maximal if and only if '.l3 n R is maximal.) 

Proof. 
a) For p E Spec(R) let N := R \ p. By 2.6 any x E pS satisfies an equation 

(n > O,ri E p). 

If x is an element of p S n N, so in particular x E R, then xn E p and so 
x E p, contradicting x E N. Since p n N = 0, we can apply 1.4.4: There is 
a '.l3 E Spec(S) with pS C '.lJ, '.l3 nN = 0. But then '.l3 nR = p. 

b) Let A := m(J) be a closed subset of Spec(S) with an ideal J of S and 
I:= J n R. By 2.9, Sf J is integral over R/ I and hence by a) the mapping 
Spec(SfJ)--+ Spec(R/I) is surjective. Therefore, rp maps A onto the closed 
subset m(I) of Spec{R), for by 1.4.12 m(J) is the image of Spec(S/J) --+ 

Spec(S) and m(I) is the image of Spec(R/I)--+ Spec(R). 
c) Let p := '.l3 1 n R = '.l3 2 n R. Then S/'.l3 1 is integral over Rfp and '.l3 2/'.l3 1 

is a prime ideal of S/'.l3 1 that intersects R/p in (0). By 2.9b) we must have 

'.Pt = '.l32· 
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d) Let ':p E Spec(S) be given and p := ':p n R. If RIP is a field, then so is 
SI':Jl, for SI':P arises from RIP by adjoining algebraic elements. If SI':Jl is 
a field, then (0) is the only element of Spec(SI!:JJ) and by a) (0) is the only 
element of Spec( RIP). Therefore, RIP is also a field. 

When in what follows we speak of a "prime ideal chain" ':p 0 C ':p 1 c · · · c 
':Pn of a ringS, the ':pi are to be in Spec(S) and the inclusions are to be proper. 

Corollary 2.11. If ':p 0 C ':p 1 C · · · C ':Pn is a prime ideal chain in S and 
Pi := ':pin R (i = 0, ... , n), then Po c p 1 c · · · c Pn is a prime ideal chain in 
R. 

Corollary 2.12. ("Going-up" Theorem of Cohen-Seidenberg). For any prime 
ideal chain p 0 C p 1 C · · · C p n in R and for any ':p 0 lying over p 0 , S contains 
a prime ideal chain ':Po C ':p 1 C · · · C ':Pn with ':pin R = Pi (i = 0, ... , n). 

Proof. If a prime ideal chain Po C · · · C Pi lying over ':p 0 C · · · ':P; has already 
been constructed, then in S I ':pi we consider a prime ideal lying over pi+ 1 I pi. 
Then its inverse image ':pi+1 inS lies over P;+1, and ':pinR = P; (i = 0, ... ,n). 

Corollary 2.13. 

a) dimR =dimS. 
b) For any ':p E Spec(S) we have h(':p) ~ h(':p nR),dim(':p) = dim(':p n R). 

This follows from 2.11, 2.12, and the definitions of dimension and of height. 

Corollary 2.14. If Spec(S) is Noetherian, then <p is a finite mapping, i.e. over 
any p E Spec(R) lie only finitely many ':p E Spec(S). 

Proof. For p E Spec(R), pS is contained in a prime ideal of S that lies over 
p and so p S n R = p. The prime ideals of S lying over p are minimal prime 
divisors of pS (2.10c)). Since Spec(S) is Noetherian, by I.4.9a) the number of 
them is finite. 

The assertions about prime ideal chains given above can be sharpened if we 
assume that R is a normal ring. 

Lemma 2.15. Let R be a normal ring with field of fractions K, Ll K a field 
extension and I a prime ideal of R. If x E Lis integral over I, then the minimal 
polynomial m of x over K has the form 

with (i=1, ... ,n). 

Proof. Let x = x1, x2, . .. , Xn be the zeros of m in the algebraic closure K of K. 
Since x can be mapped into any of the x; (i = 1, ... , n) by a K-automorphism 
of K, the x; are also zeros of a polynomial (1) of which x is a zero; that is, 
the x; are also integral over I (i = 1, ... , n). The coefficients ak of m are the 
elementary symmetric functions of the x;; by 2.6 they belong to Rad(iR), where 
R is the integral closure of RinK. Since R =Rand I is a prime ideal, it follows 
that ak E I fork= 1, ... , n. 
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Proposition 2.16. ("Going-Down" Theorem ofCohen-Seidenberg) Let S/R be 
an integral ring extension, where RandS are integral domains and R is normal. 
Let Po C p1 be a prime ideal chain in Spec(R) and '.J3 1 a prime ideal of S lying 
over p1. Then there is a '-PoE Spec(S) with '-Po C 'l3 1 and '-Po nR = p0 . 

Proof. The sets No:= R \ p0 ,N1 := S \ '+l 1 and N :=No· N 1 = {rs IrE 

No, sENt} are multiplicatively closed and Ni C N (i = 1, 2). We shall prove 
that p0 S n N = 0. By 1.4.4 there is then a '-Po E Spec(S) with p0 S C '-Po and 
'-Po n N = 0. Since '-Po n N1 = 0, we have '-Po c '+l 1, and from '-Po n No = 0 it 
follows that '-Po n R = Po· 

Suppose there is an x E p0 S n N. x is then integral over Po and by 2.15 
its minimal polynomial m over the field of fractions K of R has the form m = 
xn + a1Xn- 1 + ···+an with ai E Po (i = 1, ... , n). From x E N it further 
follows that x = r · s with r E No, s E N1. The minimal polynomial over K of 
s = xfr is 

xn + a1 xn-1 + ... + an' 
r rn 

whose coefficients lie in R by 2.15, since s is integral over R. If we put ai = ri Pi 

with PiER (i = 1, ... , n), it then follows from ai E p0 , r rt p0 , that PiE Po for 
i = 1, ... , n. But then s is integral over Po and therefore s E Rad( p0S) C '+l 1 , 

contradicting s E N1. 

Corollary 2.17. Under the hypotheses of 2.16, h('.P) = h('.P n R) for any 
'+l E Spec(S). 

Proof. h('.P) ~ h('.PnR) was proved in 2.13. The opposite inequality now follows 
from 2.16, because for any prime ideal chain in Spec(R) ending with lfl n R we 
can construct one of equal length in Spec( S) that ends with lfl. 

There are examples showing that the Going-Down Theorem and 2.17 do not 
hold if R is not normal (see [10]). 

Exercises 

1. Let Sf R be a ring extension, where R f. {0} and S is an integral domain, 
L/ /( the corresponding extension of fields of fractions. If L/ /(is algebraic 
and has a primitive element, then there is one already in S. 

2. Under the hypotheses of Exercise 1 let R be normal, Lf K finite separably 
algebraic, and S the integral closure of R in L. Let s E S be a primitive 
element of L / K; let St. ... , Sn be the conjugates of s over K, and let D be 
the van der Monde determinant 

1 81 s~ n-1 
s1 

1 82 8~ n-1 
82 

1 Sn 82 n-1 
n Sn 
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a) D 2 E R and S c -b · (R + Rs + .. · + Rsn-1 ). 

b) If R is Noetherian, then Sis finitely generated as an R-module (and so 
is a Noetherian ring). If R is an affine algebra over a field k C R, so is 
s. 

3. Let K be a field. Any K-subalgebra A c K[X] is finitely generated over K 
and dimA = 1 if A'# K. (Hint: Iff E K[X],/ i K, then K[X] is integral 
over K[/].) 

4. (J. David) Let K be a field, let f E K[Xt. ... ,Xn] be written in the form 
f = fo+· · ·+ /d Ui homogeneous of degree i, !d =F 0}, and let /d be a product 
of pairwise unassociated prime polynomials. Then Kif] is integrally closed 
in K[Xt. ... ,Xn], and K(f) is algebraically closed in K(X1, ... ,Xn)· 

5. Let R be a local (semilocal} ring, P C R a subring, where R/ Pis an integral 
ring extension. Then P too is local (semilocal). 

6. Let Sf R be a ring extension, where R =F {0} and S is generated as an 
R-module by t elements. Then over any maximal ideal of R lie at most t 
maximal ideals of S. 

3. The dimension of affine algebras and affine algebraic varieties 

Basic to this section is the 

Theorem 3.1. (Noether Normalization Theorem) Let A be an affine algebra 
over a field K, I c A an ideal, I =F A. There are natural numbers 6 $ d and 
elements Y1 , •.• , Yd E A such that: 

a) Y1, . .. , Yd are algebraically independent over K. 
b) A is finitely generated as a K [Y1, ••. , Yd]-module. 
c) In K[Y1, ... , Yd] = (Y6+t. ... , Yd)· 

If K is infinite and A= K[x1, ••• , Xn], then we can also get 

d) Fori= 1, ... , 6 Yi is of the form l'i = L~= 1 aikXk (aik E K). 

As a preparation for the proof we first show 

Lemma 3.2. Let F be a nonconstant polynomial in K[X1 , ..• , Xn]· 

a) By a substitution of the form Xi = Yi + X~i (i = 1, ... , n -1) with suitably 
chosen TiE N, F is transformed into an element of the form 

aX;:'+ P1X;:'- 1 + · · · + Pm (a E Kx, Pi E K[Yt. ... , Yn-d, m > 0}. (1} 

b) If K has infinitely many elements, then the same result can be gotten by 
means of a substitution Xi= Yi + aiXn with suitably chosen ai E K. 
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In case a), after the substitution F assumes the form 

F = La"1···"JX~1 + Yt)"1 ... (X~n-1 + Yn-d"n-1 X~n 

="'"'a (X"n+v1rt+···+vn-tTn-t + ... ) L..J Vt···Vn n ' 

where the points denote terms in which Xn occurs to a lower power. Put ri := 

ki (i = 1, ... , n- 1), where k- 1 is the largest index for which a coefficient 
av1 ••. vn f. 0 occurs in F. The numbers Vn + Vtk + · · · + Vn-tkn-t are then 
distinct for different n-tuples (vt, ... , vn) with av1 ••• vn f. 0. If m is the largest 
of these numbers, it follows that F does have the form (1). 

In case b) let F = Fo+· · ·+Fm be the decomposition ofF into homogeneous 
components Fi (deg Fi = i, Fm f. 0). After the substitution specified, F has 
the form F = Fm( -at. ... , -an_ 1, l)X: + · · ·. Since Fm is homogeneous and 
f. 0, we also have Fm(Xt, ... ,Xn-t,l) f. 0. Since K is infinite, we can find 
a1, ... , an-1 E K such that Fm( -a1, ... , -an-1, 1) f. 0 (I.1.3a)). 

Proof of the Normalization Theorem. 

1. Let A be a polynomial algebra K [X 1, ... , Xn] and I = (F) a principal ideal. 
F is not a constant. 

We then set Yn := F and choose Yi (i = 1, ... , n- 1) as in Lemma 
3.2. Then A = K[Yt. ... , Yn][Xn], and because 0 = F - Yn = ax: + 
P1 (Y1, ... , Yn_t)x:- 1 + · · · + Pm(Y1, ... , Yn-d - Yn, Xn is integral over 
K[Y1, ... , Yn] and therefore A is finitely generated as a K[Y1, ... , Yn]-

module. 
The elements Y1 , .•. , Yn are algebraically independent over K, since 

otherwise K(Y11 ••. , Yn) and with it K(X11 ..• , Xn) would have transcen
dence degree< n over K. We now show In K[Y1 , ... , Yn] = (Yn)· 

Any f E In K[Y1, ... , Yn] can be written in the form f = G · Yn with 
G EA. Then there is an equation 

from which we get 

It follows that Yn is also a divisor off in K[Y1, ... , Yn]· 

2. Now let I be an arbitrary ideal in A = K[Xt. ... , Xn]. For I = (0) there 
is nothing to prove. Hence we may assume that there is a nonconstant 
F E I. For n = 1 we are already done (Case 1). Now let n > 1. Let 
K[Y1 , ... , Yn] with Yn := F be constructed as in Case 1. By induction 
we may assume that the theorem holds for In K[Y1, ... , Yn-d: There 
are elements T1 , ... , Td- 1 E K[Y11 ..• , Yn-d algebraically independent over 
K such that K[Y1, ... ,Yn-d is finitely generated as a K[Tt, ... ,Td-d
module and In K[T1 , ... ,Td-d = (THt•····Td-t) with some 6 < d. 
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Since K[Yt. ... , Yn] is finitely generated over K[T1, ... , Td-1• Yn], A is also 
finitely generated over K[T11 ••• , Td-1. Yn] (as a module). Then d =nand 
T1, ... , Tn-1, Yn are algebraically independent over K. If K is infinite, we 
may assume that the Ti (i = 1, ... , 6) are linear combinations of the Y; 
(j = 1, ... , n -1) and thus are linear combinations of the X; (j = 1, ... , n). 

Any f E In K[Tt. ... , Tn-1! Yn] can be written in the form f = 
/* + HYn with /* E In K[Tll ... , Tn-1] = (T6+1, ... , Tn-d and H E 
K[Tt. ... , Tn-t. Yn]· We conclude that In K[Tt. ... , Tn-t. Yn] is generated 
by T.s+t.·· .,Tn-1• Yn. 

3. In the general case we write A= K[X1, ... ,Xn]/J and as in Case 2 deter-
mine a subalgebra K[Y1, ... , Yn] of K[X1, ... , Xn] with J n K[Y1, ... , Yn] = 
{Yd+ll· .. , Yn), where the Yi (i = 1, ... , d) are chosen as linear combinations 
of the Xk if K is infinite. The image of K[Y1, ... , Yn] in A can be identified 
with the polynomial algebra K[Y1, ... , Yd]· A is then a finitely generated 
module over this ring. We again apply Case 2 to I':=I n K[Y1, ... , Yd] : 
There is a polynomial subalgebra K [T1, ... , Td] C K [Y1, ... , Yd] over which 
K[Y1, ... , Yd] is finitely generated as a module, so that I' n K[T1 , ••• , Td] = 
(T6+t. ... , Td) with some 6 ~ d and the Ti (i = 1, ... , 6) are linear combi-
nations of theY; (j = 1, ... , d), therefore also of the images Xk of the Xk in 
A, if K is infinite. 

Since A is also finitely generated as a K[T1 , •• • , Td]-module, the el
ements T1, ... , Td meet the requirements of the Normalization Theorem, 
q. e. d. 

Definition 3.3. For an affine K-algebra A 'I {0}, K[Y1, ... , Yd] C A is called 
a Noetherian normalization if Y1, ... , Yd are algebraically independent over K 
and A is finitely generated as a K[Y1, ... , Yd]-module. 

From the Normalization Theorem and the theorems of Goben-Seidenberg 
follow important statements about the dimension of affine algebras and their 
prime ideal chains. We call a prime ideal chain maximal if there is no chain of 
greater length that contains all the prime ideals of the given chain. 

In the following let A 'I {0} be an affine algebra over a field K. 

Proposition 3.4. If K[Y1, ... , Yd] C A is a Noetherian normalization, then 
dimA =d. Moreover, if A is an integral domain, then all maximal prime ideal 
chains in A have length d (in particular, this holds for the polynomial algebra 
K[X1, ... ,Xd]). 

Proof. By 1.4a) and 2.13, dim A = dimK[Yt. ... , Yd] 2: d. For an arbitrary 
prime ideal chain 

'-Po C · .. C '-Pm {2) 

in A it remains to be shown that m ~ d. We argue by induction on d. 

If one puts Pi := '-Pin K[Y1, ... , Yd], then Po C · · · C Pm is a prime ideal 
chain in K[Yt. ... , Yd]· Ford= 0 there is nothing to prove. Hence let d > 0 
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and suppose the assertion has been proved for polynomial algebras with fewer 
variables. Then there is something to be proved only for m > 0. 

By 3.1 there is a Noetherian normalization K[Tt, ... , Td] c K[Y1 , ..• , Yd] 
with p1 nK[Tt. ... ,Td] = (T6+t. ... , Td) (15:::; d). Since p1 =/: (0), we have 8 < d 
(2.10c)). K[Tt. ... , T6] C K[Yt. ... , Ydl/P 1 is then a Noetherian normalization 
too. By the induction hypothesis, for the length of the prime ideal chain 

(3) 

we have m - 1 :::; 8 < d. It follows that m :::; d. 
If A is an integral domain and (2) a maximal chain of prime ideals in A, 

then '-Po = (0), and '-Pm is a maximal ideal of A. We shall prove that also 
Po C · · · C Pm is a maximal prime ideal chain in K[Yt, ... , Yd]· Suppose 
that we can "insert" another prime ideal between Pi and Pi+l (i E [0, m- 1]). 
Then choose a Noetherian normalization K[T1, ••• , Td] c K[Y1, ••. , Yd] such 
that Pin K[T11 ... , T,d = (T6+t. ... , Td) for some 8 :::; d. Then K[T11 ... , T6] c 
K[Y11 ••• , Yd]/Pi is also a Noetherian normalization. Since we can insert a prime 
ideal between ( 0) and pi+ 1 /pi, this also holds for the zero ideal of K [T1 , ••. , T6] 

and Pi+t/P; n K[Tt, ... ,T6]· 
But K[T11 ... , T6] c A/'.P; is also a Noetherian normalization. By 2.16 

(Going-Down) it follows that a prime ideal can be inserted between (0) and 
'-Pi+t/'-P; and therefore also between '.P; and '-Pi+t• contradicting the maximal
ity of the chain (2). Since Po = (0) and Pm is a maximal ideal of K[Y1 , •.• , Yd] 
(2.10), this proves the maximality of the chain (3). 

We now show m = d by induction on d. If d > 0, choose a Noetherian 
normalization as above: 

with 

This ideal has height 1 (2.17). Then we must have 8 = d-1 and (3) is a maximal 
prime ideal chain of K(T1 , ... , Td-1]. By the induction hypothesis it has length 
d- 1. It follows that m = d. 

In particular, it has been shown that affine algebras always have finite Krull 
dimension. For arbitrary Noetherian rings this may not be so. There are also 
Noetherian integral domains of finite dimension with maximal prime ideal chains 
of different lengths, as gymbolized in Fig. 11. An example is provided by Exer
cise 7. 

Corollary 3.5. Let '.P c 0 be prime ideals of A, 0 =/:A. All maximal prime 
ideal chains that start with ~ and end with 0 have the same length, namely 
dim A/~- dimA/0. 

Proof. Let '.P = '-Po C · · · C ~m = 0 be such a chain and A' := A/'.P. 
The chain (0) = ~o/'-P c · · · C '-Pm/'-P = 0/'.P in A' can be lengthened to a 
maximal prime ideal chain of A'; by 3.4 this has length dim A'. To the part of 
the lengthened chain that starts with 0/~ corresponds a maximal prime ideal 
chain in A":= AfO. It follows that m =dim A'- dim A". 
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p; pl = p~ 

P, P, 
p; 

p; 

P, 
p', 

(0) Po= P~ 

Fig. 11 Fig. 12 

A ring for which the property indicated in 3.5 holds is called a chain ring. 
There are examples of Noetherian rings that are not chain rings (Fig. 12). For 
an example see [H], Vol. II, p. 327. 

Corollary 3.6. Let p 1, ... , p 8 be the minimal prime ideals of A and let Li be 
the field of fractions of A/Pi (i = 1, ... , s). Then: 

a) dimA = M~=l, ... ,8 {tr deg(Li/K)}. In particular, dimA = tr deg(L/K) if 
A is an integral domain with field of fractions L. 

b) If dim A/Pi is independent of i E [1, s], then for all p E Spec( A) 

dimA = h(p) +dimA/p 

Proof. Since every maximal prime ideal chain of A starts with one of the Pi (i E 
[1, s]), it suffices to prove the assertions for integral domains. If A is· an integral 
domain and K[Y1 , •.• , Yd] C A is a Noetherian normalization, then d =dim A is 
also the transcendence degree of L over K. The formula dim A = h( p) +dim A/ p 

follows from 3.5 with ':j3 = (0), .Q = p. 

Corollary 3. 7. dim A is the maximal number of elements of A that are al
gebraically independent over K. If B C A is another affine K -algebra, then 
dimB ~ dimA. 

Proof. Let d := dimA. By the Normalization Theorem it suffices to show: 
If Z1 , •.. , Zm E A are algebraically independent over K, then m ~ d. Let 
p 1 , .•• , p 8 be the minimal prime ideals of A. By 1.4.10 we have 

8 8 

(0) = (n Pi) n K[Z1, ... , Zm] = n(Pi n K[Z1, ... , Zm]), 
i=l i=l 
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since K[Z1 , ••• , Zm] has no nilpotent elements t 0. There is then an i E [1, s] 
with Pi n K[Z1, ... , Zm] = (0). From K[Z1, ... Zm] c A/Pi it follows that 
m ~ tr deg( Li/ K) ~ d, if Li is the field of fractions of A/pi. 

The second assertion in 3. 7 follows immediately from the first. 

Corollary 3.8. The following statements are equivalent. 

a) dim A= 0. 
b) A is a finite-dimensional vector space over K. 
c) Spec{A) is finite. 
d) Max{A) is finite. 

Proof. Let K[Y1 , ••• , Yd] c A be a Noetherian normalization. A is finite
dimensional as a vector space over K if and only if d = 0. If d = 0, then 
by 1.4d} Spec(A) has only finitely many elements. If Max( A) is finite, then so is 
Max(K[Y1 , •.• , Yd]) by 2.10d}. This is possible only ford= 0, otherwise Ad(K) 
contains infinitely many points, if K is the algebraic closure of K, so that there 
are infinitely many maximal ideals m in K[Y1 , • •• , Yd], since any maximal ideal 
m has only finitely many zeros in Ad{K), namely all the conjugates of a zero. 

Corollary 3.9. 

a) If K' / K is an extension of fields, then 

dim{K' ®A)= dimA. 
K 

If A is an integral domain, then 

dim(K' ®A/'-13) = dimA 
K 

for any minimal prime ideal '-13 of K' ®A. 
. K 

b) If A' t {0} IS another affine K-algebra, then 

dim{A ®A')= dim A+ dim A'. 
K 

If A and A' are integral domains, then 

dim{A ®A' /'-13) =dim A+ dim A' 
K 

for any minimal prime ideal '-13 of A ® A'. 
K 

Proof. Let K[Y1 , ••• , Yd] c A and K[Z1, ••• , Z0 ] C A' be Noetherian normaliza
tions. K' ® K[Y1, ••• , Yd] is identified with K'[Yt, ... , Yd] and 

K 

K[Y1, ... , Yd] ® K[Z1, ... , Zo] 
K 

with K[Yt, ... , Yd, Zt, ... , Z0 ]. Further, 

K'[Y1, ••• , Yd] c K' ®A and K[YI. ... , Yd, Z1, ... , Z0 ] c A® A' 
K K 

are Noetherian normalizations. From this follows the first dimension formula in 
a) and b). 
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If A is an integral domain with field of fractions L, then we have a commu
tative diagram with injective ring homomorphisms 

K'®K(Yb···,Yd) -K'®L 
K i i K 

K'®K[Yt, ... ,Yd]-K'®A. 
K K 

K'®L is a free K'®K(Y11 ••• , Yd)-module, since Lhasa basis over K(Y11 ••• , Yd)· 
K K 

Therefore, no element':/: 0 inK' ®K(Y1, ••• , Yd) can be a zero divisor inK' ®L. 
K K 

It follows that I:Jl nK' ®K[Y1 , •.• , Yd] = {0), for the elements of a minimal prime 
K 

ideal I:Jl of K' ®A are zero divisors of this ring by 1.4.10. We get the second 
K 

formula in a). 

The second formula in b) follows similarly with the aid of the diagram 

K(Yb ... , Yd) ®K(Zb ... ,Z6)- L ®I/ 
K K 

i i 
K[Yb ... ,Yd]®K[Zt, ... ,Z6]- A®A', 

K K 

in which L' denotes the field of fractions of A'. 

Corollary 3.10. Let A be factorial, I':/: (0), I':/: A, an ideal with Rad(I) =I. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 

a) For any minimal prime divisor p of I, 

dimA/p = dimA- 1. 

b} I is a principal ideal. 

Proof. 
a)-b). By 3.6 we have h(p) = 1 and by 1.4b) it follows that I' = (1r) with a 

prime element 11' of A. If I' 1 , .•. , I' 8 (I' i ':/: I' j for i ':/: j) are all minimal prime 
divisors of I, l'i = (11'i} (i = 1, ... , s}, then I= Rad(J} = p1 n · · · n 1' 8 = 
(11't · · • • · 11's)• 

b)-a). If I = (a} is a principal ideal and a = 11'1 • •.• • 11'8 is a decomposition 
of a into prime elements 11'i (i = 1, ... , s}, then the l'i := (1ri) are precisely 
the minimal prime divisors of I. By 1.4 b) we have h(l'i) = 1 and so 
dim A/Pi= dim A- 1. 

If we apply the foregoing statements on prime ideal chains and the dimension 
of affine algebras to the coordinate rings of affine varieties, then, on the basis of 
the relation between the subvarieties of a variety and the ideals of its coordinate 
ring, we immediately get propositions on the dimension of affine varieties and 
on chains of irreducible subvarieties. We collect together the most important of 
these statements. 
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Proposition 3.11. For any nonempty K-variety V c An{L) we have: 

a) dim Vis independent of the choice ofthe field of definition K. If K' / K is a 
field extension with K' C Land if V is irreducible in the K-topology, then 
all irreducible components of V in the K' -topology have the same dimension. 

b) dim V 5 n. dim V = n if and only if V = An{L). 
c) If all irreducible components of V have the same dimension d, then all max

imal chains 

of irreducible subvarieties Vi of V have length d. Moreover, if V is irre
ducible, 

dimV = trdeg(K(V)/K), 

where K(V) is the field of fractions of K[V]. 
d) If all the irreducible components of V have the same dimension and if W c V 

is an irreducible subvariety, W '# 0, then 

dim{V) = dim(W) + codimv (W). 

e) If W C Am{L) is another nonempty K-variety, then 

dim{V x W) = dim{V) + dim(W). 

If V and W are irreducible, then all the irreducible components of V x W 
have the same dimension. 

f) dim V = 0 if and only if V consists of only finitely many points. 
g) Let the coordinate ring K[VJ be factorial, W c V a subvariety, W 'IV, W 'I 

0. All the irreducible components of W have codimension 1 in V if and only 
if the ideal Jv(W) of W in K[VJ is a principal ideal. (In particular, V is 
a hypersurface in An{L) if and only if all the irreducible components of V 
have codimension 1 in An(L).) 

Proof. 
a) follows from 3.9a): By I.3.12b) we have K'[VJ = (K' ® K[VJ)red· Since the 

K 
spectra of K' ® K[VJ and (K' ® K[VJ)red are homeomorphic (1.4.12), the 

K K 
assertions now follow at once. 

b) We write K[VJ = K[X1, ... ,Xni/J(V). Then dimV = n if and only if 
J(V) = 0, since the prime ideal chains in K[V] correspond bijectively to 
those in K[X1, ... , Xn] in which only prime ideals that contain ) (V) occur. 

Statements c), d), and g) are immediate translations of 3.4, 3.6, and 
3.10; further, e) follows from 3.9b) with the aid of I.3.12c). 

f) If dim V = 0, then by 3.8 Spec(K[VJ) has only finitely many points, which 
are all maximal ideals. Then V has only finitely many points, which all lie 
in An(K), where K is the algebraic closure of K in L. If V has only finitely 
many points, then Spec(K[VJ) is finite, and it follows that dim V = 0 by 3.8. 
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A K-variety V c An(L) is called an affine algebraic curve (surface) if all its 
irreducible components have dimension 1 (dimension 2). Special examples are 
the plane algebraic curves (n = 2). 

We now consider the Krull dimension of linear varieties. 

Examples 3.12. Let A C An(L) be a nonempty linear K-variety defined by 
a system of linear equations E~=1 aikXk = bi (i = 1, ... , m) of rank r. Then 
dim A= n- r. 

After a coordinate transformation we may assume that A is given by the 
system Xi = 0 (i = 1, ... ,r). Then J(A) = (X1, ... ,Xr) and K[AJ::: 
K[Xr+1• ... ,Xn), therefore dim A= n- r. 

From statement d) of the Normalization Theorem the following geometrical 
consequences can be derived. 

Proposition 3.13. Let K be algebraically closed, V C An(L) a K-variety of 
dimension d ~ 0. Then there is a d-dimensionallinear K-variety A C An(K) 
and a parallel projection 11': An(K) -+A with the following properties (Fig. 13). 

a) 11'(V) =A. 
b) For all X E A, 11'-1 ( {x}) n v is finite. 

Proof. There is a Noetherian normalization K[Yt. ... , Ynl C K[Xt. ... , XnJ 
with ) (V) n K[Y1, ... , Ynl = (Y6+t. ... , Yn), where the Yi (i = 1, ... , 8) are 
linear homogeneous polynomials in X 1, ... , Xn. Then K [Y1, ... , Y6) C K [V) is 
a Noetherian normalization, so 8 = d. 

After a coordinate transformation we may assume that Yi = Xi for i = 
1, ... , d. Let A be the d-dimensionallinear variety in An(K) given by Xd+l = 
... = Xn = 0. For any point (a11 ... ,ad,O, ... ,O) there is on Vat least one, 
at most finitely many, points whose first d coordinates coincide with a1, ... , ad, 
since over the maximal ideal (X1 -a11 ••• , Xd -ad) of K[Xt. ... ,Xd) lies at least 
one, at most finitely many, maximal ideals of K[VJ (2.14 and 2.10). These are 
precisely the maximal ideals of the points of V named. 

Fig. 13 
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Corollary 3.14. For any d-dimensional variety V c A"(K) (d ~ 0) there is 
a linear variety A' of dimension n - d that cuts V in only finitely many points, 
and a linear variety A" of dimension n - d - 1 that does not meet V. 

Proof. Take A' := '11"- 1 ( { x}) for some x e A. Further, if H is a hyperplane that 
contains none of the finitely many points in '11"-1( {x}) n V, take A" :=A' n H. 

One can show that "almost all" the ( n - d)-dimensional linear varieties in 
A"(K) (in a sense to be made precise) cut the variety V in only finitely many 
points and that the number of the intersection points is "almost always" the 
same. 

Exercises 

1. Deduce Hilbert's Nullstellensatz from the Noether Normalization Theorem. 

2. With the notation of 3.1, let A be an integral domain. Then d - 6 is the 
height of I. 

3. Let K be a field. 

a) In the polynomial ring K[X1,X2] there are infinitely many prime ideals 
of height 1 that are contained in (X1, X2). 

b) Let A be an affine K-algebra. For '.p e Spec(A) let h('.p) ~ 2. Then 
there are infinitely many p e Spec(A) with p c '.p and h( p) = 1. 

4. An affine variety that is given by a polynomial parametrization with m pa
rameters (Ch. I, §2. Exercise 3) has dimension~ m. If, with the notation 
of that exercise, L = K is algebraically closed and K[T1, ••. , Tm] is inte
gral over K[ft, ... , /n], then Vo is closed in the Zariski topology and has 
dimension m. 

5. Let K be an algebraically closed field, V c A"(K) a K-variety that does 
not consist of a single point. The following statements are equivalent. 

a) There are polynomials ft(T), ... , fn(T) E K[T] such that V = 
{(ft (t), · ·., fn(t) It E K}. 

b) There is an injective K-homomorphism K[V]-+ K[T]. 

In this case V is an irreducible algebraic curve. 

6. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.13 and with the notation of its proof, 
let K[V] be generated by m elements as a module over K[Y1, ... , Yd]· Then 
for any x e A,1r-1(x) n V consists of at most m points. {Ad-dimensional 
algebraic variety is therefore at most "finitely many times as thick" as a 
linear variety of dimension d.) 

7. Let K be a field and let K[IXI][Y] be the polynomial ring in Y over the ring 
of formal power series in X over K. m1 := (XY- 1) and m2 := (X, Y) are 
maximal ideals of K[IXI][Y] with h{m1) = 1,h(m2) = 2. 
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4. The dimension of projective varieties 

Many statements on the dimension of affine varieties can immediately be trans
ferred to projective varieties. To do this we consider the embedding given in 
1.§5: 

Proposition 4.1. If V c A"(L} is a K-variety and V c P"(L} is its projective 
closure, then dim V =dim V. 

Proof. By 1.5.17a} it suffices to consider irreducible varieties V :f 0. For such a 
V there is a chain 

of irreducible K-varieties, where d =dim V. By 1.5.17 the projective closures Vi 
of the Vi form a corresponding chain 

to which corresponds in the polynomial ring K[Yo, ... , Ynl a chain of homo
geneous prime ideals 

where l.llo :f (Yo, ... , Yn}, since Vo :f 0. Since the length of an arbitrary prime 
ideal chain in K[Yo, ... , Ynl is at most n + 1, it follows that 

is a chain of homogeneous prime ideals of maximal length that starts with ) (V} 
and ends with a prime ideal that is properly contained in (Y0 , ... , Yn}· Therefore, 
dimV = d, q. e. d. 

If 

{1} 

is a chain of irreducible K-varieties in P"(L), then the coordinate system can 
be chosen so that V o does not entirely lie in the hyperplane at infinity. Then 
Vi is the projective closure of the affine part Yi of Vi ( i = 0, ... , m}. The chain 
Vo c V1 c · · · c Vm can be refined in affine space to a chain of irreducible 
varieties of length n. Going over to the projective closures, we get a refinement 
of (1} to a chain of irreducible projective K-varieties of length n. 

Thus we have 
Proposition 4.2. Every chain (1} of irreducible projective K-varieties in P"(L} 
is contained in a maximal such chain. All maximal chains have length n. 
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For prime ideals we obtain from this 
Corollary 4.3. Every chain 

l.lJo C l.lJ1 C ... C !.13m (2) 

of relevant prime ideals in K[Yo, . .. , Yn) can be refined to a maximal such chain. 
All the maximal chains (2) have length n. 

In speaking of chains of homogeneous prime ideals, we must include the 
irrelevant prime ideal (Yo, ... , Yn). All maximal prime ideal chains consisting of 
only homogeneous prime ideals of K[Y0 , ••• , Yn) have length n + 1. 

Proposition 4.4. 

a) For any K-variety V c pn(L) we have dim V $ n, and dim V = n if and 
only if V = pn(L). 

b) If V c An{L) is the affine cone of V, then 

dim V = dim V + 1. 

Moreover, dim V = dimK[V) -1 = g-dimK[V). 
c) dim V is independent of the choice of the field of definition K. 
d) If all the irreducible components of V have the same dimension and if W c V 

is an irreducible subvariety, W # 0, then 

dim V = dim W + codimv W. 

e) A projective variety V has dimension 0 if and only if it consists of only 
finitely many points. 

f) A K-variety V c pn(L) is a hypersurface if and only if all its irreducible 
components have codimension 1 in pn ( L). 

Proof. 
a) follows immediately from 4.2. 
b) We have dim V =dim V + 1, since in the affine case we must also count the 

irrelevant prime ideal (Yo, ... , Yn) (corresponding to the vertex of the cone). 
Since K[V) = K[V), we also get the second statement in b). 

c) For V the fact that the dimension is independent of the field of definition 
has already been shown {3.11), hence the assertion follows from b). 

d) follows from 4.2, since W is contained in an irreducible component of V. 
e) Let dim V = 0. For any choice of the hyperplane at infinity, by 3.11f) the 

affine part of V has only finitely many points. There are n + 1 hyperplanes 
in pn(L) with empty intersection. If we choose these in sequence to be the 
hyperplane at infinity, the finiteness of V follows. 

Conversely, if V is finite, then the hyperplane at infinity can be placed 
so that it contains no point of V. It then follows that dim V = 0 by 4.1. 

f) A homogeneous ideal I c K[Y0 , ••• , Yn], I# {0), I# {1) with I= Rad{I) is 
a principal ideal if and only if its minimal prime divisors are principal ideals 
generated by homogeneous polynomials. From this statement f) follows. 
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It is also clear that a linear variety in pn(L) has dimension n- r if it is 
described by a linear homogeneous system of equations of rank r. 

The Noether Normalization Theorem admits (like 3.13 and with a like proof) 
the following application in projective space. 

Proposition 4.5. Let K be an algebraically closed field, V c pn(K) a K
variety of dimension d ~ 0. Then in pn ( K) there are linear varieties Ad and 
A~-d- 1 of dimension d and n- d- 1 respectively with 

Ad n A~-d-1 = 0, v n A~-d- 1 = 0, 

such that under the central projection from A~-d- 1 , V is mapped onto Ad and 
over any point of Ad lie only finitely many points of V. (The projection is defined 
as follows. For P E V the subspace spanned by P and A~-d-1 is a linear variety 
of dimension n- d. It cuts Ad in exactly one point Q, which by definition is the 
image of P.) 

Exercises 

1. Prove Proposition 4.5 in detail. 

2. Let 8 : pn(L) X pm(L) -+ p(n+l)(m+l)-1(L) be the mapping that assigns 
to ( (xo, ... , Xn), (yo, ... , Ym)) the point 

(xoyo, · · · ,XoYm, • • ·, XiYo, · · · ,XiYm, · · • ,XnYo, · · • ,XnYm)· 

a) 8 is well defined and injective. 

b} V := I m( s) is the projective variety described by the system of equa
tions 

{i, k = 0, ... , n; j, l = 0, ... , m). 

c)dimV=n+m. 

3. A variety that contains infinitely many points of a line contains the whole 
line. 

References 
The study of prime ideal chains in rings as the foundation of a dimension theory 
was begun by Krull [43] and was carried further in various works (cf. also [45]). 
From him come the most important theorems on the behavior of prime ideal 
chains under integral ring extension; they were later generalized by Goben
Seidenberg [10]. The first proof of the Noether Normalization Theorem (for 
an infinite ground field) is contained in [60]. 
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Examples of Noetherian rings of infinite Krull dimension and of rings that 
are not chain rings are given at the end of Nagata's book [F]. There one can 
find other examples of unpleasant phenomena that can occur with Noetherian 
rings. Excellent rings escape s~ch phenomena (for the exact definition see [E]). 
At present many investigations are concerned with the question of the conditions 
under which a Noetherian ring is excellent. For example, along with affine alge
bras over a field, Noetherian rings R of prime characteristic p that are finitely 
generated as RP-modules are excellent rings (cf. [49]); in particular, they are 
chain rings. 
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Chapter Ill 
Regular and rational functions 

on algebraic varieties 
localization 

As in other domains of mathematics, algebraic varieties can be investigated by 
studying what regular functions exist on them. Here a function is called regular 
if it can be written locally as the quotient of two polynomial functions. With 
a variety various rings of functions are associated which contain global or local 
information about the variety. In this chapter we first deal with the algebraic 
description of these function rings. In doing this we shall be led to the general 
investigation of modules and rings of fractions. 

1. Some properties of the Zariski topology 

In this section X is either an affine or a projective K-varietyt or the spectrum 
of a ring R. Let X be endowed with the Zariski topology and X :f. 0. 

Iff is an element of K[XJ (in case X is a variety) or of R (in case X = 
Spec(R)), then D{!) denotes: 

a) in the case of algebraic varieties, the set of all x eX with f(x) :f. 0; 
b) in case X= Spec(R), the set of the p eX with f fl. p. 

In each case we have the easily verifiable 
Rules 1.1. 

a) D(J) =X\ '13{!) is open in X. 
b) D(J ·g) = D(J) n D(g). 
c) D(r) = D{!) for all n eN. 
d) D(J) = 0 if and only iff is nilpotent {1.4.5). 

Proposition 1.2. The sets D(J) (where, in the projective case, f varies over 
all homogeneous elements of K[XJ) form a basis for the open sets of X: Every 
open set is even a finite union of sets of the form D{!) if we assume in case 
X = Spec(R) that R is Noetherian. 

Proof. If U is an open subset of X, then the closed set A := X\ U is of the form 
A = m (It I ••• I /r) = n~= 1 m {/i) with (in the projective case, homogeneous) 

t Recall the convention that the coordinate field of a K -variety is always an 
algebraically closed extension field L of K. 

63 
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elements li E K[X) or li E R. It follows that 

r r r 

u = x' n mu,) = u(x' mu,n = u D(fi). 
i=l i=l i=l 

Proposition 1.3. In the case X= Spec(R) let R be Noetherian. Every subset 
A of X is quasicompact; that is, every open cover of A has a finite subcover. 

Proof. It suffices to consider open sets, and by 1.2 it suffices to show that the 
sets D(f) are quasicompact. We can also restrict ourselves to covers whose open 
sets are also of this form. 

Therefore, let D{f) = U.~eA D(g>.)· Let I be the ideal generated by {g>.heA· 
Then !U{f) =X\ D(f) =X\ U>.eA D(g>.) = n>.eA (X\ D(g>.)) = n>.eA !U(g>.), 
Since I is finitely generated, there are finitely many indices A, with I = 
(g>.p ... , g>.n). It follows that !U(I) = n7=1 !U(g>..) and D{f) = U7=1 D(g>.;)· 

Lemma 1.4. An open subset U of a Noetherian topological space X is dense 
in X if and only if U meets every irreducible component of X. 

Proof. If X = U7=t X, is the decomposition of X into irreducible components, 
then Xi rf_ U#i X; and so U, := X \ U#i X; :/: 0 for i = 1, ... , n. We have 
Ui c Xi and Ui is open in X. If U is dense in X, then U meets each Ui and thus 
every irreducible component of X. If U meets each component X, (i = 1, ... , n) 
and if U' :/: 0 is open in X, then there is ani E [1, n) with U' n X, :/: 0. Since Xi 
is irreducible, we also have (UnX,)n(U'nX,) #: 0 (1.2.10); therefore, UnU' #: 0 
and U is dense in X. 

Proposition 1.5. Under the same assumptions, let X be Noetherian (in case 
X= Spec(R)). Every dense open subset U C X contains a dense set of the form 
D(f) (where, in the projective case, I is homogeneous of positive degree). 

For this we need the following often useful lemma on avoiding prime ideals. 

Lemma 1.6. Let I be an ideal; let p 1, ••• , p n ( n ~ 1) be prime ideals of a ring R. 
If I rf_ Pi (i = 1, ... , n), then there is an IE I with I~ Pi (i = 1, ... , n). If R is a 
positively graded ring, I a homogeneous ideal of R, and if p1 ,. •• , Pn E Proj(R), 
then I can even be chosen to be a homogeneous element of positive degree. 

Proof by induction on n. For n = 1 we need only consider that in the graded 
case we can find a homogeneous element I of positive degree with I E I, I ~ p 1: 

since I is homogeneous, there is a homogeneous element a E I, a ~ p 1• And 
(since p1 e Proj(R)) there is a homogeneous element of positive degree bE R, 
b ~ p 1• Put I := ab. 

Now let n > 1 and suppose the assertion has already been proved for n - 1 
prime ideals. We may assume that no Pi is contained in a P; with j #: i. 
Then In p 1 ¢. p, for j #: i, and by the induction hypothesis there is an element 
Xj E Inpj, Zj ~ ui~j Pi, where Zj is homogeneous and deg z; > 0 in the graded 
case. Raising the z; to a suitably high power if necessary, we may assume that 
(in the graded case) they are all of the same degree. 
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Put Y; := ni¢j Xi and I:= Ej=l Yi· We have Y; E Pin I fori =f:. j, but 
Y; ~ P; (j = 1, ... ,n); and in the graded case theY; are of the same degree, so 
I is homogeneous and of positive degree. From the construction it follows that 
IE I but I~ p, (i = 1, ... , n). 

Proof of Proposition 1.5. Let X = U~1 X, be the decomposition of X into 
irreducible components, and A:= X\ U. By 1.4 no X, is contained in A and 
hence :J(A) ¢. :J(X,) (i = 1, ... , n). By 1.6 there is an IE :J(A) with I~ :J(X,) 
(i = 1, ... , n); in the projective case I is of positive degree. Then D(/) C U and 
D(f) n X, =f:. 0 for i = 1, ... , n; that is, D(f) is dense in X by 1.4. 

Proposition 1. 7. Under the assumptions made at the start of this section, a 
set of the form D(f) is dense in X if and only if for any non-nilpotent g in the 
ring from which I comes, 1 g is not nilpotent. 

Proof. If D(f) is dense in X and g is not nilpotent (so that D(g) =f:. 0), we have 
D(fg) = D(/) n D(g) =f:. 0, and lg is not nilpotent. 

Conversely, if the condition in 1. 7 holds and U =f:. 0 is open in X, then choose 
a nonempty subset of U of the form D(g). Then g is not nilpotent, so neither is 
lg, and hence D(f) n D(g) = D(fg) =f:. 0; thus D(/) n U =j:. 0 and D(/) is dense 
in X. 

Corollary 1.8. In the case of an affine or projective K-variety, D(f) is dense 
in X if and only if I is not a zero divisor in K[X]. 

This corollary likewise holds for X= Spec(R) if R is reduced. 

Exercises 

1. Let R be any ring. For all I E R the sets D(/) = { p E Spec(R) I I ~ p} 
are quasicompact. 

2. Let X be a Noetherian topological space in which every nonempty irreducible 
closed subset has exactly one generic point (for example, the spectrum of a 
Noetherian ring). For y E X let X11 be the set of all x E X with y E {x} 
(the set of "generalizations" of y), endowed with the relative topology. If 
Y c X is a closed subset with X11 \ {y} =f:. 0 for all y E Y, then X\ Y is 
dense in X. 

3. Along with the assumptions of Exercise 2 let X be connected and for every 
y E Y let X 11 \ {y} be nonempty and connected. Then X\ Y is also connected. 
Hint: If X\ Y = Xt U X2 with disjoint closed (relative to X\ Y) subsets 
X, (i = 1, 2), consider the generic pointy of an irreducible component of 
x. nx2 (X, being the closure of x, in X); and conclude that XII\ {y} is 
also disconnected. 
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4. Let G = E9ieN Gi be a positively graded ring with Proj(G) =f:. 0. Let 
G+ := E9i>oGi. For a homogeneous element IE G+ let D(!) := {p E 
Proj(G) I I~ P }. 

a) If I is a homogeneous ideal of G with InG+ c p for some p E Proj(G), 
then I c p. 

b) Rules 1.1 hold for the sets D(/),1 E G+ homogeneous. 

c) The sets D{!), IE G+ homogeneous, form a basis for the open sets of 
Proj(G). 

d) If Proj(G) is Noetherian, then every dense open subset U of Proj{G) 
contains a dense open subset D(f) for some homogeneous element I E 

G+· 

2. The sheaf of regular functions on an algebraic variety 

In this section let V be a nonempty affine or projective K -variety. Let U =f:. 0 be 
an open subset of V and let r : U --+ L be a mapping. 

Definition 2.1. The function r is called regular at x E U if there are elements 
I, g E K[V], which are homogeneous and of the same degree in the projective 
case, such that: 

1. X E D(g) c U; 
2. r = ~ on D(g); that is, for all y E D(g) we have r(y) = ~-

{In the projective case this is to be understood so that in homogeneous 
polynomials representing I and g, y is replaced by a system of homogeneous 
coordinates of y. Since I and g are homogeneous of the same degree, the 
result is independent of the choice of homogeneous coordinates.) 

It is clear that the concept of a function regular at a point is independent 
of the coordinates. If r is regular on all of U, then by 1.3 there are elements 
!I, ... , In, g1, ... , Yn E K[V], where in the projective case /i and Yi are 
homogeneous of the same degree, and where: 

1. u = u~l D(gi), 
2. r = ~ on D(gi) for i = 1, ... , n. 

In particular the elements of K, considered as "constant functions," are 
regular on U. We denote the set of regular functions on U by O(U). To the 
empty set we assign the zero ring: 0(0) := {0}. 

Proposition 2.2. The regular functions define a sheaf of K-algebras on V, that 
is: 

1. O(U) is a K-algebra for any open subset U of V. 
2. If U' C U are open in V and nonempty, then for every r E 0 (U) the 

restriction rlu' is regular on U' and 

pg,: O(U)--+ O(U') (r ~--+ rlu') 
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is a K -algebra homomorphism. If one puts p~ := 0, then pg;, o pg, = pg, 
if U" c U' c U are open subsets of V and pg = ido(U)· 

3. If U = U>.eA U>. with open sets U>. and if for every >. there is given r>. E 

O(U>.) such that pg~nuA' (r>.) = p~~~uA' (r>.•) for all >.., >.' E A, then there is 
exactly onerE O(U) with pgA (r) = r>. for all >.EA. 
Because regularity of a function is a local property, the proof is immediate 

from the following remarks. 

a) If r, fare regular functions on U and r = f on D(g), f = ~ on D(g), then 

r = ;J and f = ~ on D(gg) = D(g) n D(g). We now have quotient 
representations of r and f with the same domain of definition, and we see 
that their sum, difference, and product are regular at x. 

b) If U' C U is another open set with x E lf', then rlu• is regular at x, for 
there is an open set D(g') with x E D(g') C U' and we have r = ~ on 
D(gg') c U'. 

(The concept of a sheaf is of fundamental significance for the study of al
gebraic varieties, chiefly for global questions. Since in the future we shall be 
more interested in local problems, the sheaf concept plays no essential role in 
the sequel.) 

For regular functions on open sets of the form D(g) the following description 
can be given. 

Proposition 2.3. Let g E K[V] be ;f. 0 (and, in the projective case, let g be 
hom~eneous of positive degree). Every r E O(D(g)) then has a representation 
r = g" on all of D(g), where 11 EN and IE K[V] (homogeneous with degl = 
11 • deg gin the projective case). 

Proof. r has representations r = ~ on D(gi) (i = 1, ... , n), where D(g) = 
U~1 D(gi)· On D(gi) n D(gj) = D(gigj) we have /igj- ljYi = 0, so YiYj(/igj
/jgi) = 0 on all of V (i,j E [1, n]). Writing r = ~ on D(gi), we can without 

g, 

restriction assume that liYj- /jgi = 0 on all of V, that is /igj = ljYi in K[V). 
From D(g) = U~=l D(gi) it follows that g E Rad(gt. ... , Yn) {in the pro

jective case this holds because g is assumed non constant). Hence we have an 
equation gv = E~=l hiYi with {in the projective case, homogeneous) elements 
h1, ... , hn E K[V] {deg hi+ deg Yi =II· deg g). Putting I:= E~=l hi/i, we get 

n n 

gv /j = L(higi)lj = L(hdi)Yj = lgj, 
i=l i=l 

and so r = ~ = {v on D(gj) for all j E [1, n]. Thus r = {v on all of D(g). 

Corollary 2.4. If V is an affine K-variety, then O(V) is isomorphic to K[V] 
as a K -algebra. 

Since V = D{1), this follows immediately from 2.3. 
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Proposition 2.5. (Identity Theorem) Let U1, U2 be open subsets of V, r1 E 
O(Ut), r2 E O(U2 ). Assume there exists a dense open subset U of V with 
u c ul n u2 such that rllu = r2lU· Then rllu.nu, = r2lu.nu,. 

Proof. We put U':=U1 nU2 and r := r1lu.nu2 -r2lu1nu2 • Then A:= {x E U'i 
r(x) = 0} is a closed subset of U'. Indeed, if x E U' \A and we writer = g 

in a neighborhood D(g) C U' of x, then f(x) 1: 0 and so r 1: 0 in the open 
neighborhood D(f) n D(g) of x. By assumption, U c A and U is dense in V. It 
follows that A = U' and so r1 = r2 on U'. 

Corollary 2.6. Let U be a dense open subset of V,r E O(U). Then there is 
a uniquely determined pair (U',r'), where U' is an open set with U C U',r' E 
0 (U') and r = r'lu such that r' cannot be extended to a regular function on an 
open subset of V that properly contains U'. 

Definition 2. 7. A regular function r given on a dense open subset U of V that 
cannot be extended to a regular function on an open subset of V that properly 
contains U is called a rational function on V. U is called its domain of definition, 
V \ U its pole set. 

Rational functions are added, subtracted, and multiplied by performing 
these operations on the intersection of the domains of definition of the func
tions and extending the results to rational functions on V. Thus the set R(V) 
of all rational functions on V becomes a K -algebra. 

If r E R(V) and W c V is a subvariety no irreducible component of which is 
wholly contained in the pole set of r, then the restriction rlw E R(W) is defined 
as follows. The domain of definition U of r meets every irreducible component of 
w' hence w n u is dense in w. rlwnu is regular on w n u' for if r is represented 
in the neighborhood of x E W n U as the quotient of two functions /,gin K[V), 
then in the neighborhood of x on W, it can also be written as the quotient of the 
homomorphic images ], g of/, g under the epimorphism K[V) -+ K[W). rlw is 
the rational function on W that results from extending rlwnu. 

We now propose to determine the algebraic structure of the K-algebra R(V). 
First, we have: 

Proposition 2.8. Let V = U~=l lti be the decomposition of V into irreducible 
components. Then the mapping 

R(V) -+ R(V1) x · · · x R(Vn) 

is an isomorphism of K -algebras. 

Proof. By the remark above it is clear that the mapping is well defined. It is 
obviously a K-algebra homomorphism. If (rt. ... , rn) E TI~=l R(V;) is given, for 
all j E [1, n)let rj be the restriction of r; to the complement U; of V; n (U;~; lti) 
in the domain of definition ofr;. U; is a dense open subset ofV;, and U;nU;• = 0 
for j 1: j'. The rj define a regular function on the dense open subset Uj= 1 U; of 
V. Let r be the rational function on V they determine. By the Identity Theorem 
it is clear that (rt. ... , rn) 1-+ r defines a mapping inverse to that given in the 
proposition. 
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By 2.8 it suffices to determine the structure of R(V) for an irreducible variety 
V. We first consider a (homogeneous) non-zerodivisor g E K[V) and an arbitrary 
I e K[V) (homogeneous and of the same degree as g). Since D(g) is dense in V 
(1.8), ; determines a rational function on V. Conversely, 

Lemma 2.9. If r E R(V) has domain of definition U, then there is a (homo
geneous) non-zerodivisor g e K[V] with D(g) c U such that r = f.; on D(g) 
with some I e K[V], 11 eN (where I is homogeneous, deg(/) = 11 • deg(g)). 

Proof. By 1.5 U contains a dense open subset of V of the form D(g), where g is 
not a zero divisor of K[V} and, in the projective case, is homogeneous of positive 
degree. By 2.3 riD(g) has the given form. 

Proposition 2.10. Let V be irreducible. 

a) In the affine case R(V) is isomorphic to the field of fractions K(V) of the 
coordinate ring K[V]. R(V) is a finitely generated extension field of K of 
transcendence degree dim V. 

b) In the projective case R(V) is K-isomorphic to the subfield K(V) of the 
field of fractions of K[V], consisting of all elements that can be written as 
quotients of homogeneous elements of K[V} of the same degree. 

Proof. Let K(V) - R(V) be the mapping that assigns to each quotient ; 
the extension to a rational function of the regular function defined on D(g) by 
;. This mapping is independent of the quotient representation, is a K-algebra 
homomorphism, and is injective. By 2.9 it is also surjective. That dim V equals 
the transcendence degree of K(V) over K (in the affine case) has been shown in 
11.3.11c). 

Proposition 2.11. Let V be an irreducible projective K-variety, where K is 
algebraically closed. Then O(V) = K: on an irreducible projective K-variety 
(K algebraically closed) the constants are the only globally regular functions. 

Proof. According to 2.10b) we can identify O(V) with a subalgebra of Q(K[VJ). 
Let K[V] = K[Yo, ... , Yn]/J(V), and let Yi be the image of Yi in K[V]. Then 
V = U:=o D(yi)· With a suitable numbering we may assume that Yt. ::/: 0 for 
i = 0, ... , m andY; = 0 for j = m+ 1, ... , n. Let K(V]., denote the homogeneous 
component of degree 11 of the graded ring K[V). 

By 2.3, fori= 0, ... , m r e O(V) has a representation r = 4;- (vi eN, 
"• /i e K[V).,, ). Let 11 := E:.o ""· Then y0° · ... ·y~mr e K[V]., for each monomial 

y0° · ... · y~m with E:oOtt. = v, since Ott.~ IIi for at least one i E [O,m). We 
get K[V].,rt c K[V}, and in particular rt e ;gK[V], for all t e N. Since 

K[V} [r] is therefore a K[V)-submodule of the finitely generated K[V]-module 
K[V} + 11~K[V], it follows from 1.2.17 and 11.2.2 that r is integral over K[V]: 

(ai E K(V), p > 0). (*) 
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From !G + a1y0° /G-1 + · · · + apy~oP = 0, by comparing coefficients we see 
that we can replace the ai in (*) by their homogeneous components of degree 
0. Hence r is algebraic over K, that is r E K, since K is algebraically closed, 
q. e. d. 

Under the hypotheses of 2.11 every nonconstant rational function r has a 
nonempty pole set and hence also a non empty zero set (otherwise ~ would have 
an empty pole set). 

We get more information on projective varieties from the following consid
erations. Let V C An(L) be a nonempty affine K-variety and V C pn(L) its 
projective closure in the sense of 1.§5. 

Vis then a dense open subset of V and every (dense) open subset U C Vis 
also open (and dense) in V. 

Let Ov(U) and Oy(U) denote the regular functions on U in the affine and 
in the projective case. 

Every r E Ov(U) can be considered as an element of Oy(U). Namely, if 
r =~on D(g) with J,g E K[V], then choose polynomials F,G E K[X1, .•. ,Xn] 

representing f and g. Put F* := Y0d • F(~, ... ,~),G* := Y0d • G(~, ... ,~) 
with d := Max( deg( F), deg( G)). Let /*, g* be the images of F*, G* in K [V]. 
Then r = f on D(g*). 

Through the process of dehomogenization (1.§5) we immediately find that 
every r E Oy(U) belongs to Ov(U). Thus: 

Lemma 2.12. Let U be an open subset of an affine variety V, V the projective 
closure of V. Then 

0v(U) = 0v(U). 

It follows that every rational function on V can by uniquely extended to a rational 
function on V, and the restriction of a rational function on V to V is a rational 
function on V. These two mappings are inverses. 

Proposition 2.13. Let V be the projective closure of a nonempty affine variety 
V. Then there is a K-algebra isomorphism R(V) ~ R(V). In particular, for 
irreducible V, R(V) is a finitely generated extension field of K of transcendence 
degree dim V = dim V. 

A finitely generated extension field F I K is also called an "algebraic function 
field over K." An important method of investigating such fields is to consider 
them as fields of rational functions of suitable projective varieties. This is always 
possible: ifF = K(z1, •.• , Zm), then F is the function field of the irreducible 
affine variety V with coordinate ring K[zt, ... , Zm] and by 2.13 also of V, the 
projective closure of V. Such a V is called a projective model of FIK. Using 
such models one can assign to F I K invariants with whose aid, for example, it 
can often be shown that F I K is not purely transcendental or that F I K is not 
K-isomorphic to another algebraic function field F' I K. 

Whereas up to now we have been occupied with the maximal extension of 
regular functions, regular functions will now be considered "locally" too. As 
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at the start let V be an affine or projective variety, W a nonempty irreducible 
subset of V (which need not be closed). By ~(W) we denote the set of all open 
subsets U of V with U n W ::/: 0. If Ut,U2 E 21(W), then Ut n U2 E ~(W) 
(1.2.10). 

Definition 2.14. If Ut.U2 E ~(W), two functions r1 E O(U1),r2 E O(U2) 
are called equivalent in W if there is a U E ~ (W) with U c U1 n U2 such that 
rtlu = r2lu· 

Obviously this defines an equivalence relation on Uuem(W) O(U). An equiv
alence class with respect to this equivalence relation is called a regular function 
germ in W. Let Ov.w be the set of regular function germs in W. Then K c Ov,w 
if the elements of K are identified with the germs of the constant functions. 

Function germs are added and multiplied by adding or multiplying represen
tatives on the intersection of their domains and then passing over to the germs. 
The result is independent of the choice of representatives. 

Remark 2.15. Ov,w is a local K-algebra. Its maximal ideal is the set mv,w 
of all p E Ov,w of which a representative r vanishes on a nonempty open subset 
ofW. 

Proof. It is clear that Ov,w is a commutative ring with 1 and the set mv,w 
described in the remark is an ideal of Ov,w. We show that Ov,w \ mv,w consists 
only of units of Ov,w, whence it follows that mv,w is the unique maximal ideal 
of Ov,w. 

If p E Ov,w \ mv,w is given, then p can be represented by a quotient; with 
D(g) E ~(W), where D(f) E 2l(W), because p ¢. mv,W· The function germ 
represented by f is inverse to p. 

In the case where W consists of a single point x we write Ov,x or simply Ox 
instead of Ov.w and call Ov,x the local ring of x on V or the stalk of the sheaf 
0 at x. mv,x or simply mx denotes the maximal ideal of Ov,x· The algebraic 
structure of the ring Ov,x is more complicated than that of the ring R(V) of 
rational functions on V. It depends on whether x is a "regular or a singular 
point" of V (Ch. VI) and on the nature of the singularity. One is interested 
in the rings Ox because they reflect the local properties of the variety V in the 
neighborhood of x in ideal-theoretic properties of the ring Ox. 

If V is an affine variety with projective closure V, then for any nonempty 
irreducible subset W of V (resp. every point x E V) we have a canonical ring 
isomorphism 

Ov,w ~ Ov.w (resp. Ov,x ~ Ov,x), 

since all regular function germs in Ov.w and Ov,x can be represented by regular 
functions on V (through restrictions to V). The study of the rings Ov.w and 
Ov,x can therefore be carried out "in affine space," which is often advantageous. 

If V is irreducible, then we have an injective K -algebra homomorphism 
Ov,w -+ R(V) given by assigning to a germ with respect to W the uniquely 
determined rational function that represents the germ. Ov,w is thus identified 
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with the subalgebra of R(V) consisting of all rational functions whose pole set 
does not contain W, and R(V) is the field of fractions of Ov,w. 

The algebraic considerations of the next two sections can be understood as 
a first step in investigating the structure of the rings of regular functions defined 
in this section. 

Exercises 

Let V and W be two nonempty affine or projective K-varieties. A mapping 
cp : V -+ W is called K-regular (or a K-morphism) if it is continuous (in the 
Zariski topology) and if for every open subset U c W with cp-1{U) #: 0 we 
have: if I E Ow (U), then I o cp E 0v { cp-1 (U)). Here Ov ( resp. Ow) denotes the 
sheaf of K-regular functions on V (resp. W). A K-regular mapping cp is called 
a K-isomorphism if there is a K-regular mapping 1/J: W-+ V with 1/J o cp = idv, 
cp o 1/J = idw. 

1. The composition of regular mappings is regular. If cp : V -+ W is regular, 
then for any open set U c W with cp-1(U) #: 0, the mapping Ow(U) -+ 

Ov ( cp-1 (U)) (/ 1-+ I o cp) is a K -algebra homomorphism (an isomorphism if 
cp is an isomorphism). 

2. For a regular mapping cp: V-+ W, x E V, and IE Ow,<p(x)• let 'Px(/) E Ov,x 
be defined as follows. I is represented in some neighborhood of cp(x) by a 
regular function F. Then cpz(/) is the germ ofF o cp at x. 'Px : Ow,<p(x) -+ 

Ov,x is a well-defined K-algebra homomorphism with 'Px(mw,..,(x)) C mv,xi 
it is an isomorphism if cp is an isomorphism. 

In what follows let V C Am(L), W C An(L) be nonempty affine K
varieties. 

3. A mapping cp : V -+ W is K-regular if and only if there are polynomials 
P1, ... ,Pn E K[Xl!···•Xm] such that cp(x) = (P1(x), ... ,Pn(x)) for all 
xEV. 

4. For a K-regular mapping cp : V -+ W let K[cp] : K[W] -+ K[V] be the 
K -algebra homomorphism given by I 1-+ I o cp. If 1/J : W -+ Z is an
other K-regular mapping into a K-variety Z, then K['I/J ocp] = K[cp] o K[t/J]. 
Moreover, K[id] = idK[V)· cp 1-+ K[cp] defines a bijection of the set of all 
K-regular mappings from V toW onto the set of all K-algebra homomor
phisms K[W]-+ K[V]. Here the K-isomorphisms of V onto W correspond 
bijectively to the K-algebra isomorphisms K[w]=. K[V]. 

5. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0 and F : An(L) -+ An(L) the 
mapping given by F(x1, ... , xn) = (xr, ... , x~) {the Frobenius morphism). 
F is a bijective K -regular mapping but is not an isomorphism. 
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6. Let rp: V-+ W be K-regular. If Z C Vis a subvariety, rp(Z) the closure of 
rp(Z) in the K-topology on W, then K[rp]- 1(J(Z)) is the ideal of rp(Z) in 
K[WJ, if J(Z) is the ideal of Z in K[V]. Moreover: 

a) If Z is irreducible, so is rp(Z). 

b) dim rp(V) ~ dim V. 

c) rp(V) = W if and only if K[rp] is injective. (In this case rp is called a 
dominant morphism.) 

7. For a regular mapping rp: V-+ W the following statements are equivalent. 

a) K[rp] is surjective. 

b) rp(V) is a subvariety of W and rp: V -+ rp(V) is an isomorphism. 

( In this case rp called a closed immersion or an embedding of V into W.) 

8. The following correspond bijectively: 

a) The embeddings of V into Am(L). 
b) The systems of generators of length m of the K-algebra K[V]. 

9. Give an example of a space curve that cannot be embedded in a plane. 

10. Give a geometric description of the regular mapping rp : A2 (L) -+ A2 (L) 
with rp(x1,x2) = (xt,x1x2) and determine rp- 1 (0), where Cis the curve 
Xi- X~= 0 (p,q EN) or X~(l- XD- X~= 0. 

11. Let 0 be the sheaf of regular functions on an algebraic variety V, U C V a 
nonempty open set. Show that O(U) is the projective (inverse) limit of the 
rings O(D(g)) with D(g) C U; that is: If R is any ring and for each g with 
D(g) C U there is a ring homomorphism ag : R-+ O(D(g)) such that for 
D(g') C D(g) we have 

D(g) 
ag' = Pv(gl) o ag, 

then there is exactly one ring homomorphism a : R -+ 0 (U) with ag = 
p~(g) o a for all g with D(g) C U. 

12. Under the hypotheses of Exercise 11 let x E V. For an open set U c V 
with x E U denote by p~ : 0 (U) -+ Ox the mapping that assigns to each 
regular function on U its germ at x. p~ is a ring homomorphism with 
p~ = p~' o p~, for all open subsets U' of V with x E U' C U. Ox is the 
inductive (direct) limit of the rings O(U) with x E U; that is, the following 
universal property holds: If R is any ring and if for each U with x E U 
there is a ring homomorphism au : 0 (U) -+ R such that au = au• · p~, 
for every open set U' with x E U' C U, then there is a unique ring ho
momorphism a : 0 31 -+ R with au =a o p~ for all open U with x E U. 

3. Rings and modules of fractions. Examples 

This section treats, in general form, the formation of fractions such as have 
already appeared in special cases in the last section. 
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Let R be a ring, S a multiplicatively closed subsett of R, M an R-module. 
In the future for any r E R we shall denote by JLr: M--+ M the (linear) mapping 
with JLr(m) = rm for all mE M. (It is called "multiplication by r.") 

Definition 3.1. An R-module M together with a linear mapping i: M--+ Ms 
is called a module of fractions or quotient module of M with denominator set S 
(or just, by S) if: 

1. For all 8 E S, JLs : M --+ M is bijective. 
2. If N is any R-module for which JLs : N --+ N is bijective for all 8 E S, and 

if j : M --+ N is any linear mapping, then there is a unique linear mapping 
l : Ms --+ N with j = l o i. 

i is called the canonical mapping into the module of fractions. 

As always when an object is defined by a universal property, it turns out that 
the pair ( M s, i), if it exists, is uniquely determined up to isomorphism in the 
following sense: If (M,S,i*) is also module of fractions of M with denominator 
setS, then there is a unique isomorphism Ms--+ M,S for which the diagram 

(1) 

is commutative. 
The existence proof for the module of fractions is similar to that for the field 

of fractions (or quotient field) of an integral domain. 

a) Ms as the set of fractions ~(mE M, 8 E S). On M x S we introduce the 
following equivalence relation (the definition of equality for fractions): For 
(m,8),(m1,81 ) EM x S we write (m,8)- (m1,81 ) if and only if there is 
some 811 E S with 811(81m- 8m1) = 0. An easy computation shows that this 
is actually an equivalence relation. The equivalence class to which ( m, 8) 
belongs will be denoted by ~. Let Ms be the set of all equivalence classes 
on M x S with respect to this relation; and let i : M --+ Ms be the mapping 
with i(m) = T for all mE M. 

b) Addition and multiplication on Ms are defined by the following formulas 
(rules for calculating with fractions): 

m m' 81m+8m1 
-+-:=----
8 81 881 

m rm 
r · - := - (r E R). 

8 8 

One immediately checks by computation that the results are always inde
pendent of the choice of representative ( m, 8) of the class ~ and that the 
axioms of an R-module are fulfilled. ¥ is the neutral element for addition. 
Obviously, i: M--+ Ms is a linear mapping. 

t Recall the convention that 1 E S for any multiplicatively closed subset S of 
a ring R. This is convenient, though avoidable, for what follows. 
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For each s E S, J1. 11 : Ms--+ Ms is bijective, since the assignment r;' 1-+ 

:: provides a well-defined linear mapping J~: Ms--+ Ms that inverts JJ. 11 • 

c) To prove the universal property let N and j be given as in Definition 3.1. 
If a linear mapping l : Ms --+ N with j = l o i exists, then for all mE M 
the condition l(![) = j(m) must hold. For all s E S we must then also have 
s ·l(!~) = l(s · (7)), that is 

l(~) = JJ.; 1 (j(m)). (2) 
s 

This shows that l, if it exists, is uniquely determined by the requirement 
j = loi. On the other hand, formula (2), as one easily computes, determines 
a well-defined linear mapping l: Ms--+ N that meets the requirement. 

On the basis of (1) we can identify any module of fractions of M by S with 
the Ms thus constructed. This identifies 7 with JJ.; 1 ( i( m)) for all m E M, s E S. 

In the special case M = R the construction above provides an R-module 
Rs. The formula 

r r' rr' 
; . ;; := ss' 

defines a well-defined multiplication on R through which R becomes a commuta
tive ring with unit element f· i: R--+ Rs is then a ring homomorphism. That, 
for s E S, the mapping Jl.s : R --+ R is bijective, is equivalent to: i(s) = I is a 
unit in Rs. 

If Tis any ring and j : R --+Tis any ring homomorphism such that j(s) 
is a unit in T for all s E S, then T is an R-module with scalar multiplication 
r · t := j(r) · t (r E R,t E T) and J1.8 : T--+ Tis bijective for all s E S. The 
mapping l : Rs --+ T with j = l o i is a ring homomorphism, as a computation 
immediately shows. 

We call Rs the ring of fractions or quotient ring of R with denominator set 
S and i : R --+ Rs the canonical homomorphism into the quotient ring. The 
discussion above shows that R can also be defined by a universal property: 

Proposition 3.2. For all s E S, i(s) is a unit in Rs. If Tis any ring, j: R--+ T 
a ring homomorphism for which i(s) is a unit in T for all s E S, then there is a 
unique ring homomorphism l: Rs --+ T with i = l o i. 

Each R-module N for which J1. 8 is bijective for all s E S can be made into 
an Rs-module by defining a (well-defined) scalar multiplication by the formula 

T T 
-·n:=JJ.; 1(rn) (-ERs,nEN). 
s s 

In particular, the quotient module Ms of an R-module M is an Rs-module with 
scalar multiplication 

r m rm 
-·-·=-
8 s' · ss' 

Ms will always be so considered in the future. Conversely, for· any Rs-module 
N, J1. 8 : N-+ N (n 1-+ -In) is bijective for all s E S, since I is a unit in Rs. 
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Remark 3.3. The Rs-module Ms is generated by i(M). The canonical mapping 
i: M- Ms (resp. i: R- Rs) is an isomorphism if and only if for all 8 E S 
the mapping p8 : M- M is bijective (resp. if any 8 E S is a unit in R). (In 
these cases the formation of fractions is of course superfluous, and we identify 
Ms with M (resp. Rs with R).) 

Because ~ = ~ · T• the first statement is trivial. The second results be
cause, under the given condition, (M, idM) (resp. (R, idR)) already satisfies the 
universal property for S in 3.1 (resp. 3.2). 

Examples. 
a) If R #: {0} is an integral domain and S := R \ {0}, then Rs is the field 

of fractions, or quotient field, of R, and i : R - Rs is the embedding of 
R into the field of fractions that identifies the r e R with the "improper 
fractions" f. 

b) Let R #: {0} be any ring, S the multiplicatively closed set of all non
zerodivisors of R. In this case Rs is called the full ring of fractions or 
quotient ring of R. In the future it will always be denoted by Q(R). 

In particular, if R = K[V] is the coordinate ring of an affine K-variety 
and R(V) is the ring of rational functions on V, then we have an injective ring 
homom6rphism j : K[V] - R(V) assigning to any f E K[V] the function given 
on V by f. Iff is not a zero divisor in K[V], then j(f) is a unit in R(V), for by 
1.8 D(/) is dense in V and the extension of j to a rational function on V is an 
inverse of j(f). j thus induces a ring homomorphism (3.2) 

l : Q(K[V]) - R(V). 

Here l(;) is the extension of the function on D(g) given by ; to a rational 
function on V. From 2.9 it follows that l is surjective. l is also injective, for if 
; = 0 on D(g), then gf = 0 on all of V and so ; = 0 as an element of Q(K[V]). 
Thus we have generalized 2.10a) to 

Proposition 3.4. The ring R(V) of rational functions on an affine K-variety 
V #: 0 is K-isomorphic to the full quotient ring Q(K[V]) of the affine coordinate 
ring K[V]. 

c) Let R be any ring, g an element of R. S := { 1, g, g2 , ••• } is a multiplicatively 
closed subset of R. In this case the module of fractions Ms of an R-module 
M is denoted by Mg, and the ring of fractions by Rg· 

If R = K[V] is the coordinate ring of an affine K-variety and if g #: 0, then 
from 2.3 we get: 

Proposition 3.5. The ring O(D(g)) of regular functions on D(g) is K
isomorphic to K[V]g. 

d) Let R be any ring, p E Spec(R). S := R \ p is multiplicatively closed. The 
ring of fractions Rs will also be denoted by Rp; it is called the local ring of 
the prime ideal p of R or the localization of R at p. 
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Rp is indeed a local ring. Its maximal ideal m P consists of all elements 
~ with p E p, 8 E S; these elements evidently form an ideal in R. Further, if 
; E Rp \ m P is given, then r rf. p and ; is a unit of R with inverse ; . Therefore 
m P is a maximal ideal of R, and there is no other maximal ideal. 

As in b) let R = K[V] be the coordinate ring of an affine K -variety and 
W c V a nonempty irreducible subset of V, W its closure in V. 

J(W) = J(W) is a prime ideal of K[V], which we shall here denote by 
Pw· Let j : K[V] --+ Ov,w be the K-algebra homomorphism assigning to each 
IE K[V] the germ of I in W. For I rf. Pw we have j(!) rf. mv,w, so it is a unit 
of Ov,w. Therefore, j induces a K-algebra homomorphism K[VIPw --+ Ov,w; 
one easily checks that it is an isomorphism. 

Proposition 3.6. Let W be a nonempty irreducible subset of an affine K -variety 
V. The ring Ov,w of regular function germs in W is K-isomorphic to the local 
ring K[V]pw of the coordinate ring K[V] at the prime ideal Pw = J(W). 

In particular, for x E V the local ring Ov,x ~ K[V]pz with Px := {! E 
K[V]I l(x) = 0}. 

e) Let G = EljiEZ Gi be a graded ring, S a multiplicatively closed subset of 
G consisting of homogeneous elements alone. Gs can be endowed with a 
natural grading; ( G s )i consists of all quotients ~ E G s, where g E G is 
homogeneous and deg g- deg s = i. (The last equation holds for all possible 
representations of g /8 as a quotient of homogeneous elements.) We have 
Gs = ffiiez(Gs)i. 
Of particular interest is the subring ( G s )0 of homogeneous elements of de

gree 0. If V # 0 is a projective K-variety with coordinate ring K[V] and Sis the 
set of all homogeneous non-zerodivisors of K[V], then the K-algebra of rational 
functions on V can be identified with (K[V]s )o (2.10). If g is a homogeneous 
element of positive degree in K[V], then O(D(g)) = (K[VJ 9 )o. Further, if W is 
a nonempty irreducible subset of V and S is the set of all homogeneous elements 
not in the prime ideal J(W), then Ov,w ~ (K[V]s)o. 

In general let p "# G be a homogeneous prime ideal of a graded ring G = 
ffiiez Gi, and letS be the set of homogeneous elements in G\p. Then (Gs)o is a 
local ring, which is also denoted by G(p) and called the homogeneous localization 
of G at p. Its maximal ideal is the set of all quotients ; , where p E p, 8 E S are 
homogeneous of the same degree. If G is an integral domain and p = (0), then 
(Gs)o is a field. 

Exercises 

Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of a ring R. The rings and modules 
of fractions with denominator set S can be described in a way different from that 
of the text, namely: 
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1. Let {Xs}ses be a family of indeterminates and R' := R[{X8 }]/I, where 
I is the ideal generated by all the polynomials 8X8 - 1 with 8 E S. Let 
i : R -+ R' be the composition of the canonical injection R -+ R[{X8 }] 

with the canonical epimorphism R[{X8 }]-+ R'. Then (R',i) is the ring of 
fractions of R with denominator set S. 

2. For any R-module M, Rs ®R M together with the canonical R-linear map
ping M-+ Rs ®R M (m 1-+ 1 ® m) is the module of fractions of M with 
denominator set S. 

4. Properties of rings and modules of fractions 

Let R be a ring, M an R-module, S c R multiplicatively closed. 
If p : P -+ R is a ring homomorphism, then we can consider Mas a P-module 

with the following scalar multiplication: For pEP, mE M, we put pm := p(p)m. 
In particular, any Rs-module N is also an R-module via the canonical mapping 
i : R -+ Rs. In the future we shall tacitly consider Rs-modules as also being 
R-modules in this way. 

FormE M we call Ann(m) := {r E R I rm = 0} the annihilator of m. 
Ann(M) := {r E R I rm = 0 for all m E M} is called the annihilator of M. 
Ann(m) and Ann(M) are ideals of R. 

For any ideal I c Ann(M) we can consider M as an R/I-module: For 
r + I E R/ I, m E M, let ( r + I)m := rm. Because I M = 0, this is independent 
of the choice of representatives. 

Rule 4.1. If i: M-+ Ms is the canonical mapping, then 

Ker(i) ={mE M I there is an 8 E S with 8m = 0}. 

Proof. FormE M, i(m) = T = ¥ if and only if there is an 8 E S with 8m = 0 
(definition of equality of fractions). 

Definition 4.2. The torsion 8ubmodule T(M) is the set of all m E M for 
which there is a non-zerodivisor 8 E R with 8m = 0. M is called torsion-free if 
T(M) = (0), a torsion module if T(M) = M. 

If S is the set of all non-zerodivisors of R, then T(M) = Ker(i). M is 
torsion-free if and only if i is injective, and M is a torsion module if and only if 
Ms = (0). 

For generalS, i : R -+ Rs is injective if and only if S contains no zero divisor 
of R. 

Rule 4.3. Ms = (0) if and only if for any m E M there is an 8 E S with 
8m = 0. Rs = {0} if and only if 0 E S. 

The first statement is clear from the definition of equality of fractions; for 
the second consider that 1 can be annihilated only by 0. 

ForgER we have, for example, Rg = {0} if and only if g is nilpotent. 
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Proposition 4.4. M = (0) if and only if Mm = {0) for all mE Max(R). 

Proof. If M m = (0) for all m E Max(R) and m E M is given, then by 4.3 
Ann(m) is contained in no maximal ideal of R; therefore, Ann(m) = R and so 
1 E Ann(m). But this means that m = 0. 

We have thus gotten our first "local-global statement": A module vanishes 
if and only if it vanishes "locally" for all maximal ideals. 

Definition 4.5. By the support of M we understand the set 

Supp(M) := {p E Spec(R) IMp "I {0)}. 

Proposition 4.6. If M is finitely generated, then Supp(M) = l.U(Ann(M)) = 
{J:l E Spec(R) I J:l :::> Ann(M)}. In particular, Supp(M) is a closed subset of 
Spec(R). 

Proof. Let M = (m11 ... , mt) and p fl. Supp(M), so Mp = (0). By 4.3 there 
are then elements Si E R \ J:l with simi = 0 (i = 1, ... , t). s := TI!=l Si is then 
in Ann(M) and not in p, therefore J:l fl. l.U(Ann(M)). 

Conversely, if J:l fl. l.U(Ann(M)), then there is an s E Ann(M), s fl. p, and by 
4.3 it follows that Mp = (0). 

Now let N be another R-module and I: M ~ N a linear mapping, M ~ Ns 
the composition of I and the canonical mapping iN : N ~ Ns. 

On the basis of the universal property 3.1 there is a unique R-linear mapping 
Is: Ms ~ Ns such that the diagram 

M ~N 
1 1 
Ms--+ Ns 

Is 

commutes. Here we have sis(~)= Is(![)= l(r;>, so ls(r;.) = '(;') for all 
r;. EMs. 

Is is called the mapping of the module of fractions induced by I. It is easy 
to see that 

(lf-+ls) 

is an R-linear mapping: (r1h +r2l2)s = r1(ll)s +r2(l2)s for r1,r2 E R, l1,l2 E 
HomR(M, N). Moreover, (I' o l)s = 18 o Is if l' : N ~ P is another R-linear 
mapping. 

Rule 4.7. If lis injective (resp. surjective, bijective), then so is Is. 

If lis injective and ls(r;.) = I(;') = 0 for some r;. EMs, then there is an 
s' E S with s'l(m) = 0 = l(s'm). It follows that r;. = 0. That ls is surjective 
(resp. bijective) if l is results at once. 

If U C M is a submodule, then by 4. 7 we can consider Us in a canonical 
way as a submodule of the Rs-module Ms, identifying Us with the set of all 
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fractions ; E Ms with u E U, s E S. We shall always tacitly do this in the 
future. In particular, for an ideal I of R, Is will be considered an ideal of Rs. 
In the case of a localization Rp of R at some p E Spec(R) we also write I Rp 
instead of I p . 

We have the following, easily verifiable 

Rules 4.8. 

a) If {U~heA is a family of submodules of M, then 

( n u~) = n (U~)s 
~EA S ~EA 

if A is finite, 

and 

( L u~) = L(U~)s. 
~EA S ~EA 

If M is the direct sum of the u~, then Ms is the direct sum of the (U~)s. 
b) Ann(M}s = AnnR8 (Ms) if M is a finitely generated R-module. 
c) For any ideal I of R, 

(Radl}s = Rad(/s). 

If R is reduced, so is Rs. 
d) If I is an ideal of R withIn S -:F 0, then Is= Rs. 

·To give an overview of the submodules of a module of fractions (resp. the 
ideals of a ring of fractions), it is convenient to introduce the following concept. 

Definition 4.9. If U C M is a submodule, the set S(U) of all m E M for which 
there exists an s E S with sm E U is called the S-component of U. 

S(U) is a submodule of M containing U, and S(S(U)) = S(U). Moreover, 
S(n~ 1 Ui) = n~= 1 S(U,) for submodules U, c M (i = 1, ... ,n). 

Let 2t(Ms) be the set of all submodules of the Rs-module Ms and 21s(M) 
the set of all submodules U c M with S(U) = U. 

Proposition 4.10. The mapping 

a: 2ls(M}-+ 2t(Ms) (U ...... Us) 

is an inclusion-preserving bijection. Its inverse mapping assigns to any U' E 
2t(Ms) the submodule i-1(U') c M, where i : M -+ Ms is the canonical 
mapping. 

Proof. For U' E 2t(Ms) let U := i- 1(U'). If mE S(U), so that sm E U for 
somes E S, then I· i(m) E U'; therefore, i(m) E U' (since I is a unit in Rs) 
and so m E U. It follows that S(U) = U. Thus U' 1-+ U defines a mapping 
/3: 2t(Ms)-+ 2ls(M). 
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It is clear that Us C U'. If 7 E U', then T E U', so that mE U and 
U' =Us. This shows that a o {3 = id~(Ms)· 

If U E !!s(M), then i- 1(Us) = U, since T = ! (mE M, u E U, 8 E S) 
implies 81m E U for some 81 E S; therefore m E U = S(U). Thus {3 o a = 
id'ls(M)• q. e. d. 

If U c M is any submodule of M, then the considerations above show that 
Us = U$ for any submodule U* c M with U c U* c S(U). In particular, it 
follows from 4.10 that the ideals of Rs correspond bijectively to the ideals of R 
that coincide with their 8-components. 

Corollary 4.11. If M is a Noetherian R-module, then Ms is a Noetherian 
Rs-module. If R is a Noetherian ring, so is Rs. 

The function rings on algebraic varieties considered in §2 are all Noetherian, 
since they are rings of fractions of affine algebras over fields, which are Noetherian 
by the Basis Theorem. 

For p E Spec(R) we have 

S(p) = {r E R I there is an 8 E S with 8r E p} = { ~·, ~~: ~ ~; :: 

More generally, if I= n~=t P; with P; E Spec (R), then 

S(I) = n Pi· 
p;nS=I 

Proposition 4.12. Let i: R-+ Rs be the canonical mapping, E the set of all 
p E Spec(R) with p n S = 0. Then: 

a) Every '.P E Spec(Rs) is of the form '.P = p s with a uniquely determined 
pEE. 

b) Spec(i) defines a homeomorphism of Spec(Rs) onto E (endowed with the 
relative topology of the topology on Spec{R)). 

c) For all p E Ewe have h(p s) = h{p ), and for any ideal I of R with Is #:- Rs 
we have h(Is) ~ h(I). 

d) dim Rs $ dimR. 
e) If R is a factorial ring and 0 ¢. S, then Rs is factorial too. 

Proof. 
a) follows from 4.10 and the above formula for S(p ). 
b) By a) Spec(i) defines a bijection of Spec(Rs) onto E: because Spec(i) is 

continuous (1.4.11) it suffices to show that Spec(i) is also a closed mapping 
of Spec(Rs) onto E. If J is an ideal of Rs, then the set of all '.P E Spec(Rs) 
that contain J is mapped by Spec(i) onto the set of all p E Spec(R) that 
contain i-1(J) with p n S = 0, therefore onto a closed subset of E. 

c) The formula h(Ps) = h(p) results from a); and the formula h(Is) ~ h(I) 
then follows, because the height of an ideal is defined as the infimum of the 
heights of the prime ideals containing it. 
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d) results, because the dimension of a ring R =f: {0} is the supremum of the 
heights of the p E Spec(R). 

e) Since 0 fl. S, i is injective. If 1r is a prime element of R and ( 1r) n S = 0, 
then f is a prime element in Rs. If (1r) n S ~ 0, then f is a unit in Rs. It 
follows that in Rs every element ~ 0 is either a unit or a product of prime 
elements. 

Corollary 4.13. 

a) For any f e R, Spec(RJ) -+ Spec(R) defines a homeomorphism of Spec(R1) 
onto D(/) c Spec(R). 

b) For any p E Spec(R),Spec(Rp)-+ Spec(R) defines a homeomorphism of 
Spec( Rp ) onto the set of all prime ideals contained in p (the set of all 
"generalizations" of p). We have h(p) = dimRp. 

For local rings on algebraic varieties the following statements result. 

Proposition 4.14. Let W be a nonempty irreducible subset of an affine variety 
V. Then: 

a) The elements of Spec( Ov,w) correspond bijectively to the irreducible sub
varieties V' C V with W c V', the minimal prime ideals to the irreducible 
components \t'i of V with W C \t'i. 

b) Ov,w is an integral domain if and only if W is contained in exactly one 
irreducible component of V. 

c) dim Ov,w = codimv(W), where W is the closure of Win V. 
d) The ideals J of Ov,w with J =f: Ov,w and Rad J = J are in one-to-one cor

respondence with the subvarieties of V all of whose irreducible components 
contain W. 

Proof. If Pw is the prime ideal in K[V] belonging to W, then (by 3.6) 
Ov,w ~ K[Vhw· By 4.13b) the elements of Spec(K[V]pw) correspond bijec
tively to the prime ideals of K[V) contained in Pw, therefore to the irreducible 
subvarieties of V that contain W (1.3.11). Since K[V]pw is reduced (4.8c)), 
K[VlPw is an integral domain if and only if it has only one minimal prime ideal. 
Hence b) follows. c) follows from a) and the definitions of Krull dimension and 
codimension. The ideals J =f: Ov,w with Rad J = J are the intersections of 
their minimal prime divisors (1.4.5). They correspond bijectively to the finite 
intersections of prime ideals p E Spec(K[V]) with p C Pw· Hence d) follows. 

Note that, in particular, Proposition 4.14 can be applied if W = {z} is a 
point x of V. It is the first piece of evidence for our earlier stated thesis that the 
local ring Ov,x contains information about the behavior of V in the neighborhood 
ofz. 

A submodule U c M is always contained in the kernel of the 'composite 
mapping 

i f 
M-+ Ms-+ Ms/Us, 
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if i and f: are the canonical mappings. By the universal properties of the residue 
module M/U and of the module of fractions (M/U)s, an Rs-linear mapping is 
induced: 

m+U m 
p: (M/U)s--+ Ms/Us, p(--) =-+Us. 

8 8 

Rule 4.15. (Permutability of forming the residue class module and the module 
of fractions) p is an isomorphism. 

Proof. p is obviously surjective. We show Ker(p) = 0. If p(m;u) = 0, then 
z; E Us, so there are elements u E U, 81 E 8, with z; = .;,. , and so there is an 
811 E 8 with 8 11 (81m- 8U) = 0. It follows that 

m + U 811s'm + U 8118U + U 
--= = =0. 

8 811 881 811 818 

Rule 4.16. Let I be an ideal in Rand 8' the image of 8 in R/ I. The canonical 
mapping 

p: (R/I)s•--+ Rs/Is, 
r+I r 

p(-)= -+Is 
8+I 8 

is a ring isomorphism. 
This is proved like 4.15. 

Rule 4.17. If M ~ N .!!... Pis an exact sequence of R-modules and linear 
mappings (i.e. Im(o) = Ker(,B}}, then 

M cts N Ps s ---+ s ---+ Ps 

is an exact sequence of Rs-modules. 

Proof. From ,Boo= 0 it follows that .Bsoos = (,Boo)s = 0, so lmos c Ker .Bs. 
If ; E Ns with .Bs(;) = P~n) = 0 is given, then there is an 81 E 8 with 
0 = s' {j(n) = {j(s'n), therefore s'n E Imo. Since ~ = ::~, it follows that 
Ker .Bs = Im as. 

Examples 4.18. 

a) Let I be an ideal of R, let p E Spec(R) contain I, and let p' be the image 
of p in R/ I. By 4.16 we have canonical isomorphism 

(R/l}p• ~ Rpflp. 

In the case I = p this yields an isomorphism 

Q(Rfp) ~ RpfpRp. 

The residue field of the local ring Rp by its maximal ideal pRp is therefore 
isomorphic to the field of fractions of Rf p. 

b) Let p be a minimal prime ideal of a reduced ring R. By 4.8c) Rp is also 
reduced, and pRp is the only minimal prime ideal of R (4.12}. It follows 
that pRp = (0} by 1.4.5 and so Rp = RpfPRp ~ Q(Rfp). The local ring 
of a minimal prime ideal p in a reduced ring is therefore always a field, 
isomorphic to the field of fractions of R/ p. 
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Whereas hitherto we have, for the most part, fixed the denominator set S, 
we will now derive some rules in connection with changing the denominator set. 
Along with S let there be given another multiplicatively closed subset T of R. 
Let S' be the image of S in RT and T' that of T in Rs. 

By the universal property of rings of fractions we have a canonical ring 
homomorphism 

and a corresponding RT-1inear mapping 

_....,...L ( m m.) 
t ! , 

1 

where (Ms)T• is considered an RT-module via~; that is, scalar multiplication 
is given by the formula 

r m. !!!! 
-. :, = t~' • 
t T T 

Rule 4.19. If S' consists ~nly of units of RT, then ii and j'f are isomorphisms. 

Proof. On the basis of the universal property we have a canonical ring homo
morphism 

and hence also a canonical ring homomorphism 

p: (Rs)T•-+ RT 

Obviously p o ii = idRT' and one immediately computes that ii o p = id(Rsh•. 

Corollary 4.20. 

a) If S C T, we have canonical isomorphisms RT ~ (Rs)T' and MT ~ (Ms)T•. 
b) Moreover, if T' consists only of units of Rs, then we have canonical isomor

phisms RT ~ Rs and MT ~Ms. 

Examples 4.21. 
a) For p, q E Spec(R) with p c q let S := R \ q and T := R \ p. Then we 

have canonical isomorphisms 

{1) 

Indeed, by 4.19 we have Rp ~ {Rq)T•, where T' is the image ofT in Rq. 
pRq is a prime ideal of Rq and T" := Rq \ pRq contains T'. By 4.20 the 
canonical mapping {Rq}T• -+ (Rq)T" is -an isomorphism, since the images 
of the elements ofT" in {Rq )T• ~ Rp are units. 
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Formulas (1) are often applied. For example, if Ov.w is the local ring 
of an irreducible subvariety W =j:. 0 of a variety V and if W' c W is another 
irreducible subvariety, W' =j:. 0, then we have a canonical ring isomorphism 

where p is the prime ideal in Ov,w' corresponding toW. 
b) If R =j:. {0} is an integral domain, it follows from (1) that if p = (0) there is 

a canonical isomorphism 
Q(R) ~ Q(Rq). (2) 

Here Rq is identified with the set of all ; E Q(R) with r E R, s E R \ q. 
Hence we can consider the local rings Rq as subrings of Q(R); naturally, 
they have the same field of fractions. The corresponding statement holds 
for all rings of fractions Rs with 0 ~ S. (This generalizes the fact that 
Ov,w C R(V) for nonempty irreducible varieties W C V (§2).) 

Rule 4.22. For J, g E R we have a canonical ring isomorphism 

( Jv rjl'-gv ) 
a;. t-+ (Jg)V+IJ 

and a corresponding isomorphism of RJg-modules given by the analogous for
mula. (Here (RJ )g denotes the ring of fractions of Rf by the set of powers of 
f; (MJ )g is defined correspondingly.) 

Proof. Since the images off and g are units in Rfg• by the universal property 
of rings of fractions there is a canonical homomorphism (RJ )g -+ Rfg satisfying 
the given formula. Since the image off g in (RJ )g is a unit, we also have a ring 
homomorphism 

r fv 
( 

r ) 
(J g )V t-+ 2[-

and this inverts the homomorphisms above. 

The many canonical isomorphisms for the rings and modules of fractions that 
have hitherto been derived will often be used in the form that tacitly identifies 
isomorphic objects. One quickly gets accustomed to this procedure, which saves 
much labor of writing, by at first recalling the rules as they are applied. 

For the conclusion of this section we shall derive two additional structure 
theorems for rings of fractions of reduced rings. 

Let R =j:. {0} be a reduced ring with only finitely many minimal prime 
ideals p 1 , .•• , p t (pi =j:. p; for i =j:. i), S the set of all non-zerodivisors of R. 

By 1.4.10 S = R \ U~=l Pi· By 4.12 the (Pi)S (i = 1, ... , t) are the only 
elements of the spectrum of Q(R) = Rs; they are both maximal and minimal, 
and n~=l (Pi)S = (0). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem (11.1.7), we therefore 
have a canonical isomorphism 

Rs ~ Rs/P 1Rs x · · · x Rs/PtRs. 
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Here Rs/'PiRs = (R/Pi)S; by 4.16, where Si is the image of S in R/'Pi· 
Since Rs/PiRs is a field, (R/Pi)S; ~ Q(R/Pi) by 4.20b). As a ring-theoretic 
analogue of 2.8 we get: 

Proposition 4.23. If R I- {0} is a reduced ring with only finitely many prime 
ideals 'P 1, ... , 'Pt (Pi '1- 'P; for i I- j), then 

Q(R) ~ Q(R/Pd X ••• X Q(R/Pt)· 

The analogue of 4.23 in the graded case requires somewhat more care. Let 
G be a positively graded ring, S the set of all homogeneous non-zerodivisors 
of G. Let S contain an element of positive degree. Further, let G be reduced 
and possess only finitely many minimal prime ideals p1 , ... ,f't ('Pi I- 'P; for 
i '1- j). By 1.5.11 they are homogeneous, and 'Pi E Proj(G) (i = 1, ... , t) since 
S contains an element of positive degree and S n 'Pi = 0 (1.4.10). Let S, be 
the set of all homogeneous elements I- 0 in G /pi, S i the image of S in G /pi. 
We endow Gs, (G/Pi)Sn and (G/Pi}s; with the canonical grading (given in §3, 
Example e)). 

It will first be shown that the canonical homomorphism 

is an isomorphism of graded rings. Here a direct product of graded rings becomes 
a graded ring by calling an element of the product homogeneous of degree d if 
and only if all its components in the factors of the product are homogeneous of 
degree d. et maps homogeneous elements into homogeneous elements of the same 
degree; and it is injective since n:=l (Pi)S = (0). 

To show that et is also surjective, for each i E [1, t] choose a homogeneous 
element of positive degree Oi E n#i 'P; with Oi ~'Pi (1.6). We may assume that 

the ai are all of the same degree. Then s := E;=l ai E S, and in Gs we have 
an equation 

U} Ut -+···+-=1, 
8 8 

where deg(7) = 0 and 7 = 6i; mod (P;)s(i,j = 1, ... ,t). Now if we are 
given (yt, ... ,yt) E Gs/(Pds x ... x Gs/(Pt)s, then for each Yi we choose a 
representative ~ E Gs and put y· := E!=t ~ · 7· Then et(y) = (Yt. ... , Yt); 
that is, et is also surjective. 

By 4.16 Gs/(Pi)S ~ (G/Pi)S;· To show that the canonical homomorphism 
of graded rings (G/Pi)S;- (G/Pi)S; is an isomorphism, by 4.20b) it suffices to 
show that the images of the elements of Si in (G/Pi)S; are units. 

For 8i E Si we choose a homogeneous element 81 E G with image Si in G/'Pi· 
If 81 is contained in none of the P; (j = 1, ... It), then 81 E s, so 8i E si and we 
are done. Otherwise , let I be the intersection of the p; that do not contain s'. 
By 1.6 there is a homogeneous element p E I of positive degree that is contained 
in none of the other minimal prime ideals. If deg 81 > 0 we can choose p so that 
p and s'P for suitable p E N have the same degree. s := s'P + p is then contained 
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in none of the pi, that is s E S. This proves s~ E Si, therefore the image of 8i in 
( G /pi) S; is a unit. If deg 8i = 0 we choose 8 E S of positive degree and multiply 

Bi by the image 8 of 8 in Si. Then the images ofB and BiB is (G/Pi)s; are units, 
therefore also the image of 8i in {G/Pi)s; is a unit, q. e. d. 

As a result of this discussion we get: 

Proposition 4.24. Under the hypotheses above we have an isomorphism of 
graded rings 

and a ring isomorphism 

where G(s) denotes the subring of elements of degree 0 of Gs {(G/Pi)(S;) is 
defined likewise). The (G/Pi)(S;) are fields {i = 1, ... ,t). 

Exercises 

1. Let R be a ring. For any nonempty open set U c Spec(R) let R(U) be 
the set of elements ( Tp) E npeU Rp with the following property: For any 
p E U there exists agE R with p E D(g) C U and an f E R such that 
rq = ~ (in Rq) for all q E D(g). Further, let R(0) := {0}. R(U) i~ then a 

ring, and for another nonempty open set U' C U the mapping pg, : R(U)-+ 

R(U') induced by the canonical projection npeU Rp -+ n,eu' Rp is a ring 
homomorphism. Put p~ := 0. The system {R(U);pg,} is a sheaf Ron 

Spec(R). (R is called the structure sheaf of Spec(R); the pair (Spec(R), R) 
is called the affine scheme of R. This is a natural generalization of the affine 
varieties endowed with their sheaves of regular functions.) For any open set 
D(g) with g E R we ha!_e R(D(g)) = Rg. For all p E Spec(R), Rp is the 
direct limit of the rings R(U) with p E U as in §2, Exercise 12. Many other 
properties of the sheaf of regular functions on an affine variety can also be 
generalized immediately. 

2. Let a : R -+ S be a ring homomorphism, rp := Spec(a). For p E Spec(R) 
let Sp denote the ring of fractions of S with denominator set a(R \ p ). 

a) The elements of rp- 1(p) correspond bijectively with the elements of 
Spec(Sp/PSp). 

b) If S is finitely generated as an R-module, then the number of elements 
of rp- 1(p) is at most as large as the dimension of Sp/PSp as a vector 
space over RpfpRp. (Spec(SpfpSp) is called the fiber of rp over p.) 
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3. Let R be a ring. For I, g E R with D(g) C D(J) there is a canonical 
ring homomorphism Pt : RJ --+ R9 , which is an isomorphism if and only if 
D(g) = D(J). 

4. Let R be a Noetherian ring, 8 C R a multiplicatively closed subset. There 
is an IE 8 such that the canonical homomorphism RJ--+ Rs is injective. 

5. Let A and B be affine algebras over a field K. For p E Spec(A), q E 
Spec(B), suppose there exists a K-algebra isomorphism Ap .::::. Bq. Then 
there are elements I E A \ p, g E B \ q, and a K -algebra isomorphism 
A f .::::+ B9 such that the diagram 

A1 ....::..B9 

l l 
Ap ....::..Bq 

commutes, where thll vertical arrows denote the canonical homomorphisms. 
(The isomorphism of local rings comes from an isomorphism of the "function 
rings" in suitable neighborhoods of p and q.) 

6. Let K be any field, 8 C K[X1, ... ,Xn] the set of all polynomials without 
zeros in An(K). For a K-variety V C An(K) let J(V) C K[X1, ... ,Xnls 
be the ideal of all fractions~(/ E K[X1. ... ,Xn],s E 8) with l(x) = 0 for 
all x E V. Prove: 

a) The assignment V 1-+ J (V) provides a bijection of the set of all K
varieties in An{K) onto the set of all ideals of K[X1 , ••• ,Xn]s that can 
be written as the intersection of maximal ideals. 

b) Under this bijection the set of nonempty irreducible K-varieties in 
An(K) is mapped onto the J-spectrum of K[X1 , ••• , Xn]s (Recall Ch. I, 
§3, Exercise 7). 

5. The fiber sum and fiber product of modules. Gluing modules 

The following two constructions are special cases of the formation of inductive 
and projective limits of modules. Since we need only these special cases, for the 
sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to them. Let R be a ring, O:i : N --+ Mi 
(i = 1, 2) two R-module homomorphisms. 

Definition 5.1. A fiber sum of M 1 and M2 over N {with respect to 0:1, o:2) is a 
triple (8,{31,/h), where 8 is an R-module, f3i: Mi--+ 8 is an R-linear mapping 
with (31 o o:1 = (32 o o:2, and the following universal property holds: If (T, "Y1, "Y2) 
is any triple like (8, fJ1. (32), then there is a unique R-linear mapping l : $ --+ T 
with "Yi = l o f3i (i = 1,2). 
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As usual the fiber sum, if it exists, is uniquely determined up to a canonical 
isomorphism. 

If homomorphisms Oi : Mi ..,.. N (i = 1, 2) are given (in the opposite di
rection), then we define the fiber product (P,{31 ,{h) of M1 and M2 over N by 
the "dual" conditions: /3i : P ..... Mi (i = 1, 2) are R-linear mappings with 
o 1 o /31 = 02 o {32 , and for every triple (T, 11. 12) like (P, f3t, /32) there is a unique 
R-linear mapping l : T..,.. P with '"Yi = /3i o l (i = 1, 2). 

'YI 

~~ 
T--------+P N 

\ ~~ 
~M2 

'Y2 
Proposition 5.2. Fiber sums and products of modules always exist. 

Proof. For the fiber sum we consider in M1 $ M2 the submodule U of all 
elcments(o1(n), -o2(n)) with n E N, and we put S := M1 $ M2/U. Let /3i 
(i = 1, 2) be the composition of the canonical injection Mi ..,.. M1 $ M2 with 
the canonical epimorphism Mt $ M2 ..,.. S. Then f3t(ot(n)) = f32(o2(n)) by 
the construction of U. If (T,-y1,-y2) is given as in 5.1, then we have an R-linear 
mapping h: M1$M2..,.. T, (m1. m2) 1-+ '"Yt(mt)+-y2(m2); and we have h(U) = 0 
since 11 o 01 = 12 o 02. Therefore, h induces a linear mapping l : S ..,.. T with 
l o /3i = '"Yi(i = 1, 2). Since S = f3t(Mt) + /32(M2), there can be only one such 
mapping l. 

To prove that the fiber product exists consider in M1 $ M2 the submodule P 
of all (m1,m2) with o1(m1) = o2(m2). Let {3; : P..,.. M; be the restriction 
of the canonical projection Mt $ M2 ..,.. M;. One immediately verifies that 
( P, f3t, P2) meets the requirements of the definition of the fiber product. 

We write Mt UN M2 for the fiber sum and M1 TIN M2 for the fiber product 
of M1 and M2 over N. We will first investigate the fiber sum: 

(1) 

Because the fiber sum is unique up to a canonical isomorphism, in proving the 
following rules we may assume that in (1) the module M1 UN M2 is the moduleS 
constructed in the proof of 5.2 and that {3;(i=1, 2) is the mapping given there. 

Rules 5.3. 

a) Mt UN M2 = f3t (Mt) + /32(M2). 
b) Ker{/32) = o2(Ker(ot)), Ker(/31) = 01 (Ker(o2)). In particular, if o 1 is 

injective, so is /32. 
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c) /31 induces an isomorphism Coker(a1) :::! Coker(/32); likewise, /32 induces an 
isomorphism Coker(a2) :::! Coker{/31). In particular, a 1 is surjective if and 
only if /32 is. 

d) If a1(resp.a2) is an isomorphism, so is /32(resp./31). 
e) If S c R is multiplicatively closed, then ((M1 llN M2)s, {/3t}s, (132)s) is the 

fiber sum of (Mt)s and (M2)s over Ns with respect to (at)s, (a2)s: 

Proof. 
a) has already been mentioned in the proof of 5.2. 
b) It is clear that a2(Ker(at)) C Ker(/32). If m2 E Ker{/32) is given, then (with 

the notation of the proof of 5.2} {0, m2) E U, so {0, m2) = (a1(n),-a2(n)) 
for some n E N. It follows that n E Ker(at) and that m2 = a2(-n) E 
a2(Ker(at)). 

c) Let C := Coker(at) = Mtfa1 (N) and 

C' := Coker(/32) = M1 llN M2/fJ2(M2). 

Let 731 : M1 - C' denote the composition of /31 with the canonical 
epimorphism M1 IIN M2 - C'. Because of a}, 731 is a surjection and 
731(a1{N)) = 0. Hence /31 induces a surjection ~ : C - C'. For 
m1 E M1 we have 731(m1) = 0 if and only if {mt.O) + U E /32(M2), so 
(mt. 0) = (at(n}, -a2(n)) + (0, m2) in M1 (£) M2 with n E N, m2 E M2. 
Therefore m1 E a 1(N), and this shows that~ is also injective. 

d) is a consequence of b) and c). 
e) holds because all the operations occurring in the constuction of the fiber 

sum commute with the formation of fractions. 

We have analogous (dual) rules for the fiber product 

M1llNM2 ~M1 
.Bd l 0 1 (2) 
M2-N 

02 

and they are verified just as easily, by identifying (M1 llN M2,/31,/32) with the 
specially constructed model (P, /3t, /32) in the proof of 5.2. 

Rules 5.4. 

a) Ker(/31} n Ker(/32) = 0. 
b) /31 induces an isomorphism Ker(/32) :::! Ker(a1), and /32 induces an isomor

phism Ker(/31) :::! Ker(a2}. In- particular, /32 (resp. /3t} is injective if and 
only if a 1 {resp. a2) is. 

c) a 2 induces an injection Coker(/32)- Coker(a1), and a1 induces an injection 
Coker(/31) - Coker(a2). In particular, if a1 {resp. a2) is surjective, so is /32 
(resp. /31}. 
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d) If a 1 (resp. a 2) is an isomorphism, so is /J2 (resp. /31). 
e) If S C R is multiplicatively closed, then ((M1 llN M2)s, (/3l)s, (f32)s) is a 

fiber product of (M1)s and (M2)s over Ns (with respect to (al)s, (a2)s): 

(Ml fiN M2)s = (Ml)s fiNs (M2)s. 

Proof. Since P = {(m11m2) E M1 $M2I a1(m1) = a2(m2)} and /3,(m11m2) = 
m,(i = 1,2), we get Ker(/31) = {(O,m2) I a2(m2) = 0}, Ker(/32) = {(m110) I 
a 1(ml) = 0}. From this a) and b) follow at once. 

c) a 2 induces a linear mapping a~ : M2//J2(P) -+ N/a1(Ml) with m2 + 
f32(P) 1-+ a 2(m2) + a 1(Ml). If m2 + /J2(P) E Ker(a~), then a2(m2) = 
a1(m1) for some m1 E M1, and hence m2 = /32(m1,m2) with (m1, m2) E P; 
therefore, m2 + /32(P) = /32(P). This shows that a~ is injective. 

d) is consequence of b) and c). 
e) The submodule of (Ml)s $ (M2)s consisting of all <r;;. r;:) with 01 ~7!) = 

02 (m2 l is identified with the submodule of (M1 $M2)s consisiting of all the 
82 

(mt~m2 l with a 1(m1) = a 2(m2), as is easily checked. Hence e) follows. 

The fiber product can be used to glue modules given over open subsets 
of Spec(R). For f, g E R let M1 be an Rrmodule, M2 an Rg-module, and 
suppose there is an isomorphism of R/g-modules a : (Ml)g ..:::. (M2)/· Here 
(M1)g and (M2)/ are considered Rig-modules via the canonical isomorphisms 
(RJ)g ~ Rfg ~ (RglJ· Let N := (M2)/i let a1 be the composition of the 
canonical homomorphism M1 -+ (M1)g with a, and let a 2 : M2 -+ (M2)1 be the 
canonical homomorphism. 

Proposition 5.5. If P := M1 llN M2 is the fiber product formed with respect to 
a 1, a 2 then the canonical mappings /3i : P -+ M; ( i = 1, 2) induce isomorphisms 
P1 ..:::. M11 Pg..:::. M2 (of Rr and Rg-modules respectively). 

Proof. By 5.4e) P1 ~ (MI)1 TIN1 (M2)/· Since (M2)1 -+ N1 is an isomorphism 
it follows that P1 ~ (Ml)f ~ M1 by 5.4d). One argues similarly for Pg. 

We say that P arises through "gluing M1 and M2 over D(!g) with respect 
to a." Using the universal property of the fiber product one easily verifies that 
one gets a module isomorphic toP if, instead of starting from a, one uses the 
inverse mapping a-1. 

This construction is important mainly in the case where D(/) U D(g) = 
Spec(R) (see Ch. IV, §1}. 

Exercises 

1. Let I be an ideal of a ring R. In the situation of 5.1let S' (resp. P') be the 
fiber sum (resp. the fiber product) of Ml/IM1 and M2/IM2 over N/IN 
with respect to the canonically induced homomorphisms. Determine the 
relation of S' to S {resp. P' toP). 
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2. Let R be a ring, A a nonempty set, and ~ C Ax A a subset with the following 
properties; (~, ~) E ~ for all ~ E A, and (~, ~') E ~' (~', ~") E ~ implies 
(~, N') E ~. For any ~ E A let there be given an R-module M>. and for 
all(~,~') E ~a linear mapping <p~, : M>. -+ M>.' such that <p~ = idMl and 
<p~:, o <p~, = <p~, when (~, N) E ~' (~', ~") E ~. In analogy to the fiber 
sum and fiber product, define the direct and inverse limits of the "diagram" 
{M>., cp~,} and prove its existence. 
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Chapter IV 
The local-global principle in commutative algebra 

Theorems on rings and modules are often proved by first establishing them in 
the case of local rings or modules over local rings, where this is often simpler, 
and then arguing from the "local" to the "global." This chapter contains some 
general rules for and examples of this technique. The results most important 
for later applications are the Forster-Swan theorem (2.14) and the solution of 
Serre's problem for projective modules (3.15) according to Quillen. 

1. The passage from local to global 

Let R be a ring, M an R-module. 

Rule 1.1. If P, Q are submodules of M, then P = Q if and only if Pm = Qm 
for all m E Max(R). 

We have (P + Q/Q)m ~ Pm + Qm/Qm and (P + Q/ P)m ~ Pm + Qm/ Pm 
by III.4.15. If Pm = Qm for all mE Max(R), then P + Q/Q = P + Q/P = (0) 
by III.4.4, so P = Q. 

Corollary 1.2. A family {m.A}.AeA of elements of M is a system of generators 
of M if and only if the images of the m.A in M m form a generating system of the 
Rm-module Mm for all mE Max(R). 

Example 1.3. Suppose there are elements/, g E R with D(f)UD(g) = Spec(R). 
If Mt is a finitely generated Rrmodule and Mg is a finitely generated .Rg-module, 
then M is a finitely generated R-module. Namely, if x1 , ••• , Xm E M are elements 
whose images generate the Rrmodule Mt and if the images of Yt, ... , Yn E M 
generate the Rg-module Mg, let N := (xt. ... ,xm,Yt. ... ,yn)· Then Mm = Nm 
for all m E Max(R), since m E D(f) or m E D(g). In particular, by gluing two 
finitely generated modules (III.§5) we get another finitely generated module. 

Corollary 1.4. For ideals I, J of R we have I = J if and only if I m = J m for 
all mE Max(R) with m :::>In J. 

Indeed, for m rt m(I n J) we also have Im = Jm = Rm (III.4.8d)). 

Corollary 1.5. A sequence of R-modules and linear mappings 

M~N~P 

is exact if and only if it is locally exact; that is, for all m E Max(R) the sequence 

M Qm N /3m p m ----+ m ----+ m 

is exact. 

93 
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If K := Ker{3,U := Ima, then Km = Kerf3m and Um = Imam. By 1.1 
K = U if and only if Km = Um for all mE :Max(R). 

Corollary 1.6. A linear mapping a : M -+ N of R-modules is injective 
(resp. surjective, bijective) if and only if for all m E Max(R) the mapping Om is 
injective (resp. surjective, bijective). 

For injectivity apply 1.5 to the sequence 0 -+ M ~ N; for surjectivity 
consider M ~ N -+ 0. 

Example 1.7. Let M be an R-module. For elements J,g E R with D(f) U 
D(g) = Spec(R), suppose P arises from gluing M1 and Mg with respect to the 
canonical mappings into Mfg (III.§5). Then M ~ P: By the universal property 
of the fiber product P, there is an R-linear mapping a : M -+ P, and a1 : 
M1 -+ P" ag : Mg -+ Pg are isomorphisms. Since D(f) U D(g) = Spec(R), by 
III.4.20 we also find that Om : Mm -+ Pm for all mE Max(R) is an isomorphism, 
therefore a is too. 

Rule 1.1 and the corollaries resulting from it remain valid if instead of the 
m E Max(R) we use arbitrary prime ideals p E Spec(R), for by III.4.21 we get 
the localization at p by first localizing at a maximal ideal m containing p and 
then at PRm. 

We now come to the local-global statements which hold only under restric
tive hypotheses on the modules considered. 

Definition 1.8. The presentation of M belonging to a system of generators 
{m~heA of M is the exact sequence 

0 -+ K -+ RA ~ M-+ 0, 

where a maps th~ canonical basis element e~ of RA tom~ (A E A) and K := 
Ker(a). K is called the module of relations of the generating system {m.xheA; 
an element of K is called a relation. 

Definition 1.9. M is called finitely presentable if there is ann E N and an 
exact sequence of R-modules 

0 -+ K -+ Rn -+ M -+ 0, (1) 

where K is finitely generated. 

For example, finitely generated modules over Noetherian rings are always 
finitely presentable, by the Basis Theorem (1.2.17). 

If { v1 , ••• , Vm} is a system of generators of K and if we write the v.: as the 
rows of a matrix A, then M is uniquely determined by A (up to isomorphism): 
M ~ Rn /(v1, ••• ,vm)· In other words, M is isomorphic to the cokernel of the 

linear mapping Rm A Rn defined by A. (It assigns the i-th row of A to the i-th 
canonical basis vector of Rm.) 
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The matrix A is called a relation matrix of M. If a matrix A' is gotten 
from A by elementary row and column operations (multiplication of a row or 
column by a unit of R, addition of a multiple of a row or column to another), 
then A' is also a relation matrix of M (possibly with respect to a different 
exact sequence (1)). Later (in connection with 1.16) we shall get a necessary 
and sufficient condition for two matrices (even of different formats) to present 
isomorphic R-modules. 

First, we shall derive some additional general rules for the formation of 
fractions. For two R-modules M, N and a multiplicatively closed subset S C R 
the R-linear mapping 

Homn(M,N)-+ Homn8 (Ms,Ns) 

induces an Rs-linear mapping 

h: Homn(M,N)s-+ Homn8 (Ms,Ns) 

Proposition 1.10. 

a) If M is finitely generated, then h is injective. 

(a~--+ as) 

a -1 
(- 1-+ Its oas). 

s 

b) If M is finitely presentable, then h is an isomorphism. 

Proof. Let { m 1, ••• , mt} be a system of generators of M and 

0 -+ K -+ Rt ..!.. M -+ 0 

the corresponding presentation. 

a) For a E Homn(M, N), s E S, let ~ E Kerh. Then a('.:t) = 0 (k = 1, ... , t) 
and there is an s' E S with s'a(mk) = 0 (k = 1, ... , t). From s'a = 0 follows 
:; = 0. Therefore h is injective. 

b) Let M be finitely presentable. We may then assume that K is finitely 
generated. It is to be shown that his surjective. 

Let iM : M -+ Ms and iN : N -+ Ns be the canonical mappings. 
If l E Homn8 (Ms,Ns) is given, then there is an s E S such that n~ := 
s ·l( T) E iN(N) (k = 1, ... , t). Let n~ = ~ with nk E N and {3 : Rt --+ N 
be the linear mapping with {J(ek) = nk (k = 1, ... , t). We shall show 
that (s' {J)(K) = 0 for suitable s' E S. Then {3 induces a linear mapping 
a: M-+ N with a(mk) = s'nk (k = 1, ... , t) and therefore l = p.;,! o as. 

According to the construction of (3 the diagram 

Rt P N 

E l l lN 

M--+Ms--+Ns 
iM sl 

is commutative. Hence iN(fJ(K)) = 0. Since K is finitely generated, there 
is in fact an s' E S with s' · {J(K) = 0, q. e. d. 
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Definition 1.11. An exact sequence of R-modules and linear mappings 

0-+M~N~P-+0 

splits if there is a linear mapping "f : P -+ N such that /3 o "f = id. 

(2} 

For example, if Pis a freeR-module, then the sequence (2} splits. For each 
basis element of P choose an inverse image under {3 and define "f as the mapping 
that assigns to each basis element the inverse image chosen. 

In the general case the condition of the definition is equivalent to each of 
the following two statements: 

1. The linear mapping 

HomR(P, N) -+ HomR(P, P) 

is surjective. 
Indeed, this is the case if and only if idp lies in the image of the mapping. 

2. a( M) is a direct summand of N. 
If (2} splits, then it immediately follows that N = a(M)ED"t(P). Conversely, 

if a(M) is a direct summand of N, that is N = a(M) ED U with some submodule 
U of N, then {3 maps U isomorphically onto P, and we can choose "f to be the 
inverse of this mapping. 

Rule 1.12. Let there be given an exact sequence (2}, where P is finitely pre
sentable. The sequence splits if and only if for any mE Max(R) the sequence 

(3} 

splits. 

Proof. HomR(P, N) -+ HomR(P, P) is surjective if and only if for all m E 
Max(R) the induced mapping 

HomR(P,N)m-+ HomR(P,P)m 

is surjective {1.6}. By 1.10 this is identified with the mapping 

HomRm(Pm,Nm)-+ HomRm(Pm,Pm) 

since Pis finitely presentable. The sequence (3} splits if and only if this mapping 
is surjective. 

Corollary 1.13. Let M be a finitely presentable R-module, U c M a finitely 
generated submodule. Then M/U is also finitely presentable. U is a direct 
summand of M if and only if U m is a direct summand of M m for all m E Max(R). 

The second assertion follows from 1.12, once it is shown that P e:! M/U is 
finitely presentable. By hypothesis, there exists an exact sequence 0 -+ K ~ 
R" ~ M -+ 0, where K is finitely generated. Let {J : R" -+ P be the compo
sition of {3 with the canonical epimorphism M -+ P. Then Ker(/3') = p-1{U) 
is finitely generated, since U and K are finitely generated. Therefore P too is 
finitely presentable. 
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Rule 1.14. For /, g E R with D(!) U D(g) = Spec(R) let M1 be a finitely 
presentable Rrmodule and let M 9 be a finitely presentable R9-module. Then 
M is a finitely presentable R-module. 

Proof. By hypot~esis there is an exact sequence of Rrmodules 0--+ K--+ Rj ~ 
MJ--+ 0, where K is finitely generated. We may assume that ii is induced by an 
R-linear mapping Rn --+ M (1.10). In other words, there is an exact sequence 
of R-modules 0--+ K --+ F ~ M, where F is free of finite rank, such that the 
induced sequence 

Of 
0--+ K1--+ F1---+ M1--+ 0 

is exact and K 1 is finitely generated as an Rrmodule. Let 0--+ K' --+ F' ~ M be 
the corresponding sequence constructed for M9 • We then get an exact sequence 

0 --+ U --+ FEB F' (ad) M --+ 0, 

where (o, -o') is the mapping that acts on F like o and on F' like -o', and 
U := Ker(o, -o'). (o, -o') is surjective by 1.6. We shall show that U is finitely 
generated. 

There is an Rrlinear mapping tp: F/--+ FJ with Ofotp = oj. We construct 
a commutative diagram of Rrmodules with exact rows and columns 

0 0 

l l 
G=G 

l l 
0---+ Ur-+ F1 EB F/ -+ M1 ---+ 0 

lP' lfj II 
0---+ KJ---+ FJ ---+ MJ ---+ 0 

l I 
0 0 

where {3 is given by {3(x, y) = x - tp(y), {3' is the mapping induced by {3 and 
G := Ker {3 = Ker {3'. Since the middle column splits, because F1 is a free Rr 
module, G is a homomorphic image of FJ EB F/, and so is finitely generated. 
Since K1 is also finitely generated, so is U1. Likewise, U9 is a finitely generated 
R9-module. From 1.3 it follows that U is finitely generated. 

We now want to compare presentations of isomorphic modules with one 
another. Let there be given two exact sequences 

(j = 1, 2) 

of R-modules, where the F; are free. 
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Proposition 1.15. 

a) If there is an isomorphism i ; M1 -+ M2, then there also exists an a E 
Aut(F1 ED F2) such that the diagram 

(4) 

commutes. We have a(Kt EDF2) = Ft EDK2 if we identify Kj with /3j(Kj) C 
F3 (j = 1,2). 

b) If there is an a E Aut(Ft ED F2) with a(Kt ED F2) = Ft ED K2, then there is 
also an isC\morphiRm i: M1 -+ M2 for which (4) is commutative. 

Proof. 
a) Since the Fj (j = 1, 2) are free, for an isomorphism i : M 1 -+ M2 we can 

find linear mappings 11 : Ft -+ F2 and 12 : F2 -+ F1 with i o a1 = a2 o 11 
and a2 = i o a1 o 12· For (x, y) E F1 ED F2 let a'(x, y) := (x, y -11 (x)) and 
a"(x, y) := (x -12(y), y). Then obviously a', a" E Aut(Ft ED F2). We shall 
show that a := a'- 1 o a" is the mapping sought. From 

and 

it follows that in fact (0, a 2) o a= i o (a1, 0) since a" =a' o o:. 
Since K 1 ED F2 = Ker(at, 0) and F1 ED K2 = Ker(O, a2), it also immedi

ately follows that a(Kt ED F2) = F1 ED K2. 
b) If there exists an o: E Aut(Ft EDF2) with a(Kt EDF2) ~ Ft EDK2, then we get 

the existence of an isomorphism i: M1 -+ M2 that makes (4) commute from 
the fact that Mt is the cokernel of the mapping f3t EBidF2 : Kt EDF2 -+ Ft EBF2 
and M2 is the cokernel of the mapping idF1 ED /32 : F1 ED K2-+ F1 ED F2. 

Corollary 1.16. Let there be given exact sequences 

(j=1,2) (5) 

with free R-modules Fj, Fj. Then M1 ~ M2 if and only if there is an a E 
Aut(F1 ED F2) and /3 E Aut(F~ ED F2 ED Ft ED F~) such that the diagram 

(6) 
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commutes. (Here {{3t Ell idF2 , 0) is the mapping that coincides with /31 on F~ and 
with idF2 on F2, and with 0 on F1 and F~. {0, idF1 Ell /32) is defined similarly.) 

Proof. If such a diagram is given, it follows that M1 ~ M2, because these modules 
are isomorphic to the cokernels of the mappings in the rows of the diagram. 

Now let M 1 ~ M 2 and Kj := Ker(a3) = Im{/33) (j = 1,2). By 1.15a) there 
exists an a E Aut{F1 Ell F2 ) and an isomorphism a' such that the diagram 

I .81 E!)id 
F1 Ell F2 ---+ K 1 Ell F2 ---+ F1 Ell F2 

a' l l a 

F I idED.B2 F F 
1 Ell F2 ---+ 1 Ell K2 ---+ 1 Ell F2 

commutes. Again applying 1.15a) to the isomorphism a', we get the diagram 
{6) sought. 

In the following we denote by M(r x 8j R) the R-module of all r x 8-matrices 
with coefficients in Rand by Gl(r, R) the group of invertible r x r-matrices with 
coefficients in R. These are the r x r-matrices whose determinant is a unit of 
R. Every ring homomorphism R -+ R' induces in a natural way a mapping 
M(r x 8; R) -+ M(r x 8j R') and a group homomorphism Gl(r, R) -+ Gl(r, R'). 
We call two matrices At. A2 E M(r x s; R) equivalent if there is an A E Gl(r, R) 
and aBE Gl(8,R) such that 

in symbols At "'A2. 
Let there be given two exact sequences {5), where F1 = Rn;, Fj = Rni with 

natural numbers n3, nj (j = 1, 2). 
With respect to the canonical basis /31 is then given by an n! x n1-matrix 

B1 and /32 by ann~ x n2-matrix B2 • The matrices that belong to the rows of 
{6) are r x 8-matrices of the form 

and (6') 

with r := n1 + n2 + n1 + n~, 8 := n1 + n2, where En; is the ni-rowed unit 
matrix. 1.16 says that the modules M 1 and M 2 are isomorphic if and only if 
these two matrices are equivalent. In other words, B1 and B2 present (up to 
isomorphism) the same R-module if and only if the corresponding matrices in 
{6') are equivalent. 

We now consider matrices with coefficients in the polynomial ring R[XJ in 
one indeterminate X over R. If A E M(r x 8j R[XJ) is given andy is an element 
of an R-algebra T, let A(y) denote the image of A in M(r x 8jT) under the 
substitution homomorphism X 1-+ y. In particular, let A{O) be the matrix in 
M(r x 8; R) that arises from A when X is replaced by 0 in all the coefficients of 
A. We call At. A2 E M(r x 8j R[XJ) locally equivalent for some mE Max(R) if 
the images of At. A2 in M(r x 8; Rm [XI) are equivalent. 
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The next theorem gives a local-global principle for the equivalence of ma
trices over R[X]. In the course of the proof we need the 

Lemma 1.17. Let there be given matrices 

At E M(r x 8i R[X]), A2 E M(8 x t; R[X]), A3 E M(r x t; R[X]), 

and a multiplicatively closed subset S C R. Let Ai (i = 1, 2, 3) be the matrix 
corresponding to Ai under the canonical homomorphism R[X] --+ Rs[X], and 
suppose At· A2 = A3 and At{O) · A2{0) = A3{0). Then there is an 8 E S such 
that At(8X) · A2(8X) = A3(8X). 

Proof. In the matrix AtA2 - A3 all the coefficients are divisible by X since 
At{O) · A2{0) = A3{0). In addition, under the canonical homomorphism 

M(r x t; R[X]) --+ M(r x t; Rs [X]) 

it is mapped to the zero matrix. Hence, by III.4.1, there is an 8 E S that 
annihilates all the coefficients of the matrix. But then 

At(8X) · A2(8X)- A3(8X) = 0. 

Theorem 1.18. (Vaserstein) A E M(r x 8; R[X]) is equivalent to A(O) if and 
only if A is locally equivalent to A(O) for all m E Max(R). 

Proof. Let A and A{O) be locally equivalent for all mE Max{R). Let I denote 
the set of all a E R with the following property: For all I, g E R[X] with 
f- g E aR[X], A(!) and A(g) are (globally) equivalent. 

I is an ideal of R, for. if at, a2 E I are given and if I- g = (rtat + r2a2)1P 
with l,g,ip E R[X],rt.r2 E R, then(!- rtatiP)- g E a2R[X];therefore A(g)......, 
A(!- rtat~P) ......, A(!). We shall show that 1 E I. Then A(!) ......, A(g) for all 
I, g E R[X], in particular for I= X, g = 0, and this proves the theorem. 

For m E Max(R) there are matrices C E Gl(r,Rm[X]) and D E 
Gl(8,Rm[X]) such that 

A( X) = C · A(O) ·D. 

(Here as in the sequel A(X) and A{O) also denote the images of these matrices 
in M(r X 8j Rm [X]).) 

With another indeterminate Y we get 

A(X+Y) = C(X+Y)A(O)D(X+Y) = C(X+Y)C(X)-tA(X)D(X)-1D(X+Y). 

We put C* := C(X + Y)C(X)-t, D* ~ D(X)":.1 · D(X + Y). c• is of the 
form c• = Co{X) + Ct(X)Y + · · · +Cm(X)Ym with Ci(X) E M(r x r;Rm[X]) 
(i = 1, ... , m), where C0 (X) is the unit matrix. There are similar formulas for 
D*, c•-t, and n•-t. Then there is a' E R \ m such that C(X + a'Y)C(X)-t 
is the image of a matrix in M(r x r; R[X, Y]) (setting aside all the denominators 
in the coefficients of the matrix). a' can be chosen so that after the substitution 
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Y ...... a'Y also D*, c•-1, and n•-l become images of matrices with coefficients 
in R[X, Y]. By 1.17 we can arrange that 

C(X + a'Y)C(X)-1 and D(X)-1 D(X + a'Y) 

are images of invertible matrices r(X, Y) and A(X, Y) respectively with coeffi
cients in R[X, Y], where r(X, 0} and A(X, 0} is the unit matrix. 

Over Rm [X, Y] we have the equation 

A(X + a'Y) = C(X + a'Y)C(X)-1 A(X)D(X)-1 D(X + a'Y) 

and over R[X] the equation 

A( X) = r(X, O}A(X}A(X, 0}. 

By 1.17 there exists an a" E R \ m such that with a := a' a" 

A(X + aY) = r(X, a"Y}A(X)A(X, a"Y) 

is a matrix equation holding over R[X, Y]. 
Now if /, g, !p E R[X] are given with f - g = a · !p, then we get 

A(!)= A(g +alp)= r(g,a" · !p)A(g)A(g,a" · !p), 

where f(g, a"· !p) and A(g, a"· !p) are invertible; then A (f) "'A(g) and so a E /. 
This has shown that for any m E Max(R) there is an a E I with a~ m. 

Therefore I = R, q. e. d. 

For an R-module N we call the R[X]-module N[X] := R[X] ®R N the 
extension module of N to R[X]. N[X] can be identified with the set of all 
"polynomials" no+ Xn1 + · · · + Xdnd with coefficients ni EN. Here, two such 
polynomials are added termwise and a polynomial in N[X] is multiplied by one 
in R[X] in the usual way, which is possible since only elements of R and N need 
be multiplied. 

Definition 1.19. An R[X]-module M is called extended (from R) if there is 
an R-module N such that M ~ N(X] as R[X]-modules. M is called locally 
extended for an mE Max(R) if the Rm(X]-module Mm is extended from Rm. 
(Here Mm denotes the module of fractions of M with denominator set R \ m.) 

If M = N(X], then necessarily N ~ M/XM as R-modules. A local-global 
principle also holds for the concept of an extended module. 

Theorem 1.20. (Quillen (66]} A finitely presentable R[X]-module M is extended 
if and only if it is locally extended for any m E Max(R). 

Proof. By hypothesis there is an exact sequence of R(X]-modules 

(7} 
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Modulo X this goes over into an exact sequence of R-modules 

Rm & Rn ~M/XM -+0. (7'} 

If BE M(m x n, R[X]) is the matrix of /31 with respect to the canonical basis, 
then B(O} is the matrix of /31• 

From (7') we get by extension an exact sequence of R[X]-modules (with 
N:=M/XM): 

Rm[X] :B~J Rn[X] a~J N[X]-+ 0. (8'} 

(Here PtfX], for example, maps the polynomials in Rm(X] by applying /31 to 
the coefficients in Rm, while X is mapped to X.) (8') can therefore be identified 
with an exact sequence of R[X]-modules 

R[X]m ~ R[X]n ~ N[X] -+ 0, {8} 

where /32 is described by the matrix B(O). 
By 1.16 we have M ~ N[X] if and only if the (2n) x 2(n + m)-matrices 

and (~) 
are equivalent. Here the second matrix is obviously equivalent to A(O) (row- and 
column-permutations). Therefore, by 1.18 M ~ N(X] if and only If A and A(O) 
are locally equivalent for all m E Max(R). Since the exact sequences (7} and {8} 
are consistent with localization at m (III.4.17) and R[X]m ~ Rm[X], it follows 
that M is extended if and only if it is locally extended for all m E Max(R), 
q. e. d. 

Theorem 1.20 plays a key role in Quillen's solution of Serre's problem on 
projective modules, which will be described in §3. 

Exercises 

1. A module M over an integral domain R is torsion-free if and only if M m is 
a torsion-free Rm-module for all m E Max(R). 

2. Let M be a torsion-free module over an integral domain R =F {0}, and let 
S := R \ {0}. For any m E Max(R) the canonical mapping Mm -+ Ms is 
injective. If Mm is considered a subset of Ms, then M = nmeMax(R) Mm; 
in particular, R = nmeMax(R) Rm. 

3. Let R be a ring, M a finitely generated R-module. For some p E Spec(R) 
suppose the Rp -module M p is generated by the images of the elements 
m 11 ... , mr E M in Mp. Then there is an f E R \ p such that the Rr 
module M 1 is generated by the images of these elements in M 1. 
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4. For a module M over a ring R let M'" := Homn{M, R) denote the dual 
module and let a : M -+ M.,. be the canonical mapping into the bidual (it 
assigns to any mE M the linear form M'" -+ R that maps l EM'" to l{m)). 
M is called reflexive if a is an isomorphism. 

a) A finitely generated module Mover a Noetherian integral domain R is 
reflexive if and only if it is locally reflexive for all m E Max(R). 

b) For a finitely generated module Mover a Noetherian integral domain, 
M* is always reflexive. 

5. Let S/R be a ring extension, NcR a multiplicatively closed subset. 

a) If Sis integral over R, then SN is integral over RN. 

b) If R is integrally closed inS, then RN is integrally closed in SN. 

6. Let the hypotheses be as in Exercise 5. fstR := {r E R I rS C R} is called 
the conductor of S along R. 

a) fstR is the largest S-ideal contained in R. 

b) S = R if and only if fstR = (1}. 

c) If S is finitely generated as an R-module, then 

7. Let R :/: {0} be an integral domain with field of fractions K, R the integral 
closure of R in K. Suppose R is finitely generated as an R-module. 

a) For p E Spec(R}, Rp is integrally closed in K if and only if p 1> fntn· 
(The set of these p is therefore open in Spec(R).) 

b) R is integrally closed in K if and only if Rm is integrally closed in K 
for all m E Max(R). 

8. Let M be a finitely generated module over a ring R and 0 -+ K -+ nn -+ 

M -+ 0 the presentation belonging to a system of generators { m1, ••• , mn} 
of M. Choose a system of generators V>. (A E A) of K and fori= 0, ... , n-1 
denote by Fi ( M) the ideal of R generated by all the ( n -i)-rowed subdeter
minants of the matrix with rows V>.. Further, let Fi(M) = R fori~ n. 

a) Fi(M) does not depend on the special choice of the generating system 
of K. 

b) Fi(M) does not depend on the choice of the system of generators 
{mt, ... ,mn} of M. (Hint: Compare the ideals for {mt, ... ,mn} and 
{mt, ... ,mn,m}, where m is any element of M). 

c) Fo(M) c Ft(M) c · · · c Fn(M) = R. 

(The ideals Fi(M) are called the Fitting ideals or Fitting invariants of the 
module M.) 
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2. The generation of modules and ideals 
Let R =f. {0} be a ring, M a finitely generated R-module. By J.t(M) we denote 
the number of elements in a shortest system of generators of M. Such a system 
will also be called a minimal generating system. A generating system is called 
unshortenable if no proper subset of it is a generating system. 

Lemma 2.1. In a free R-module M the minimal generating systems are just 
the bases of M. 

Proof. Let M ::= Rn and let { bt, ... , bm} be a minimal generating system of 
Rn. Then m $ n and we have a surjective linear mapping l : Rn -+ Rn with 
l(ei) = bi (i = 1, ... ,m),l(ej) = 0 (j = m + 1, ... , n), where {et, ... , en} is the 
canonical basis of Rn. Then there is also a linear mapping l' : Rn -+ Rn with 
l o l' = id. If A is the matrix assigned to l with respect to the canonical basis 
and A' is the matrix assigned to l', then A'· A= id; therefore, det(A) is a unit 
in R. Hence it follows that m =nand that the elements b11 ••• , bn (the rows of 
A) are linearly independent. 

For dealing with modules over local rings the following lemma (first pre
sented by Krull in a special case) is of fundamental importance. 

Lemma 2.2. (Nakayama's Lemma) Let I be an ideal of R that is contained in 
the intersection of all m E Max(R). Let M be an arbitrary R-module, N C M a 
submodule for which M / N is finitely generated. If M = N +I M, then M = N. 

Proof. M := M/N has a minimal generating system {m1, ... ,mt}. Suppose 
t > 0. Since M = I M, there is an equation 

t 

mt = Laimi 
j=l 

(aj E I, j = 1, ... ,t). 

Since at lies in all m E Max(R) and therefore 1 - at is a unit in R, from 
{1- at)mt = E;:~ ajmj it follows that mt E (mt. ... , mt-t}· This contradicts 
the assumed minimality of the generating system. Therefore t = 0, so M = N. 

Corollary 2.3. Let (R, m) be a local ringt, k := R/m its residue field, and 
M a finitely generated R-module. For elements m 1 , ... , mt E M the following 
statements are equivalent: 

a) M = (m11 ... ,mt}· 
b) The residue classes m 1, .•• , mt E M / mM of the mi form a system of gen

erators of the k-vector space M/mM. 

Proof. From MfmM = (m11 •.. , mt} it follows that M = (mt, ... , mt} + mM 
and hence M = (mt, ... , mt} by 2.2. 

From the corollary and well-known facts on vector spaces we at once get the 
following statements. 

t This notation, which will often be used in the sequel, means that m is the 
maximal ideal of R. 
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Corollary 2.4. Under the hypotheses of 2.3 we have: 

a) J.t(M) = dimk(MfmM). 
b) m 1, ... , mt E M form a minimal generating system of M if and only if their 

residue classes m1, ... , mt E MfmM form a basis. 
c) If { m 1, ... , mt} is a minimal generating system of M and if 

t 

Lrimi = 0 
i=1 

then ri E m fori= 1, ... , t. 

(ri E R), 

d) Any generating system of M contains a minimal one. Any unshortenable 
generating system is minimal. 

e) Elements m1 , .•• , m, E M can be extended to a minimal generating system 
of M if and only if their residue classes m1, ... , mt E MfmM are linearly 
independent over k. 

On the basis of these facts we have quite good information on the generation 
of modules over local rings. We now want to pass from the local to the global. 
In the following let M be a finitely generated module over an arbitrary ring 
R :f:. {0}. For p E Spec(R) we write J.lp{M) for the number of elements in a 
shortest generating system of the Rp-module Mp. 

Further, for each r E N we define an ideal 

I(M,r) := Ann(Mj(m1, ... ,mr}), 
{m1 , ... ,m.}CM 

where the sum is taken over all subsets of M, consisting of r elements. 
We have I(M, 0) = Ann(M),I(M,r) C I(M,r + 1) for all r E N, and 

I(M, r) = R if r ;::: JJ(M). Further, we have I(Ms, r) = I(M, r)s for any multi
plicatively closed set S C R, since all the operations occurring in the definition 
of I(M, r) are permutable with the formation of fractions (III.§4). From this and 
the definition of I(M, r) we immediately get 

Lemma 2.5. For p E Spec(R) we have /Jp (M) ;::: r+ 1 if and only if p ::) I(M, r). 

Corollary 2.6. (Semicontinuity of /Jp) For all r EN the set of the p E Spec(Rl 
with /Jp (M) < r is open. 

The following considerations of this section have the purpose of obtaining a 
local-global principle for the generation of modules and ideals. 

Definition 2.7. (Swan [76]) An element mE Miscalled basic at p E Spec(R) 
ifm~pMp. 

Equivalently, p E Supp{M) and m can be taken to lie in a minimal gener
ating system of the Rp-module Mp. (As in 2.'/, herem also denotes the image 
of min Mp.) 
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Lemma 2.8. If M is a freeR-module, then m EM is basic for all m E Max{R) 
if and only if (m) is a direct summand =F (0) of M. 

By 2.1 m is basic formE Max(R) if and only if Rm m is a direct summand 
=F (0) of Mm . Hence the assertion follows from 1.13. 

For the following let X:= J(R) be the J-spectrum of R. For an mE M let 
X(m) denote the set of the p EX at which m is basic. For an ideal I of R let 
'U(I), as before, be the set of p EX that contain I. From 2.4b) it follows that 
m is basic at p E 'U (I) if and only if the image m of m in the R-module M I I M 
is basic at p (which is equivalent to m being basic at pI I). 
Lemma 2.9. Let X be Noetherian and d := dimX < oo. For any ideal I of 
R,X(m) n 'U(I) has only finitely many minimal elements. 

Proof. Let m be the image of m in the Rl I -module M I I M. Since 'U (I) can be 
identified with J ( Rl I), X( m) n m (I) being mapped to X( m), we need only show 
that X(m) has only finitely many minimal elements. We can therefore assume 
I= {0). 

If { p 1, .•• , p t} are the generic points of the irreducible components of X 
(cf. 1.4.8), then (again by the preliminary remark above) 

t 

X{m) = U X(mi), 
i=l 

where mi is the image of min MIPiM (i = 1, ... ,t). Hence we may assume 
that R is an integral domain with {0) E J(R). 

We now argue by induction on d. For d = 0, J(R) has only one point and 
we are done. Hence let d > 0. If m is basic at (0), then (0) is the only minimal 
element of X(m). 

If m is not basic at {0), then the image of min the vector space Ms (S := 
R\ {0}) equals 0; that is, there is an r E R\ {0} with rm = 0. X(m) can then be 
identified with X(m), where m is the image of min the Rl(r)-module MlrM. 
Since dim J(RI(r)) < d, by the induction hypothesis we have finished. 

Lemma 2.10. Under the hypotheses of 2.9let 

'-'m :=Max{l'p(M)+dim'U(p) I p EX(m)}. 

Then there are only finitely many p E X(m) with l'p{M) + dim'U(p) = '-'m· 

Proof. We consider a p E X{m) with J'p (M)+dim'U(p) = '-'m· Let J'p (M) =: r. 
Then r > 0 and p :J I(M, r- 1), p 1> I(M, r). p is a minimal element of 
X(m) n 'U(I(M, r- 1)), for if there were a q E X(m) n 'U(I(M, r- 1)) with 
p ; q, then we would have #'q (M) = l'p{M) =rand Um = #'p (M)+dim'U(p) < 
#'q (M) + dim'U( q) ~ Um, a contradiction. By 2.9 X(m) n 'U(I(M, r- 1)) has 
only finitely many minimal elements. Since there are only finitely many distinct 
ideals I(M, r), the assertion follows. 

To be able to formulate the next lemma comfortably it is useful to introduce 
the following way of speaking. 
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Definition 2.11. A submodule U c Miscalled k-times basic (for some kEN) 
at p E Spec(R) if 

J.lp(M)- J.lp(M/U) ~ k. 

By Nakayama's lemma this is equivalent with the condition that Mp has 
a minimal system of generators containing at least k elements of Up . For m E 
M, U = (m) is 1-time basic at p if and only if m is basic at p. 

Lemma 2.12. Let { m1, ... , mt} be a system of elements of M and { p1, ... , P,} 
{r > 0) a finite set in Spec(R). Let (m1, ... , mt) be let-times basic at Pi for some 
ki EN, ki < t (i = 1, ... , r). Then there are elements a11 ... , at-1 E R such that 
(m1 +a1mt, ... ,mt-1 +at-1mt) is ki-times basic at Pi (i= 1, ... ,r). 

Proof (by induction on r ). For r = 1 we may suppose R local with maximal 
ideal m = p1. Let U := (m1, ... ,mt), and let mi be the image ofmi in MfmM 
( i = 1, ... , t). From the exact sequence 

0-+ U + mMfmM-+ MfmM-+ M/U + mM-+ 0 

and 2.4 it follows that J.t(M)- J.t(M/U) = dimntm(mb ... ,mt) ~ k1, where 
k1 < t. If already dimntm(m1, ... ,mt-1) ~ k1 then the claim follows with 
a1 = ··· = at-1 = 0. If dimR/m(mb···•mt-1) = k1 -1, then mt is linearly 
independent of {m11 ... ,mt-d· lfsay m1, ... , mk1 -1 are linearly independent, 
we have the claim with ai = 0 (i = 1, ... , t- 1; i #= kl), ak 1 = 1. 

Now let r > 1 and suppose the lemma has already been proved for r-1 prime 
ideals. We choose the numbering so that Pr is minimal in the set {p 1, ... , p,}. 
Then there are elements ai, ... ,a~_ 1 E R such that (m1 +aimt, ... ,mt-1 + 
a~_ 1 mt) is ki-times basic at the Pi with i = 1, ... , r - 1. Since n~,:: Pi fl. p,, 
there is an a E n~,:: Pi, a rt, p,. Then (m1 + aimt, ... , mt-1 + a~_ 1 mt, amt) 
is also k,-times basic at p,, since a is mapped into a unit in Rp,· There are 
also elements a~, ... ,a~'- 1 E R such that U := (m1 +aimt +a~amt, ... ,mt-1 + 
a~_ 1 mt + af_ 1amt) is k,-times basic at p,. Since a E Pi fori< r,U is also ki
times basic at the pi with i < r, and the assertion is proved with ai := a~ + a~' a 
(i = 1, ... , t- 1). 

Theorem 2.13. Let X := J(R) be Noetherian and of finite dimension. Let 
M = (m1, ... , mt) and 

J.lp(M) +dim~(p) < t for all p E X(mt)· 

Then there are elements a1, ... , at-1 E R such that 

Proof. If X(mt) = 0, then Mp = (m11 ••• , mt-1)Rp for all p EX, in particular 
for all p E Max(R). By 1.2 it follows that M = (m1, ... , mt-1), and this is the 
assertion with a1 = · · · = at-1 = 0. 
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If X(m1) ::f 0, then 

u := Max{IJp(M) +dim O(l') ll' E X(mt)} > 0 

and t > 2. By 2.10 there are only finitely many p E X(m1) with /Jp (M) + 
dim!U(p) = u. By 2.12 we can find a1 E R such that m1 + a1m1 is basic at all 
these p. 

M' := M/(m1 +a1m1) is generated by the images m~, ... ,m~ ofm2, ... ,m1, 

and X(mD c X(m1). For the p E X(m1) with #Jp(M) +dim!U(p) = u we have 
#Jp(M') < #Jp(M), since m1 +a1mt is basic at these p, and so 

u' := Max{IJp (M') + dim!U(p) I p E X(m~)} < u; 

therefore u' < t - 1. 
Fort= 2 we have X(mD = 0 and therefore M' = {0), so M = (m1 +a1m1). 

Now if t > 2 and the theorem has already been proved for smaller t, then there 
are elements a2, ... , ae-1 E R with M' = (m~ + a2m~, ... , m~_ 1 + at-1 mD, 
whence follows the assertion M = (m1 + a1mt, ... , mt-1 + at-1mt)· 

Corollary 2.14. (Theorem of Forster [24] and Swan [76]) Let X := J(R) be 
Noetherian of finite Krull dimension. Then 

IJ(M) ~ u := Max{IJp (M) + dim!U(p) I p EX n Supp(M)}. 

(More precisely, Theorem 2.13 says that from any system of generators of M, 
one with u elements can be derived by "elementary transfonnations.") 

If Spec(R) is Noetherian and of finite dimension, then the same holds for 
J(R). The Forster-Swan theorem then also holds with 

u' := Max{IJp(M) + dimR/p I p E Supp(M)} 

in place of u, but in this fonn it is sometimes strictly weaker, e.g. for a semilocal 
ring R. In such a ring we have J(R) = Max(R} (11.1.10}, dim J(R) = 0; on the 
other hand, there can be elements pin Spec(R) for which dim Rfp is arbitrarily 
large. 

In the general case, if X:= Max(R) is Noetherian and of finite dimension 
(and therefore J(R) is too, cf. II.1.8}, then 

u ~ dim X+ Max{IJm (M) I m EX n Supp(M} }. 

Therefore, if M is locally for each m E Max(R) generated by r elements, then 
M is globally generated by r + dim X elements. 

Now let M = I be an ideal of R. Since /p = Rp for all p E Spec(R) with 
I rt. p, from 2.14 we get the following somewhat more precise statement for 
ideals. 
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Corollary 2.15. Let J(R) be Noetherian of dimension d. Let I be an ideal of 
Rand 

u := Max{jjp (I)+ dim9J(p) I p E 9J(I)}. 

Then I is generated by Max{ u, d + 1} elements. 

Examples 2.16. 

a) A Dedekind ring is a Noetherian integral domain of dimension 1 which is lo
cally a principal ideal ring. By 2.15 in such a ring any ideal can be generated 
by 2 elements. 

b) If for a semilocal ring with maximal ideals m1, ... , mr the local rings Rm, 
(i = 1, ... , t) are principal ideal rings, then by 2.15 R is also a principal 
ideal ring. 

For semilocal rings we have 

Corollary 2.17. Let R be a semilocal ring with maximal ideals m1, ... , mr. 
Let M be a finitely generated R-module, u := M8.Xi=l, ... ,r{jjm,(M)}. Then M 
is generated by u elements. 

Exercises 

1. Give an example of an unshortenable generating system of a module that is 
not minimal. 

2. Let R be a ring, M, N two R-modules, l : M -+ N a linear mapping. 
For m E Max(R) let l(m) : MlmM-+ NlmN denote the induced linear 
mapping of Rl m-vector spaces. Decide whether the following statements 
are true or false. 

a) l is injective if and only if l( m) is injective for all m E Max(R). 

b) lis surjective if and only if l(m) is surjective for all mE Max(R). 

3. Let (R, m) and (S, n) be Noetherian local rings, cp : R -+ S a ring homo
morphism with cp( m) c n (such a homomorphism is called a local homo
morphism). Suppose: 

a) The mapping Rim-+ Sin induced by cp is bijective. 

b) The mapping m I m 2 -+ n In 2 induced by cp is surjective. 

c) S is finitely generated as an R-module. 

Then cp is surjective. 

4. Let G = EBieNGi be a positively graded ring, where Go = K is a field (so 
rot := EBi>OGi is a maximal ideal). Let I be a homogeneous ideal of G. 

a) Homogeneous elements a1, ... , an E I form a generating system of I if 
and only if their images in G !In generate the ideal I !In • 

b) If I is finitely generated, then any unshortenable generating system of I 
consisting of homogeneous elements is minimal. Any generating system 
contains a minimal one. 
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5. Let ( R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, I c m an ideal; suppose e E m I I is 
not a zero divisor in R/ I, and let X E m be a representative of e. We put 
R := Rf(x) and for a E R denote by a the residue class of a in R, by I the 
image of I in R. Elements a1 , •.. , an E I generate I if and only if a1 , .•• , an 
generate the ideal I. In particular, ~-tU) = ~-t(l). 

6. Give a brief proof (without using the Forster-Swan theorem) of the following 
statement: If a maximal ideal m of a ring R is finitely generated, then 
~-t(m) ~ ~-tm(m) + 1. 

7. Let M be a finitely generated module over a local ring (R, m ). Let the 
Fi(M) be the Fitting ideals of R (§1, Exercise 8). The following statements 
are equivalent. 

a) ~-t(M) = r. 
b) Fr-I(M) C m,Fr(M) = R. 

3. Projective modules 

Projective modules are direct summands of free modules. They have many prop
erties in common with them. In geometry projective modules correspond to 
vector bundles, free modules to trivial vector bundles. 

In the following again let R =/= {0} be any ring, Man R-module. 

Definition 3.1. 

a) Miscalled projective (or an algebraic vector bundle over Spec(R)) if there 
is an R-module M' such that M EB M' is free. 

b) Miscalled locally free if Mm is a free Rm-module for all mE Max(R). 

From the definition we immediately infer the following facts: If M is projec
tive, then the Rs-module Ms is also projective for any multiplicatively closed 
subsetS CR. 

Any direct summand of a projective module is projective, and the direct 
sum of projective modules is also projective. If M is a projective R-module and 
P C R is a subring such that R is a free ?-module (e.g. a polynomial ring over 
P), then M is also projective asaP-module. If M is a locally free R-module, 
then Mp is a free Rp-module for all p E Spec(R), since Mp is the localization 
of an Mm for suitable mE Max(R). 

Proposition 3.2. The following statements are equivalent. 

a) M is projective. 
b) For any R-module epimorphism a: A-+ B, Homn(M, a) : Homn(M, A)-+ 

Homn(M, B) (lt-+ a o l) is also an epimorphism. 
b') For any diagram of R-modules and linear mappings with an exact row 
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there exists a linear mapping 1: M- A with (3 =a o 1· 
c) Any exact sequence of R-modules of the form 0 - C - D - M - 0 splits. 

Proof. 
a)-b). For any free R-module F, using a basis it is easy to see that 

HomR(F, a) =: a is surjective. If M is a direct summand ofF, we have 
a commutative diagram: 

Q 
HomR(F,A) - HomR(F,B) 

1 1 
HomR(M,A)- HomR(M,B), 

where the vertical arrows are epimorphisms. b) follows. 
b') is a reformulation of b). 

b)-c). Since HomR(M, D) - HomR(M, M) is surjective by b), the exact se
quence in c) splits. 

c)-a). Choose an exact sequence 0- K- F- M- 0 with a freeR-module 
F. By c), M is a direct summand ofF, hence is projective. 

Corollary 3.3. Let M be a finitely generated projective R-module. Then there 
is a finitely generated R-module M' such that M E9 M' is free. In particular, M 
is finitely presentable. 

Proof. Choose an exact sequence 0 - M' - F - M - 0 with a free R-module 
F of finite rank .. By 3.2c), F ~ M E9 M' and M' is finitely generated since it is 
a homomorphic image of F. Since M ~ F / M', M is finitely presentable. 

The question of when projective modules are free plays a role in many ap
plications. In what follows we make some assertions about this problem. 

Proposition 3.4. Let (R, m) be a local ring, M a finitely presentable R-moduJ.e. 
Then the following statements are equivalent. 

a) M is free. 

b) There is an exact sequence of R-modules 0 - K 2. P .f! M - 0, where P is 
projective and the mapping KfmK- PfmP induced by a is an injection. 

Proof. We need only show that b)-a). If JJ(M) =: r, then there is an exact 

sequence 0 - Ko ~ Fo ~ M - 0 with a free R-module Fo of rank r. By 
3.2b') there is a linear mapping f : P - Fo with (3 = f3o o f. With the induced 
mappings the diagram 

PfmP "'. 
1 M/mM 

FofmFo / 

is commutative. Here Fo/mFo- M/mM is bijective, for the mapping is 
surjective and both modules are R·/m-vector spaces of dimension r. Then 
PfmP- F0 /mF0 is also surjective, that is Fo = E(P)+mF0 • From Nakayama's 
Lemma it follows that Fo = E(P), hence f is surjective. 
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It is easily seen that the mapping f.1 : K --.. K 0 induced by f. is surjective 
and that Keu' =Kerf. (when K is identified with a(K)). 

We thus get a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns 

0 0 

1 1 
Ft = Ft 
1 1 

0--+ K ~p 
{J 

--+ M --+0 
1 e' 1 f II 

0--+ Ko ao F: --+ 0 ~M--+0 
1 1 
0 0 

Since M is finitely presentable, there is an exact sequence 0- K 1 - F
M - 0 with a free R-module F of finite rank and a finitely generated R-module 
K 1 . If we substitute this sequence for the sequence 0- K - P- M--.. 0 in 
the argument above, we find that K 0 is a homomorphic image of K 1; therefore, 
K0 too is ~nitely generated. 

We now consider the above diagram modulo m. We get the following com
mutative diagram of R/m-vector spaces with exact rows and columns: 

0 

1 
FtfmFt = F1/mF1 

l 1 
0--+ K/mK --+ PfmP --+ MfmM--+ 0 

1 l II 
Ko/mKo--+ Fo/mFo--+ M/mM--+ 0 

l 1 
0 0 

Here the middle row is exact by the assumption made in b); and the second 
column is exact because 0 - F1 - P - Fo - 0 splits since Fo is free. It 
is easy to check that Ko/mKo - FofmFo is injective. On the other hand, 
F0 fmFo- M/mM is an isomorphism. It follows that KofmKo = (0) and, since 
K 0 is finitely generated, Nakayama's Lemma shows that K 0 = (0); therefore, 
M ::: Fo is a free module, q. e. d. 

Corollary 3.5. A finitely generated module over a local ring is projective if 
and only if it is free. 

If M is projective, then in the exact sequence in 3.4b) we choose P to be the 
module M itself and K = (0). (One can very easily verify 3.5 directly without 
the detour through 3.4.) 
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Corollary 3.6. For a finitely generated module M over an arbitrary ring R the 
following statements are equivalent. 

a) M is projective. 
b) M is finitely presentable and locally free. 

Proof. a) --. b) follows from 3.3 and 3.5. Under the hypothesis b) there is an 
exact sequence 0 --. K --. F --. M --. 0 with a freeR-module F of finite rank and 
a finitely generated submodule K C F. If M is locally free, then the sequence 
splits locally for all m E Max(R); therefore, it also splits globally by 1.12. Then 
M is a direct summand ofF, hence is projective. 

Definition 3. 7. For a finitely generated projective R-module P and a p E 
Spec(R), /Jp (P) is called the rank of Pat p. Pis called of rank r if /Jp (P) = r 
for all p E Spec(R). 

Corollary 3.8. If P is a finitely generated projective R-module, then the func
tion /Jp (P) is constant on any connected component of Spec(R). 

Proof. We write P EB P' =:: Rn with some other finitely generated projective 
R-module P'. Then /Jp (P) + J..lp(P') = n for all p E Spec(R). For any r EN 
the set U of all p E Spec(R) with J..lp (P) ~ r is open (2.6). Since U is also the 
set of all p with J..lp (P') 2: n - r, it is also closed. Likewise, the set of all p 
with J..lp (P) 2: r is both open and closed and therefore so is the set of all p with 
J.L P ( P) = r. Hence the assertion follows. 

If J(R) is Noetherian and of dimension d, then, by the Forster-Swan Theo
rem, any finitely generated projective R-module P of rank r is generated globally 
by d + r elements. 

Corollary 3.9. For a finitely generated module Mover a semilocal ring R the 
following statements are equivalent. 

a) M is projective of constant rank on Max(R). 
b) M is free. 

If M is of rank r at all m E Max(R), then M is globally generated by 
r elements. They form a basis, since they are mapped onto a basis under all 
localizations at the mE Max(R) (2.1). 

A somewhat more precise statement than 3.8 is 

Proposition 3.10. (Local triviality of projective modules) Let P be a finitely 
generated projective R-module, r its rank at p E Spec(R). Then there is an 
fER\ p such that PJ is a free Rrmodule of rank r. 

Proof. Let { w1, ..• , wp} be a basis of the Rp -module Pp. We can choose the wi as 
images of elements w; of P, for if we multiply the Wi by a common denominator, 
we again get a basis of Pp. Consider now the exact sequence 0 --. K --. Rr ~ 
P--. C--. 0, where a maps the canonical basis element ei onto w; (i = 1, ... , r) 
and K:=ker a, C:=coker a. By assumption Cp = (0) and, since C is finitely 
generated, there is an f E R \ p such that C1 = (0) (III.4.3.). The exact 
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sequence 0 --+ K 1 --+ R'j --+ Pt --+ 0 splits, since Pt is a projective R1-module 
(3.2). Therefore Kt is a finitely generated Rrmodule. As Kp = (0} there exists 
agE R \ p with Ktg = (0}. Then Pfg is a free Rtg-module of rank r. 

A trivial example of a projective module that is not free is gotten as follows. 
Let R := K x K with a field K, P := (0) x K is a projective module, for it is 
locally free though not of constant rank. 

The following example is more interesting. Let 

R := R[X, Y, ZI/(X2 + Y2 + Z2 -1), 

the coordinate ring of the 2-sphere over R and 

P := RdX ED RdY ED RdZI(xdX + ydY + zdZ}, 

where x, y, z denote the images of X, Y, Z in R. It can be shown that P is 
projective but not free. This is connected with the fact that the tangent bundle 
of the 2-sphere is not trivial (we say "You can't comb the hair of a sphere without 
creating a part or a cowlick"). 

A general method to produce examples of projective modules works as fol
lows: If we are given elements I, g of R with D(f) U D(g) = Spec(R) along with 
a free Rrmodule F1 of finite rank and a free Rg-module F2 of finite rank and 

an isomorphism a: (Fi)g ..:=. (F2)/ of Rtg-modules, then by gluing F1 and F2 as 
in III.5.5 we get a projective R-module P, since P is finitely presentable by 1.14 
and locally free, hence projective by 3.6. 

We now turn to the projective modules over a polynomial ring R[X] in one 
variable X over R. 

Theorem 3.11. (Horrocks [40]) Let (R, m) be a local ring, M a finitely gen
erated projective R[X]-module. Suppose there is a monic polynomial I E R[X] 
such that M1 is a free R[X]rmodule. Then M is a free R[X]-module. 

Proof. Choose a basis of the R[X]rmodule M1 consisting of elements of M 
and denote by F the submodule of M it spans. For P := M IF we then have 
P1 = 0, so there is annE N with f"P = 0 and we have P s:! MIF/f"(MIF) s:! 

Mff"M/(F + f"M)/f"M. Here M/f"M is a finitely generated projective 
module over S := R[X]/(f"). Since I is monic, S is a free R-module of finite 
rank, so M I r M is also a free R-module of finite rank. Since F + r M I r M 
is also finitely generated as an R-module, it follows that as an R-module P is 
finitely presentable. 

If 7 is the image of I in Rlm[X], then (F lmF)7 = (MimM)7; therefore, 
the canonical mapping FlmF--+ MlmM is injective. Since M is also projective 
as an R-module (because R[X] is a free R-module), we can apply 3.4 to the 
exact sequence 0 --+ F --+ M --+ P --+ 0. We find that P is a free R-module and 
M s:! P ED F as R-modules. 

In what follows we shall show that with the aid of elementary operations "F 
can be enlarged at the expense of P until no more of P remains." 
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Let PI, ... , p8 E M be representatives for a basis of the R-module P and let 
{Ps+I• ... , Pt} be an R[X]-basis of F. If 8 = 0, there is nothing to prove. Hence 
let 8 > 0 in what follows. For k = 1, ... , 8 we then have equations. 

B t 

-Xpk = L:>~kiPi + L bkjPj (o:ki E R, bki E R[X]). {1} 
i=I j=s+I 

An arbitrary relation E:=I aiPi + L~=s+I biPi = 0 ( ai, bj E R[X]) can, with the 
aid of equations {1), be reduced to a relation 

s t 

LO:iPi + L bjPj = 0 (o:i E R,bj E R[X]). 
i=I j=s+I 

Since M ~ PEBF it follows that O:i = bi = 0 {i = 1, ... ,8,j = 8 + 1, ... ,t). 
Therefore, with respect to the generating system {PI, ... , Pt} the R(X]

module M has a relation matrix of the form 

(A+XE I B) 

where E is the 8-rowed unit matrix. 

Lemma 3.12. There exist matrices 

B0 E M(8 x (t- 8);R) and BE M(8 x (t- 8);R[X]) 

such that B = B0 +(A+ XE)B. 

(2} 

This follows by "dividing" B (with remainder) by the "linear polynomial" 
A + X E as one usually does in polynomial rings. 

By the lemma, relations ( 1) can be written in the form 

(A+XE). [OJ +B (T)] +Bo (T) =0. 

Therefore, by changing the Pi (i = 1, ... , 8) by suitable linear combinations of 
the Pi (j = 8 + 1, ... , t), we can always arrange that in (2} the matrix B also 
has coefficients in R only. This will be assumed in what follows. 

Lemma 3.13. The ideal in R[X] generated by the 8 x 8-minors of (A+XE I B) 
coincides with R[X] (cf. §2, Exercise 7). 

It suffices to show this locally for all rot E Max(R[X)). By 3.6 M911 is a free 
R[X] 911 -module, and from (M!Dl)J = (F!Dl)J it follows that M!DI has the same 
rank as F911, namely t- 8. The exact sequence 

0-+K-+R[X]k -+M!J11-+0, 

where K is the R[X]911-submodule of R[X]k spanned by the rows of the matrix 
(A+ XE I B), splits. Therefore, K is a free R[X]911-module of rank 8. Since 
the rows of the matrix can be extended to a basis of R[X]k, at least one 8 x 8 

minor must be a unit in R[X]!J11. 
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From 3.13 it follows that R[X] = R[X]·g+R[X]·I, where g := det(A+XE) 
and I is the ideal in R generated by the coefficients of B. The ring T := R[X]/(g) 
is free as an R-module, since g is a monic polynomial. From T = T · I it follows 
that I = R. Since R is local, it follows that at least one coefficient of B is a unit 
inR. 

By first making elementary column and then row operations, we bring (2) 
into a matrix of the form 

( 0) A'+XE'IB' : 

0 ........... 0 ~ 
where A' and B' have coefficients in R and E' is the ( s - 1 )-rowed unit matrix. 

Since only elementary operations have been made, the statement of 3.13 also 
holds for the new matrix (cf. in this connection §1, Exercise 8). We can apply 
to (A'+ X E'IB') the same arguments as to (2). Finally, we bring the matrix 
into the form 

(0 I E), 

where E is the s-rowed unit matrix. But this means that M is a free R[X]-module 
(of rank t- s), q. e. d. 

Theorem 3.14. (Quillen-Suslin) The statement of 3.11 holds for any ground 
ring R: If M is a finitely generated projective R[X]-module, f E R[X] a monic 
polynomial such that M1 is a free R[X]rmodule, then M is a free R[X]-module. 

Proof. 
a) M is extended. 

For m E Max(R) let Mm be the module of fractions of the R[X]-module 
M with respect toR\ m. Mm is a finitely generated projective Rm[X]
module, for which (Mm)J is free. By 3.11 Mm is a free Rm[X]-module, so 
it is surely an extended module. From 1.20 it now follows that M is also 
globally extended: M ::: N[X] with some R-module N. Here N ::: M /X M 
and also N[X]!(X- 1)N[X] ::: N as R-modules. Hence it suffices to show 
that M/(X- 1)M is a free R-module. This is the goal of the following 
exposition. 

b) Extension of M "into projective space." 

We consider another polynomial ring R[X- 1] in an indeterminate x-1, 

and we identify the rings of fractions R[X]x and R[X- 1]x-t using the 
R-isomorphism that maps x- 1 to :k· We then write R[X,X- 1] for this 
ring. (The open set D(X) C Spec(R[X]) is identified with the open set 
D(X- 1 ) c Spec(R[X-1]). The space that arises by identifying D(X) in 
Spec(R[X]) with D(X- 1 ) in Spec(R[X- 1]) is called the "projective line" 
Ph over R.) 
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Let I = X" + a1xn-1 + ... +On and g := 1 + a1x-1 + ... + anx-n 
(ai e R). Since g = x-n I and since x-n is a unit of R[x,x-1], we 
have R[x,x-1]1 ~ R[x,x-1]g and (Mx)1 ~ (Mx)g is a free R[x,x-1]g
module, since by hypothesis M1 is a free R[X]J -module. 

Since the elements x-1 and g generate the unit ideal in R[X-1], we have 
Spec(R[X-1]) = D(X-1)UD(g). By III.5.5 there is an R[X-1]-module M' 
for which M~ is a free R[X-1]g-module of the same rank as (Mx )g and for 
which M~_ 1 ~ Mx as R[x,x-1]-modules (gluing Mx to a free R[X-1]g
module over D(gX-1 )). M' is finitely presentable by 1.14 (we say that M' 
extends M into projective space). 

c) M is free. 

For m E Max(R), (M~)x-1 ~ (Mm)x is a free module over the ring 
Rm[X,X-1]. Since x-1 is a monic polynomial in R[X- 1], by 3.11 M~ is 
a free Rm[X-1)-module. M' is finitely presentable and locally extended, so 
by 1.20 M' is extended: M' = N'(X-1) with some R-module N', where 
N' ~ M'/X- 1M' ~ M'/(X- 1 -1)M'. 

Since M~ is a free R(X-1Jg-moduleand g=.1mod(X-1), M~;x- 1 M~ ~ 
M' I x-1 M' is a freeR-module, therefore M' /(X-1 -1)M' is also a freeR
module. But M/(X -1)M ~ Mx/(X -1)Mx ~ M~_ 1 f(X-1 -1)M~-~ = 
M' /(X- 1 -1)M', and hence also M/(X -1)M is a freeR-module, q. e. d. 

We can now prove 
Theorem 3.15. (Serre's Conjecture) If K is a principal ideal domain, then all 
finitely generated projective K[X1, ... , Xn)-modules are free. 

Proof. For n = 0 the assertion is correct, since (more generally) submodules of 
a free module of finite rank over a principal ideal domain are free (1.2.18). 

Hence let n > 0 and suppose the statement has already been proved for 
polynomial rings in n-1 variables. If M is a finitely generated projective module 
over K[X 1, ... , Xn) and S is the multiplicatively closed system of all monic 
polynomials in K(X1), then Ms is a projective module over K[X1 , ... , Xn]s = 
K[X1)s[X2, ... ,Xn]· 

It suffices to show that K[X1)s is a principal ideal ring, for then Ms is a 
free K[X 1, ... , Xn]s-module by the induction hypothesis. Just as in the proof 
of 3.10 we get an IE S such that M1 is a free K[X1 , ••• , Xn)rmodule. By 3.14 
M is then a free K[X1, ... , Xn)- module. 

Lemma 3.16. K(X1Js is a principal ideal ring. 

As a ring of fractions of a factorial ring R := K[X1Js is itself factorial 
(III.4.12e)). For p E Spec(R) with p n K = (0), Rp is a ring of fractions of 
Q(K)[Xt]. Therefore h(p) $ 1 and p is a principal ideal. On the other hand, 
if p n K = (p) with some prime element p of K, then RfpR := Kf(p)(Xt) is a 
field, so p = pR. Any p E Spec(R), p =F (0), is therefore generated by a prime 
element 1r of R. 

From this it follows that R is a principal ring: For a1, a2 E R \ { 0} let c be 
the greatest common divisor of at,a2. If p = (1r) is a prime ideal of Rand if 1r 
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occurs in the factorization of ai to the power Vi (i = 1, 2), then it occurs in c 
to the power Min{v1,v2}. It follows that (a1,a2)Rp = cR, for all p E Spec(R) 
and hence (a11 a2) = (c) by 1.1. But then R is a principal ideal ring, q. e. d. 

If a projective module is not free, then we can always try to split off a free 
module of greatest possible rank from it as a direct summand. This problem is 
dealt with by Serre's Splitting-off Theorem, to which we now turn. 

In what follows let R #: {0} again be an arbitrary ring; let P and Po be 
finitely generated projective R-modules. And let Po be of rank 1 (a "line bun
dle"). 

Lemma 3.17. 

a) P* := HomR(P, P0 ) is a finitely generated projective R-module with 
J.l.p (P*) = J.l.p (P) for all p E Spec(R). 

b) The canonical R-linear mapping 

a: P- HomR(HomR(P, Po), Po) 

(which maps mE P to the linear mapping that takes any l E HomR(P, Po) 
to l ( m)) is an isomorphism. 

Proof. 
a) There are R-modules Po and P' such that Po ED Po ~ Rr, P ED P' ~ R 8 for 

some r,s EN. Hence HomR(P,P0 ) is a direct summand ofHomR(R8 ,Rr) ~ 
Rr-s and therefore a finitely presentable projective R- module. For all p E 
Spec(R) we have P; ~ Homn, (Pp, (Po),) by 1.10. Pp is a free Rp-module 
and (Po), ~ R,, since Po is ofrank 1. It follows that P; has the same rank 
as Pp. 

b) By 1.10 the canonical mapping a commutes with localization, because all 
the modules involved are finitely presentable. For all m E Max(R) the 
corresponding local mapping am is bijective, since Pm is free and (Po)m ~ 
Rm, for the canonical mapping of a free module of finite rank into its bidual 
module is bijective. By 1.6 it follows that a is bijective. 

The following is another fundamental theorem on projective modules. 

Theorem 3.18. (Serre's Splitting-off Theorem) Let X be the ]-spectrum of 
a ring R. Let X be Noetherian and of finite dimension. Let Po be a finitely 
generated projective R-module of rank 1 and P a finitely generated projective 
R-module with 

J.l.p(P) >dim X 

for all p EX. Then P ~Po ED P' with some (projective} R-module P' (P splits 
off Po as a direct summand). 

We reduce the proof to an existence theorem for globally basic elements in 
a not necessarily projective module. 
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Theorem 3.19. (Eisenbud-Evans [19]} Let X be the spectrum or the J
spectrum of a ring R. Let X be Noetherian, M a finitely generated R-module. 
Let there be given elements m1, ... , mt E M such that for all p E X: 

J.tp(M)- J.'p(M/(mt, ... , mt))?: Min{t,dim m(p) + 1}. 

Then there are elements a2, ... ,atE R such that m1 +a2m2+· · ·+atmt is basic 
for all p EX. 

We first prove the Splitting-off Theorem with the help of the Eisen bud
Evans Theorem. In the situation of 3.18let d := dimX. 

a) If {m., ... , mt} is a generating system of P, then t ?: d + 1. There is a 
finitely generated R-module P' such that F := P E9 P' is a free R-module. 

From J.tp(F)- J.tp(F/(m., ... ,mt)) = /Lp(F)- J.tp(P') = J.tp(P)?: d+ 1, 
by 3.19 it follows that there exists an element m := m1 + a2m2 + · · · + atmt 
that is basic at all p E X, in particular at the m E Max(R). By 1.13 it 
generates a free direct summand 'f: (0} of F. Then F/(m) ~ P/(m) E9 P' is 
projective, therefore P / (m) is also projective and (m) is a direct summand 
of P. Thus we have proved the Splitting-off Theorem for Po= R. 

b) In the general case it follows, according to 3.17 and part a), that we have 
P* := HomR(P, Po) := R E9 Q with an R-module Q. Then P ~ P** ~ 
HomR(R, Po) E9 HomR(Q, Po). Since HomR(R, Po) ~ Po, P splits off Po as 
a direct summand, q. e. d. 

In the proof of 3.19 the following lemma will be used: 

Lemma 3.20. Let X be the spectrum or the J-spectrum of Rand let X be 
Noetherian. For elements m1, ... , mt E M and all p E X suppose that 

J.tp(M)- J.'p(M/(m., ... , mt))?: Min{t,dimm(p) + 1}. 

Then there are only finitely many p EX for which both dim m(p) + 1 < t and 
J.'p(M)- J.'p(M/(m., ... ,mt) = dimm(p) + 1. 

Proof. We put U := (m1, ... , mt), M := M /U. Let there be given a p E X 
with dim m(p) + 1 < t and J.tp(M)- J.tp(M/U) = dimm(p) + 1. If r := J.'p (M), 
then it suffices to show that p is minimal in the set Ar(M) of all q EX with 
J.t q ( M) ?: r, for by 2.6 this set is closed and so has only finitely many minimal 
elements, since X is Noetherian. Since there are only finitely many distinct 
Ar(M), the assertion follows. 

Suppose there were some q E Ar(M) with q ~ p. Then 

dimm(q) > dimm(p), J.tq(M) = r = J.tp(M), and J.tq(M) ~ J.'p(M). 

From the relations t > dimm(p) + 1 = J.'p(M)- J.tp(M)?: J.tq(M)- J.tq(M)?: 
Min{t,dimm(q) + 1} > dimm(p) + 1, we would get a contradiction. Therefore 
p is minimal in Ar(M), q. e. d. 
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Proof of 3.19. 
Under the hypotheses of the theorem, for each 8 E N with 1 ~ 8 ~ t we 

shall construct elements m~s), ... , m~s) EM of the form 

t 

m!s) = mi + L aijfflj 

j=s+1 

such that for all p E X 

(i = 1, ... , 8i aii E R) 

#Lp (M)- JLp(MI(m~s), ... , m~8))) ~ Min{8,dim!U(p) + 1}. 

For 8 = 1 we then get an element of the form m = m1 + 1:~=2 a;m; (a; E R) 
with JLp (M)- JLp (MI (m)) ~ 1 for all p EX, i.e. an element that is basic at all 
pEX. 

For 8 = t we take the given elements m1, .. . ,mt. If for some 8 with 1 < 
8 ~ t the elements m~s), ... , m~·'> have already been constructed in the way 
desired, then by 3.20 the set of p E X with dim!U(p) + 1 < 8 and #Lp (M) -
#Lp (M I (m~s), ... , mi8 >)) = dim!U( p) + 1 is finite. Let p 1, ... , Pr be the elements 
of this set. 

If we put m~s- 1 ) := m~s) + aim~s) (i = 1, ... ,8- 1), then by 2.12 we can 
choose the ai in R so that 

(i=1, ... ,r). 

But for the p EX\ {p 1, ... , Pr} we have 

/Jp (M) - #Lp (M I (m~s- 1 ~ ... , m~~-;,1 >}) ~ /Jp (M) - JLp (M I (ml8 >, ... , m~8))) - 1 

~ Min{8 -1,dim!U(p) + 1}. 

The elements mis-1), ... , m~~1 ) have the desired property for all p, q. e. d. 

The main results of this chapter, the theorem of Forster-Swan, the theo
rem of Quillen-Suslin, and Serre's Splitting-off Theorem will later be applied to 
answer questions about the number of generators of ideals of algebraic varieties. 

Exercises 

1. Let R be a ring. ( r1 , ••• , r n) E Rn is called a unimodular row if the ideal in 
R generated by r 1 , ••• , r n equals R. 

a) For any unimodular row (r1, ... ; rn) ERn we have P := {(It, ... , fn) E 
Rn I 1:~= 1 /iri = 0} is projective R-module of rank n- 1. 

b) Let R := KIX1, ... ,Xm] with K a principal ideal domain (m ~ 0). 
( r1, ... , r n) E R" is a unimodular row if and only if there is a matrix 
A E M(n x n; R) with first row (r1, ... , rn) such that det(A) is a unit 
of R. 
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2. For a finitely generated module M over a ring R the following statements 
are equivalent. 

a) M is projective of rank r. 

b) For the Fitting ideals Fi(M) (cf. §1, Exercise 8) we have: 

Fo(M) = · · · = Fr-t (M) = 0, Fr(M) = R. 

3. Let M be a finitely presentable module over a reduced ring R. If P,p (M) is 
constant on Spec(R), then M is projective. 

4. An ideal I :f. (0) of a Noetherian ring R with connected spectrum is projec
tive as an R-module if and only if for all mE Max(R) the ideal Im C Rm is 
generated by a non-zerodivisor of R. Two such ideals / 1 ,!2 are isomorphic 
as R-modules if and only if there are non-zerodivisors r1 , r2 E R such that 
r1J1 = r2l2. 

5. Any finitely generated projective module P of rank 1 over a Noetherian ring 
R is isomorphic to an ideal I c R that is locally a principal ideal, generated 
by some non-zerodivisor. Hint: If S is the set of all non-zerodivisors of R, 
then Ps ::: Rs as Rs-modules. If J C Rs is the image of P under this 
isomorphism, then there is an 8 E S with 8J CR. 

6. Let R be a ring, K its full ring of fractions. An R-module J C K for which 
there is a non-zerodivisor 8 of R with 8] c R is called a fractional R-ideal. 
A fractional R-ideal J is called invertible if there is another fractional R
ideal J' such that J · J' = R. Here J · J' is the set of all finite sums I: XiYi 
(xi E J, Yi E J') (ideal multiplication). 

a) The fractional principal ideals J = xR, where x E K is a unit, are 
invertible. 

b) The invertible R-ideals form (under ideal multiplication) a group I(R); 
the fractional principal ideals considered in a) form a subgroup JI(R). 
(The factor group I(R)/JI(R) is called the Picard group of R; it is an 
important invariant of R.) 

7. With the notation of Exercise 6, let R be a local ring. Then I(R) = JI(R). 
Hint: To show that any J E I(R) is a fractional principal ideal, start from an 
equation I:~=l aibi = 1 with ai E J and bi E J' (i = 1, ... , n) if J · J' = R. 

8. For a Noetherian ring R, I(R) is the set of fractional R-ideals that are pro
jective as R-modules. 

9. A finitely generated module over a Dedekind ring (cf. 2.16) is projective if 
and only if it is torsion-free. For a Dedekind ring R the fractional R-ideals 
:f. (0) form a group under ideal multiplication. 

10. Let P be a finitely generated module of rank r over a Noetherian ring R 
of dimension 1. Then P::: I E9 Rr-l with some ideal I :f. (0) of R that is 
uniquely determined up toR-isomorphism by P. 
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Chapter V 
On the number of equations needed 

to describe an algebraic variety 
We know that a nonempty linear variety in n-dimensional space that is described 
by a system of linear equations of rank r has dimension n - r, and that any 
linear variety of dimension d can always be described by n - d equations. Two 
intersecting linear varieties £ 1, £ 2 satisfy the dimension formula dim{£1 n£2) = 
dim £ 1 +dim £2 - dim{£1 + £2), where £1 + £2 is the join-space. 

For algebraic varieties-the solution sets of systems of algebraic equations
the corresponding facts are essentially more difficult to prove, and instead of 
equations we generally get only estimates. This chapter is devoted to general
izations of the above results of linear algebra. As usual the problems are very 
closely related to ideal-theoretic inquiries, e.g. to the problem of making more 
precise statements about the number of generators of ideals. 

We begin with an upper estimate for the number of equations needed to 
describe a variety. 

1. Any variety in n-dimensional space is the intersection of n hyper-
surfaces. 

In spite of the simplicity of its derivation this fact was proved just a few years 
ago. In 1882 Kronecker [42] noted that one can get by with n + 1 hypersurfaces 
(Ch. I, §5, Exercise 1, cf. also Exercises 1 and 2 below). The proof of the theorem 
in the heading uses only a few facts from Chapters I-III and some ring-theoretic 
statements that we shall now derive. 

Lemma 1.1. Let R = R1 x · · · x Rn be a direct product of rings. R is a principal 
ideal ring if and only if each R; (j = 1, ... , n) is a principal ideal ring. 

Since R; is a homomorphic image of R, if R is a principal ideal ring, so is 
R;. Any ideal I of R is of the form I= /1 x · · · x In, where I; is the image of I 
in R;. If/; is generated by r; (j = 1, ... , n), then I is generated by (r1, .. :, rn)· 

Lemma 1.2. Let R ¥- {0} be a reduced ring with only finitely many minimal 
prime ideals, K its full ring of fractions. Then the polynomial ring K[X] is a 
principal ideal ring. 

By III.4.23 we have K = K1 x · · · x Kn with fields K;, and hence K[X) E!:! 
Kt[X] x · · · x Kn[X]. The assertion now follows by 1.1. 

There is an analogous lemma in the graded case. If R is a positively graded 
ring, we consider the polynomial ring R[X] as a graded ring in the following way. 

123 
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Let a E N+ be given. A polynomial E riXi is homogeneous of degree d if ri E R 
is homogeneous of degree d- ia for all i EN. In particular, the variable X is of 
degree a. 

Lemma 1.3. Suppose R is reduced and has only finitely many minimal prime 
ideals. Suppose the set S of all homogeneous non-zerodivisors of R contains an 
element of positive degree. Then the ring R[XJcs> of all fractions I Is, where 
I E R[XJ and s E S are homogeneous of the same degree, is a principal ideal 
ring. 

Proof. Let p1, •.• ,pn be the minimal prime ideals of R. By 111.4.24 we have 
an isomorphism of graded rings Rs ~ (Rt)s1 x · · · x (Rn)s,., where R; :=RIP; 
and S; is the set of homogeneous elements~ 0 of R; (j = 1, ... , n). Hence we 
have an isomorphism of graded rings 

R[XJs = Rs[XJ ~ (Rt)s1 [XJ x · · · x (.Rn)s,.[XJ 

and an isomorphism 

R[XJcs> = Rt[XJcsd x · · · x Rn[XIcs .. > 

of the subrings consisting of the elements of degree 0. By 1.1 it suffices to show 
that the R; [XJcsi) are principal ideal rings; that is, we may assume that R is an 
integral domain. 

If in this case I c R[X](s) is an ideal ~ (0), then we consider an element 
I/ 8 E I\ {0} for which I = roXn + r1xn-l + · · · + rn is of least possible degree 
n (here we are using the usual degree of a polynomial). If n = 0, then I I 8 is a 
unit and there is nothing to show. Hence let n > 0. If gls' is another element 
of I, then r:'g can for suitable mEN be divided by I with remainder: 

r':,'g = q ·I+ r (q,r E R[XJ,degxr < n). 

Here q and r are homogeneous elements of R[XJ with respect to the given grading 
of R[Xj, since r0 , I, g are homogeneous. From the equation 

it follows that r lr:' s' E I and so r = 0, because I was of minimal degree in X. 
Thus any element of I is a multiple of I Is. 

Theorem 1.4. (Storch [79], Eisenbud-Evans [17].) 

a) If R is ad-dimensional Noetherian ring (d < oo) and I C R[XJ is an ideal, 
then there are elements ft, ... , ld+t E I with 

Rad(/) = Rad(ft, ... , ld+d· 
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b) Let R = EaieN Ri be a positively graded Noetherian ring, where Ro =: K 
is a field. Let g-dim R =: d < oo. R[X] will be considered as a graded ring 
with X homogeneous of degree a EN+· Let I c R[X] be a homogeneous 
ideal with I C M·R[X], where M := El)i>O _R.j. Then there are homogeneous 
elements !1, ... , ld+t e I with 

Rad{l) = Rad(fi, ... , ld+t)· 

Proof. We may assume that R is reduced. Indeed, if n is the ideal of all nilpotent 
elements of R (it is a homogeneous ideal in the graded case) and if the theorem 
has already been proved for Bred:= R/n, then in the image 1 of I in Rred[X] 
there are (homogeneous) elements / 1, ... , 7 d+t with 

Note that Bred has the same dimension (g-dimension) as R. If for each /i we 
choose a (homogeneous) representative /i E I, then 

Rad(I) = Rad(!l, ... , ld+t)· 

Now let R be reduced and d := dimR (d := g-dimR in the graded case). If 
d = -1 in case a), then the statement of the theorem is trivial. In the graded 
case if d = -1, then M is a minimal prime ideal of Rand so M = (0), therefore 
also I= (0). The statement of the theorem is thus correct in this case. 

Now let d 2: 0 and letS be the set of all (homogeneous) non-zerodivisors of 
R. In the graded case S contains elements of positive degree, since d 2: 0. By 
1.2 (resp. 1.3) Is (resp. the ideal I(s) of all fractions I /8 with I e I, 8 e S, 
deg I = deg 8) is a principal ideal generated by an element It e I ( resp. by 
an lt/8, It e I, 8 E S homogeneous of the same degree). If g11 ••• , gt is any 
generating system of I (consisting of homogeneous elements in the graded case), 
then we have equations 

rgj; = h;h 

with a (homogeneous) non-zerodivisor r e R, (homogeneous) elements h; e R[X] 
and numbers Pi e N (j = 1, ... , t). Then 

riu c fiR[X] c I for sufficiently large a e N+ 

and 
ID(I) c ID(!l) c ID(ri) = ID(r) u ID(I), (1) 

where ID is the zero-set in Spec(R[X]) or Proj(R[X]).t If r is a unit of R, then 
we have finished. Otherwise, R := R/(r) is a (positively graded) ring of smaller 

t In the projective case ID(I) is the set of all relevant prime ideals of R[X] 
that contain I. 
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dimension (g-dimension) than R, since r is contained in none of the minimal 
prime ideals of R. If] is the image of I in R(X), then by the induction hypothesis 
and because we can immediately pass over to Rred• there are (homogeneous) 
elements / 2,. .. , 7d+l with 

Rad(/2, ... , fd+t) = Rad(l). 

For each 7i we choose a (homogeneous) representative li E I ( i = 2, ... , d + 1). 
Then 

Rad(r, /2, ... , ld+t) = Rad(R[X]r +I) 

and so 
I.U(r) n I.U(I) = I.U(R[X]r +I) = I.U(r, /2, ... , ld+t)· (2) 

From (1) and (2) we now get 

I.U(!l, ... , ld+d = I.U(ft) n I.U(/2, ... , ld+t) c (I.U(r)UI.U(I))ni.U(/2, ... , ld+t) 

= I.U(r, h, ... , ld+t) U I.U(I) = I.U(I). 

And since I.U(I) C I.U(ft, ... , ld+t), equality follows and so we obtain Rad(I) = 
Rad(!l, ... , ld+t), q. e. d. 

Corollary 1.5. Let I be an ideal of the polynomial ring K(X1 , .•• , Xn] over a 
field K. Then there are polynomials !1, ... , In E I with 

Rad(I) = Rad(!l, ... , In)· 

If V c An(£) is a nonempty K-variety, then V is the intersection of n K
hypersurfaces. 

Proof. Put R := K[X1. ... ,Xn-tJ,X := Xn and apply 1.4a. 

Corollary 1.6. Let oo, ... , On be positive integers. Let the polynomial ring 
R = K(Xo, ... ,Xn) over a field K have the grading in which deg(Xi) = Oi 
(i = 0, ... , n). Let I be a homogeneous ideal with the property: There are 
homogeneous elements Yo, ... , Yn that generate R as a K -algebra such that 
I C (Yo, ... ,Yn-t)R. Then there are homogeneous polynomials !l, ... ,ln E I 
with 

Rad(I) = Rad(!l, ... , In)· 
This follows from 1.4b) if we consider that g-dim(k(Yo, ... , Yn-tD = n- 1. In 
fact (0) C (Yo) C · · · C (Yo, ... , Yn-2) is a chain of relevant prime ideals of 
length n- 1, and there can be no longer chain. 

Corollary 1.7. If V c pn(L) is a projective K-variety that has a K-rational 
point (i.e. a point (xo, Xt. ••• , Xn) with Xi E K (i = 0, ... , n)), then V is the 
intersection of n projective K -hypersurfaces. 

Proof. After a projective change of coordinates with coefficients in K we may 
assume that the K -rational point has coordinates (0, ... , 0, 1). The ideal of V in 
K(Xo, ... , Xn) is then contained in (Xo, ... , Xn-d and 1.6 can be applied. 

Of course the existence of a K-rational point on V is guaranteed if K is 
algebraically closed (Hilbert's Nullstellensatz). 
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Remark. Theorem 1.4b) is generally not correct under the weaker hypothesis 
that Rad(I) is distinct from the irrelevant maximal ideal of R[X] (Exercises 3 
and 4). It seems to be unknown whether one can get by without the existence 
of a K-rational point in 1.7. For a special case in which this has been proved, 
cf. [67], Anhang. 

Exercises 

1. Let G be a positively graded ring, where Go = K is a field with infinitely 
many elements and G is finitely generated as a K -algebra. If dim G =: n, 
then for any homogeneous ideal I c G there are homogeneous elements 
F11 ... , Fn E I with Rad(I) = Rad(F1, ... , Fn)· {Hint: 1.§5, Exercise 1 and 
11.3.7.) 

2. Under the hypotheses of 1.4b) let I c R[X] be any homogeneous ideal 
(not necessarily I C M R[X]). Then there are homogeneous elements 
ft, ... ,fd+2 E I with Rad(I) = Rad{ft, ... ,fd+2)· {Hint: If I¢. MR[X], 
then I = (!) + I' with f E I a monic polynomial in X and a homogeneous 
ideal I' c M R[X]). 

3. In the polynomial ring K[T] over a field of K of characteristic 0, consider 
the graded K-subalgebra R := K[T2 ,T3], and let I C R[X] be the ideal 
generated by X 2 - T2 and X3 - T 3 • Let deg(X) = 1. 

a) I is a homogeneous prime ideal of height 1. 

b) There is no homogeneous element FE I with I= Rad(F). 

(On the other hand if K is a field of characteristic p > 0, it follows that 
I= Rad(XP- TP).) 

4. Give an example analogous to that in Exercise 3, where R is generated as a 
K -algebra by homogeneous elements of degree 1. 

2. Rings and modules of finite length 

This section serves mainly to provide a fact that is used in proving Krull's Prin
cipal Ideal Theorem in §3. The length of a module M is (along with the number 
ll(M) discussed in IV.§2) another generalization of the concept of the dimension 
of a vector space which is often used. 

A normal series in M is a chain 

M = M0 :J Mt :J .. · :J M1 = {0) (1) 

of submodules Mi of M with Mi '# Mi+l (i = 0, ... ,l - 1). l is called the 
length of the normal series. A normal series (1) is called a composition series 
if Mi/Mi+t (i = 0, ... ,l - 1) is a simple module, i.e. a module whose only 
proper submodule is the zero module. Therefore, a composition series cannot be 
"refined" by inserting more submodules. 
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Lemma 2.1. A module M =I {0} over a ring R is simple if and only if there is 
an mE Max(R) such that M:::: Rfmo 

Proof. It is clear that R/m is a simpleR-module for all mE Max(R)o If M =I {0} 
is a simpleR-module, choose mE M, m =I 00 Then M = Rm and we have an 
epimorphism R --+ M (r ....... rm)o If m is its kernel, then M :::: R/mo m is a 
maximal ideal; otherwise, M would contain a proper submodule =I {0}0 

Definition 2.2. M is called an Artinian module if any decreasing chain of 
submodules 

M=Mo::::>Mt ::::> 000 

becomes stationary. M is called of finite length if there is a bound on the lengths 
of all normal series (1) of M. The maximum of the lengths of the normal series 
is then called the length l(M) of Mo A ring R is called Artinian (resp. of finite 
length) if as an R-module it is Artinian (resp. of finite length). 

In particular, any module of finite length is Artinian and Noetherian. Any 
normal series of such a module can be refined to a composition series. We have: 

Theorem 2.3. (Jordan-Holder) A module that has a composition series has 
finite length, and all its composition series have the same length. 

Proof. Let M = Mo ::::> M1 ::::> • 0 
• ::::> M1 = {0} be an arbitary composition series 

of the module M. By induction on l we show that any normal series of M has 
length ~ l. Then this also holds for composition series and, because we started 
out from an arbitrary composition series, it follows that they all have length l. 

For l = 0 or l = 1 the theorem is trivial. Therefore, let l > 1 and suppose 
the assertion has already been proved for modules that have a composition series 
of smaller length. Let M = N0 ::::> N1 ::::> 0 0 0 ::::> N>. = (0} be a normal series of 
M. If N1 C M~, then it follows by the induction hypothesis applied to M1 that 
>.- 1 ~ l- 1. If Nt ¢. M~, then Nt + M1 = M, since M/Mt is simple. From 
M/Mt =Nt+MdMt :=::NtfMtnNl itfollowsthatNtfMtnNt isalsosimpleo 

Since M1 has a composition series of length l- 1, it follows by the induction 
hypothesis that in the proper submodule M1 n N1 of M1 all the normal series 
have length ~ l - 20 Since NtfM1 n N1 is simple it follows that N1 has a 
composition series of length ~ l- 1. Then >.- 1 ~ l- 1, qo e. d. 

Corollary 2.4. (Additivity of length.) Let there be given a normal series (1) 
in Mo M is of finite length if and only if Mi/Mi+l is of finite length fori= 0, 
0 •• , l- 1. Then 

l-1 

l(M) = L l(MdMi+d· 
i=O 

Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion for l = 2; the general case then easily 
follows by induction. Let M be of finite length and M ::::> M1 ::::> M2 = (0} 
be a normal series. We refine it to a composition series. The modules of the 
composition series lying between M and M 1 then provide a composition series of 
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MIM1; those lying between M1 and M2 a composition series of M1• It follows 
that l(M) = l(MIMt) + l(Mt). 

If MIM1 and M1 are of finite length, then we get a composition series of M 
by lengthening a composition series of M1 with the inverse images in M of the 
modules from a composition series of M I Mt. 

By 2.4 any submodule and any homomorphic image of a module of finite 
length are of finite length. A direct sum of finitely many modules of finite length 
is likewise of finite length, and the length of the sum equals the sum of the 
lengths of the summands. 

Proposition 2.5. A ring R '# {0} is of finite length if and only if it is Noetherian 
and dimR = 0. 

Proof. If R is of finite length, then R is Noetherian and Artinian. For all 
p E Spec(R). RIP is also of finite length. For a E Rip, a =f 0, the ideal chain 
(a)::> (a2) ::>· .. ::>(an)::> .. · is stationary: (an)= (an+l) for all sufficiently 
large n EN. 

We have an= ban+l with some bE RIP and so an(1- ab) = 0; and from 
a '# 0 follows ab = 1, since RIP is an integral domain. We see that RIP is a 
field; therefore any p E Spec(R) is a maximal ideal, and so dimR = 0. 

Conversely, if R is a Noetherian ring of dimension 0, then Spec(R) consists 
only of finitely many maximal ideals mt. ... , m, and I := m1 n · · · n m, is a 
nilpotent ideal: IP = (0) for some p E N. It suffices to show that Rl I is of 
finite length, since the R- modules Ia I Ia+t are also of finite length, for they are 
homomorphic images of a finite direct sum of copies of Rl I. From 2.4 it follows 
that R is also of finite length. 

Rl I is a 0-dimensional reduced Noetherian ring and hence by 11.1.5 a finite 
direct product of fields. Its length then equals the number of fields involved. 

Corollary 2.6. For an ideal I '# R of a Noetherian ring R, Rl I is of finite length 
as an R-module (or as a ring, which is the same) if and only if I.U(I) c Spec(R) 
contains only maximal ideals. 

Now we can also recognize the modules of finite length over Noetherian rings: 

Proposition 2. 7. Let M be a finitely generated module over a Noetherian ring 
R. The following statements are equivalent. 

a) M is of finite length. 

b) Supp(M) c Max(R). 

c) RIAnn(M) is of finite length. 

Proof. 

a)-+b). Let M = M0 :) • • · :) M1 = {0) be a composition series of M. By 
2.1, MiiMi+t ~ Rlmi with mi E Max(R) (i = O, ... ,l- 1). Now if 
p E Spec(R) \ Max(R), then (MiiMi+th ~ (Rimi)p ~ RplmiRp = {0} 
and it follows that Mp = {0). Therefore Supp(M) c Max(R). 
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b)-+c). Since Supp(M) = I.U(Ann(M)) by III.4.6, it follows from 2.5 that 
R/ Ann(M) is of finite length. 

c)-+a). If R/Ann(M) =: R' is of finite length, then so is M, since M is a 
homomorphic image of a finite direct sum of copies of the R-module R'. 

Exercises 

1. Let M be a module over a ring R, N C M a submodule for which M / N is 
of finite length. For an element x E R let P.x : M -+ M be injective and 
M/(x)M of finite length. Then 

l(Mf(x)M) = l(Nf(x)N). 

2. A system of elements a11 ... , am(m ~ 0) in a ring R is called free if I := 

(a11 ... , am) ::f. R and if a1 + /2, ... , am+ / 2 is a basis of the R/ /-module 
If/2 • 

a) If I ::f. R and m > 0, then at. ... , am is free if and only if I>iai = 0 
(ri E R) implies ri E I (i = 1, ... , m). 

b) If a11 ... , am is free and am = b · c with (at. ... am-1! b) ::f. R, then 
{at.···•am-l,b} is free. 

c) If, under the hypotheses of b), R/1 is of finite length, then 

3. For an ideal I = (a1 , ..• , am) of a ring R let R/ I be of finite length. For 
J := (a~ 1 , ••• , a~) with vi EN+ (i = 1, ... , m), R/ J is also of finite length 
and 

m 

l(R/ J) ~ l(R/ I) . II Vi· 

i=l 

If {a~;, ... , a~m} is free, then equality holds in this relation. 

4. Let Ik (k = 1, ... , m) be ideals of a ring R, where Ia + Ib = R for a, b = 
1, ... , m, a ::f. b. If I:= n;'=1 h and R/ I is of finite length, then l(R/ I) = 
E;'=ll(R/Ik)· 

3. Krull's Principal Ideal Theorem. Dimension of the intersection of 
two varieties 

The Principal Ideal Theorem will provide a lower estimate of the number of 
generators of an ideal in a Noetherian ring and the number of equations needed 
to describe an algebraic variety. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring and (a) :f: R a principal ideal of R. 
Then h ( p) :5 1 for any minimal prime divisor p of (a), and h ( p) = 1 if a is not 
a zero divisor of R. 

Proof. The second statement follows from the first, since by 1.4.10 the minimal 
prime ideals of R consist of zero divisors alone. 

To prove the first statement we consider a minimal prime divisor p of (a). 
We have h( p) = dim Rp by III.4.13 and p Rp is a minimal prime divisor of aRp. 
Therefore, we can assume that R is a local ring whose maximal ideal m is a 
minimal prime divisor of (a). For any q E Spec(R} with q :f: m, we must show 
h(q) = 0. 

We denote by q(i) the inverse image of qi Rq in R (the i-th "symbolic power" 
of q) and form the ideal chain 

(a)+ q(ll ::>(a)+ q(2) ::> ... 

Since Spec(R/(a)) has only one element, namely mf(a), by 2.5 R/(a) is of finite 
length. Hence there is an n E N with 

(a)+ q(n) =(a)+ q(n+l). 

Write q E q ( n l in the form q = ra + q' with r E R, q' E q ( n+l l. By the definition 
of q(n) it then follows from raE q(nl,a fl. q, that r E q(nl. We get 

q (n) = aq (n) + q (n+l) 

and so q(n) = q(n+l) by the Lemma of Nakayama, since a Em. Then qnRq = 
qn+l Rq in Rq and thus qn Rq = (0), again after Nakayama. Since the maximal 
ideal of Rq is nilpotent, it follows that h( q) = dim Rq = 0, q. e. d. 

Corollary 3.2. In an n-dimensional affine or projection space let V be an 
irreducible algebraic variety of dimension d, and let H be a hypersurface. If 
V n H :f: 0 and V rt H, then all irreducible components of V n H have dimension 
d -1. 

Proof. Since one can cover a projective space by affine spaces, it suffices to 
prove the statement for affine spaces. In the affine coordinate ring K[V) of V 
a principal ideal (a) belongs to the hypersurface H, where (a) :f: K[V), because 
V n H ::/: 0 and a ::/: 0, since V rt H. Further, K[V n H) ~ {K[V]/(a))red· By 
the Principal Ideal Theorem, all minimal prime divisors of (a) have height 1 and 
thus by Il.3.6b) they have dimension d- 1. Therefore all minimal prime ideals 
of K[V n H) have dimension d- 1, and the claim follows. 

The corollary shows in particular that if two hypersurfaces cut each other 
in n-dimensional space without having any irreducible components in common, 
then all components of the intersection have dimension n- 2. This is not true 
in general, if the coordinate field is not algebraically closed, as is shown by two 
surfaces in R3 that intersect at only one point. 
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Corollary 3.3. Let R be a Noetherian ring. For p,p', q1, ... , q8 E Spec(R) 
suppose p rt. q, (i = 1, ... , s) and p' c p. Further, suppose there exists q' E 
Spec(R) with p' ~ q' ~ p. Then there is some q E Spec(R) with p' ~ q ~ p 
and q rt. q, (i=1, ... ,s). 

Proof. By III.1.6 there is an x E p with x ~ q, (i = 1, ... ,s),x ~ p'. A 
minimal prime divisor of xRp + p' Rp in Rp is of the form qRp with some 
q E Spec(R),p' c q c p. Since h(qfp') = 1 by 3.1 and dimRp/P'Rp ~ 2 by 
hypothesis, w~ have q ::f:. p. Further, q rt. q i ( i = 1, ... , s) and p' ::f:. q, since 
xeq,x~q, (i=1, ... ,s),x~p'. 

The corollary will be applied in the proof of 

Theorem 3.4. (Generalized Krull Principal Ideal Theorem) Let R be a Noethe
rian ring, I ::f:. R an ideal generated by m elements. For any minimal prime divisor 
p of I, h(p) 5 m. 

Proof (by induction on m). By 3.1 we may assume that m > 1 and the theo
rem has already been proved for ideals that can be generated by fewer than m 
elements. 

Let I= (all ... ,am) and let q1, ... , q8 be the minimal prime divisors of 
(all ... , am-d· Then h( q,) 5 m- 1 (i = 1, ... , s). Let p be a minimal prime 
divisor of I and let 

P=Po:JP1:J···:JPt (1) 
be a prime ideal chain of length l ~ 2 (if there is no such chain, we are done). 
We may assume that p '/. U:=1 q,; otherwise, p C q, for some i E [1, s], so 
h( p) 5 m - 1 and we are again done. 

Applying 3.3 repeatedly shows that there is also a prime ideal chain (1} in 
which p1_ 1 rt. U:=1 q,. We now set R := R/(all .. . ,am-d and also denote the 
images in R of elements and ideals of R with an overbar. pis a minimal prime 
divisor of (am) and so h<P} 51 by 3.1. 

We have ~l- 1 ¢. q,, since Pl-1 ¢. q, and (a1, ... ,am-1) C q,(i = l, ... ,s). 
Hence~ is a minimal prime divisor of~l- 1 and pis one ofPl-1 +(at. ... , Om-1)· 
Then in R/Pl-1 the ideal P/Pl-1 is a minimal prime divisor of an ideal generated 
by m -1 elements, hence t -1 ~ h(P/Pl-t) ~ m -1. It follows that h(p) ~ m. 
q.e.d. 

We will now give some applications of the generalized Principal Ideal The
orem to algebraic geometry. 

Corollary 3.5. Let V be an irreducible affine or projective variety. Let 
ft, ... ,/m E K[V] be (homogeneous) elements of the (homogeneous) coordi
nate ring of V whose zero set W := IDv (It, ... , /m) on V is not empty. Then 
for any irreducible component Z of W 

dim Z ~ dim V - m. 

Proof. We consider only the affine case; the projective is similar. If p is a 
minimal prime divisor of (It, ... ,/m), then by 3.4 and 11.3.6 

dimK[V]/P = dimK[V]- h(p) ~dim V- m. 
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Since the K[V]/P are the coordinate rings of the irreducible components of W, 
the assertion follows. 3.5 can also be derived from 3.2 by induction. 

Corollary 3.6. 
a) The solution set in A"(L) of a system of equations 

(FiE K[Xt. .. . ,Xn),i = 1, ... ,m) 

is either empty or is a K-variety each of whose irreducible components has 
dimension ;::: n - m. 

b) The same statement also holds for the solution set in P"(L) of a system 

(i=1, ... ,m) 

with only homogeneous polynomials FiE K[Yo, ... , Yn]· 

Corollary 3. 7. To describe an algebraic variety V in n-dimensional affine or 
projective space one needs at least n- 6(V) equations, where 6(V) is the min
imum of the dimensions of the irreducible components of V(6(V) $;dim V). In 
particular, the ideal of such a variety in the polynomial ring cannot be generated 
by fewer than n- 6(V) polynomials. 

We now generalize 3.2. 

Proposition 3.8. Let V and W be irreducible K-varieties in A"(L) with 
V n W 'I- 0. Then for each irreducible component Z of V n W 

dimZ;::: dimV +dimW- n. 

Proof. By 11.3.lle) each irreducible component ofV x W has dimension dim V + 
dim W. This is equivalent to 

dim{K[V] ® K[W]/~0) =dim V +dim W 
K 

for any minimal prime ideal ~0 of K[V) ® K[W). We have 
K 

K[V] ® K[W] ~ K[Xt. .. . ,Xn]/J{V) ® K[Yt. ... 1 Yn]/J{W) 
K K 

~ K[Xt, ... ,Xn, Yt. ... , Yn]/(:J(V), J(W)). 

We denote by fl. the ideal generated by the elements xi - l'i ( i = 1, ... In) in 
K[Xt. ... , Xn. Y11 ... , Yn] and by () its image in K(V] ® K(W). Then 

K 

K[V] ® K[W]j() ~ K[Xt. ... ,Xn 1 Yt. ... 1 Yn]/(:J{V), J(W)) +fl. 
K 

~ K[Xt. .. . ,Xn]/J(V) + J(W), 
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if we now denote by J (W) also the ideal of W in K[X1, ••• , Xn] {replace Yi by 
Xi)· It follows that 

(K[V] ® K[W]/i>}red ~ (K[X1, ... ,Xnl/:l{V) + J(W))red ~ K[V n W]. 
K 

The minimal prime ideals of K[VnW] correspond bijectively to the minimal 
prime divisors l.l3 of i) in K[V] ® K[W], and corresponding prime ideals have the 

K 
same dimension. Since i) is generated by n elements, h('.P) ~ n by 3.4 and so by 
II.3.6b) dim(K[V] ®K[W]/I.P) =dim V +dimW- h(l.lJ) ~ dimV +dimW -n, 

K 
q. e. d. 

In the projective case the hypothesis V n W =f:. 0 is superfluous. 

Proposition 3.9. Let V and W be two irreducible K-varieties in pn(L). Then 

dim Z ~ dim V +dim W - n 

for any irreducible component Z ofVnW {note that the empty variety is assigned 
dimension -1). 

Proof. Let V and W be the cones belonging to V and W in An+ 1 ( L). V n W is 
then the cone of V n W, and V n W contains the origin of An+l (L ). (The cone 
of the empty variety is the origin.) If Z is an irreducible component of V n W, 
then Z is a component of V n W. By 11.4.4b) and 3.8 

dim Z = dim Z - 1 ~ dim V +dim W - (n + 1) - 1 = dim V +dim W - n. 

Corollary 3.10. lfV, W C pn(L) are arbitrary varieties with dim V +dim W ~ 
n, then V n W =f:. 0. 

This generalizes 1.5.2 and the well-known fact of projective geometry that 
linear varieties of complementary dimension always intersect. Note that from 
3.8 and 3.9 the statements given there can also be derived at once if V and W 
are varieties whose irreducible components have constant dimension ("unmixed" 
varieties). 

Since the height of an ideal I =f:. ( 1) is defined as the infimum of the heights 
of the prime divisors of I, it follows from the generalized Principal Ideal Theorem 
that an ideal I =f:. (1) in a Noetherian ring always has finite height 

h(I) ~ J.t(I). 

With a view to geometric applications we introduce the following terminology. 

Definition 3.11. Let I =f:. R be an ideal in a Noetherian ring R. 

a) I is called a complete intersection if h(I) = J.t(I). 
b) I is called a set-theoretic complete intersection if there are elements 

a1, •.• ,am E I such that Rad{J) = Rad(a1, ... ,am), where m = h(I). 
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c) We say that I is locally a complete intersection if I m is a complete intersec
tion in Rm for all mE Max(R) with I C m. 

In case c) Ip is also a complete intersection in Rp for all p E Spec(R) with 
I c p; for if p c m, mE Max(R), then (cf. III.4.12) h(Im) ~ h(Ip) ~ J.L(Ip) ~ 
J.L(/m), and from h(Im) = J.L(Im) it follows that h(Ip) = J.L(Ip)· 

If I is a complete intersection, of course it is also a set-theoretic and locally 
a complete intersection, since h(/p);?: h(I) for all p E !U(I). In cases a) and b) 
of Definition 3.11 it follows at once from the generalized Principal Ideal Theorem 
that all minimal prime divisors of I have height m. 

Definition 3.12. Let V be ad-dimensional K-variety in n-dimensional affine 
or projective space over L. 

a) V is called an ideal-theoretic complete intersection if its vanishing ideal in 
the polynomial ring over K can be generated by n - d polynomials. 

b) V is called a set-theoretic complete intersection if V is the intersection of 
n- d K-hypersurfaces. 

c) We say that V is locally an (ideal-theoretic) complete intersection if for all 
x E V the ideal of V in the local ring Ox (defined over K) of the ambient 
affine or projective space ( cf. 111.4.14d)) is a complete intersection. (If this 
holds for an x E V, we say that V is a complete intersection at x). 

It is easy to see that V has one of the properties of a) or b) of 3.12 if and 
only if the ideal of V in the polynomial ring over K satisfies the corresponding 
condition in 3.11 (where, in the projective case, the ai are chosen to be homo
geneous). Just as there we find that in cases a) and b) of 3.12 all the irreducible 
components of V have dimension d. If V is locally a complete intersection at a 
point x, then all the irreducible components of V that contain x have the same 
dimension. In the affine case V is locally a complete intersection if and only if 
the ideal of V in the polynomial ring is locally a complete intersection. 

It is clear that linear varieties in affine or projective apace are ideal-theoretic 
complete intersections. We now want to consider more examples of these con
cepts. We take this opportunity to indicate some theorems that will be treated 
in the next two chapters. 

Examples 3.13. 

a) Affine K-varieties of dimension 0 are set-theoretic complete i.ntersections 
by 1.5. A pro~ctive K-variety of dimension 0 is a set-theoretic complete 
intersection if it has a K-rational point (1.7). 

b) Affine K-varieties of dimension 0 are ideal-theoretic complete intersections. 
This can easily be proved directly, but it is also a simple special case of 
the subsequent theorem 5.21 and ·the fact that 0-dimensional varieties are 
regular (Ch. VI). 

c) There are projective varieties of dimension 0 that are not ideal-theoretic 
complete intersections. In fact, for any r E N+ there is a finite set of points 
V in P2 ( L) whose ideal J (V} cannot be generated by r elements: 
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A homogeneous polynomial L 110+111 +112=r-t a.,0 .,1 .,2 YJ'0 Y(1 Y;'2 of de
gree r - 1 has s := ~~1 ) coefficients a110111112 • One can find 8 points 
~ = (1JOi,YH.Y2i) e P (L) such that no homogeneous polynomial of de
gree r - 1 vanishes on V := { Pt, ... , P8 }. These must be chosen so that 
the determinant whose rows consist of the 8 products y~fy~;y;f does not 
vanish. For Yoi = ti, Yli = ti, Y2i = 1 ( i = 1, ... , 8) the determinant has the 
form 

Expansion with respect to the row with i = 1 and induction show that the 
determinant does not vanish if the ti are considered as indeterminates. By 
1.1.3a) it is then possible to choose special ti e L (i = 1, ... , 8) so that 
the determinant also does not vanish if the indeterminates are given these 
special values. 

A homogeneous polynomial Fin L[Yo, Y1, Y2] of degree r has (r~2 ) = 
8 + r + 1 coefficients. If V is chosen as above, one sees that the homogeneous 
polynomials of degree r that vanish on V form a vector space over L of 
dimension r + 1, since F(Pi) = 0 (i = 1, ... , 8) gives 8 linearly independent 
conditions on the coefficients of F. 

For the homogeneous components of ) (V) we have: ) (V)n = (0} for 
n = 0, ... , r -1, dimL ( :J (V)r) = r + 1. Therefore, ) (V) cannot be generated 
by fewer than r + 1 polynomials. 

For more precise information about the number of generators of the 
vanishing ideal of a finite set of points in projective space see: A. Geramita, 
Remarks on the number of generators of some homogeneous ideals, Bull. 
Soc. Math . .France 107, 197-207 (1983), and the references given there. 

d) It is conjectured that affine algebraic curves are always set-theoretic com
plete intersections. This has been proved 

a) for curves that are locally complete intersections. For curves in 3-
dimensional space this was first shown by Szpiro [78]. His proof will 
be treated inCh. VII. The result was then extended by Mohan Kumar 
[56] to curves in spaces of arbitrary dimension. 

/3) For arbitrary curves, if the coordinate field has prime characteristic 
(CowAik-Nori [11]): The proof uses Szpiro's and Mohan Kumar's results. 

e) It is easy to give affine curves that are not local complete intersections (and 
so are not ideal-theoretic complete intersections either). In a classical exam
ple Macaulay [55] even showed that for any r e N+ there is an irreducible 
space curve whose ideal requires more than r generators. (For a modern 
treatment of this example see Abhyankar [3) and Geyer (25]). There are 
also smooth space curves (definition inCh. VI) that are not ideal-theoretic 
complete intersections (Abhyankar [2], Murthy [57], see also Ch. VII, §3, 
Exercises 4 and 5.) 
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f) We now treat an example investigated by Herzog [34] in which we can ex
plicitly determine which of a certain class of affine space curves are complete 
intersections. 

Let n1.n2,n3 be natural numbers with gcd(n1,n2,n3) = 1. The kernel 
I of the K-homomorphism tp :K(Xt,X2,X3·J- K[TJ with tp(Xi) = rn• (i = 
1, 2, 3) is the vanishing ideal of the curve in A3(L) with the parametrization 

We endow K[Xt.X2,X3] with the grading in which deg(Xi) = ni (i = 
1, 2, 3). Let K[T] have the usual grading (deg(T) = 1). I is then a homo
geneous prime ideal, h(I) = 2. 

a) Determining a minimal generating system of I 
If F = L av!V2V3xrl X~2 X~3 E I is homogeneous of degree d, then 
F(r' 1,r'2 ,Tn3 ) = (Lav 1v2 v3)Td = 0 and so L:av1v2v3 = 0. There
fore F = La vi V2V3 (xrl X~2 X~3 - Xf1 X~2 Xf3 )' where xfl X~2 Xf3 is 
a fixed monomial of degree d (Lilini = d). Using the fact that I is a 
prime ideal and Xi ¢.I (i = 1, 2, 3), we get: 

(*) F is a linear combination with coefficients in K[X1,X2,X3] of 
(homogeneous) polynomials in I of the form 

-XC~ - xr;2xr;3 - xc; xr;lxr;3 - xc; xr;lxr;2 IP1 - 1 2 3 • 1P2 - 2 - 1 3 ' IP3 - 3 - 1 2 · 

If one of the variables Xj occurs in F to at most the power a(aE N), 
then we may assume that the cp; occurring in the linear combination 
also have this property. 

Now let c1 E N+ be the least number with c1 n1 E Nn2 +Nn3; let c2 
and c3 be defined likewise. Among the polynomials of the form IPi there 
is one of least degree. Possibly after renumbering the variables we may 
assume that this one ofleast degree is of the form F1 = X~ 1 - x;12 x;13 . 
Here the exponent of X1 is the number c1 above, since otherwise there 
would be a polynomial of lower degree. For the same reason we have 
r 12 :5 c2, rta :5 ca. Here r1a = ca is equivalent to r12 = 0, and r12 = c2 
is equivalent to r1a = 0. In the last case if we change the numbering so 
that X2 becomes X a, then there are only the two following possibilities 
for F1: 

a) F1 = X~1 - X~3 , 
b) Ft = x~~ - x;12 x;~a 

Since F1 is monic in X1 , we can divide any homogeneous FE I by 
F1 with a remainder R. Here R is also homogeneous, deg(R) = deg(F), 
and X 1 occurs in R to at most the power c1 - 1. Since R E I, by ( *) R 
can be represented as a linear combination of polynomials of the type 
tp2, IP3· There are such polynomials, since I (according to Krull) is not 
a principal ideal. Let F2 be one such of least degree. 
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c' r' r' c' c 
If in case a) we have F2 = Xa3 - X 131 X232 , then F2 +Xa3- 3Ft = 

c' c r' r' 
Xa3- 3 X~ 1 - Xt31 X232 E I is of the same degree as F2 and is not 
divisible by Ft. Necessarily then r3t = 0. Hence we may assume that 

c' r' r' 
F2 has the form F2 = X22 - Xt 21 Xa23 (r~t < Ct). Here we must have 
c~ = c2, since otherwise F would not be of minimal degree. We shall 
show that I= (Ft, F2). 

If there were an F E I\ ( Ft, F2), then there would also be such a one 

of type cpa, say Fa= X~;- X~;1 x;;2 with r3i < Ci (i = 1,2),c3 ~ ca, 
since modulo (Ft,F2) any homogeneous FE I can be reduced by(*) to 
a polynomial that is a linear combination of polynomials of type cpa with 

I (" ) h c;-csF xclxc;-cs r;l r;2 Tai < Ci '= 1, 2 0 T en Xa t +Fa= t a - xt x2 E I, 
so X~.-r;. X~;-cs- x;;2 E I, contradicting ra2 < c2. 

In case b) we can (possibly after renumbering X2 and Xa) assume 
that F2 = X~2 - X~21 x;23 {r2t < ct). Here we must have r2a $ ca, 
and r2a = ca is .equivalent to r2t = 0. If r2t = 0, then I= (Ft, F2) as 
in case a). Now we have to investigate I only if 

Since no polynomial of type cpa is contained in {Ft, F2) (put Xt = X2 = 
0), there is a polynomial Fa = X~3 - X~31 x;32 E I with rat < Ct, ra2 < 
c2. Necessarily also 0 < rai (i = 1, 2). Each polynomial F of type IPi 
( i E { 1, 2, 3, } ) can be reduced modulo Fi to a multiple of a polynomial 
of type cp; (j E {1, 2, 3}) that has lower degree than F. By induction 
on the degree it then follows that I = (F~t F2 , Fa). If we consider I 
modulo (X~ 1 ,X~2 ,X~3 ), we easily see that in case b) too I cannot be 
generated by 2 elements. 

The result of this discussion is that (with a suitable numbering of 
the indeterminates) only the two following cases can occur. 

a) I has a minimal generating system of 2 polynomials 

Ft = x~~ - x~s, F2 = X~2 - X~21 x;23 (O $ r2t $ ct)· 

b) I has a minimal generating system with 3 polynomials 

F - xcl - xrt2xrt3 1:"2 - xc2 xr21xr23 t - t 2 a 'L'' - 2 - t a , 
Fa= X~3 - X~31 x;32 where 0 < Tji < Ci (i = 1, 2,3,j '1- i). 

Which of the two cases occurs can easily be decided computationally 
by determining the numbers Ct,C2,ca. 

For {nt,n2,na} = {3,4,5} we have 

3nt = n2 +na, 2n2 = nt + na, 2na = 2nt + n2, 

Ft = Xf - X2Xa, F2 =X~ - XtXa, Fa= x:- x:x2. 
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The curve (t3, t4 , t5 ) is not an ideal-theoretic complete intersection. 
For {nt,n2,na} = {4,5,6} we have 3n1 = 2na, 2n2 = n1 +na, and 

I= (Xf- X§,X~- X1Xa) is a complete intersection. 
In general one can show that I is a complete intersection if and only 

if the subsemigroup of (N, +) generated by n1, n2, na is "symmetric" 
(Exercises 3-5). 

{3) I is always a set-theoretic complete intersection 
We have to consider only case b). We put v1 := (-Ct. r12, r13), v2 := 

(r21. -c2, r23), v3 :=(rat. r32, -c3), and v := v1 +v2 +v3 =: (at, a2, a3). 
Then a1n1 + a2n2 + a3na = 0. We may assume that, say, a2 and a3 
have the same sign. Then a1 = 0 or la1l = I - c1 + r12 + ra1l ~ c1 by 
the definition of c1. Since 0 < rj1 < c1 (j = 2, 3), the second is not 
possible. Therefore a1 = 0, and therefore also a2 = aa = 0. In case b) 
we get as additional information that 

whence the following formula results at once: 

(1) 

R := K[Xt.X2,X31f(F3) is an integral domain, since Fa is irreducible. 
If ~ is the residue class of Xa in R, then we can write 

R = K[Xt. X2] ffi K[Xt. X2]€ ffi · · · ffi K[X1, X2]~c3- 1 , 
~C3 = xr31x;32. 

From ( 1) it follows that 

(2) 

therefore x;32 (rt3+r23 ) Ff3 = ( -l)C3 X~31 r13 x;32 r13 F~3 mod (Fa) and 
since x;32r13 ¢. (Fa), 

x;32r23F{3:: (-l)c3x;31'13 F;3mod(Fa). 

Using (2) and the fact that K[Xt.X2] is a factorial ring, we find 
that 

Ff3 ::: ( -l)c3 X~3trt3 p mod (F3), F~3 ::: x;32r23 p mod (Fa) 

with some P E K[X1,X2,X3]. Here P E I, since X1,X2 ¢.I. It follows 
that I = Rad(P, F3). 

Therefore, the curves ( tn 1 , tn2 , tn3) are always intersections of two 
surfaces with (quasi-)homogeneous equations; and one of the two equa
tions can always be arbitrarily chosen from the minimal generating sys
tem of I given above. 
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For {nt,n2,na} = {3,4,5} we have 

The structure of the vanishing ideal of the curves ( tn 1 , tn2 , tn3 , tn4 ) in 
A4 (ni E N) is much more complicated than in the case considered above. 
See: H. Bresinsky, On prime ideals with generic zero Xi = tn;, Proc. AMS 
47, 329-332 (1975}; Symmetric semigroups of integers generated by 4 ele
ments, Manuscr. math. 17, 205-219 (1975}; and: R. Waldi, Zur Konstruk
tion von Weierstra.Bpunkten mit vorgegebener Halbgruppe, Manuscr. math. 
30, 257-278 (1980}. 

g) There are projective curves in 3-dimensional space that are not set-theoretic 
complete intersections. The simplest example is given by two skew lines in 
P3 (Ch. Vl.4.4). It is an open problem whether connected curves in P3 are 
always set-theoretic complete intersections. For a result in this direction see: 
D. Ferrand, Set theoretical complete intersections in characteristic p > 0. 
In: Algebraic Geometry, Springer Lect. Notes in Math. 732 (1979). 

h) There are affine surfaces that are not set-theoretic complete intersections 
(Hartshorne [311}. For surfaces in A4 (L}, where L is the algebraic closure 
of a finite field, Murthy [58], as an analogue of Szpiro's result, has shown 
that they are set-theoretic complete intersections if they are local complete 
intersections. 

i) Varieties in An or pn all of whose irreducible components have dimension 
n- 1 are ideal-theoretic complete intersections, for they are just the hyper
surfaces (11.3.llg} and 11.4.4f} ). 

Exercises 

1. Interpret 3.3 geometrically. 

2. If a K-variety V CAn(£) is locally a complete intersection, then ~d ideal 
in K[X11 ••• ,Xn] is generated by n + 1 elements. (This consequence of the 
Forster-Swan theorem will be sharpened in §5.) 

3. A numerical semigroup H is a subsemigroup of (N, +) with 0 E H and 
c + N c H for some c E N. H is called symmetric if there is an m E Z such 
that for all z E Z, z E H if and only if m- z fl. H. 

a) H is symmetric if and only if the set of the z E Z \ H with z + h E H 
for all he H \ {0} consists of precisely one element. 

b) If nt. n2 > 1 are relatively prime integers, then H := Nn1 + Nn2 is a 
symmetric numerical semigroup. 
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4. In this exercise we use the notations of Example 3.13f). Let H := 
Nn1 + Nn2 + Nna. Then r.p : K[X11X2,Xa] --+ K[T] induces a surjec
tion (!) K[Xt,X2,Xa]x3 --+ K[T]r with kernel lx3 • If ei is the residue 
class of Xi modulo /x3 (i = 1, 2), then in case a) of the example 

K[T]r~ 
llt=O, ... ,ct-1 
112=0, ... ,c2-l 

Deduce: 

a) Any z E Z has a unique representation 

b) z E H if and only if a3 ~ 0. 

c) H is symmetric (with m := (c1 - 1)nl + (c2- 1)n2 - na). 

5. We now consider case b) in Example 3.13f). With the notations there let 

Prove: 

1'1 := c1n1 + c2n2- n1 - n2- na- r12n2, 

1'2 := c1n1 + c2n2- n1- n2- na- r21n1. 

a) Jl.t "F J1.2 and Jl.i +hE H for all hE H \ {0} (i = 1, 2). 

b) Jl.i fl. H (i = 1, 2}. 
c) H is not symmetric. 

4. Applications of the Principal Ideal Theorem in Noetherian rings 

Proposition 4.1. Any Noetherian semilocal ring has finite Krull dimension. 

It is the maximum of the heights of the (finitely many) maximal ideals, 
which are finite by 3.4. 

The following considerations will lead into a new characterization of the 
dimension of Noetherian local rings. 

Definition 4.2. An ideal q of a ring R is called primary if any zero divisor of 
R/ q is nilpotent. 

Equivalent to this condition is the following: If a, b E R with a · b E q and 
a fl. q are given, then there is a p E N with bP E q. 

Remark 4.3. The radical of a primary ideal is a prime ideal. 

If q is a primary ideal and p := Rad(q), then it follows from a· bE p that 
aP · bP E q for some pEN. If aP fl. q, then there is au EN with (bP)a E q, so 
bE p. 

If q is primary and p = Rad( q), then we also say that q is p-primary. 
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Lemma 4.4. Let m be a maximal ideal, q an arbitrary ideal of a ring R. Then 
the following statements are equivalent. 

a) q is m-primary. 

b) Rad(q) = m. 

c) m is the only minimal prime divisor of q. 

Proof. It suffices to prove the implication c) -+ a). From c) it follows that 
Spec(Riq) has only one element, namely mlq. The elements of mlq are nilpo
tent, those outside m I q are units. The condition in 4.2 is therefore fulfilled. 

In particular, the powers mP of a maximal ideal mare always m-primary. If 
m is finitely generated, then an ideal q is m- primary if and only if mP c q c m 
for suitable p E N. 

The concept of primary ideal can be viewed as a generalization of the concept 
of prime power. However, a power of an arbitrary prime ideal p need not always 
be p-primary (Exercise 2), but the symbolic powers of p are always p-primary 
(Exercise 4). 

Remark 4.5. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, q an m-primary ideal. 
Then JL(q) ~ dimR. In particular, JL(m) ~ dimR. 

Since m is the only minimal prime divisor of q, by 3.4 we have 

JL(q) ~ h(m) = dimR. 

Definition 4.6. If (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring, then JL( m) is called the 
embedding dimension ( edim R) of R. 

As just shown we always have 

edimR ~ dim R. 

The following lemma on avoiding prime ideals, that sharpens 111.1.6, plays 
an important role in several later theorems. 

Lemma 4.7. Let R be a Noetherian ring. Let J c I be two ideals of R with 
m(I) = m(J), and let JL(IIJ) =: m. Further, let p1 , ..• , P8 E Spec(R) with 
I ¢.. Uj=1 pi be given. Then one can find elements at, ... , am E I such that: 

a) I = (at. ... , am) + J. 

b) ai ~Uj=1 P; (i= l, ... ,m). 
c) If p E m(at. ... , am), p ~ m(I), then h(p) ~ m. 

Proof. We construct inductively elements at, ... ,arE I\Uj=1 P; whose images 
a1, .•• , lir in I I J are part of a minimal generating system of this ideal and which 
have the property: If p E m(a1, ... ar), p ~ m(I), then h(p) ~ r. 

For r = 0 there is nothing to show. If a1, ••• , ar have already been con
structed in the desired way for some r with 0 ~ r < m, we first choose an 
arbitrary a E I such that {'lit, ... , lir, a} is also part of a minimal generating 
system of IIJ. 
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Let q 1, ... , qt be the minimal prime divisors of (at, ... , ar} which do not 
belong to SU(I}, and let X be the set of maximal elements (with respect to 
inclusion) of { q 1, ... , qt, p 1, ... , p ,}. Then X = X1 U X2, where X1 consists of 
the p E X with a E p and X2 of the p E X with a Fl. p. 

Since SU(J) = SU(I), J ¢.. UpeX p, so there is bE J such that b Fl. p for all 
p EX. Further, by III.1.6 there is A E npeX2 p with A Fl. UpeXI p. If we now 
put ar+l := a+ Ab, then ar+l Fl. p for all p E X, so in particular ar+l Fl. P; 
(j = 1, ... , s). Since ar+l =a mod J, the images of a1, ... , ar+l in I/ J are part 
of a minimal generating system of this ideal. 

If p E SU(a1, ... ,ar+l) \ SU(I}, then h(p) ~ r+ 1, since p contains one of 
the qi (i = 1, ... , t) and by hypothesis h( qi) ~ r, but ar+l '1. Qi (i = 1, ... , t). 
This proves the lemma. 

As a first application we have a converse of the generalized Principal Ideal 
Theorem. 

Proposition 4.8. Let R be a Noetherian ring. If p E Spec(R} has height m, 
then there are elements at, ... , am E p such that p is a minimal prime divisor 
of (at, ... ,am)· 

Proof. We put I := p and J := p2. Since I'(P/P2) ~ l'p(P/P2) = 
edimRp ~ dimRp = h(p) = m, there are, as shown in the proof of 4.7, 
elements a1, ... ,am E p such that h(p') ~ m for all p' E Spec(R) with 
(a11 ... ,am) C p', p ¢.. p'. Then p is certainly a minimal prime divisor of 
(at. ... ,am)· 

For the Krull dimension of Noetherian local rings we get the following de
scription. 

Corollary 4.9. In any Noetherian local ring (R, m) there is an m-primary ideal 
q which is a complete intersection: I'( q) = dim R. We have 

dimR = Min{l'(q)lq ism-primary}. 

Proof. Let m := dim R. By 4.8 there are elements at, ... , am E m such that m is 
the only minimal prime divisor of q :=(at, ... ,am)· By 4.4 q ism-primary and 
hence is also a complete intersection. Since I'( q') ~ dim R for any m-primary 
ideal q' (4.5}, the dimension formula also follows. 

Definition 4.10. A set {at. ... , ad} of elements of ad-dimensional Noetherian 
local ring (R, m) is called a system of parameters of R if it generates an m
primary ideal. 

By 4.9 such systems always exist. 

Proposition 4.11. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, a1, ... , am a system 
of elements of m. Then 

a) dimR ~ dimR/(at, ... ,am)~ dimR- m. 
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b) dim R/(at, ... , am) =dim R -m if and only if {at. ... , am} can be extended 
to a system of parameters of R. 

Proof. 

a) Let 6 := dimR/(a11 ••• ,am) and let {bt. ... ,b6} be a system of elements of 
m whose images in R/(a11 ••• ,am) form a system of parameters ofthis ring. 
Then (at, ... ,am,bt,···•b6) is an m-primary ideal, so m+6 ~ dimR by 
4.5. 

b) If m + 6 = dimR, then {at, ... ,am,bt, ... ,b6} is a system of parameters of 
R. Conversely, if {at, ... , am} can be extended to a parameter system of R 
by adjoining elements bt, ... , bt E m, then m + t = dim R and the residue 
classes of b11 ••• , bt in R/(a11 ••• , am) generate a primary ideal belonging to 
the maximal ideal of this ring. 

Then t ~ dimR/(at. ... ,am) ~ dimR - m = t, so dimR- m = 
dimR/(at, ... , am)· 

Corollary 4.12. Let the ideal I c m be a complete intersection; I = 
(a11 ••• ,am) with h(I) = m. Then {at, ... ,am} is a subsystem of a parameter 
system of R, so dimR/ I= dimR-m. In particular, if a Em is a non-zerodivisor 
of R, then dimR/(a) = dimR -1. 

Proof. For any minimal prime divisor p of I we have h(p) = m. Let p be 
chosen so that dimR/I = dimRfp. By 4.11a) we have dimR- m $ dimR/I = 
dimR/p $ dimR- h(p) = dimR- m and so dimR/(at, ... , am)= dimR- m. 
By 4.11b), {at. ... , am} is a subsystem of a parameter system of R. If a E m is 
not a zero divisor, then h(a) = 1 by 3.1. Therefore, (a) is a complete intersection, 
and dimR/(a) = dimR -1. 

Next we shall derive a characterization of the complete intersections of global 
Noetherian rings. 

Definition 4.13. A system of elements {at, ... ,am} (m ~ 0) of a ring R is 
called independent if the following conditions hold: 

a) (at. ... , am) :F R. 
b) If F E R[X t, ... , Xml is a homogeneous polynomialt with F( at, ... , am) = 

0, then all the coefficients ofF are contained in Rad(at. ... , am)· 

b) is equivalent to the following statement, which is often more convenient. 
IfF E R[Xt, ... ,Xml is homogeneous of degree d and b := F(a1,. .. ,am) E 
(at. ... ,am)d+t, then all the coefficients ofF belong to Rad(at, ... ,am)· 

In fact, bE (a11 ••• ,am)d+l can be written in the form b = G(all···,am), 
where G is homogeneous of degree of d with coefficients in (a1, •.. , am). Now 
apply 4.13b) to F- G. 

t In the sequel when we speak of polynomials it is always assumed that the 
polynomial ring is endowed with its canonical grading. 
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Theorem 4.14. In a Noetherian ring let an ideall = (all ... , am) =F R be given. 
Then h( I) = m (and so I is a complete intersection) if and only if {all ... , am} 
is independent. 

The proof of the theorem uses a technique going back to E. Davis ([12], [13]). 
We prepare the way with some results of independent interest. 

Lemma 4.15. Let R[X] be the polynomial ring over a Noetherian ring R. For 
any ideal I of R with I =F R, we have 

h(IR[X]) = h(I), h((I,X)R[X]) = h(I) + 1. 

If dim R < oo, then 
dimR[X] = dimR+ 1. 

Proof. For any p E Spec(R), pR[X] is a prime ideal of the ring R[X], since 
R(X]/PR(X] ~ R/p[X]. Further, q3 := (p,X)R[X] E Spec(R(X]), and we have 
pR(X] n R = p, q3 n R = p. 

If p is a minimal prime divisor of I, then pR(X] is a minimal prime divisor 
of IR[X] and q3 is a minimal prime divisor of (I,X)R[X]. Conversely, if 0 is 
a minimal prime divisor of IR(X] (resp.of(I,X)R[X]) and q := OnR,then q 
is a minimal prime divisor of I and .Q = qR[X] (resp . .Q = (q,X)R[X]). Hence 
it suffices to show the height formulas for prime ideals I = p. 

For any prime ideal chain Po c · · · c Pt = p in R we have that p0R[X] C 

· · · c PtR[X] = pR[X] is a prime ideal chain in R[X] and so h(pR[X]);::: h(p). 
Further, pR[X] ~ q3 = (p,X)R[X]. Since X is not a zero divisor of R[X]!Jl, by 
4.12 it follows that 

h(ql) = dimR[X]!Jl = dim(R[X]!JJ/(X)) + 1 = dimRp + 1 = h(p) + 1. 

Hence it follows that h(pR[X]) ~ h(p), but then also h(pR[X]) = h(p). 

It has been shown that dim R[X] ~ dim R + 1. Now let q3 E Spec(R[X]) 
be given and p := q3 n R. Then R[X]!Jl/PR[X]!Jl ~ (Rp/PRp)[X]!Jl• with 
some ql* E Spec(Rp/PRp[X]). Since this ring is a principal ideal ring, there 
is an f E q3 such that q3 Rp [X] !Jl = ( p, /)Rp [X] !Jl. Let dim Rp =: d and let 
{a11 ... ,ad} be a parameter system of Rp. Then pRp = Rad((a1, ... ,ad)Rp), 
and it follows that q3 Rp [X] !Jl = Rad(a1, ... , ad,/). This implies that 

h(ql) = dimRp [X]!Jl ~ d + 1 ~ dimR + 1. 

Since this is correct for all q3 E Spec(R[X]), it follows that dimR[X] ~ dimR+1 
and hence equality also results. 

Lemma 4.16. Let R[X] be the polynomial ring over a Noetherian ring R. Let 
{a1, ... ,am} be a system of elements of R with (a1, ... ,am) =FR. {a1, ... , am} 
is independent in R if and only if { a1, ... , am, X} is independent in R[X]. 

Proof. If {a11 ••• ,am, X} is independent in R[X], then {a1, ... ,am} is indepen-
dent in R, since Rad((a1, ... ,am,X) · R[X]) n R = Rad(a1o ... ,am)· 
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Conversely, let the elements {a 11 ... , am} be independent in R and let 
F E R[X][X 1, ... , Xm, T] be a homogeneous polynomial (in the variables 
X1, ... ,Xm, T) with F(a1, ... ,am, X)= 0. We write 

F= (d := degF, Pv1 ••• vmv E R[X]) 

and put I:= (at, ... , am), J := (I, X)R[X]. Then 

L Pv1 ••• vmv(O)ar' ... a~mX" 

E Jd+ 1 = Id+l + IdX + · · · + IXd + xd+l R[X]. 

Comparing coefficients shows that 

(v = 0, ... , d). 

Since {a1, ... ,am} is independent, p111 ••• vmv(O) E Rad(I) for all (v11 •.• ,vm,v) 
and therefore also p111 ••• vmv E Rad(J), q. e. d. 

We now consider a system of elements {a1, ... ,am} of a ring R, where 
(a11 ... , am) =f:. R and a1 is not a zero divisor of R. In the full ring of fractions 
of R we can then form the subring 

R' := R[a2/a1, ... , am/at]· 

The passage from R to R' is an example of a "monoidal transformation. " We 
shall not systematically investigate this concept but only use some of its prop
erties. 

Let 
a: R[Y2, ... , Ym]-+ R[a2/a11 ... ,am/at] 

be the R-epimorphism with a(Yi) = ada1 (i = 2, ... , m). Its kernel a contains 
a• := (a1Y2 -a2, ... ,a1Ym -am), and for any FE a there is apE N with 
a~· FE a •, as one sees, for example, by passing over to the ring of fractions Ra,. 
For a homogeneous polynomial FE R[Xt, ... ,Xm] we have F(a1, ... ,am)= 0 
if and only if F(l, Y2, ... , Ym) E a. This immediately gives us a criterion for the 
independence of { a1, ... , am}: 

Lemma 4.17. {a11 ... ,am} is independent if and only if for any p E Spec(R) 
with (a1, ... ,am) C p we have 

a C pR[Y2, ... , Ym]· 

Proof. Let { a 1, ... , am} be independent and let rp E a be given. Further, 
let FE R[X1, ... ,Xn] be the homogenization of rp. Then F(a1, ... ,am) = 0; 
therefore, all the coefficients ofF and hence also those of rp lie in Rad( a 1, ... , am), 
and so in each p E Spec(R) with (at, ... , am) C p. 

Conversely, if a C pR[Y2, ... Ym] for all such p and F(a1, ... ,am)= 0 for a 
homogeneous polynomial F E R[X 1, ... , Xm], it follows that all the coefficients 
ofF belong to Rad(at, ... am), so {a11 ••• , am} is independent. 
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Corollary 4.18. If {at. ... , am} is independent in R and m ~ 2, then 
{at. a a, ... , am} is independent in Rt := R[a2/at]· 

Proof. The kernel b of the Rt-epimorphism {3 : Rt[Ya, ... , Ym] -+ R' with 
.B(Yi) = aifat is the image of a in Rt[Ya, ... ,Ym]· If (at.aa, ... ,am) C ';p 
for some ';p E Spec(Rt) and p := ';p nR, then also (at.a2, ... ,am) C p, since 
a2 = at·(a2/at)· By 4.17 a C pR[Y2, ... , Ym] and hence b C PRt[Ya, ... , Ym] C 
':J,lRt(Ya, ... , Yml· Again by 4.17 it follows that {at,aa, ... ,am} is independent 
in Rt. 

Proof of 4.14. Let I = (at. ... , am)· For J = (I, X) · R[X] we have h(J) = 
h(I) + 1 by 4.15; and by 4.16 {a11 ••• ,am} is independent in R if and only if 
{a11 ... , am,X} is independent in R[X]. Hence we may from the start assume 
that at is not a zero divisor in R, since if necessary we can pass over to R[X] 
and adjoin X to the system of elements. 

a) Let h(I) = m and a• = (atY2 -a2, ... ,atYm -am)· For any minimal prime 
divisor p of I we have a • C p R[Y2, ... , Y ml· Since a • is generated by m -: 1 
elements, we have h(';p) $ m- 1 for any minimal prime divisor ';p of a• 
with ';p C pR[Y2, ... , Ym]· We have at ~ ';p, since otherwise we would have 
IR[Y2, ... ,Ym] C ':J,l; but this is impossible because h(IR[Y2, ... ,Ym]) = 
h(I) = m (4.15). Since af · a c a• C ';p for some p E N, it follows that 
a C ';p C pR[Y2, ... , Ym]· By 4.17 {at. ... ,am} is independent in R. 

b) Let {a11 ••• am} be independent in R. For any minimal prime divisor p of 
I we have h( p) $ m. Hence it suffices to prove that h( p) ~ m. For m = 1 
certainly h(p) = 1, since at is not a zero divisor of R. Hence we assume that 
m > 1 and that the statement has already been shown for m -1 independent 
elements. 

pR[Y2] is a minimal prime divisor of IR[Y2], and by 4.17 pR[Y2] con
tains the kernel of /3 : R[Y2] -+ Rt (Y2 ....... a2/a1 ). Hence pR1 is a minimal 
prime divisor of I Rt = (at. aa, ... , am)Rt. By 4.18 {at. aa, ... am} is inde
pendent in Rt and hence h(PRt) ~ m- 1. 

We have at Y2 - a2 E Ker{3 and a1 Y2 - a2 is not a zero divisor of R[Y2] 
since at is not a zero divisor of R. Therefore, h(p) = h(pR[Y2J) > h(pRt) ~ 
m -1, q. e. d. 

Corollary 4.19. Let at, ... , ad be elements in the maximal ideal of a Noetherian 
local ring ( R, m) of dimension d. {at, ... , ad} is a parameter system of R if and 
only if {at, ... ,ad} is independent. Here this means: If F(at 1 ••• ,ad) = 0 with 
some homogeneous polynomial FE R[Xt. ... ,Xd], then FE mR[Xt, ... ,Xd]· 

Exercises 

1. In a Noetherian local ring (R, m) an ideal q :f: R is m-primary if and only 
if R/ q is of finite length. 
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2. In the polynomial ring K[X1,X2,Xa] over a field, 

p :=(X~- X2Xa,X~- XtXa,X~- X~X2) 

is a prime ideal for which all p11 (v ~ 2) are not primary. (One can show 
that for p e Spec(K[X11 X2,X3]), p2 is primary if and only if pis a local 
complete intersection [35]). 

3. For a prime ideal p of a ring R the following statements are equivalent. 

a) p" is p-primary for n = 1, ... , m. 

b) The R/p-modules p" jp"+l are torsion-free for n = 1, ... , m- 1. 

4. Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of a ring R and i : R -+ Rs the 
canonical mapping into the ring of fractions. 

a) An ideal J in Rs is primary if and only if I:= i-1 (J) is a primary ideal 
in R. 

b) If S = R \ p with some p E Spec(R) and p(n) := S(p") is the S
component of p", then p(n) is p-primary. 

5. Let (R, m) and (S, n) be local rings, 4>: R-+ Sa local homomorphism (that 
is, 4>( m) C n ). If R and S are Noetherian, then for such a homomorphism 

dimS$ dimR + dimS/4>(m)S. 

(Hint: Apply parameter systems of Rand Sf4>(m)S.) 

6. Let V and W be irreducible affine algebraic varieties and ¢1 : V -+ W a 
dominant morphism (III.§2, Exercise 6). Let Z' be an irreducible subvariety 
ofW and Zan irreducible component of ¢1- 1 (Z') whose image in Z' is dense. 
Then 

dimf/>-1(Z') ~ dimZ ~dim V- dimW + dimZ'. 

(Suggestion: Apply results from the exercises of Ch. III, §2, and the preced
ing Exercise 5.) 

7. Let R be a ring. For f = ro + r1X + · · · + rmXm E R[X] with Tm ::f. 0 
put >.(/) := rm; further, let >.(0) := 0. For an ideal I of R[X] let >.(I) := 
{).(1)1/ E I}. 

a) >.(I) is an ideal in R and >.(I) c >.(Rad(I)) c Rad(>.(I)), In R c >.(I). 

b) If In R = (0), then >.(I) = R if and only if R[XI/ I is integral over R. 

c) If I1,I2 are two ideals in R(X], then >.(It)· >.(I2) C >.(It,/2)· 

d) If R is Noetherian and >.(I) ::f. R, then h(>.(l)) ~ h(I). {Show this, with 
the aid of 4.15, first when I is a prime ideal and then reduce the general 
case to this case by means of a) and c). 

8. Let e be an idempotent element of a ring R. Show that (e,X) · R[X] is a 
principal ideal of R[X]. 
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5. The graded ring and the conormal module of an ideal 
For an ideal I of a ring R the Rl I -module I I I 2 is called the conormal module 
of I. We have JJ.(I) ~ JJ.(I I I 2 ). From the study of the conormal module we may 
hope to get information about I itself, in particular about JJ.( I). 

More generally, for all n E N we can consider the quotients gr1(R) := 
Iniin+l (gr9(R) := RII). Put grr(R) := E9neNgr1(R) (direct sum of RII
modules) and make grr(R) into a graded ring as follows. 

If x = a+Im+l E gr'J'(R) andy= b+In+l E gr1(R), where a E Im, bE In, 
then 

X· y := ab + Im+n+l E gr7+m(R). 

Evidently this result is independent of the choice of the representatives a, b of 
x, y. This defines the product of homogeneous elements of grr(R). For arbitrary 
elements we define the product so that the distributive law holds. 

Definition 5.1. grr(R) is called the graded ring (or form-ring) of I. If a E 
In,a ~ In+l, then 

Lr(a) :=a+ r+1 E gr1(R) 

is called the leading form of a with respect to I. For a EnnEN In put Lr(a) := 0. 
The degree v1(a) of Lr(a) is also called the degree of a with respect to I. 

Example. If R = P[X1, ... , Xn] is the polynomial ring over a ring P and 
I:= (X1, ... ,Xn), then it easily follows that grr(R) ~ R (as graded rings). For 
F E R \ {0}, L1(F) is the homogeneous component ofF of lowest degree, and 
the degree of F with respect to I is the degree of this component. 

The graded ring of an ideal I in a ring R was introduced by Krull [46] among 
others so that, using I in R, degree considerations and coefficient comparisons 
might be made as in polynomial rings. On the geometric meaning of the form
ring we shall have something to say inCh. VI (cf. Vl.l.l). 

In the following let R be any ring, I an ideal of R. 

Lemma 5.2. 
a) For a,b E R, 

Lr(a) · Lr(b) = Lr(a ·b) or Lr(a) · Lr(b) = 0. 

b) If I= (at. ... , am) and Xi:= ai + I2 (i = 1, ... , m), then 

Proof. 

a) If a E Im \ Im+l, b E In \ In+l, then Lr(a) · Lr(b) = ab + Im+n+l. If 
ab ~ Im+n+l, then Lr(a) · Lr(b) = Lr(a ·b); otherwise, Lr(a) · Lr(b) = 0. 

b) follows from the definition of gr1(R), since IP is generated by the products 
Vt Vm •th '"'m a1 · ... ·am Wl l.Ji=l Vi = p. 
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Now let there be given another ring S, an ideal J C S and a ring homo
morphism h: R-+ S with h(I) C J. h induces a ring homomorphism 

gr(h): gr1(R)-+ gr J(S) 

as follows. If x =a+ Im+t E grj(R) is given, then we take gr(h)(x) = h(a) + 
Jm+l E grj(S). Because h(IP) c JP, this is independent of the choice of the 
representative a of x. Through linear continuation this assignment extends to 
all the elements of gr1(R). By the definition, for all a E R we have the formula 

r(h)(LI(a)) = { LJ(h(a)), if VJ(h~a)) = v1(a), 
g 0, otherwise. (1) 

gr(h) is a homogeneous homomorphism; that is, homogeneous elements of gr1(R) 
are mapped to homogeneous elements of the same degree in gr J(S). 

Lemma 5.3. Let h be surjective and h(l) = J. If a := Ker(h), then 

Ker(gr(h)) = gr1(a) := ({LJ(a)}aea), 

the ideal in gr1(R) generated by all the leading forms of the a E a. In particular, 
we have a canonical isomorphism of graded rings 

Proof. By (1) we have gr1(a) c Ker(gr(h)) and further Ker(gr(h)) is a homo
geneous ideal. If x = L1(a) for some a E Im \ Im+t and gr(h)(x) = 0, then 
h(a) E Jm+t = h(Im+l ). Then there is bE Im+l with h(b) = h(a). a• :=a- b 
belongs to a and x = a• + Im+t = L 1(a*). 

Warning. If a = (a 11 ... , am), then gr 1 (a) need not be generated by 
L1(at), ... , LI(am)· Yet under quite general assumptions the converse does hold 
(Exercise 1 ). 

Lemma 5.4. If under the assumptions of 5.3 a = (a) is a principal ideal and 
L1(a) is not a zero divisor of gr1(R), then gri((a)) = (LI(a)) is the principal 
ideal generated by the leading form of a. 

By 5.2a) we have L1(ra) = L1(r) · L1(a) for all r E R, because L1(a) is not 
a zero divisor of gr1(R). 

We are interested in the question of when, for every a E R \ {0}, we have 
L1(a) =f. 0. About this we get some information from 

Theorem 5.5. (Krull's Intersection Theorem) Let R be a Noetherian ring, I 
and ideal of R, M a finitely generated R-module and M := nnEN In M. Then 

M=I·M. 

We shall prove this with the aid of 
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Lemma 5.6. (Artin-Rees): Under the assumptions of 5.5 let U C M be a 
submodule. Then there is a k E N such that for all n E N 

In+k M n U = In · (I" M n U). 

For the proof we form the graded ring mr(R) = EBneN In (with the obvi
ous multiplication), which is also called the Rees ring of R with respect to I. 
Further, consider the mr(R)-module mr(M) := EBneN InM. This is a "graded 
module over the graded ring m1(R)": the elements of mj(M) =In Mare called 
homogeneous elements of degree n of mr(M). If such an element is multiplied 
by a homogeneous element of degree min m1(R), one gets an element of m1(M) 
of degree m + n. 

Since I and M are finitely generated, m1(R) is finitely generated as an 
algebra over I 0 = R; therefore, it is Noetherian, and mr(M) is a finitely gen
erated mr(R)-module. If we put Un = In M n u and u := EBneN Un. then 
U is a submodule of the mr(R)- module mr(M). By Hilbert's Basis Theo
rem for modules, U is generated by finitely many elements v1, ... , v8 • Since for 
all u E U, all the homogeneous components of u belong to U, we can choose 
the Vi to be homogeneous elements. Then, if mi := deg(vi) (i = 1, ... , s) and 
k := Maxi=1, ... ,8 {mi}, we have Un+k = Inuk for all n E N. In fact, obviously 
Inuk C Un+k; conversely, if u E Un+k is given, then there is a representation 
u = E:=l PiVi, where PiE mr(R) is homogeneous of degree n+k-mi; therefore 
PiE In+k-m; (i = 1, ... , s), and it follows that u E Inuk. 

Krull's Intersection Theorem follows by applying 5.6 to the submodule U = 
M of M. Indeed, In M n M = M for all n E N. 

Corollary 5.7. Under the assumptions of 5.5, let I be contained in the inter
section of all the maximal ideals of R. For any submodule U of M, 

n (U +InM) = U. 
nEN 

In particular, nneNinM = {0). 

Proof. If we put M' := MfU, then from 5.5 and Nakayama's Lemma it follows 
that nneN In M' = {0). Considering inverse images in M, the assertion follows. 

Typical applications of the corollary are the following. If (R, m) is a Noethe
rian local ring and if a, I are ideals of R with I c m, then 

n (a+Jft) =a. 
nEN 

If R is any Noetherian ring, I C R is an ideal, and if there is apE Spec(R) with 
I C p such that the canonical mapping R -+ Rp is injective, then nneN Jft = (0). 
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We now return to characterizing complete intersections. If I = ( a 1, •.• , am) 
is an ideal of a ring R, then there is an epimorphism of graded R/ /-algebras 

Remark 5.8. {a1, ..• ,am} is independent if and only if I# Rand Ker(a) c 
Rad{l) · R/ I[Xt. ... Xml· 

This follows immediately from the remark following Definition 4.13. If 
Rad{l) = I, then the independence of {a1, .•• ,am} is equivalent to the facts 
that I -:f. Rand a is an isomorphism. We will now deal with the last condition, 
which is of particular interest. It is connected with the concept of a regular 
sequence. 

Definition 5.9. Let M be an R-module. a E R is called an M-regular element 
(or a non-zerodivisor of M) if ax = 0 with x E M implies x = 0. A sequence 
{at. ... , am} (m ~ 0) of elements of R is called an M-regular sequence if 

a) M=f;(at,···•am)·M. 
b) Fori= 0, ... m- 1, ai+ 1 is not a zero divisor of M/(at. ... , ai)M. 

If we put Mi := M/(at. ... ,ai)M, then b) is equivalent to the condition 
that the multiplication mapping 

is injective fori = 0, ... , m -1. In particular, a1 is not a zero divisor of M0 = M. 
If {at. ... ,am} is an M-regular sequence and if M is finitely generated, then 

it is also an Mp-regular sequence for all p E Supp(M)nV(/), because for these p 
we also have Mp # IMp and(l'a,+I )p is injective for all i = 0, ... , n- 1. Further, 
for an M -regular sequence { a 1 , ... , am}, { a~1 , ••• , a~m } is also M -regular for any 
viE N+, and {ai+t. ... , am} is an Mi-regular sequence (i = 0, ... , m- 1). 

A simple example of an R-regular sequence is {X 1 , ... , Xm} if R = 
P[Xt, ... , Xml is a polynomial ring over a ring P. 

Proposition 5.10. Let R be a ring, {a0 , •.. , am} (m ~ 0) an R-regular sequence 
and I:= (ao, ... , am)· Then: 

a) The R/ /-epimorphism 

a: R/ I[Xo, ... XmJ-+ gr1(R) 

is an isomorphism (in particular, { ao, ... , am} is independent). 

b) The R-epimorphism 

has kernel (aoYt- a 1 , ... ,aoYm- am)· (The ai/ao are here considered as 
elements of Q(R).) 
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Proof (after Davis [12]}. 
a) Statement a) is equivalent to the following: For any homogeneous polyno

mial F E R[X0 , ••. Xm] of degree d with F(ao, ... , am) E Jd+l we have 
F E I R[X0 , ... Xml· This is the case if and only if for each homogeneous 
polynomial F with F(ao, ... ,am) = 0, FE JR[Xo, ... ,Xm]· If such an F 
with deg F := d is given, then 

and so F(1, Y1, ... , Ym) E Ker,B. Once b) has been proved, it will follow that 
all the coefficients of F lie in I, because the ao Yi - ai have this property. 

b) It is clear that a0Yi - ai E J := Ker(.B) fori= 1, ... , m. We first consider 
the case m = 1. For F(Y1) C J we see, by using the division algorithm, 
that there exist dEN, rp(Y1) E R[Y1], andrE R such that 

agF(Yt) = 1,0(Yt)(aoY1 -at)+ r. 

From F(atfa0 ) = 0 follows r = 0. If we now consider the equation modulo 
ag, it easily follows, because { ag, a1} is also an R- regular sequence, that all 
the coefficients of 1,0 are divisible by ag. But then FE (aoY1 -at). 

In case m > 1, .B is the composition 

where, as already shown, Ker(.Bl) = (aoYl -at) · R[Y11 ... , Yml· If we 
put R' := R[atfaoJ, then R'faoR' = R'/(ao,at)R' ~ R/(ao,at)[Yl], and 
from this we see that {a0 ,a2, ... ,am} is also an R'-regular sequence, since 
{a2, ... ,am} is an R/(ao,a1 )-regular sequence. Hence, by the induction 
hypothesis, Ker(.B2) = ( ao Y2 - a2, ... , ao Y m - am) and assertion b) follows. 

Corollary 5.11. If an ideal I of a ring R is generated by a regular sequence, 
then the R/I-modules gr'J'(R) = Im/Im+l are free for all m E N. If R is 
Noetherian, then I is a complete intersection in R. 

The following proposition contains a partial converse of 5.10a). 

Proposition 5.12. Let { a1, ... , am} be a generating system of an ideal I in a 
ring R. Let R/ I"# {0} and for~ := Rj(a11 ... , ai) suppose that nneN In~ = 
(0) (i = 0, ... ,m). 

a) If the epimorphism 

is an isomorphism, then { a1, ... , am} is an R-regular sequence. 

b) If moreover R is Noetherian and I is a prime ideal, then R is an integral 
domain and R1 is integrally closed in its field of fractions. 
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Proof. For m = 0 the statements of the proposition are trivial, so let m > 0. 

a) at is not a zero divisor in R. Suppose rat = 0 for some r E R \ (0). Then 
there is n E N with r E In \ In+t, so L1(r) ::p 0. Since L1(at) = at + I 2 

is not a zero divisor in gr1(R), it follows that L1(rat) = L1(r) · LJ(al), 
contradicting rat = 0. 

If we put It :=I /(at), then 5.4 shows that 

By induction we can assume that {a2, ... , am} is an Rt-regular sequence. 
Then {a~, ... , am} is an R-regular sequence. 

b) For r,s E R \ (0) we have L1(r) · L1(s) ::P (0), since gr1(R) is an integral 
domain, and hence by 5.2 L1(rs) ::p 0, so rs ::P 0. We now putS:= R1,M = 
IRJ. Then grM(S) ~ gr1(R)1 ~ S/M[Xt, ... ,Xm], a polynomial ring over 
the field SfM. Let x E Q(R) be integral over S,x = rfs with r,s E S. 
Then there is an n E N such that S[x] = S + Sx + · · · + Sxn-t, and so 
sn-txm E S for all mEN. Form~ nit follows that rm E sm-n+ts, and 
so LM(r)m E LM(s)m-n+lgrM(S). Since grM(S) is a factorial ring, LM(s) 
must therefore be a divisor of LM(r). Then there is ro E S with 

vM(r- ros) > VM(r). 

Xt := (r-ros)fs = x-ro is also integral overS. Hence there is also r1 E S 
with VM(r- rts) > VM(r- ros) etc. It follows that r E nneN((s) + Mn) = 
(s), and therefore x = rfs E S, q. e. d. 

The intersection conditions in 5.12 are fulfilled, for example, if R is Noethe
rian and I is contained in the intersection of all the maximal ideals of R, hence 
in particular for ideals I ::pRof a Noetherian local ring. 

Corollary 5.13. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, {at, ... ,am} (m ~ 0) 
a sequence of elements in m,I := (a1 , ..• ,am)· Then the following statements 
are equivalent. 

a) {a~, ... , am} is an R-regular sequence. 

b) a: R/I[X1 , ••• ,Xm]-+ gr1(R) (a(Xi) = ai +I2) is an isomorphism. 

If Rad(J) =I, then a) and b) are equivalent to 

c) {a 1 , •.. , am} is independent in R; that is, I is a complete intersection. 

To prove the last part of the corollary apply 5.8 and 4.14. 

Corollary 5.14. Under the assumptions of 5.13, if {a~, ... , am} is an R-regular 
sequence, then so is {a.,.( 1), ... , a.,.( n)} for any permutation 1r of { 1, ... , m}. 

In arbitrary Noetherian rings this is not always so (Exercise 4). 
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A sequence of elements {at, ... , am} of a ring R with I := (at, ... , am) :/; R 
is called quasi-regular, if it is a regular sequence in RM for all ME Max(R) with 
I c M. If R is Noetherian by 5.13 and the local-global principle, this is the case 
if and only if the epimorphism a in 5.13b) is an isomorphism. Therefore any 
permutation of a quasi-regular sequence is again quasi-regular. For this reason 
quasi-regular sequences are easier to handle than regular sequences. Of course, 
any permutation of a regular sequence is quasi-regular and in Noetherian local 
rings the two notions agree. 

Corollary 5.15. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, p E Spec(R) a complete 
intersection: p =(a., ... , am) with m = h(p ). Then: 

a) R is an integral domain and Rp is integrally closed in Q(R). 

b) For any subset {it, ... ,it} of {1, ... ,m},(a,11 ••• ,a,,) is a prime ideal and 
a complete intersection. 

c) {at, ... ,am} is an R-regular sequence. 

Proof. By 4.14 {a11 ••• ,am} is independent in R. Since Rad(p) = p, this means 
that a: R/p[X., ... ,Xm]-+ grp(R) is an isomorphism. By 5.13 {at, ... am} is 
an R-regular sequence; by 5.12b) R is an integral domain and Rp is integrally 
closed in Q(R). 

In R/{a1), pf(at) is a prime ideal of height m - 1 generated by m - 1 
elements, so it is a complete intersection. Then Rf(at) is also an integral domain 
and hence (at) is a prime ideal of R. Induction now proves assertion b) of the 
corollary if 5.14 is applied again. 

5.15b) can be interpreted geometrically in the following way. If V C An 
is an irreducible d-dimensional variety that is locally a complete intersection 
at x E V, then there are n - d irreducible hypersurfaces such that V in the 
neighborhood of x, is the intersection of these hypersurfaces and the intersection 
of any 6 ~ n- d of them is also irreducible in the neighborhood of x, i.e. x lies 
on only one component of this intersection. 

We now want to discuss what connection there is between the minimal num
ber of generators of an ideal and that of its conormal module. 

Lemma 5.16. For an ideal I of a Noetherian ring R the following statements 
are equivalent. 

a) I = In for all n ~ 1. 

b) grj(R) = (0) for all n ~ 1. 

c) I is a principal ideal, generated by an idempotent element of R. 

Proof. It is clear that a) and b) are equivalent and that a) follows from c). To 
derive c) from a) we choose a system of generators at, ... , am of I and write 

m 

ai = I:ril:at (i = 1, ... ,m;ril: E I), 
1::1 
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which is possible because I = /2 • Then 

det(E- (rik)) ·a~~: = 0 (k = 1, ... ,m), (2) 

where E is the m-rowed unit matrix. Expanding the determinant shows that 
det(E - (rik)) = 1 -a with some a E /. Since a is a linear combination of the 
a~~: it follows from (2) that (1- a)a = 0, so a2 =a. From (1- a)ak = 0 we get 
a~~: = a~c ·a (k = 1, ... , m), and so I= (a). 

Proposition 5.17. For an ideal I of a Noetherian ring R, 

h(I) ~ p.(II/2 ) ~ p.(I) ~ p.(III2 ) + 1. 

If p.(J I 12) > dim R, then p.(J) = p.(I I 12 ). 

Proof. Sincep.(lpll~) = p.(/p) for all p E S.U(J) by Nakayama, and h(/p) ~ p.(/p) 
by Krull, it follows that h(I) ~ p.(I I 12). To show that p.(J) ~ p.(I I 12 ) + 1, we 
consider elements at, ... , am E I whose residue classes in I I 12 form a minimal 
generating system of this Rl I -module. If we put R := Rl (at, ... , am) and 

I := II( at. ... ,am), then I = I 2 • Since by 5.16 I is a principal ideal, I is 
generated by m + 1 elements. 

Now let m := p.(JI/2) > dimR. By 4.7 we can choose elements a1 , ••• ,am E 
I so that every p E S.U(at,. .. ,am) with p;. S.U(J) has height~ m. In our case 
S.U(a1, ... ,am) \ S.U(J) = 0; that is, I:= Il(at, ... ,am) is a nilpotent ideal 
of R := Rl(a11 ... ,am)· Since it is also generated by an idempotent element, 
necessarily I= (0) and p.(J) = p.(l I 12). 

For ideals in polynomial rings we can sharpen 5.17. In the proof Quillen's 
and Suslin's results on projective modules are used. 

Theorem 5.18. (Mohan Kumar (56]) Let R = P(X] be. the polynomial ring 
over a Noetherian ring P of finite Krull dimension. Let the ideal I of R contain a 
monic polynomial, and let m := p.(JI/2 ) ~ dimRII +2. Then there is a finitely 
generated projective P-module M of rank m such that I is a homomorphic image 
of the extension module M(X]. In particular, if all finitely generated projective 
P-modules are free, thent 

Proof. 

1 . As a first step we show that there are elements /, g E P with D(f) UD(g) = 
Spec(R) such that /1 is generated as an Rrmodule by m elements and 
lg = Rg. 

t It can be shown that this formula holds without the assumption that finitely 
generated projective P-modules be free, see: S. Mandai, On efficient generation 
of ideals, Inv. Math. 75, 59--67 {1984). For some other cases in which the formula 
is true, see: B. Nashier, Efficient generation of ideals in polynomial rings, J. Alg. 
85, 287-302 (1983). 
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Let a 1 E I be an element whose residue class in I/ I 2 is contained in a 
minimal generating system of this R/I-module. We can assume that a1 is 
a monic polynomial, since if necessary we can add-to a1 a sufficiently high 
power of a monic polynomial in I and thus get an element of the desired 
form. 

Then S := Rf(a1 ) is a finitely generated P-module. If J := In P 
and I* is the image of I inS, then I* n P = J = JS n P and Sf!*, as 
well as SfJS, are integral ring extensions of PfJ; therefore, dimR/I = 
dimS/ I*= dimP/J = dimS/JS = dimSfJ2S (11.2.13). Iff is the image 
of I in SfJ2S, then 

JJ.(lj12 ) = JJ.(Ifi2 ) -1 > dimR/I = dimS/J2S; 

by 5.17 the ideal 1 is generated by m - 1 elements. Then there are also 
elements a;, ... , a:"n E I with 

I*= (a;, ... , a:n) + JS. (3} 

We now localizeS at N := 1+J to be able to apply Nakayama's Lemma. 
To show that JSN is contained in all maximal ideals of SN, it suffices to 
show that J PN lies in all maximal ideals of PN (11.2.10}, since SN is integral 
over PN. As is checked at once, 1 + J PN consists only of units of PN. If, 
for some m E Max(PN }, there were some x E J PN, x j. m, then we would 
have an equation 1 = P1X + P2 with P1 E PN,P2 Em, and we would have 
P2 = 1 - P1X E m n (1 + J PN ), a contradiction. 

From {3) it follows by Nakayama's Lemma that IN = (a;, ... , a:n)sN. 
If a2, ... , am E I are representatives of the a;, then IN = (a1, ... , arn)RN. 
Therefore, there also exists an I E N with 

/1 ={at, ... ,arn)RJ· 

If we put g := 1-l, then g E J and hence lg = Rg. Further, D(/)UD(g) = 
Spec(R) since 1 =I+ g. 

2 . To construct the sought projective P-module M we consider the presen
tation of the Rrmodule If belonging to {all ... , am}: 

0 -+ K -+ Rj -+ I I -+ 0. (4) 

Since lg is a free Rg-module, localizing at g shows that Kg is a projective 
module over RJg = PJg!X], since (4) splits after localizing. 

From the exact sequence 

0-+ (Kg}a 1 -+ (RJg}:::-+ (ljg}a 1 -+ 0, 

we see, because {1Jg)a 1 = (RJg)a 1 ·all that (Kg}a 1 is a free module over 
(RJg)a 1 = PJg!X]01 • Since a1 is monic, it follows from the theorem of 
Quillen and Suslin (IV.3.14) that Kg is a free RJg-module. 

Thus the assumptions hold under which the following lemma can be 
applied. 
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Lemma 5.19. Let I be a finitely generated module over a ring R. Let there be 
given a number m E N+ and elements /, g E R such that: 

a) D(/) u D(g) = Spec(R), 

b) Ig is free Rg-module of rank~ m. 

c) There exists an exact sequence of Rrmodules 

m {3, 
0- K- Rf -If- 0, 

where Kg is free as an RJg-module. 

Then I is a homomorphic image of a projective R-module of rank m. 

Proof. Let F1 := Rj,F2 := R~. By b) there is an epimorphism fh: F2 - Ig 
with free kernel. Since Kg is also a free Rfg-module, there is an isomorphism 
a: (Fl}g ..::. (F2)J of Rig-modules such that the diagram 

(FI}g ({31}g 

al ~Ifg 
(F2)J~ 

commutes. 
Now let F be the fiber product of F1 and F2 over (F2 )J with respect to 

F1 - (FI}g ~ (F2)/ and F2 - (F2)/· Since I is the fiber product of If and Ig 
over I I g (IV .1. 7), on the basis of the universal property a mapping l : F - I is 
induced such that the diagram 

{31 
F1 -----IJ 

/ l / '\. 
F- - - - - -I Ifg 

'\. '\. / 
F2 Ig 

f32 

commutes. By IV.1.6 l is surjective, since lJ can be identified with {31 and lg 
with fh; by hypothesis these mappings are surjective and we have Spec(R) = 
D(f) U D(g). 

Since F1:: F1 and Fg:: F2, by IV.1.14 F is finitely presentable. Since F is 
also locally free of rank m, F is thus a finitely generated projective R-module of 
rank m, q. e. d. 

If we now apply the above construction of F in the situation of Theorem 
5.18, we see that, because /, g were chosen in P, F is locally extended. By 
Quillen's Theorem (IV.1.20) F is then globally extended too: F:: M[X] with 
M:: F/XF. Since F is a projective R-module of rank m, M is a projective 
P-module of rank m. Since I is a homomorphic image of M[X], Theorem 5.18 
is thus proved. 
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Corollary 5.20. Let K be a field and I an ideal of K[Xt. ... , Xn] with 
p.(III2) 2:: dimK[X1, ... ,Xn]II +2. Then 

p.(I) = p.(III2). 

Proof. Since I 'I {0), we may, possibly after tranforming the variables, as
sume that I contains a monic polynomial in Xn with coefficients in P := 
K[X 1, ... , Xn-1] {II.3.2). The assertion follows then by 5.18, since over P all 
finitely generated projective modules are free. 

The corollary also holds more generally, if K is a principal ideal domain 
{cf. Exercise 9). The method applied in its proof-to determine p.(I) by first 
mapping a projective module to I and then using its freeness-will later be 
applied again. 

Theorem 5.21. Let I be an ideal of the polynomial ring K[Xt. ... , Xnl over 
a field K. If I is locally a complete intersection then I can be generated by n 
elements. 

Proof. Put R := K[X11 ... ,Xn] and assume I 'I (0). Since Ip is a complete 
intersection in Rp for all p E I.U{I) the Rpiip-module Ipii~ is generated by 
h(Ip) ~ h(p) elements, hence we have JJ.p(IIf2) +dimRip ~ n. Since !.U(I) = 
Supp(II/2 ) the Forster-Swan Theorem (IV.2.14) tells us that p.(III2) ~ n. 

Let d := dim Rl I and consider first the case d ~ n - 2. If in this case 
p.(I I I 2 ) ~ d + 1 then p.(I) ~ d + 2 ~ n by 5.17; if p.{I I I 2 ) 2:: d + 2 then 5.20 can 
be applied and it follows that p.(I) = p.(I I I 2 ) ~ n. 

Since ford = n we have I = {0) it remains only to consider the cased = n-1. 
We then have h{I) = 1. Because I is contained in a prime ideal of height 1 of 
the factorial ring R the elements of I have a greatest common divisor F with 
(F) 'I R. It follows that I = (F) ·I' with some ideal I' of R. The elements of 
I' now have greatest common divisor 1, therefore I' is an ideal of height > 1, 
hence dim Rl I' ~ n - 2. 

Along with I also I' is locally a complete intersection, since J.l.p {I') = 
p.p(I) = h{Ip) ~ h(I~) for all p E I.U(I') and therefore J.l.p(I') = h(I~). Since 
dim Rl I' ~ n- 2 and since the theorem was proved above in this case I' can be 
generated by n elements, hence also I = (F) · I'. 

Corollary 5.22. If an affine variety in n-space is locally a complete intersection 
then its ideal in the polynomial ring can be generated by n elements. 

The corollary holds, in particular, for nonsingular varieties, because these are 
locally complete intersections as will be shown in the next chapter (see Vl.l.ll). 
It was conjectured in this case by Forster [24]. 

Exercises 

1. a) Let I and J be ideals of a ring R and suppose nneN In = {0). As
sume there are at, ... ,am E J with grr(J) = (Lr(a1), ... ,Lr(am)) and 
nnEN(In + J') = J', where .J' := (a1, ... 1 am)· Then J = J'. 
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b) With the same method prove the Hilbert Basis Theorem for power 
series rings: If R is Noetherian ring, then so is R[IX1, ... ,Xnl], the 
ring of formal power series in X 1, ... , Xn over R. (Suggestion: Put 
I:= (Xt. ... ,Xn) and proceed as in a).) 

2. Let R be a Noetherian ring. For p E Spec(R) the following statements are 
equivalent. 

a) grp (R) is an integral domain. 

b) grpRp (Rp) is an integral domain and the canonical mapping grp (R)-+ 
grpRp (Rp) is injective. 

c) grpRp (Rp) is an integral domain and pn = p(n) for all n EN+. 

3. Let I be a prime ideal of a Noetherian ring R. For any llJ E I!J(I) assume 
that I'll is generated by an R'l1-regular sequence. Then In is /-primary for 
all n EN+. 

4. In the polynomial ring K[X, Y,Z] over a field K, {X(X -l),XY -l,XZ} 
is a regular sequence, but not {X(X- l),XZ,XY- 1}. The sequences 
generate a maximal ideal. 

5. Let R be a Noetherian ring, I :> J two ideals. The following statements are 
equivalent. 

a) ~I(R) = ffineN In is finitely generated as an ~J(R)-module. 
b) There is annE N with J 1n = Jn+l. 

If a) or b) holds then Rad(I) = Rad(J). 

6. Let R be a positively graded Noetherian ring, where ll{) =: K is a field. Let 
I:> J be homogeneous ideals of Rand m := ffii>O ~. Statements a), b) of 
Exercise 5 are then equivalent to c) gri(R)jmgr1(R) = ~I(R)/m~I(R) is 
a finitely generated module over the K-subalgebra generated by the elements 
x + m/ E I/ m/ with x E J. (This can also be shown for ideals I :> J in the 
maximal ideal m of a Noetherian local ring R.) 

7. Under the assumptions of Exercises 6, J is called (according to Northcott
Rees [61]) a reduction of I if one of the conditions a)-c) of Exercise 6 is 
fulfilled. 

a) For any reduction J of I 

J.t(J) ~ dimgri(R)jmgr1(R). 

b) If K is an infinite field, using the Noether Normalization Theorem show 
that any (homogeneous) ideal I has a reduction J with 

J.t(J) = dimgri(R)jmgr1(R). 

(In this case dimgri(R)jmgr1(R) is an upper bound on the minimal 
number m for which there are (homogeneous) elements a1 , •.. , am E R 
with Rad(/) = Rad(at, ... ,am).) 
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8. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, I C m an ideal generated by n ele
ments that has a minimal prime divisor of height n. Then gr1(R)Imgr1(R) 
is isomorphic to the polynomial ring inn variables over Rim. 

9. Let R be a Noetherian ring of dimension d, I c R[X 1, ... , Xn] an ideal 
with h(I) > d. Then there are elements Y11 ... , Yn E R[X11 ... , Xn] with 
R[X1, 00., Xn] = R[Y11 00., Yn] such that I contains a monic polynomial 
in Yn. (Put S := R[X11 00. ,Xn-d, X := Xn. We may assume that 
Y1,. 00, Yn-1 have already been found such that the ideal .A(/) from §4, 
Exercise 7 contains a polynomial monic in Yn_1. Suslin's variable exchange 
trick: Zn-1 :=X- Y:_ 1 , Zn := Yn-1• Zi := Yi (i = 1,oo.,n- 2) with 
sufficiently large p E N then does the job.) 

10. Let R be a ring, m E Max(R[X]) contains a monic polynomial if and only 
if m n R E Max(R). 

11. Let R be the subring of the formal power series ring K[ITIJ over a field K 
consisting of all the series E a11T 11 with a1 = 0. 

a) The R-homomorphism R[X] -+ Q(R) with X~ 1IT is surjective, so 
its kernel is a maximal ideal m. 

b) ~-t(m) = 2 and ~-t(mlm 2 ) = 1. 

12. Let I be a homogeneous ideal of a Noetherian positively graded ring R for 
which Ro is a field. Then ~-t(I) = ~-t(l I /2). 

13. Let an affine algebra A over a field K have two representations 

as homomorphic images of the polynomial rings R := K[X1, 00. ,Xn] and 
S := K[Y11 ••. , Ym]· Then there is an isomorphism of graded A-algebras 
gr1(R)[Y1, ... , Ym] ~ gr J(S)[X1, ... ,Xn], where Xi and Yi are all of degree 
1. In particular, we have an A-module isomorphism 

(Hint: It suffices to show that grJ(S) ~ gri(R)[Y1,.oo,Ym] for S = 
K[X11 ... , Xn, Y11 ... , Ym] and J =IS+ (Y11 ... , Ym)S.) 

14. In the situation of Exercise 13 deduce that: 

a) If I E Spec(R) and I 11 is primary for v = 1, ... , r, then J 11 is also 
primary for v = 1, ... , r. 

b) For an m E Max(R), m :::) I, let n E Max(S) be the inverse image of 
m I I. If I m is a complete intersection in Rm, then J n is a complete 
intersection in Sn. 

c) If dim A = 1 and I I 12 is a free A-module, then J I J 2 is also a free 
A-module. (Apply IV. §3, Exercise 10.) 
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Chapter VI 
Regular and singular points of algebraic varieties 

The points of algebraic varieties can be divided into those at which the variety is 
"smooth" and the "singularities" of the variety. This chapter deals with various 
characterizations of this concept, mainly through properties of the local rings 
at the points of the variety. It is shown how investigating the ideal theory of 
local rings makes possible inferences about the nature of the singularity set. The 
study of regular sequences, begun in Chapter V, is continued. We get more 
invariants of Noetherian local rings and a classification of these rings (complete 
intersections, Gorenstein rings, Cohen-Macaulay rings). This corresponds to a 
(rough) classification of singularities. In this chapter we are again especially 
interested in statements that have applications to complete intersections. 

1. Regular points of algebraic varieties. Regular local rings 

The algebraic definition of regular and singular points of algebraic varieties can 
best be made intuitive with the example of affine hypersurfaces. Let L be an 
algebraically closed field, H C An(L) a hypersurface. To investigate H at one 
of its points x we may, after a translation, assume that x = {0, ... , 0), the 
origin. Suppose the ideal of H in L[X1, ... ,Xn] is generated by F, where F = 
Fm + Fm+l + · · · + Fd, Fi homogeneous of degree i, Fm # 0, Fd # 0, m ~d. 
Then 0 < m, since F(O, ... , 0) = 0. 

For any line g = {t(et, ... ' en) It E L} with some (6, ... 'en) E Ln \ {0} 
we get the points of g n H by solving the equation 

for t. For t = 0 we get x itself, in fact as an "at least m-fold" intersection point 
of g and H. X is an "exactly m-fold" intersection point if Fm(et •... 'en)# 0. 

Therefore, the number m is the minimum of the "intersection multiplicities" 
of H with an arbitrary line through x. We call m the "multiplicity" of x on H. 
A line that cuts H at x with multiplicity > m is called a tangent to H at 
X. The direction vectors (6, ... ' en) of the tangents are given by the equation 
Fm(et. ... 'en) = 0. The union of all tangents to H at X is the cone with 
equation L(F) = 0, where L(F) = Fm is the leading form of F. This is called 
the geometric tangent cone of H at x. x is called a regular or simple point of H if 
m = 1, otherwise a singular point or singularity. At a simple point the tangent 
cone is the hyperplane with equation L:~=l aiXi = 0, ai := %{ (0}, which is 
called the tangent hyperplane of H at x. 

163 
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Fig. 14 

V: F = X? - Xi - Xt 
L(F) =X?- Xi 

--

-

In general V cuts: 

an arbitrary line 
in four points 

a line through (0, 0) 
in three points 
( (0, 0) is a double point of V) 

except the tangents Xt = ±X2 
(Note that only the real 
points of V are visible.) 

Now let there be given an arbitrary variety V C An(L), which we shall take 
to be an £-variety; that is, all the concepts occurring in what follows refer to 
the ground field K = L. 

For x E V the local ring Ox with maximal ideal mx has been defined (III.§2). 

Definition 1.1. Spec(grmz(Ox)) is called the tangent cone ofV at x. 

In what sense this generalizes the concept of tangent cone considered above 
will be shown by the following discussion. After a translation we may again 
assume that x = (0, ... ,0). R := L[Xt. ... ,Xn](x1 , .•. ,X,.) is then the local ring 
of x in An(L) and by III.4.18 we have 

Ox~ R/'J(V)R, 

if 'J(V) is the ideal ofV in L[X1, ... ,Xn]· If we denote the maximal ideal of R 
by m, then by V.5.3 

(1) 

Since m = (Xt. ... , Xn) and {Xt. ... , Xn} is an R-regular sequence, the canon
ical epimorphism of £-algebras 

is an isomorphism by V .5.10. If we identify these two rings, gr m ('J (V)R) is 
mapped to the ideal generated by the L(F), F E 'J (V). In fact, for F /G E R 
(F, G E L[Xt. ... , Xn], G(O, ... , 0) =f. 0), we have 

Lm (F /G) = L(F)/G(O, ... , 0) 
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with the usual leading form L(F) of the polynomial F, since 

Lm(F) = Lm(G · (F/G)) = Lm(G) · Lm(F/G) 

by V.5.2 and Lm(F) = L(F), Lm(G) = G(O, ... ,0). 
We therefore get 

Proposition 1.2. There is an isomorphism of graded £-algebras 

grmz (0:~:) :::! L[X11. · ·, Xnl/( {L(F)}FEJ(V))· 

The zero set m({L(F)}FeJ(v)) in An(L) is called the geometric tangent cone 
of V at x. The lines through x that belong to the geometric tangent cone are 
precisely the lines tangent at x to all the hypersurfaces containing V. 

Example. If V is a hypersurface with J(V) =(F), then by V.5.4 

grmz(Oz):::! L[Xt. ... ,Xn]/(L(F)). 

In general, the tangent cone contains more information than the geometric tan
gent cone. For example, if V c A3(L) is given by X~- X~X3 = 0 (Fig. 15), 
then grmz(Oz):::! L[Xt.X2,Xal/(X~), the plane X2 = 0 "counted twice," while 
the geometric tangent cone is the plane X2 = 0 (Fig. 16). At any other point of 
the X3-axis the tangent cone is a pair of planes. 

Fig. 15 

V:X~-XlX3=0 
Sing(V): Xt = X2 = 0 

Fig. 16 

Geometric tangent cone 
at (0,0): X2 = o 

Let J 1 (V) denote the ideal spanned by the homogeneous components of 
degree 1 of the FE J(V) in L[Xt, ... ,Xn]: 

where 
n oF 

dF := I: oX· (o) . xi. 
i=l ' 

By restricting to the homogeneous degree 1 components we immediately get from 
(1) an exact sequence of L-vector spaces 

0-+ J 1(V)/J 1(V) n m2 -+ mfm2 -+ m:~:/m~-+ 0, (2) 

where J 1(V)/J 1(V) n m2 is isomorphic to the L-vector space spanned by the 
linear forms dF (FE J(V)). 
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Definition 1.3. Tz (V) := m ( J t (V)) is called the tangent space of V at x. 
Tz(V) is a linear variety in An(L) that contains the tangent cone of Vat x, 

since ::Yt(V) C ({L(F}}Fe:J(V))· We have 

dim Tz(V) = n- dimL(J t (V)/J t (V) n m 2 ) 

= dimL mz/m~ = edimOz. 

As is easily seen, Tz(V) is independent of the coordinates for all x E V. In the 
projective case we can introduce Tz(V) as the projective closure of the affine 
tangent space. 

Definition 1.4. For an affine or projective variety V a point x E V is called a 
regular (or simple) point (or we say that V is regular or smooth at x) if 

edim Oz = dim Oz. 

If V is not smooth at x, then x is called a singularity of V. A variety that has 
no singularities is called nonsingular or smooth. 

Since dim Oz =: dimz V is the maximum of the dimensions of the irreducible 
components of V that contain x (111.4.14d}, V is smooth at x if and only if 
dimTz(V) = dimz V. 

The following proposition can be applied to computing the singularities of 
varieties. 

Proposition 1.5. Let V be an affine variety with the ideal 

1. For X= (all ... ,an) E V and Ft, ... , Fm E J(V), 

k {)(Ft. ... ' Fm) < - d' V - - d' 0 ran !l( ) _ n IIDz - n 1m z· 
u at, ... ,an 

(3) 

2. The following statements are equivalent. 

a) V is smooth at x. 

b) If J(V) = (F11 ••• , Fm), then equality holds in (3). 

c) There are polynomials Ft, ... , F m E J (V) such that equality holds in 
{3). 

(Naturally 8(F11 ... , Fm)/8(a11 ••• , an) is the Jacobian matrix gotten by replac
ing (Xt, ... ,Xn) by (at. ... , an) in the formal partial derivatives.) 

The proof follows immediately from the fact that Tz (V) is described by the 
system of linear equations 

n {)Fi I: ax (at, ... , an)(Xk - ak) = 0 
i=t k 

(J(V) = {Ft, ... ,Fm)), 

and dim 1'z (V) = edimOz ~ dim Oz = dimz V. 
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Definition 1.6. A Noetherian local ring is called regular if edim R =dim R (in 
other words, if the maximal ideal of R is generated by dimR elements). 

In this terminology x is regular on V if and only if Ox is a regular local ring. 
If V is defined over a subfield K C L and Ox is the local ring of V at x formed 
with respect to K, then we call x a K -regular point if Ox is a regular local ring. 
In general this concept depends of the field of definition K (Exercise 10). In the 
classical terminology the regular points of V in the sense of definition 1.4 are 
called "absolutely regular." 

Examples of regular local rings are fields, and the local rings R('tr), where 
R is a factorial ring and 1r is a prime element of R, since dim R(1r) = 1 and the 
maximal ideal of R(1r) is generated by 11". In particular, the local rings Z(p) (p a 
prime number) are regular. 

More examples are provided by 

Proposition 1. 7. If ( R, m) is a regular local ring, then so is R[X] 'lJ for all 
'lJ E Spec(R[X]) with 'lJ n R = m. 

Proof. Since mR[X] C 'lJ, by V.4.15 we have the formula: dimR = h(m) = 
h(mR[X]) ~ h('lJ) = dimR[X]'lJ· If mR[XJ = 'lJ, then dimR = dimR[X]'lJ 
and 'lJ is generated by dimR elements, so R[X]'lJ is regular. If mR[X] =/:- 'lJ, 
then dimR[X]'lJ ?: dimR + 1. Since R[X]/mR[X] is a principal ideal ring, the 
image of 'lJ in this ring is generated by one element, and so 'lJ is generated by 
dim R + 1 elements. It follows that edimR[X] 'lJ ~ dim R + 1 ~ dim R[X] 'lJ; and 
since we always have edimR[X]'lJ?: dimR[X]'lJ, we find that R[X]'lJ is regular. 

Corollary 1.8. If K is a principal ideal ring without zero divisors, then 
K[XI, ... ,Xn]'lJ is regular for any 'lJ ESpec(K[Xl, ... ,XnD· 

Proof. If p := $ n K[X1 , •.• ,Xn- 1], then 

and the maximal ideal of K[XI.···,Xn]'lJ lies over that of K[Xl, ... ,Xn-lh· 
The assertion now follows from 1. 7 by induction on n, if (at the start of the 
induction) one uses the fact that Kp is regular for all p E Spec(K). 

Since the local rings defined over K of the points of affine or projective space 
are of the form given in 1.8, all such points are K-regular. The same holds for 
the points of 0-dimensional varieties, since their local rings are fields. 

In what follows we study the properties of regular local rings. In particular, 
from the properties of the rings Ox we shall then get statements on regular and 
singular points. 

By definition a Noetherian local ring (R, m) is regular if and only if m is 
a complete intersection in R. Therefore, the propositions of V .§5 immediately 
provide the following statements about regular local rings. 
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1. If dim R = d, then R is regular if and only if gr m ( R) is isomorphic, as a 
graded Rim-algebra, to the polynomial algebra in d variables over Rim 
(V.5.13). (From this it follows in particular that the geometric tangent cone 
at a regular point of an affine variety coincides with the tangent spare.) 

2. Regular local rings are integral domains and integrally closed in their fields 
of fractions (V.5.15a)). 

3. If (R, m) is regular, then any minimal system of generators { a1, ... , ad} of 
m is a parameter system of Rand an R-regular sequence. Any subsystem 
{aiw··,ai6 } generates a prime ideal of R (V.5.15b) and c)). 

Definition 1.9. If (R, m) is a regular local ring, then any minimal system of 
generators of m is called a regular system of parameters of R. 

Statement 3 above is extended by 
Proposition 1.10. Let (R, m) be a regular local ring, I c m an ideal. The 
following statements are equivalent. 

a) Rl I is also a regular local ring. 

b) I is generated by a subsystem of a regular parameter system of R. 

Proof. 

b)-+a). Let {a1, ... ,ad} be a regular system of parameters of R and let I 
be generated by {a6+11 ... ,ad} with some 6 E [O,d]. Then dimRII = 6 
by V.4.11, and the maximal ideal of Rl I is generated by the images of 
a 11 ... , a0 . Therefore R I I is regular. 

a)-+b). Let R/1 be regular of dimension 8 and let a 1 , ••• ,a0 Em be a sys
tem of representatives of a regular system of parameters of Rl I. Then 
m = ( a 1 , ..• , a0 ) +I. If m is the maximal ideal of Rl I, then we have an exact 
sequence of vector spaces over Rlm:O-+ I lin m2 -+ mlm2 -+ mlm2 -+ 0. 
By Nakayama's Lemma it follows that { a1 , ... , a0 } can be extended to a min
imal generating system of m by adjoining suitable elements a6+1, ... , ad E I. 

Let I' : = ( a6+ 1 , ••. , ad). R I I' (as shown above) is a regular local ring 
of dimension 6, and RII is a homomorphic image of RII'. Since RII' is an 
integral domain and dimRII' = dimRII, we must have RII' = RII and 
so I= (a6+1·····ad), q. e. d. 

Corollary 1.11. At any K-regular point a K-variety is a local complete inter
section. 

This follows from 1.8 and 1.10, since the local rings of the variety are of the 
form K[Xt. ... ,Xn]pii. 

To derive some geometric statements we now consider an £-variety V c 
An{L) and assume that x E V is the origin, 0:~: = RI'J(V)R with R = 
L[Xt.···,Xn](X~o ... ,Xn)· A system {Ft.···,Fn} in L[Xl, ... ,Xn] is a regular 
parameter system of R if and only if the leading forms L(Fi) are of degree 1 
{i = 1, ... , n) and are linearly independent over L. 
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For we have m =(Ft. ... , Fn)R if and only if the residue classes Fi + m2 E 
mfm2 (i = 1, ... ,n) span the R/m-vector space mfm2 , which is equivalent to 
the statement above. On the other hand, the statement is also equivalent to the 
following: the hypersurfaces Hi := l.U(Fi) are smooth at x (i = 1, ... , n) and the 
tangent hyperplanes Tx(Hi) = l.U(L(Fi)) are linearly independent (i.e. the L(Fi) 
are linearly independent over L). 

If a regular systems of parameters {F1, ... , Fn} of R is given with F, E 
L[Xi, ... , Xn] (i = 1, ... , n), then the Hi := l.U(Fi) are something like the "co
ordinate hypersurfaces" of a local coordinate system of An{£) at x. That V 
is smooth at x is by 1.10 equivalent to the existence of a regular parameter 
system {Ft. ... ,Fn} of R such that J(V)R = (Fd+l•···,Fn), where dis the 
dimension of V at x. Here, without loss of generality, it may be assumed that 
F1, ... ,Fn E L!X1, .. .:.,Xn]· In the neighborhood of x, V equals the intersec
tion Hd+ 1 n · · · n Hn of n- d coordinate hypersurfaces. The other d hypersu
faces Ht. ... , Hd correspond to a regular parameter system {<Pt. ... , <!>d} of Ox, 
<l>i := Fi + J(V)R (i = 1, ... ,d). They define a "local coordinate system" on V 
at x. 

Fig. 17 

Now we can also say what it means geometrically for a smooth affine variety 
to be an ideal-theoretic complete intersection. 

Proposition 1.12. Let V C An{L) be a nonsingular £-variety of dimension 
d. v is an ideal-theoretic complete intersection if and only if there are n - d 
L-hypersurfaces H11 ... , Hn-d C An{L) such that: 

1. V = H1 n · · · n Hn-d· 
2. For all x E V, the Hi are smooth at x (i = 1, ... , n- d). 
3. The tangent hyperplanes Tx(Hi) (i = 1, ... , n- d) are linearly independent 

for all x E V. 

Proof. It remains only to prove that the conditions are sufficient. If hypersur-
faces Ht. ... ,Hn-d are given satisfying 1-3 and if J(Hi) = (Fi), then J(V) = 
Rad{Fb ... , Fn-d), and it suffices to prove that J(V)m = (F1, ... ,Fn-d)m for 
any maximal ideal m :) ) (V). After a coordinate transformation we may assume 
that m = (X11 ... ,Xn) is the ideal of the origin. Since F1, ... ,Fn-d E J{V) 
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and since the leading forms of the Fi are of degree 1 and linearly independent 
over L, the local discussion above shows that ) (V) m is in fact generated by 
Ft, ... ,Fn-d· 

Remark. If V is not smooth, then it is more difficult to give a geometric criterion 
for V to be an ideal-theoretic complete intersection. This can be done in the 
framework of the theory of the intersection-multiplicities of algebraic varieties. 
Instead of 2. and 3. one must require that the hypersurfaces "intersect along V 
with multiplicity 1." 

For a Noetherian ring R 

Reg(R) := { p E Spec(R) I Rp is a regular local ring } 

is called the regular locus of R, and Sing(R) := Spec(R) \ Reg(R) the singular 
locus . Likewise, for an affine or projective variety V the set Reg(V) of points x 
at which V is smooth is called the regular locus of V, and Sing(V) := V \ Reg(V) 
the singular locus of v. 
Proposition 1.13. Let R '# {0} be a reduced Noetherian ring, {p 1, ... , 1' 8 } 

the set of minimal prime ideals of R, and Ri := R/Pi (i = 1, ... , s). Then 
8 

Sing(R) = U Sing(Ri) U U I.U(pi) n I.U(P;)· 
i=l 

(Here the prime ideals of Ri are identified with their images under the injec
tion Spec(Ri) -+ Spec(R)). Likewise, for an affine or projective variety with 
irreducible components V1 , ••• , V8 we have 

8 

Sing(V) = U Sing(V.:) U U Vi n V;. 
i=l 

Proof. For p E l.lJ (pi) n l.lJ (pi) ( i '# j), Rp has two different minimal prime ideals 
and so is not an integral domain and therefore is not regular. On the other hand, 
if p contains exactly one of the Pi, then PiRP = (0), since R is reduced. Further, 
Rp = Rp/PiRP = (R/Pih = (Ri)p. Hence we have p E Reg(R) if and only if 
its image in Ri lies in Reg(Ri). 

For affine and projective varieties the proof proceeds in a completely analo
gous way. 

Corollary 1.14. Nonsingular hypersurfaces in pn(L) (n ~ 2) are irreducible. 

Since the irreducible components of hypersurfaces are themselves hyper
surfaces and since two hypersurfaces in pn (n ~ 2) always intersect (1.5.2), 
1.14 follows from 1.13. 

1.14 gives a sufficient irreducibility criterion for polynomials in n ~ 2 vari
ables. For such a polynomial F E K[X1, ••. , Xn) (K a field), consider the 
hypersurfaces H in pn(L) belonging to the homogenization F* E K[Yo, ... , Yn) 
where L is the algebraic closure of K. If H is nonsingular, then F is (up to a 
unit) a power of au irreducible polynomial. But if we know that F can have no 
multiple factors, then F is irreducible. 
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Example. The polynomial F = a1XF + a2X;' + · · · + anX;:' + an+l (a,=/: 0) 
is irreducible over any field K whose characteristic does not divide m. Indeed, 
8F ;ax, = ma,x;n- 1• IfF had a multiple factor, then F and one of its partial 
derivatives would have a common divisor, which is evidently not the case. The 
affine hypersurface H in An defined by F is smooth by 1.5, since the Jacobian 
matrix (g{ (x), ... , fJn (x)) has rank 1 at any point x E H. The corresponding 
statement holds for the projective closure of H, since if one first homogenizes 
F and then dehomogenizes with respect to one of the variables Y1 , ..• , Yn, one 
gets back a polynomial like F. (That F is irreducible can also be shown by 
Eisenstein's irreducibility criterion). 

The next theorem will generalize the previous Proposition 1.5. Let A = 
K(Xlt ... , Xn]/ I be an affine algebra over a field K and I= (F11 ... , Fm)· For 
p ESpec(A) we then have Ap/PAp = Q(Afp) = K(6, ... ,€n), where €1 is the 
image of xi in A pI" A p . If t is the transcendence degree of K ( 6 I ... ' €n) over 
K, then t = dimA/p by 11.3.6a). 

J( ) ·- 8(Ft, ... ,Fm)' _ ( 8F, ( ))· 
P .- !:1( t: t: ) - !:IX €11 · · · • €n l=l, ... ,m,k=l, ... ,n 

v '>11 .. ·, '>n v k 

is called the Jacobian matrix at the place p (with respect to the given presenta
tion of A). 

Theorem 1.15. (Jacobian criterion for regular local rings) Let K be a perfect 
field and A an integral domain with dim A =: d. Then 

rank(J(p)) = n- d- (edimAp- dimAp)· 

Hence p E Reg(A) if and only ifrank(J(p)) = n- d. 

Proof. Let L := K ( 6, ... , €n). We shall use the following proposition of field 
theory: Since K is perfect, from {6, ... , €n} one can choose a transcendence ba-
sis of L/ K -say { 6, ... , €t} with a suitable numbering-such that Lis separably 
algebraic over K ( 6, ... , €t). 

If '.P is the inverse image of p in R := K[Xt, ... , XnJ, then 

since {et, ... , et} is algebraically independent over K. Hence K(X11 ... ,Xe) c 
R'f! and R'fl = 81)]1 with 

m := I.P8 

By 1.8 81)]1 is a regular local ring and dim8IJJI = dimR'fl = n- dimR/I.P = 
n-dimA/p = n-t. Further, Ap ~ 8IJJI/ I8IJJI. Hence we have an exact sequence 
of vector spaces over L 
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where A is spanned by the elements Fi + rot 2 SiJJI E grfursiJJI (SiJJ!) (i = 1, ... , m). 

Here dimL(A) = n- t - edimAp = n - d- (edimAp - dimAp), since d = 
dimAp + t (11.3.6). It is now a matter of proving that dimL(A) coincides with 
the rank of J(p). 

To do this we first want to get a minimal generating system of rot. Since L ~ 
Sf rot is algebraic over K(€1 , ... , €t) ~ K(Xb ... , Xt), we can get a generating 
system of rot as follows. For i = 1, ... , n - t let Yi(X) denote the minimal 
polynomial of €t+i over K(6, ... , €tH€t+t. ... , €t+i-1]· Let Gi(X1, ... , Xt+i) E 
K(X1, ... ,Xt)[Xt+l• ... ,Xt+i] be a polynomial gotten from Yi(X) by choosing 
representatives in K(Xt, ... , Xt)[Xt+l• ... , Xt+i-1] for the nonzero coefficients 
of Yi(X) and replacing X by Xt+i· It is clear that {Ct. ... , Gn-t) c rot. Further, 
8/(Gt. ... , Gn-t) as a vector space over K(X1. ... , Xt) has dimension f1~{ di, 
if di is the degree of Yi(X) (i = 1, ... , n- t). Since also [L : K(X1 , ... , Xt)] = 
f1~,:1tdi, we must have (GI.···,Gn-t) =rot. In particular, {Gt, ... ,Gn-d is 
then a regular parameter system of SiJJI and LiJJ!siJJI (Gi) (i = 1, ... , n- t) is a 

basis of grfursiJJI (SiJJI ). 

Because L/K(6, ... , €t) is separable, we have 

(i=1, ... ,n-t), 

and since only the indeterminates X1, ..• , Xt+i occur in Gi, the matrix 
8(Gt. ... , Gn-t)/8(6, ... , €n) has rank n- t. We now write 

n-t 
Fi = LO'ikGk 

k=l 

(i = 1, ... ,m;uik E SiJJ!) 

and, by the product rule for differentiation, get 

where O'ik(6, ... , €n) is the image of O'ik in L. On the other hand, 

n-t 
Fi + rot 2 si]JI = L O'ik(6, ... '€n). LiJJ!SiJJI (Gk)· 

k=l 

Since the LiJJ!siJJI(Gk) form a basis of grfutsiJJI(SiJJI) and the Fi + rot 2 SiJJ! 

span the £-vector space A, we have diinL(A) = rank(uik(6, ... ,€n)). Since 
8(Gt. ... ,Gn-t)/8(6, ... , €n) has (maximal) rank n-t, it follows from {4) that 
also rank 8(Ft. ... , Fm)/8(6, ... , €n) = dimL(A), q. e. d. 
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Corollary 1.16. For any reduced affine algebra A f:. {0} over a perfect field K, 
Reg(A) is open in Spec(A) and Reg( A) n Max( A) f:. 0. 

Proof. By 1.13 it suffices to consider the case where A is an integral domain: A= 
K(Xb····Xni/(Fl,····Fm)· Let Xk denote the image of xk in A and 8Fi/0Xk 
that of the partial derivative 8Fi/8Xk· Let ll (A) be the ideal of A generated by 
the (n- d)-rowed minors of the Jacobian matrix o(F., ... 'Fm)/8(xl, ... , Xn), 
where d := dim A. For p E Spec(A) we have p E Sing(A) if and only if ll (A) c p, 
for this condition is equivalent to the vanishing of all the (n- d)-rowed minors of 
J(p) = 8(Fb···•Fm)/8(6, ... ,en), where ek is the image of Xk in Ap/PAp. 
Since always rank(J(p)) :::; n- d, by 1.15 this condition is equivalent with 
rank(J(p)) < n- d, hence with p E Sing(A). 

Therefore, Sing(A) = m(ll(A)) is a closed subset of Spec(A), and hence 
Reg( A) is open. Since the zero ideal belongs to Reg( A), Reg( A) f:. 0. Then there 
is also an IE A\ {0} with D(/) c Reg(A). Since the intersection of all maximal 
ideals of A is the zero ideal, th~re is at least one m E Max(R) with I fl. m. 
Therefore, Reg( A) n Max( A) # 0. 
Remark. More generally, one can show that 1.16 also holds for an arbitrary field 
K, but the proof is more complicated. On the other hand, there are Noetherian 
rings R for which Reg(R) is not open in Spec(R). It can also be shown that the 
ideal ll(A) in the proof of 1.16 is an invariant of A, i.e. is independent of the 
representation A = K[X., ... , Xni/(F., ... , Fm) (ll(A) is called the Jacobian 
ideal of A). 

Corollary 1.17. The regular locus of any nonempty affine or projective variety 
is open and not empty. Algebraic curves have only finitely many singularities. 

Proof. It suffices to prove this in the affine case. If A is the coordinate ring of 
an affine variety V, then Reg(V) f:. 0 and is open, since Reg(A) n Max(A) # 0 
and Reg(A) is open in Spec(A). 

If V is a curve, by 1.13 Sing(V) contains no irreducible components of V 
and so is 0-dimensional, so is a finite point set. 

Note that in the above proof of Reg(V) # 0 it was useful to prove the 
corresponding proposition for Spec{A) first, and thus not to consider just the 
maximal ideals of A. This shows one of the advantages of working with spectra 
instead of varieties. 

Corollary 1.18. Under the assumptions of 1.16 let p E Reg(A). Then there is 
an m E Max{ A) n Reg( A) with p c m. Further, Spec(Ap) = Reg(Ap ); that is, 
(A p ) c.p is a regular local ring for any '.P E Spec (A P ) • 

Proof. We choose IE A with p ED(/) C Reg(A). Since p is the intersection 
of all maximal ideals of A that contain p, there is an mE Max(A) with p C m 
and I fl. m, therefore mE D(/) C Reg(A). This proves the first assertion. 

Any '.P E Spec(Ap) is of the form '.P = qAp with q E Spec(A), q c p, and 
{Ap)c.p = Aq. If we had q E Sing{A), then we would also have p E Sing(A) 
because Sing(A) is closed. Therefore (Ap)c.p is regular. 
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In Ch. VII it will be shown that, more generally, for any regular local ring 
R and any '.P E Spec(R), R'tl is also a regular local ring (VII.2.6). 

An irreducible subvariety W of an affine or projective variety V is called 
regular on V if the local ring Ov,w is regular. The geometric meaning of this 
concept is gotten from 

Corollary 1.19. Ov,w is a regular local ring if and only if W contains a regular 
point of V (thus is not entirely contained in Sing(V)). 

Fig. 18 

Proof. It suffices to prove the statement in the affine case. Let A be the coor
dinate ring of V and p the prime ideal of W in A. Then Ov,w ~ Ap. For all 
m E Max(A) with p C m,Ap is a localization of Am. By 1.18 Ap is regular 
if and only if such an m can be found in Reg(A). This happens if and only if 
Reg(V) n W "I 0. 

Definition 1.20. A Noetherian ring R is called regular if Max(R) C Reg(R). 
(Then Reg(R) = Spec(R), as will be shown in VII.2.6.) 

We already know many examples of Noetherian regular rings: all fields, all 
Dedekind domains, all polynomial rings over principal ideal domains, all regular 
local rings, and all coordinate rings of smooth affine varieties. A direct product 
of finitely many regular Noetherian rings is also one. Regular rings can therefore 
have zero divisors (in contrast to regular local rings). 

Exercises 

1. Determine the singularities and the tangent cones at the singular points of 
the surfaces with the equations given in 1.§1, Exercise 2. 

2. The ring K[IX 1 , ... , Xn IJ of formal power series over a field is a regular local 
ring. 

3. In a regular local ring (R, m) of dimension 1, for any ideal I "I (0) there is 
a unique n EN with I= m". 
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4. A discrete valuation v of a field K is a mapping v : K -+ Z U { oo} with the 
following properties. For all a, b E K: 

a) v(a ·b) = v(a) + v(b), 
b) v(a +b) ~ Min{v(a), v(b)}, 

c) v(a) = oo if and only if a= 0. 

The valuation ring of v is the set of all a E K with v(a) ~ 0. v is called 
trivial if v(a) = 0 for all a :f: 0. Show: the valuation ring of a nontrivial 
discrete valuation is a regular local ring of dimension 1, and any such ring 
is the valuation ring of a discrete valuation of its field of fractions. 

5. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local integral domain. 

a) If m is an invertible ideal (Ch. IV, §3, Exercise 6), then R is regular 
and dimR = 1. 

b) If difllR = 1, then for any x E R \ {0} there is y r/. (x) with my c (x). 
(Hint: R/(x) is of finite length.) Further, m- 1 :={a E Q(R) I rna C 

R} :/: R. 

c) If R is integrally closed in Q(R), then from m · m- 1 =mit follows that 
m- 1 = R. (Hint: For x E m-1 we have mR[x] C m. Deduce that R[x] 
is finitely generated as an R-module.) 

Using a)-c) show: A Noetherian local integral domain of dimension 1 is 
regular if and only if it is integrally closed in its field of fractions. 

In Exercises 6 through 9 we consider only varieties whose fields of definition 
equal their coordinate fields. 

6. An algebraic variety V is called regular in codimension 1 if for any irreducible 
subvariety W C V of codimension 1 the local ring Ov,w is regular. This 
condition is equivalent to: Sing(V) has codimension at least 2 in V. 

7. A variety V is called normal if Ov,z is an integrally closed ring for any x E V. 
a) Normal varieties are regular in codimension 1. 

b) An algebraic curve is normal if and only if it is smooth. 

8. Let r :f: 0 be a rational function on an irreducible normal variety V. Show 
that the zero set and the pole set of r are finite unions of irreducible subva
rieties W of codimension 1 in V. (If vw 'is the discrete valuation belonging 
to Ov,w (Exercise 4), then vw(r) is called the order of r at W {the order 
of the zero or pole), and the mapping given by W 1-+ vw ( r) from the set of 
irreducible subvarieties of codimension 1 into Z is called the divisor of the 
function r.) 

9. Let V C pn(L) be an algebraic variety. By the duality principle of projec
tive geometry the hyperplanes H(a0 , ... ,a,.) (with equation E~o aiXi = 0) 
correspond bijectively to the points {a0 , ... , an) E pn(L); under this the 
hyperplanes through a point x E pn(L) correspond bijectively to the points 
of a hyperplane Hz C pn(L). Show that if x is a regular point of V, then 
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the set of (ao, ... , an} C P"(L) such that xis regular on V n H(a0 , ••• ,an) is 
an open nonempty subset of Hx. 

10. For a prime number p > 2 let K := F, ( u) be the field of rational functions in 
one indeterminate u over the field with p elements, and let L be the algebraic 
closure of K. Let u' E L be the element with u'P = u. 

a) K[X, YI/(X2 + Y"- u) is an integral domain which is integrally closed 
in its field of fractions (and hence is a regular ring). 

b) L[X, YJ/ (X2 + Y" - u) is an integral domain but is not integrally closed 
in its field of fractions. 

c) For the point (0, u') on the curve with equation X 2 + Y" - u = 0, the 
local ring over K is regular, but the one over L is not. 

11. Let p be a prime number, Raring containing a field of characteristic p, and 
R" the subring of all p-th powers in R. A system of elements {x1, ••• , Xn} in 
R is called a (finite) p-ba.sis of R if R = R"[x11 ••• , Xn] and if the products 
x~ 1 • ••• • x~" (0 $ Oi $ p- 1) are linearly independent over R". 

a) Any field K of characteristic p with [K : K"] < oo hasp-basis. It can 
be chosen from any system of ring generators of K over KP. 

b) If R has a p-basis, so does any ring of fractions Rs and any polynomial 
ring R[X1. ... , Xml· 

c) If {x11 •.• , Xn} is a p-basis of Rand x1 is not a unit, then R/(xl) ha.s 
p-basis {x2 , •.. , 'Xn}, where Xi is the image of Xi in Rf(xl). 

d) If R has a p-basis, then for any m E Max(R) there is also a p-basis 
{xll···,xd,y1 , ••• ,yn}, where the Yi represent a p-basis of R/m and 
x 11 .•• ,XdE m. 

e) If a reduced Noetherian ring has a p-basis, it is regular. 

f) If R is a regular local ring that is finitely generated as an R"-module, 
then R has a p-basis. (For generalizations see [48]). 

2. The zero divisors of a ring or module. Primary decomposition 

As we have often seen, the study of the zero divisors of a ring is indispensable to 
many questions of ring theory. In this section we collect more facts on the zero 
divisors of a ring or module and establish the connection with the primary de
composition of ideals and modules, which represents a farreaching generalization 
of the prime decomposition in factorial rings. 

Let M be a module over a ring R. 

Definition 2.1. p E Spec(R) is said to be associated toM if there is an m E M 
such that p = Ann(m). 

The set of associated prime ideals of M will be denoted by Ass(M). If 
p = Ann(m) form E M, then Rm ~ Rfp. Hence Ass(M) is also the set of 
p E Spec(R) for which there is a submodule of M isomorphic to Rfp. We have 
Ann(M) c p for all p E Ass(M). 
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Lemma 2.2. For all p E Spec(R) we have Ass(RIP) = {p}, and p is the 
annihilator of any x ::j:. 0 in RIP-

Indeed, if x = r + p with r E R \ p, then r' · ( r + p) = 0 for r' E R if and 
only if r' E p. 

Lemma 2.3. For any submodule U c M, 

Ass(U) c Ass{M) c Ass(U) U Ass(MIU). 

Proof. It is clear that Ass(U) c Ass(M). If p E Ass(M) \ Ass(U) and p = 
Ann( m) for m E M, then Rm =:: Rl p and Rm n U = (0}, since otherwise by 2.2 
we would have p E Ass(U). Under the canonical epimorphism M --. M IU, Rm 
is mapped to a submodule of MIU isomorphic to Rip; that is, p E Ass(MIU). 

Proposition 2.4. If R is Noetherian and M ::j:. (0}, then Ass(M) ::j:. 0. 

Proof. The set of ideals that occur as annihilators of elements m ::j:. 0 in M is 
not empty and hence contains a maximal element p because R is Noetherian. 
We shall show that p is a prime ideal. 

Let p = Ann(m). Further, let a,b be elements of R with abE p,b fl. p. 
Then bm ::j:. 0. Moreover, p c Ann(bm); and because of the maximalilty of p we 
have p = Ann(bm). From abm = 0 it follows that a E p. 

Proposition 2.5. If R is Noetherian, then upEAss(M) p is the set of zero divisors 
of M. 

Proof. The elements of the p E Ass(M) are obviously zero divisors of M. 
Conversely, if rm = 0 for some r E R, mE M, m ::j:. 0, then Ass(Rm) ::j:. 0 by 2.4 
and so there are p E Spec(R) and r' E R with p = Ann(r'm). Since rr'm = 0, 
it follows that r E p. 

In particular, we get the important fact that the set of zero divisors of a 
Noetherian ring is the union of the associated prime ideals of the ring. {Compare 
also with 1.4.10). 

Proposition 2.6. Let M be a finitely generated module over a Noetherian 
ring R. Then there is a chain of submodules 

M = Mo :J M1 :J · · · :J Mn = {0} 

such that Mi/Mi+l =:: RIPi for some PiE Spec(R) (i = 0, ... , n- 1). 

Proof. Let M ::j:. (0}. The set A of submodules ::j:. (0} of M for which the propo
sition is correct is not empty, since by 2.4 M contains a submodule isomorphic 
to RIP for some p E Spec(R). Since M is a Noetherian module, there exists a 
maximal element N in A. 

If we had M ::j:. N, then MIN would contain a submodule isomorphic to 
Rl q for some q E Spec(R). If N' is the inverse image of this submodule under 
the canonical epimorphism M --. MIN, then N' IN = Rl q, contradicting the 
maximal property of N. It follows that N = M, and the proposition is proved. 
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Corollary 2.7. For a finitely generated module Mover a Noetherian ring R, 
Ass(M) is a finite set. In particular, Ass(R) is finite. 

Proof. From 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that Ass(M) C {p0 , ... , Pn-d if the Pi are 
the prime ideals of 2.6. 

Corollary 2.8. Let M be a finitely generated module over a Noetherian ring 
R. If an ideal I of R consists of zero divisors of M alone, then there is an 
mE M, m '# 0, such that Im = (0}. 

Proof. From I C UpeAss(M) p we see, because Ass(M) is finite, that I C p for 
some p E Ass(M); the assertion follows. 

Between the associated prime ideals and the support of a module there is 
the following relation. 

Proposition 2.9. Let R be a Noetherian ring, M '# (0} a finitely generated 
R-module. Supp(M) is the set of all p E Spec(R) that contain a prime ideal 
associated toM. In particular, the minimal prime ideals of a Noetherian ring 
R '# {0} belong to Ass(R). 

Proof. If p E Ass(M), then p :::) Ann(M) and therefore by III.4.6 p E Supp(M). 
All elements of Spec(R) that contain p therefore belong to Supp(M). 

Conversely, let p E Supp(M), so Mp '# 0. By 2.4 there is a prime ideal 
qRq, q E Spec(R), q C p, associated to Mp. It suffices to show that q E 
Ass(M). This follows from 

Lemma 2.10. Let M be a module over a Noetherian ring R, S C R a multi
plicatively closed subset. Then 

Ass(Ms) ={PsI p E Ass(M), p n s = 0}. 

Proof. For p E Ass(M) with pnS = 0, there is an mE M such that p = Ann(m). 
Then Ps = Ann(m/1), soPs E Ass(Ms). 

Conversely, let Ps E Ass(Ms),p 8 = Ann(m/s). Let {rt, ... ,rn} be a 
system of generators of p. From (ri/1) · (m/s) = 0 (i = 1, ... , n) it follows that 
there are elements Si E s with BiTim = 0 (i = 1, ... 'n). With 81 := n:..l Si and 
m' := s'm it follows that p C Ann(m'). If rm' = 0 for r E R, it follows that 
(rs'm)/s = 0, and so (rs')/1 E Ann(m/s) = Psi therefore r E p since s' ~ p. 
Hence p = Ann(m'), and so p E Ass(M). 

We shall now discuss the connection between associated prime ideals and 
primary decomposition in rings and modules, which historically was the starting 
point of the whole theory (Lasker [51]). 

An element r E R is called nilpotent for M if there is a p E N with rPM = 
(0}. If M is finitely generated, this is equivalent to 

r E Rad(Ann(M)) = n p. 
pESupp(M) 

Definition 2.11. A submodule P c Miscalled primary if Ass(M/P) consists 
of a single element. If p is this prime ideal, then Pis also called p-primary. 
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In the Noetherian case this definition generalizes the previous definition of 
a primary ideal (V.4.2). 

Lemma 2.12. Let R be Noetherian, M finitely generated, and P C M a 
submodule. The following statements are equivalent. 

a) P is primary. 

b) Any zero divisor of M I P is nilpotent for M I P. 

Proof. If P is p-primary, then p is the set of all zero divisors of M I P. On the 

other hand, Rad(Ann(M I P)) = p. Hence b) follows. 

Conversely, by 2.5 and 2.9 it follows from b) that upEAss(M/P) p = 

npEAss(M/ P) p. But this can happen only if Ass(M I P) consists of just one 
element. 

Lemma 2.13. Let R be Noetherian. The intersection of finitely many p-primary 
submodules of M is p-primary. 

Proof. It suffices to show this for two p-primary modules PI, P2 C M. We have 
an exact sequence 

o --+ PI 1 PI n P2 --+ M 1 P1 n P2 --+ M 1 P1 --+ o, 
where PI/ P1 n P2 ~ P1 + P2l P2. By 2.3 and 2.4 Ass(M I P1 n P2) =f. 0 and 
Ass(MIP1 nP2) c Ass(MIPI) UAss(P1 +P2IP2) c Ass(MIPI)UAss(MIP2) = 
{p}, and so Ass(MIP1 nP2) = {p}. 

Definition 2.14. A submodule Q C M is called irreducible (in M) if the 
following condition is satisfied: If Q = U1 n U2 with two submodules Ui c M 
(i = 1, 2), then Q = ul or Q = u2. 

In particular, this also defines the concept of an irreducible ideal in a ring. 

We see at once that Q C M is irreducible if and only if in M /Q the zero 
module is irreducible. 

Proposition 2.15. Let R be Noetherian, Q =f. M an irreducible submodule. 
Then Q is primary. 

Proof. If Ass(M/Q) contained two distinct prime ideals p1 and p2, then MIQ 
would contain two submodules Ui ~ R/Pi (i = 1, 2), and we would have U1 n 
u2 = {0), since X E Ui,X =f. 0 has annihilator Pi (i = 1,2). Since in MIQ the 
zero module is irreducible, U1 = (0) or U2 = (0), a contradiction. On the other 
hand, Ass(M /Q) =f. 0 by 2.4. Hence Ass(M /Q) consists of precisely one prime 
ideal. 

Definition 2.16. A submodule U C M has a primary decomposition if there 

are primary submodules P1, ... , P8 ( s :2: 1) of M such that 

U = P1 n···nPs. (1) 

The primary decomposition (1) is called reduced if the following holds: 

a) If Pi is Pcprimary (i = 1, ... , s), then Pi =f. PJ· fori =f. j (i,j = 1, ... , s). 
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b) n#,P; ¢. P, fori= 1, ... ,s. 

The P, occurring in a reduced primary decomposition are also called the 
primary components of U. 

If R is Noetherian and U has a primary decomposition, then it also has a 
reduced one, since by 2.13 one can collect together the primary modules with 
the same prime ideal, and one gets b) by then omitting the superfluous modules. 

Theorem 2.17. (Existence of a primary decomposition) Let R be a Noetherian 
ring, M a finitely generated R-module. Any submodule U =F M has a reduced 
primary decomposition. 

Proof. By 2.15 it suffices to show that U is the intersection of finitely many 
irreducible submodules of M. If this were not so, there would, by the maximal 
condition, be a largest submodule U =F M of M for which this statement is 
false. Since U is not irreducible, there would be submodules U, =F U of M 
(i = 1,2) with U = U1 n U2. Since the U, properly contain the module U, they 
are representable as intersections of finitely many irreducible submodules of M, 
hence so is U, a contradiction. Therefore the theorem is true. 

In particular, any ideal I in a Noetherian ring has a primary decomposition. 
This theorem generalizes the theorem on factorization in Z, to which it is easily 
seen to specialize (cf. also Exercise 1). As in that case the question arises of the 
uniqueness of the primary decomposition. 

Theorem 2.18. {First Uniqueness Theorem) Let R be a Noetherian ring, U c 
M a submodule with a reduced primary decomposition U = P1 n· · ·nP8 , where 
P, is p,-primary (i = 1, ... ,s). Then {p 1 , ... ,p 8 } = Ass(M/U). The primary 
ideals occurring in a reduced primary decomposition of U are therefore uniquely 
determined by M and U. 

Proof. Let U, := n#, P;, so U = U, n P,, U # U, (i = 1, ... , 8). From 
U,jU ~ Ui + P,jP, c MjP, follows 0 # Ass(UsfU) c Ass(MjP,) = {p,}, and 
from Ass(Ui/U) C Ass(M/U) follows {p 1, .•. , Ps} C Ass(M/U). 

The opposite inclusion follows by induction on 8. For 8 = 1 there is nothing 
to show. Therefore, let 8 > 1 and suppose the proposition proved for primary 
decompositions with 8 - 1 components. U, = n#i P; is reduced primary de
composition, so Ass(MjU,) = {P; I j # i}. From MfU, ~ MfU/UdU by 2.3 it 
follows that 

Ass(M/U) c Ass(Us/U) UAss(M/Ui) c {Pt, ... , P8 }, q. e. d. 

Before proving another uniqueness theorem, we investigate the behavior of 
a primary decomposition under localization. 

Proposition 2.19. LetS c R be multiplicatively closed. 

a) If P c M is a p-primary submodule of M and p n S = 0, then Ps is a 
Ps-primary submodule of Ms and S(P) = P. IfpnS =F 0, then Ps =Ms. 
(S(P)) denotes the $-component of P (111.4.9).) 
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b) If U = n:= 1 Pi is a reduced primary decomposition of a submodule U c M 
where Pi is Pi-primary (i = 1, ... ,s), then 

Us= n· (Pi)s 
P;nS=0 

is a reduced primary decomposition of Us. 

Proof. The first statement in a) follows from 2.10 and the definition of a primary 
module. According to the definition, S(P) = {mE M I 38 essm E P}. Since p 
is the set of zero divisor& of M / P and p n S = 0, we get S ( P) = P. On the other 
hand, if p n S -:10, then S(P) = M and Ps =Ms. b) follows from a) because 
localization and intersection are permutable operations (for finite intersections). 

Theorem 2.20. (Second Uniqueness Theorem) Let U c M be a submodule 
of M with a reduced primary decomposition U = P1 n · · · n P8 , where Pi is 
Pi-primary (i = 1, ... , s ). If Pi is a minimal element of the set { p 1 , ... , p 8 } and 
Si := R \Pi, then 

Pi= Si(U). 

Therefore, the primary component of U belonging to the minimal elements of 
Ass(M/U) are uniquely determined by M and U. 

Proof. Since Sin Pi #0 for j "# i, it follows from 2.19 that Us; = (Pi)S; and 
Si(U) = Si(Pi) = Pi, q. e. d. 

In particular, the primary decomposition of U is certainly unique if in 
Ass(M/U) no prime ideal is contained in another. 

If Pi is a primary component of U with prime ideal pi that is not minimal in 
Ass(M/U), then Pi is called an embedded primary component of U. In general 
the embedded primary components are not unique. 

Example 2.21. In the polynomial ring K[X, Y] over a field K 

(X2 ,XY) =(X) n (X2 , Y). 

Here (X) is a prime ideal and (X2 , Y) is a primary ideal with prime ideal (X, Y). 
Therefore, this is a primary decomposition. On the other hand, we also have 

(X2 ,XY) =(X) n (X2 ,X + Y), 

where (X2 , X+ Y) is also primary with prime ideal (X, Y) but is different from 
(X2 , Y). 

If I = q 1 n · · · n q 8 is a primary decomposition of an ideal I in a Noetherian 
ring R, where qi is a Pcprimary ideal, then 

(2) 

if p 1 , ... , p cr are the minimal elements of the set { p 1 , •.. , p 8 }. This follows 
because, by 2.9, I C p if and only if Pi C p for some Pi E Ass(R/ I). Then 
p 1, ••• , Per are just the minimal prime divisors of I. Of course (2) is the primary 
decomposition of Rad(I). 
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A Noetherian ring R is reduced if and only if in the primary decomposition 
of its zero ideal the primary components are all prime ideals, namely the minimal 
prime ideals of R. 

Exercises 

1. Let R be a Dedekind ring. 

a) For all p E Spec(R), p =F (0), the p-primary ideals are just the powers 
of p. 

b) An ideal I of R, I =F (0), I =F R, has a unique representation as a 
product of powers of prime ideals. 

2. Let R be a 0-dimensional Noetherian ring and let (0) = q1 n · · · n q8 be the 
reduced primary decomposition of the zero ideals of R. Then we have the 
length formula 

8 

l(R) = Ll(Rfqi)· 
i=l 

3. Let S/R be a ring extension, where R is Noetherian and Sis finitely gen
erated as an R-module. Let #LR(S) be the length of a shortest system of 
generators of the R-module S. 

a) For p E Spec(R), the extension ideal pSp has no embedded primary 
components. (Sp is the ring of fractions of S with denominator set 
R\ p.) 

b) If \lt 1, •.. , \lt 8 are the prime ideals of S lying over p, then we have the 
degree formula 

8 

ILR(S) ~ L[S'.JI)\ltiS'.JI; : Rp/PRp] ·ls'.Jl; (S'.JI)PS'.JI;), 
i=l 

where ls'.Jl; denotes the length of an S'.J1;-module. If S is a free R
module, then equality holds in this formula. 

4. A morphism rp : V - W of affine varieties is called finite if it is dominant 
and K[V) is finitely generated as a K[W)-module. Let ILV/W be the length of 
a shortest generating system of this module. For any irreducible subvariety 
Z of W, rp- 1 (Z) has at most ILV/W irreducible components. 

5. If an ideal of a Noetherian ring contains a non-zerodivisor, then it is gener
ated by its non-zerodivisors. Is this true for any ring? 
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3. Regular sequences. Cohen-Macaulay modules and rlngs 
Having learned more about the zero divisors of a ring or module in the last 
section, we now continue the study of regular sequences that was begun in V. §5. 

Let M be a fin.itely generated module over a Noetherian ring R, I an 
ideal of R with I M ':/: M. For any M -regular sequence {all ... , am} we have 
(all ... ,ai)M ':/: (a1, ... ,ai+1)M fori= O, ... ,m -1. Since M is a Noethe
rian module, it follows at once that any M -regular sequence {all ... , am} with 
elements ai E I can be lengthened to a maximal such sequence, i.e. to an M
regular sequence {all ... , an} c I ( n ~ m) such that any a E I is a zero divisor 
of Mj(a1, ... , an)M. We have the nonobvious 
Proposition 3.1. Any two maximal M-regular sequences in I have the same 
number of elements. 

The proof (according to Northcott-Rees [62]) uses an exchange process for 
regular sequences. We first show: 

Lemma 3.2. If {a, b} is an M -regular sequence and b is not a zero divisor of 
M, then { b, a} is also an M -regular sequence. 

Proof. If a were a zero divisor of M/bM, there would be an mE M,m ~ bM 
with am= bm' (m' EM). Since {a,b} is an M-regular sequence, we must have 
m' E aM, hence m' = am" with m" E M; then m = bm", since a is not a zero 
divisor of M. But this contradicts m ~ bM. 

Proof of 3.1. Among all the maximal M -regular sequences in I there is one with 
the least number of elements n. We argue by induction on n. If n = 0, then I 
consists of only zero divisors of M and there is nothing to show. Hence let n > 0, 
let {a 1 , ... , an} be a maximal M-regular sequence in I, and let { b1 , ... , bn} be 
another M -regular sequence in I. We must show that I consists only of zero 
divisors of Mf(bb ... , bn)M. 

If n = 1, then I consists of only zero divisors of Mfa 1M. By 2.8 there is 
therefore an mE M,m ~ a1M with Im C a1M. In particular, b1m = a 1m' 
with some m' EM. If we had m' E b1M, then we would have mE a1M, so 
m' ~ b1M. From a1Im' = Ib1m C a1b1M it follows that Im' C b1M, and 
therefore I consists only of zero divisors of Mfb1M. 

If n > 1, put Mi := Mj(a1, ... ,ai)M,Mf := Mj(b1, ... ,bi)M fori= 
0, ... , n- 1, and choose c E I that is not a zero divisor of Mi and Mf for all 
i = 0, ... , n - 1. This is possible, since the sets of zero divisors of Mi and Mf 
are finite unions of prime ideals (2.5 and 2.7) and I is contained in none of these 
sets. 

By applying 3.2 repeatedly it follows that both { c, a1 , ... , an-d and 
{c,bb ... ,bn-d are M-regular sequences in I, where {c,ab ... ,an-1} is max
imal, for {all ... , an-b c} is maximal on the basis of the case n = 1 (applied 
to Mn-d already treated. Then {a1, ... ,an-d and {bb ... ,bn-d are M/cM
regular sequences in I; the first is maximal, so by the induction hypothesis the 
second is too. But if {b1 , .•• , bn-ll c} is a maximal M-regular sequence, then so 
is {bb ... , bn}, again by the case n = 1. This proves Proposition 3.1. 
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Definition 3.3. Under the hypotheses of 3.1 the number of elements of a 
maximal M-regular sequence in I is called the /-depth of M (written d(I, M)) 
or the grade of M with respect to I. If R is local and I is the maximal ideal of 
R, then we call d(I,M) simply the depth of M and write d(M). In particular, 
this also defines d(R). 

The equation d(I, M) = 0 holds if and only if I consists only of zero divisors 
of M. If (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring, then d(M) = 0 is equivalent to 
mE Ass(M). From 3.1 also immediately follows 

Corollary 3.4. If {at, ... , am} is any M -regular sequence in I, then 

d(I, M/(at, ... , am)M) = d(I, M)- m. 

On the connection between the depth and the number of generators of an 
ideal we have the following statements 

Proposition 3.5. Under the hypotheses of 3.1, let the ideal I be generated 
by n elements, and put d(I, M) =: m. Then m ~ n and there is a generating 
system {at, ... ,an} of I for which {at, ... ,am} is an M-regular sequence. 

Proof. Let {at, ... , an} be any generating system of I and let ( a11 ••• , ak) C 

UpeAss(M) p, (at. ... , ak+t) ¢. UpeAss(M) P for some k E [0, n]. If k = n, then 
d(I,M) = 0 and there is nothing to prove. If k < n, we shall show that there is 
a non-zerodivisor b of M such that (at, ... ,ak+t) = (b,at, ... ,ak)· Passing over 
to M/bM and 1/(b), the assertion of the proposition follows by induction. 

Let { p t, ... , p 8 } be the set of maximal elements of Ass( M) (with respect 
to inclusion). By hypothesis there is an element of the form a+ rak+l with 
a E (a1, ... , ak), r E R, which is not contained in p 1 U ···UPs· If ak+l E Pi for 
i = 1, ... ,u and ak+l ¢. P; for j = u + 1, ... , s, then we choose t E nJ=a+l Pi, 
t ¢. U~=l Pi and put b := ta + ak+l· Then b ¢.Pi (i = 1, ... , s); that is, b is not 
a zero divisor of M. Further, (at. ... , ak+1) = (b, a1, ... , ak), q. e. d. 

Now we can also sharpen V.5.12a). 

Proposition 3.6. Let R be a Noetherian ring, I '# R an ideal generated by 
elements a1 , ••• , an for which 

a: R/I[Xt, ... ,Xn]-+ grr(R) 

is an isomorphism (hence {a11 ••• ,an} is a quasi-regular sequence). Then I is 
also generated by an R-regular sequence of length n. 

Proof. We shall show that if n > 0, then I contains a non-zerodivisor of R. 
Were this not so, by 2.8 there would be an r E R \ {0} with /r = (0). From 
rat = 0 follows Lr(r) = 0 with the aid of V.5.2; therefore r E nveN [V =: 1. 
By Krull's Intersection Theorem l =I .J. If (bt. ... , b8 ) is a generating system 
of l then we have equations bi = E~=l Tikbk (i = 1, ... , s) with Tik E I for all 
i, k; and by Cramer's Rule we get an element of the form i + 1 (i E /) with 
(1 + i)l = (0) (compare with the proof of V.5.16). Then r = -ri = 0, since 
I· r = (0), contradicting r # 0. 
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Therefore, I contains a non-zerodivisor c, and by 3.5 we can assume that 
I= (c, a2, ... , a11 ). Since a is an isomorphism, so is 

R/ I[Xt. ... , Xn] -+ gr1(R), X1 t-t c + I 2, Xi t-t ai + I 2 (i = 2, ... , n). 

If we put R' := Rf(c), ai := ai + (c),I' :=I /(c), then by V.5.3 and 5.4 

a': R'/I'[X2, ... ,X11]-+ gri'(R') 

is also an isomorphism, and the assertion of the proposition follows by induction. 

From the considerations of Chapter V, §4 and §5 we now have the following 
criterion for complete intersections. 

Corollary 3.7. Let R be a Noetherian ring, I 1: R an ideal with Rad(I) = 
I. I is a complete intersection in R if and only if I is generated by an R
regular sequence. In particular, an affine variety is an ideal-theoretic complete 
intersection if and only if its ideal in the polynomial ring is generated by a regular 
sequence. 

We next want to discuss the connection between depth and Krull dimension. 

Definition 3.8. The dimension of a module M over a ring R is the Krull 
dimension of R/Ann(M). 

Of course, for M = R we get nothing new. If M is a finitely generated 
module over a ring R, then by 2.9 the minimal prime divisors of Ann(M) are 
also the minimal elements of Ass(M) and of Supp(M). Hence we have the 
formula 

dimM = Sup {dimR/p} = Sup {dimR/p}. {1) 
pEAss(M) pESupp(M) 

Proposition 3.9. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring, M 1: (0) a finitely 
generated R-module. Then 

d(M) :5 Min {dimR/p} :5 dimM. 
PEAss(M) 

Proof. Only the left inequality has to be proved. This is done by induction on 
n := d(M). Since for n = 0 there is nothing to show, we assume that m contains 
a non-zerodivisor a of M and that the proposition has already been verified for 
modules of depth n - 1. 

Since d(MfaM) = d(M)- 1 by 3.4, we have 

d(MfaM) :5 Min {dimR/p}. 
peAss(M/aM) 

Hence it suffices to show that for any p E Ass( M) there exists a p' e Ass( M f aM) 
with p C p', p 1: p'. We then can conclude that 

Min {dimR/p'} < Min {dimR/p} 
P'EAss(M/aM) pEAss(M) 

and the assertion follows. 
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For p E Ass(M) we have a fl. p. We shall show that MfaM has a submodule 
U ::f {0} with pU = 0. Then p' E Ass(U) implies p C p' and p' ::f p since a E p'. 
Further, p' E Ass(M/aM), and then the proposition is proved. 

Since p E Ass(M),N' := {m I pm = {0}} is a submodule ::f {0} of M. 
Further, N' c N := {m I pm E aM}. If we had N =aM, then for all n' EN' 
we would have a representation n' =am with mE M and from pn' = {0} would 
follow m E N', since a is not a zero divisor of M. Then N' = aN', and by 
Nakayama's Lemma N' = (0}. Thus N ::f aM and U := NfaM is the desired 
submodule ::f (0} of M with p U = {0}. 

If, under the assumptions of 3.9, d(M) = dimM, this has far-reaching con
sequences for the properties of M. This will be pointed out in what follows. 

Definition 3.10. Let M be a finitely generated module over a Noetherian 
ring R. If R is local we call M a Goben-Macaulay module if M = {0} or if 
d(m) = dimM. In the general case M is a Cohen-Macaulay module if Mm 
(considered as an Rm-module) is Cohen-Macaulay for all m E Max(R). R is 
called a Goben-Macaulay ring if as an R-module R is Cohen-Macaulay. 

Corollary 3.11. If (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring, M a finitely generated 
R-module and {a1, ... , am} an M-regular sequence in m, then M is a Cohen-
Macaulay module if and only if Mf(ab ... ,am)M as an Rf(ab ... ,am)-module 
is Cohen-Macaulay. In particular, if { a1, ... , am} C m is an R-regular sequence, 
then R is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if and only if Rf(a1, ... , am) is. 

Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for modules, and we have to consider 
only the case m = 1. Since d(Mfa1M) = d(M) - 1, we have only to show 
that dimMfa1M = dimM- 1. Here, by the definition of the depth and the 
dimension of a module it makes no difference whether we consider Mja1M as 
an R-module or an R/(al)-module. 

By (1) we have dimM/a1M = Max11 esupp(Mja,M){dimR/p }. Further, 
Supp(M/a1M) = Supp(M) n m(al). Since a1 fl. p for all p E Ass(M) and since 
dimM = MaxpeAss(M){dimRjp} by (1), it follows first that dimM/a1M < 
dimM. We now choose p E Ass(M) with dimM = dimRjp and a prime divisor 
1.13 of p + (al) with dimR/1.13 = dimRjp + (al). Then 1.13 E Ass(Mja1M) and 
by V.4.12 we have dimR/1.13 = dimRjp - 1. It follows that dimM/a1M ~ 
dimM -1, and so dimM/a1M = dimM -1, q. e. d. 

Corollary 3.12. Under the hypotheses of 3.11 let M be a Cohen-Macaulay 
module. Then 

dimRfp = dimM- m for all p E Ass(Mj(a1, ... ,am)M). 

(all ... , am)M (and in particular the zero module of M) has no embedded pri
mary components. 
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Proof. By 3.9 

d(M)- m = d(M/(ab ... ,am)M) $ Min {dimR/p} 
pEAss(M/(at , ... ,am)M) 

$ Max {dimR/p} 
PEAss(M/(at , ... ,am)M) 

= dimM/(al! ... , am)M = dimM- m; 

and from d(M) = dimM it follows that the equality sign holds throughout. 
Hence the assertion follows. 

Corollary 3.13. Let (R, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring and {a1 , .•. ,am} 
a system of elements in m. Then { a1. ... , am} is an R-regular sequence if and 
only if {a1, ... , am} can be extended to a parameter system of R. In particular, 
the parameter systems of Rare just the maximal R-regular sequences in m. 

Proof. Since by 3.12 Ass(R) consists only of minimal prime ideals of R, for 
a E m we have dim R/ (a) = dim R - 1 if and only if a is not a zero divisor of 
R. Since R/(a) is then a Cohen-Macaulay ring, then assertion now follows by 
induction on m from the characterization V.4.12 of parameter systems. 

Examples. 

1. Any finitely generated module of dimension 0 over a Noetherian ring 
is Cohen-Macaulay; in particular, any 0-dimensional Noetherian ring is 
Cohen-Macaulay. 

2. Any reduced Noetherian ring of dimension 1 is Cohen-Macaulay. For 
any m E Max(R), Rm is a field or dimRm = 1. In the second case 
mRm '1. Ass(Rm), since in a reduced ring only the minimal prime ideals 
are associated. Therefore, mRm contains a non-zerodivisor, so d(Rm) = 1. 

3. Any regular Noetherian ring is Cohen-Macaulay. Indeed, for any m E 

Max(R), mRm is generated by an Rm-regular sequence of length dimRm; 
therefore d(Rm) = dimRm. 

4. If K is a field, then R = K[X11 X2]/(X~,X1X2 ) is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
Indeed, if m is the ideal in R generated by the images of X1 and X2, then 
dim Rm = 1, but mRm consists only of zero divisors. (Another example is 
contained in Exercise 1.) 

The following theorem, proved by Macaulay [55] in the case of polynomial 
rings, was the starting point of the whole theory described here. 

Theorem 3.14. Let R be a (not necessarily local) Cohen-Macaulay ring, I::/:. R 
an ideal of R with h(I) =: n. Then 

a) d(I,R) = n 

b) (Macaulay's Unmixedness Theorem) I is a complete intersection in R if and 
only if I is generated by an R-regular sequence. In this case all the prime 
ideals in Ass(R/I) have the same height n; in particular, I has no embedded 
components. 
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Proof. Let {at. ... ,am} be an R-regular sequence and p E Ass(R/(at, ... ,am)). 
Choose a maximal ideal m of R containing p. The images of the ai in Rm then 
form an Rm-regular sequence in mRm and (by 2.10) 

From 3.12 it follows that PRm is a minimal prime divisor of (at, ... , am)Rm, and 
therefore p is a minimal prime divisor of (at, ... , am)· Since regular sequences 
always generate complete intersections, it follows that h( p) = m. This proves 
the second statement in b). 

Now let { a11 ••• , a"} be a maximal R-regular sequence in I. Then I consists 
only of zero divisors of the R-module Rf(a11 ••• ,av)i therefore, it is contained 
in an associated prime ideal p of this module: As already shown, h( p) = v 
and so n ~ v. On the other hand, if q is a minimal prime divisor of I with 
h(q) = h(I), then it follows from (at, ... ,av) C q that h(q) ~ v and hence 
v = n, so d(I,R) = n. 

If I is a complete intersection, then I is generated by n elements, and by 3.5 
we can choose them to form an R-regular sequence. This proves the theorem. 

Corollary 3.15. In a Cohen-Macaulay ring R the following holds: 

a) For any p E Spec(R), Rp is also a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 

b) For all p, q E Spec(R) with p c q, we have 

dimRq = dimRp + dimRqfpRq 

( R is a "chain ring"). 

In a local Cohen-Macaulay ring R, dim R = dim R/ I + h(I) for any ideal 
I:/; R. 

Proof. 

a) If h( p) =: n, then p contains an R-regular sequence of length n. This is 
also an Rp-regular sequence in pRp and so d(Rp) ~ n = h(p) = dimRp. 
Since we always have d(Rp) ~ dim Rp, Rp is a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 

b) Choose an R-regular sequence {at, ... ,an} in p with n = dimRp elements. 
This is also an Rq-regular sequence in pRq, and pRq is a minimal prime 
divisor of (at. ... ,an)Rq; therefore pRq E Ass(Rq/(at. ... ,an)Rq)· Since 
Rq is also a Cohen-Macaulay ring, 3.12 now shows that 

dimRq/PRq = dimRq- n = dimRq- dimRp. 

If R is a local Cohen-Macaulay ring, it follows from 3.12 that dimR = 
dimR/p for all minimal prime ideals p of R. But then all the maximal prime 
ideal chains of R have length dim R, and from the definitions of dimension and 
height it follows that dimR = dimR/1 + h(I) for any ideal I:/; R of R. 
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Corollary 3.16. For any multiplicatively closed subset S of a Cohen-Macaulay 
ring R, Rs is also a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 

If (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring and q is an m-primary ideal, then the 
R-module R/ q is of finite length by V.2.6, for m is the unique prime ideal #: R 
that contains q. The socle of R/ q is the set of all residue classes r E R/ q that 
are annihilated by m: 

6(R/q) := {i'E R/q I m ·f=O}. 

It is a finite-dimensional vector space. Moreover, for any submodule U C R/ q 
with U #: 0, we also have U n 6 ( R/ q) #: (0), for U, as a module of finite length, 
certainly has an element #: 0 that is annihilated by m, since Ass(U) = { m} by 
2.3 and V.2.6. 

Proposition 3.17. Let (R, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring, {a1, ••. ,ad} a 
parameter system of R. The number 

is independent of the choice of the system {at. ... , ad}. 

Proof. This goes according to the same pattern as the proof of 3.1. Ford= 0 
there is nothing to prove. We first consider the case d = 1. 

Along with a1 let there be given another non-zerodivisor b1 E m. Then 
a 1b1 is not a zero divisor either, and it suffices to show dimn;m(6(R/(at))) = 
dimn;m ( 6 {R/(atbt))). 

If r E R \ (at) with mr C (at) is given, then rb1 C R \ (atbd and 
mrb1 C (a1b1 ). Therefore, the multiplication mapping P.bt defines an injec
tion r.p: 6{R/(at))-+ 6{R/{atbt)). If r E R with mr C (atbd is given, then 
in particular a1r E (a1b1) and sorE (bt). Therefore r.p is an isomorphism. 

Now let d > 1 and suppose the assertion has been proved for rings 
of lower dimension. If { b1 , .•• , bd} is another parameter system of R, then 
as in the proof of 3.1 we find a c E m such that { c, a1 , ... , ad-d and 
{c,bt. ... ,bd-d are also parameter systems ofR. Since by 3.11 R/{a1, •.• ,ad-d 
and R/(bt. ... , bd-d are Cohen-Macaulay rings, it follows from the induc
tion hypothesis that dim6(R/(at. ... ,ad)) = dim6(R/(c,a1, ... ,ad-d) = 
dim6(R/{c,bt, ... ,bd-d) =dim6(R/(bt. ... ,bd)), q. e. d. 

Definition 3.18. The number r in Proposition 3.17 is called the type of the 
Cohen-Macaulay ring (R, m ). Cohen-Macaulay rings of type 1 are called Goren
stein rings. An arbitrary Noetherian ring R is called a Gorenstein ring if Rm is 
a local Gorenstein ring for all mE Max{R). 

Of the many special ideal-theoretic properties of Gorenstein rings we men
tion only some that follow from the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.19. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and q an m-primary ideal. 
q is an irreducible ideal if and only if dimR/ m 6 (R/ q) = 1. 

Proof. q is irreducible if and only if in R/ q the zero module is irreducible. 
If the zero module is reducible, then there are submodules Ui c R/ q, Ui :f. 
(0) (i = 1, 2) with Ut n U2 = (0). Since Ui n 6 (R/ q) :f. (0), it follows that 
dim 6(Rfq) ~ 2. Conversely, if this condition is fulfilled, then we can choose 
!-dimensional subvector spaces U1,U2 c 6(R/q) with U1 nU2 = (0). But this 
means that q is reducible. 

Corollary 3.20. A local Cohen-Macaulay ring {R, m) is a Gorenstein ring if 
and only if one (any) ideal generated by a parameter system of R is irreducible. 

Definition 3.21. A Noetherian local ring (R, m) is called a complete intersection 
if there is a regular local ring (A, rot) and an ideal I c A that is a complete 
intersection in A such that R =A/ I. An arbitrary Noetherian ring R is locally 
a complete intersection if Rm is a complete intersection for all m E Max(R). 

One can show: If (R, m) is a complete intersection, then for any represen
tation R = A/ I with a regular local ring A the ideal I is a complete intersection 
in A, so is generated by an A-regular sequence. {For the proof in a special case 
see Ch. V, §5, Exercise 14b).) An algebraic variety V is locally a complete in
tersection at x E V if and only if Ov,x is a complete intersection in the sense of 
3.21. 

Proposition 3.22. A Noetherian local ring that is a complete intersection {in 
particular, a regular local ring) is also a Gorenstein ring. 

Proof. If R = A/ I with a regular local ring A and an ideal I that is generated 
by an A-regular sequence { a 1 , ... , am} in the maximal ideal rot of A, then R 
is a Cohen-Macaulay ring (3.11). We can enlarge {a1 , ... ,am} to a parameter 
system {at. ... , am, bt. . .. , bn} of A. Since rot is also generated by a parameter 
system, 

dim 6 {A/(at, ... , am, bt, ... , bn)) =dim 6 (A/rot) 

by 3.17. The images b1, ••• , bn of the bi in R form a parameter system of this 
ring. Since dim 6 (R/(bt, ... , bn)) = 1, R is a Gorenstein ring. 

The diagram in Fig. 19 makes clear the hierarchy of Noetherian rings. Here 
we call a Noetherian ring normal if it is integrally closed in its full ring of quo
tients. 

For the local properties of a variety V at a point x it is important to know to 
which of the classes in Fig. 19 the local ring Ov,x belongs. We thus get a rough 
classification of singularities ( Gorenstein singularities, normal singularities, etc.). 
Varieties all of whose local rings belong to one of the classes shown (smooth 
varieties, Cohen-Macaulay varieties, etc.) are distinguished by special properties. 
But here we cannot go into this more deeply. 
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{No~herian rings}" 

::~~:::rings)~ 
{~y complete intersections}~ 
{Regular rings} {Normal rings} 

u u 
{Dedekind rings} {Factorial rings} 

{Pri~cipal ideal domains} / 
u 

{Fields} Fig. 19 

Exercises 

In the following K always denotes a field. 

1. R = K[X1,X2,Xa,X4]/{X11 X2) n (Xa,X4) is a reduced ring of dimension 
2, but not a Cohen-Macaulay ring. 

2. For P := K[X, Y](x,Y)• R := P[Z]/(XZ, Y Z, Z2 ) is a local ring of depth 
0. p := {X, e), where e is the residue class of Z in R, is a prime ideal with 
d(Rp) = 1. 

3. A finitely generated module over a Noetherian integral domain of dimen
sion 1 is a Cohen-Macaulay module if and only if it is torsion-free. 

4. Let (R, m) be a local Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension 1. Then for 
any non-zerodivisor a E m we have an isomorphism of R/ m-vector spaces 
6(R/(a)) ~ m-1/R, w~ere m-1 := {x E Q(R) I mx c R}. R is a Goren
stein ring if and only if dimnt m ( m - 1/ R) = 1. 

5. Let H be a numerical semigroup (V.§3 Exercise 3). The (completed) semi
group ring K[IHIJ is the subring of the ring K[ltl] of formal power series in 
t consisting of all the series LheH ahth (ah E K). 

a) K[IHI] is a Noetherian local ring of dimension 1; in particular it is a 
Cohen-Macaulay ring. 

b) K[IHIJ is a Gorenstein ring if and only if His a symmetric semigroup 
(V.§3, Exercise 3). 

c) For H = N · 5 + N · 6 + N · 7 + N · 8 we get a Gorenstein ring that is not 
a complete intersection. 

d) K[IHIJ is regular if and only if H = N. 

(A generalization of b) is given in [37).) 
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4. A connectedness theorem for set-theoretic complete intersections 
in projective space 

The connectedness theorem will result from applying the Unmixedness The
orem 3.14. We need a lemma on the primary decomposition of homogeneous 
ideals. 

Lemma 4.1. A homogeneous ideal I of a Noetherian graded ring G (I ::f G) 
has a reduced primary decomposition I= q1 n · · · n q8 with only homogeneous 
primary ideals qi (i = 1, ... , s). In particular: 

a) Ass( G /I) contains only homogeneous prime ideals. 

b) The non-embedded primary components of I are homogeneous. 

Proof. We first show: If q is a primary ideal in a graded ring G and q• is the 
ideal spanned by the homogeneous elements of q, then q • is also primary. The 
proof of this is similar to that of 1.5.12, only somewhat more complicated. 

If elements a, b E G with a '/. q • ,ab E q •, are given, we must prove that 
q • contains a power of b. Write a = a/J + · · · + am, b = b, + · · · + bn with 
homogeneous elements ai, bi of degree i and p. ~ m, v ~ n. If suffices to show 
that a power of each summand b; of b lies in q •, since then a high enough power 
of b also lies in q •. We may assume that am '/. q •; otherwise, subtract am from 
a, which changes nothing essential. Since q* is homogeneous, ambn E q• and 
am '/. q, since am '/. q •. Since q is primary, ~ E q and therefore ~ E q • for 
suitable p E N. 

Now suppose it has been shown that b~, ... , b~-i E q• for some j ~ 0. Then 
a· (b- bn- · · · -bn-;)P·(i+t) E q., and the same argument as above shows that 
b~-i-t E q* for some u EN. 

Now if I= q 1 n · · · n q8 is any reduced primary decomposition of I, then so 
is I= qi n · · · n q:, since I c q; c qi for each i = 1, ... , s; and we get again a 
reduced primary decomposition. The other statements of the lemma result from 
the two uniqueness theorems on primary decompositions. 

Theorem 4.2. (Hartshorne [31), [32)) Let V c pn{L) beaK-variety of dimen
sion d > 0. If V is a set-theoretic complete intersection (with respect to K), 
then, for any K -subvariety W C V of codimension ~ 2, V \ W is connected in 
the K-topology (in particular, V itself is connected). 

Proof. 

a) V is connected. 

Let r := n - d and let F1, ... , Fr be homogeneous polynomials in 
K[Xo, ... ,Xn) with 9J(F., ... ,Fr) = V. I= (F., ... ,Fr) is then a homo-
geneous ideal and a complete intersection in K[Xo, ... , Xn)· By 4.1 and the 
Unmixedness Theorem, only homogeneous ideals qi occur in the primary 
decomposition I = q1 n ... n q8 of I, and the corresponding prime ide
als Pi are also homogeneous and all of height r. Let ~ be the irreducible 
component of V belonging to Pi (i = 1, ... , s). 
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Suppose V is not connected. Say V1 U · · · U Vt ( t < s) is a connected 
component of V; then put a := n~=t qi and b := nj=t+t qi. We have 
a· b c an b =I and Rad( a+ b)= m, the homogeneous maximal ideal of 
K[Xo, ... 'Xn], since (Vt u ... u vt) n Wt+t u ... u Vs) = 0. 

We choose homogeneous elements a E a \Uj=t+l pi and bE b \U~=l Pi, 
of which we may also assume that they have the same degree. Then H := 
a+ b fl. n:=t p i• and hence J := (Ft, ... , Fr, H) has height r + 1 and is a 
complete intersection in K[Xo, ... ,Xn]· By the Unmixedness Theorem J 
has no embedded primary components, and all minimal prime divisors of J 
have height r + 1 = n- d + 1 < n + 1, since d > 0. 

We shall show that m E Ass(K[X0 , ..• , Xn]/ J) and thus get a contra
diction, because h( m) = n + 1. 

We have a fl. J, since from a= Ao(a+b) + AtFt + .. · +ArFr with homo
geneous polynomials Ai would follow Ao E K (by degree considerations); 
from (1- Ao)a = Aob + AtFt + · · · + ArFr would follow bE I C a (in case 
Ao = 1) or a E (b, I) c b (in case Ao # 1), contradicting the construction of 
a and b. 

For any z E m, zP E a+ b for some p E N. If, say, zP = a1 + b1 ( a1 E a, 
b1 E b), then zPa =(at+ b1)a = a1a = a1(a +b)= a1H mod I, and so 
zPa = 0 mod J. Let p be the smallest number with zPa = 0 mod J(p > 0, 
since a ~ 0 mod J). Then z(zP-1a) = 0 mod J, zP- 1a ~ 0 mod J; and 
it has been shown that any z Em is a zero divisor of K[X0 , •.. ,XnJIJ. 
Therefore m E Ass(K[Xo, ... , Xn]/ J). 

The assumption that V is not connected has led to a contradiction. This 
proves a). 

b) Suppose there is a subvariety W C V of codimension ~ 2 such that V \ W 
is not connected in the K-topology. Then neither is it connected in the £
topology, so we may assume that K =Lis algebraically closed (in particular, 
infinite). 

Using the Noether Normalization Theorem (11.3.1d)) one shows that 
there is a linear variety A c pn with W n A = 0 that intersects any irre
ducible component of V in a curve. Namely, if I is the ideal of W in the 
homogeneous coordinate ring K[V] of V, then there are algebraically inde
pendent elements Yo, . .. , Yd E K[V] over K that are homogeneous of degree 
1 and there is i E [0, d] such that K[V] is a finite module over K[Y0 , •.• , Yd] 
and In K[Yo, ... , Yd] =(Y0 , ... , ~). Here i + 1 is the height of I, so i ~ 1, 
since codimvW = h(I) ~ 2. 

Now if A is the linear variety given by the system of equations Y2 = 
· · · = Yd = 0, then dim A= n- d + 1. Further, dimK[V]/(Y2 , .•• , Yd) = 2, 
so dim(VnA) = 1; and this also holds ifV is replaced by any of its irreducible 
components, since they all have dimension d. Since V nA can be described by 
n -d+d-1 = n -1 equations, V nA is a set-theoretic complete intersection. 
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From (Yo, ... , Yd) C I +(Y2, ... , Yd) it follows that Rad(J +(Y2, ... , Yd)) 
is the irrelevant maximal ideal of K[V]; therefore W n A = 0. 

But V \ W was not connected. From W n A = 0 it follows that V n A is 
a non-connected curve. Since V n A is a set-theoretic complete intersection, 
we have contradicted a). This proves the theorem. 

Corollary 4.3. If a K-variety V c P"(L) (n ~ 2) is representable as the 
intersection of r ~ (n + 1)/2 K-hypersurfaces, then it is connected. 

Proof. Let V = V1 U · · · U V8 be the decomposition of V into irreducible com
ponents. Then dim l-'i ~ n- r ~ (n- 1)/2 > 0 (i = 1, ... , s) by V.3.6. If all 
the components have dimension ( n- 1) /2, then V is a complete intersection and 
hence by 4.2 is <;onnected. On the other hand, if, say, dim V1 > (n- 1)/2, then 
fori= 2, ... Is we have dim vl +dim l-'i ~ n, so vl n l-'i :f::. 0 by V.3.10, and it 
again follows t.hat V is connected. 

Examples 4.4. 

a) Let C11 C2 c P3 be two algebraic curves that do not intersect (say two skew 
lines). Then C1 UC2 is not representable as the intersection of two algebraic 
surfaces. 

b) Let F1, F2 c P4 be two irreducible algebraic surfaces with only one point in 
common (say two planes with only one point of intersection). Then F1 U F2 
is connected but is not a set-theoretic complete intersection. 

For if we remove the point of intersection from F1 U F2 (a subvariety of 
codimension 2 in F1 U F2), we get a non-connected space. 

There is a local analogue (see Exercise 1) of Theorem 4.2 that is also due to 
Hartshorne [31]. Similar, but somewhat more general connectedness theorems 
than 4.2 may be found in Rung [67]. 

Exercises 

1. Apply the argument from the proof of Theorem 4.2 to prove: If (R, m) 
is a Noetherian local ring for which Spec(R) \ { m} is not connected, then 
d(R) ~ 1. 

2. From this and III.§1, Exercise 3, deduce: Let R be a Noetherian ring. If 
X:= Spec(R) is connected andY c X is a closed subset such that d(Rp) ~ 2 
for all p E Y, then X \ Y is connected. 
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Chapter VII 
Projective resolutions 

This chapter deals with theorems on regular rings and complete intersections 
whose proofs use methods of homological algebra. For the results developed here 
we need very little homology theory; in fact, we use only projective resolutions 
and make repeated application of the "Snake Lemma." The main results of this 
chapter are Hilbert's Syzygy Theorem, its generalization to regular rings due to 
Auslander-Buchsbaum and Serre, a characterization of local complete intersec
tions by their conormal module, and Szpiro's result on space curves mentioned 
in Chapter V.3.13d. 

1. The projective dimension of modules 

For any module M over a ring R there is an exact sequence 

£ 
0-+ K1 -+ Fo -+ M -+ 0, (1) 

where Fo is a free R-module and K 1 := Ker(£). By iterating this construction 
we get the concept of a free resolution of a module. If an exact seqence 

(2) 

with freeR-modules Fi has been constructed, consider a sequence (1) for Ki: 

(Fi free). (3) 

(2) and (3) can be put together into an exact sequence 

O-+Ki+1 -+ Fi ----+Fi-l-+ ···-+ F0 -+ M -+0. 
'\. / 

Ki is called an i-th relation module or syzygy module. One hopes to get infor
mation about the structure of M from studying the syzygy modules of M. 

If R is a Noetherian ring and M is finitely generated, then the exact se
quences above can be constructed so that all the Fi are finitely generated R
modules. 

196 
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Definition 1.1. An exact sequence 

a· ao E 
· · · -+ Fi+t ~ Fi -+ · · · -+ Ft -+ Fo -+ M -+ 0 {4) 

with only free {resp. projective) modules Fi {i = 0, 1, ... ) is called a free 
{resp. projective) resolution of M. 

As will be shown, it is useful to investigate, instead of the class of free 
resolutions, the more comprehensive class of projective resolutions. 

Rules 1.2. 

a) If S C R is a multiplicatively closed subset and {4) is a free {resp. projective) 
resolution of M, then 

(a;)s (ao)s Es 
· · · -+ {FHt)s -+ {Fi)S -+ · · · -+ (Ft)s -+ (Fo)s -+ Ms -+ 0 

is a free {resp. projective) resolution of the Rs-module Ms. 

b) Let P/R be a ring extension, where Pis free as an R-module; then, along 
with (4}, 

P®a; P®ao P®E 
.. · -+ P ® Fi+t -+ P ® Fi -+ .. · -+ P ® Ft -+ P ® Fo -+ P ® M -+ 0 

R R R R R 
( 4') 

is a free {resp. projective) resolution of the P-module P ®R M. 

Proof. a) follows from 111.4.17. To prove b) note first that the P®R Fi are free 
{resp. projective) P-modules. If P ~ RA, then {4') is just a "direct sum" of as 
many sequences {4} as A has elements, so it too is exact. 

In particular, Rule 1.2b) can be applied when P = R[X1, ••• , Xn] is a poly
nomial ring over R. 

The case is especially important where the zero module occurs in a projective 
resolution. 

Definition 1.3. M is said to be of finite projective dimension if there is a 
projective resolution of the form 

0-+ Fn -+ Fn-l -+ · · · -+ Ft -+ Fo -+ M -+ 0. 

The minimum of the lengths n of such resolutions is called the projective dimen
sion of M {pd(M)). If there is no such resolution, then we put pd{M) = oo. 
{We often denote the projective dimension of M by pdR(M) when it is useful to 
emphasize that M is being considered an R-module.) 

A module M is projective if and only if pd(M} = 0. In general, pd{M) 
can be considered a measure of how far the module is from being projective. Of 
course, a module has infinitely many projective resolutions. Nevertheless, we 
have: 
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Proposition 1.4. Let there be given two exact sequences of R-modules 
O'n-1 Ctn-2 ao E 

0-+ Kn -+ Fn-1 -+ · · ·-+ Fo-+ M-+ 0 

0 -+ Kl a~, Fl a~-2 a~ I E' 
n n-1 -+ · · · -+ Fo -+ M -+ 0 

where n 2:: 1 and the Fi, Ff (i = 0, ... , n- 1) are projective R-modules. Then: 

a) Kn EB F~_ 1 EB Fn-2 EB · · ·!::::: K~ EB Fn-1 EB F~_2 EB · · ·. 

b) Kn is projective if and only if K~ is. 

Proof. b) follows from a) because a direct summand of a projective module is 
projective. (Note that this is not always true for free modules.) 

a) has been proved in IV.1.15 in the case n = 1 for free modules F0 , F0. For 
projective modules the proof is similar. The general case results from this by 
induction on n. If n > 1 and the proposition has been proved for sequences of 
length n- 1, let Kn-1 := Im(an-2), K~_ 1 := Im(a~_2 ). Then 

K~-1 EB Fn-2 EB F~-3 EB · · ·!::::: Kn-1 EB F~-2 EB Fn-3 EB · · ·, 

and we have exact sequences (coming from the exact sequences 0 -+ Kn -+ 
Fn-1 -+ Kn-1 -+ 0 and 0-+ K~ -+ F~_ 1 -+ K~_ 1 -+ 0) 

0-+ Kn -+ (Fn-1 EB F~-2 EB Fn-3 EB · · ·) -+ (Kn-l EB F~-2 EB Fn-3 EB · · ·) -+ 0 

0-+ K~-+ (F~-1 EB Fn-2 EB F~-3 EB · · ·)-+ (K~-l EB Fn-2 EB F~-3 EB · · ·)-+ 0 

Another application of IV.1.15 now yields the assertion. 

Corollary 1.5. Let 0 -+ Kn -+ Fn-l -+ · · · -+ Fo -+ M -+ 0 be an exact 
sequence with projective R-modules Fi (i = 0, ... , n- 1). Then we have 

a) pd(M) $; n if and only if Kn is projective. 

b) If pd(M) 2:: n, then pd(Kn) = pd(M)- n. 

Proof. 
a) If Kn is projective, then pd(M) $; n. Conversely, if pd(M) =: m $; n, then 

we have a projective resolution 
I' I I 0 -+ F m -+ F m- 1 -+ · · · -+ F0 -+ M -+ 0 

and by 1.4 Kn is a direct summand of a projective module, so is itself 
projective. 

b) If pd(M) = oo, then pd(Kn) = oo. On the other hand, if pd(M) =: m 
with n $; m < oo, then consider an exact sequence with projective modules 
Fi : 0-+ Km -+ Fm-l -+ · · · -+ Fn -+ Kn -+ 0. This can be spliced with 
the given sequence: 

0-+ Km -+ Fm-1 -+ · · · -+ Fn ----+ Fn-1 -+ · · ·-+ Fo -+ M-+ 0 
'\. / 

Kn 

and by a) it follows that Km is projective. Then pd(Kn) $; m- n. But it 
cannot be that pd(Kn) < m- n, since otherwise pd(M) < m. 
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Corollary 1.6. If R is a Noetherian ring, M a finitely generated R-module, 
then 

Proof. Denote the supremum by d. By 1.2a) pdR{M) ~d. Hence only ford< oo 
is there something to be shown. In this case we consider an exact sequence 

0-+ Kd-+ Fd-l -+ · · · -+ F0 -+ M-+ 0 

with free R-modules Fi of finite rank. Then Kd is a finitely generated R-module 
and by 1.5a) (Kd)m is a projective (therefore free) Rm-module for all m E 
Max(R). By IV.3.6 Kd is itself projective, and so pd(M) =d. 

Corollary 1. 7. For arbitrary R-modules M1, M2 we have 

Proof. If projective resolutions 

Oln-1 E 
· · ·-+ Fn -+ Fn-l-+ · · ·-+ Fo-+ M1-+ 0 

0~-1 I I f.' 
· · · -+ F~ -+ Fn-l -+ · · · -+ F0 -+ M2 -+ 0 

are given, then 

is a projective resolution of M1 E9 M2. Let Kn+l := Im(on), K~+l := Im(o~). 
Kn+l E9 K~+l is projective if and only if Kn+l and K~+l are. The assertion 
now follows from 1.5. 

1. 7 is a special case of the following Comparison Theorem. 

• p, {J~ 
Proposition 1.8. Let 0 -+ M1 -+ M 2 -+ M3 -+ 0 be an exact sequence of 
R-modules. Then: 

a) If two modules in the sequence have finite projective dimension, so does the 
third. 

b) If this is the case, then pd{M2) ~ Max{pd{Mt),pd{M3)}. And ifpd(M2) < 
Max{pd(Mt), pd(M3)}, then pd(M3) = pd(Mt) + 1. 
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In the proof we use the widely useful 

Lemma 1.9. (Snake Lemma) Let there be given a commutative diagram of 
R-modules with exact rows and columns 

Let a~ : Ki -+ Ki+1 and /3; : Ci -+ Ci+1 (i = 1, 2} be the homomorphisms 
induced by ai and /3i· Then there is a linear mapping ~ : K3 -+ C1 (called 
connecting homomorphism) such that the sequence 

(5} 

is exact. 

Proof. We consider the injections in the diagram above as inclusion mappings. 

a) Construction of~. For x E K3 we choose x' E M2 with a2(x') = x and put 
y' := 12(x'). Then /32(Y') = 73(a2(x')) = 73(x) = 0, and soy' E N1. Let 
~ ( x) be the image of y' in C 1. ~ ( x) does not depend on the choice of x', for 
if x" E M2 with a2(x") = x and if y" := 12(x"), then x'- x" E Ker(a2) = 
Im(at) andy'- y" E Im(1t). But then y' andy" have the same image in 
c1. 
From the definition of~ it immediately follows that~ is an R-linear mapping. 

b) Exactness of the sequence {5) at K3. If 6(x) = 0, then y' E /m(1t). If we 
choosey" E M1 with 11 (y") = y' and put x" := a1 (y"), then a2(x'-x") = x 
and 12(x' - x") = 0, so x'- x" E K2. This shows that Im(a~) :::> Ker(~). 
That Im(a~) C Ker(~) is clear by the construction of~. 

c) Exactness of the sequence ( 5) at C 1. From the definition of~ it immediately 
follows that /m(~) C Ker(/3D. Conversely, if z E Ker{/3D is given and 
y E N1 is a representative of z, then /31 (y) E Im(12). Then there is x' E M2 
with 12(x') =fit (y). If we put x := a2(x'), then ~(x) = z by the construction 
of 6, which shows Ker(/3D c Im(o). 

The exactness of the sequence (5) at the other places is very easily verified. 
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Proof of 1.8. 

1. We choose exact sequences 

"HM 0-Kt-Fo- 1-o 
0 - K3 - F~ ~ M3 - 0 

201 

with projective R-modules Fo, F6, and we construct a commutative diagram 
with exact rows 

J;' Oli J;' F.' 012 F.' 0 
0 - .ro - .roe 0 - 0 -

1 71p1 172 P2 1 "Ya (6) 

0- Mt - M2 - M3 - 0. 

Here a 1 is the canonical injection and a 2 the canonical projection. 12 is 
defined as follows. There is a linear mapping 1 : F0 - M2 with fi2 o 1 = /3 
since F0 is projective. For (y,y') E Foe F0 put 12(y,y') := f3tbt(Y)) + 
1(y'). One immediately checks that the diagram is commutative and 12 is 
a surjective linear mapping. 

If K 2 := Ker(/2), then by 1.9 we have an exact sequence 

(7) 

2a) Suppose two of the modules Mi (i = 1, 2, 3) have finite projective dimension, 
and let m be the maximum of these dimensions. If m = 0, then both 
modules are projective. If M3 is among them, then the exact sequence 
0 - M1 - M2 - M3 - 0 splits and all three modules are projective. If 
M3 is not among them, then the sequence is a projective resolution of M3, 
so pd{M3) :5 1. Now let m > 0. Then by 1.5 two of the modules in the 
exact sequence (7) have finite projective dimension < m. By the induction 
hypothesis the third module in (7) also has finite projective dimension, and 
a) is proved. 

b) follows by induction on d := pd(M2). If d = 0, then pd{M3) = pd(M1 ) + 1 
or pd{M3) = 0 by 1.5. In the second case, pd(Mt) = 0. This proves the 
assertion for d = 0. Now let d > 0 and suppose the assertion proved for all 
exact sequences in which the middle module has projective dimension < d. 
Then 

pd(K2) :5 Max{pd(Kt), pd(K3)}, 

and if pd{K2 ) < Max{pd{Kt),pd{K3)}, we have pd{K3) = pd(Kt) + 1. 
Then pd(Ki) = pd(Mi)-1 (i = 1, 2, 3) if M1 and M3 both are not projective. 
Assertion b) follows from the above formulas for the modules Ki. If M3 is 
projective, then pd(M2) = pd(Mt) = Max{pd{Mt),pd{M3)} by 1.7. If Mt 
is projective then in diagram {6) we can take F0 to be the module M1. Then 
Kt = {0} and pd{M2) -1 = pd{K2) = pd(K3) = pd(M3) -1, which proves 
b) in this case. The proof of Proposition 1.8 is now complete. 
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In what follows let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and M a finitely 
generated R-module. 

A free resolution of M 

On On-1 Oo E 
· · ·--+ Fn --+ Fn-1--+ · · ·--+ F1--+ Fo--+ M--+ 0 (8) 

is called minimal if Im(on) C mFn for all n E N. Then if Kn := Im(on-d 
(n ~ 1), it follows from Nakayama's Lemma that J.t(F0 ) = J.t(M) and J.t(Fn) = 
J.t(Kn) (n > 0). 

It is clear that M has a minimal free resolution: Choose F0 so that J.t(F0 ) = 
J.t(M). Then K1 := Ker(t:) c mF0 • Now choose F1 so that J.t(Fl) = J.t(Kl) etc. 

Proposition 1.10. If two minimal free resolutions of Mare given 

an-I ao l 

· · · --+ Fn --+ Fn-1 --+ · · • - Fo --+ M --+ 0 

I 0~-l I Q~ I E' 
· · · --+ Fn --+ Fn_1 --+ • • · --+ F0 --+ M --+ 0 

then J.t(Fn) = J.t(F~) for all n E N. 

Proof. We have J.t(Fo) = J.t(F~) = J.t(M). Let Kn := Im(on_l),K~ := Im(o~_ 1 ) 
(n ~ 1). By 1.4 

Kn Eil F~-1 Eil Fn-2 Eil · · · ~ K~ Eil Fn-1 Eil F~-2 Eil · · ·. 

If it has been proved that J.t(Fi) = J.t(FI) for i < n, then J.t(Fn) = J.t(Kn) = 
J.t(K~) = J.t(F~). 

The invariants /3i := J.t(Fi) are called the Betti numbers of the module M. 
By definition, the Betti numbers of R are the Betti numbers of the R-module 
Rfm. 

Corollary 1.11. If pd(M) =: n < oo and if (8) is a minimal free resolution of 
M, then Fm = (0) for all m > n (and of course Fm :f. (O) form 5 n). 

By 1.5 Kn := Im(on-d is a freeR-module and hence 0--+ Kn --+ Fn-1 --+ 

· • • --+ Fo --+ M--+ 0 is a minimal free resolution of M. The assertion results at 
once from 1.10. 

There is a close connection between the projective dimension and the depth 
ofM. 

Proposition 1.12. (Auslander-Buchsbaum [6]) Let M be a finitely generated 
module over a Noetherian local ring (R, m ). If pd(M) < oo then 

pd(M) + d(M) = d(R). 

The proof requires some preparation. 
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We choose an exact sequence 0 --+ K --+ F --+ M --+ 0 with a free R-module 
of finite rank F and for x E m consider the commutative diagram with exact 
rows and columns 

0 0 0 

! ! !' 
K' F' M' 

! ! ! 
0--+ K --+ F --+ M --+0 

!l'z !l'z !~'z 
0--+ K --+ F --+ M --+0 

! ! ! 
K/xK F/xF M/xM 

! ! ! 
0 0 0 

where M' :={mE M I xm = 0} = KerJLx, likewise F',K'. The Snake Lemma 
provides us with an exact sequence 

0--+ K'--+ F'--+ M1 --+ K/xK--+ FfxF--+ MfxM--+ 0. {9) 

From this we read off: 

Lemma 1.13. If x is not a zero divisor of M, then M is free if and only if 
M/xM is a free R/(x)-module. 

Proof. Let MfxM be a free R/(x)-module. We may assume that JL(F) = JL(M). 
Then F/xF --+ M/xM is an isomorphism. Since x is not a zero divisor of 
M, M' = (0) and therefore KfxK = (0}. From Nakayama's Lemma it follows 
that K = (0} and M ~ F. 

More generally: 

Lemma 1.14. If xis not a zero divisor of Rand M, then 

pdn(M) = pdR/(x)(M/xM). 

Proof. From (9) we get an exact sequence 0--+ K/xK--+ F/xF--+ MfxM--+ 0; 
moreover, K' = (0} since F' = (0}, and therefore xis not a zero divisor of K. If 
both projective dimensions in the formula are oo, there is nothing to show; by 
1.13 there is also nothing to show if one is 0. 

Let pd(M) =: m and 0 < m < oo. Then pd(K) = m-1, and by induction we 
may assume that pdR/(x)(K/xK) = pdn(K). Since also pdR/(x)(M/xM) ¥- 0, 
it follows that 

pdR/(x)(M/xM) = pdR/(x)(KfxK) + 1 = pdR(K) + 1 = pdn(M). 

One argues similarly ifpdR/(x)(M/xM) =: m with 0 < m < oo. 
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Lemma 1.15. If d(R) > O,d(M) = 0, then d(K) = 1. 

Proof. Let x E m be a non-zerodivisor of R. In this case (9) yields an exact 
sequence 

o-M'- K/xK- FfxF-MfxM -o. 
Since d(M) = 0, there ism E M\ (0) with m ·m = 0 (VI.2.8). Then mE M', 

so m E Ass(M') and hence also m E Ass(K/xK), that is d(K/xK) = 0. Since 
x is not a zero divisor of K (K' = (0}!), we have d(K) = 1. 

Proof of 1.12. 

Let n := pd(M) and 

an-I ao 
0 - Fn - Fn-1 - · · · - Fo - M - 0 

be a minimal free resolution of M, Ki := Im(ai-d (i = 1, ... , n). 

We argue by induction on d := d(R). Ford= 0 there is an x E R with 
m · x = 0, x =/= 0. If we had n > 0, then from Fn C mFn-1 would follow 
xFn C xmFn-1 = (0}, so Fn = (0}, a contradiction. Therefore n = 0, M is free, 
and d(M) = d(R) = 0. 

Now let d > 0 and suppose the proposition proved for local rings of lower 
depth. If also d(M) > 0, there is x E m that is not a zero divisor of R or M, 
since m ¢_ Up if p varies over all of Ass(R) U Ass(M). Then d(R/(x)) = d- 1, 
d(M/xM) = d(M)- 1, and by 1.14 pdR/(z)(M/xM) = pd(M). The assertion 
now follows from the induction hypothesis. 

If d > 0 and d(M) = 0, then d(Kt) = 1 by 1.15, pd{K1) = pd(M) - 1, and 
as already proved 

pd(K1) + d(K1) = d(R), 

whence follows pd(M) = d(R), q. e. d. 

Exercises 

1. Give an example of a module of infinite projective dimension. 

2. Let a : R - S be a ring homomorphism, M an 8-module. Consider S and 
Mas R-modules via a. Then 

3. Let P := R[X 1, ... , Xn] be a polynomial ring over a ring R, Man R-module. 
We have pdp(P ® M) = pdR(M). 

R 
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4. Let x be a non-zerodivisor of a ring R, S := R/(x), and M ::j; {0} an S
module of finite projective dimension. Consider M as an R-module via the 
canonical epimorphism R -+ S. Then 

pdn(M) = pd8 (M) + 1. 

5. Let R be a ring, { x1, ... , Xn} an R-regular sequence. In the seqence 

dn-1 do £ 
0-+ Fn -+ Fn-1-+ · · ·-+ F1-+ R-+ Rj(xb ... ,xn)-+ 0 

let f. be the canonical epimorphism, Fp for p = 1, ... , n a free R-module 
with basis {ei 1 •• ·ip 11 ~ i1 < · · · < ip ~ n},do the linear mapping with 
d0 (ei) =Xi (i = 1, ... , n), and in general dp (p > 0) the linear mapping with 

p+l 

dp(eiJ ... ip+l) = l:)-1)k+1xkeiJ ... ik···ip+l' 
k=1 

a) In this way we get a free resolution of the R-module R/(x1, ... , Xn)· 
b) If ( R, m) is a regular local ring and { x 1 , ... , Xn} is a regular parameter 

system of R, then we get a minimal free resolution of Rfm. 

6. The Betti series (or Poincare series) of a Noetherian local ring (R, m) is the 
formal power series Pn(T) = E:o f3i(R)Ti, where the f3i(R) are the Betti 
numbers of R. If R is a regular local ring of dimension d, then 

7. Let M be a finitely generated module over a Noetherian local ring R and 
0-+ K-+ F-+ M-+ 0 an exact sequence, where F is a freeR-module of 
finite rank. 

a) If d(R) > d(M), then d(K) = d(M) + 1. 

b) If d(R) = d(M), then d(K) = d(M). 

2. Homological characterizations of regular rings and local complete 
intersections 

Most of the results of this section can be deduced rather quickly from the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 2.1. (Ferrand 121], Vasconcelos I81J) Let R be a Noetherian ring, 
I =/; R an ideal of R. 

a) If I is generated by an R-regular sequence, then I/ / 2 is a free R/ /-module 
and pdn(R/ I)< oo. 
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b) If R is local, the converse of this statement also holds. 

Proof. 

a) Let I= (x1, .•• ,xt) with an R-regular sequence {x1, ... ,xt}. That 1/12 is 
a free R/ /-module has been shown in V.5.11. We prove 

pdn(R/1) = t (1) 

by induction on t. For t = 0 there is nothing to prove. If t > 0, then from 
the exact sequence 

l'z, 
0-+ Rj(xb ... , Xt-d -+ Rj(x1, ... , Xt-d -+ R/(xb ... , Xt) -+ 0, 

if pdn(R/(xl, ... , Xt-d) = t - 1 has been shown, pdn(R/(xl, ... , xt)) ~ t 
must hold {1.8). If p E Spec(R), p :::> f' is given, then {x1 , ... , xt} is also an 
Rp-regular sequence, so d(Rp)- d(Rpf(xb ... ,xt)Rp) = t by Vl.3.4. From 
1.12 and 1.6 it now follows that 

t = d(Rp) - d(Rp /(xb ... , Xt)Rp) = pdR (Rp /(xb ... , Xt)Rp) 
p 

~ pdn(Rj(xb ... , Xt)) 

and hence we obtain ( 1). 

b) Now let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring. For the ideal I :f:. R suppose 
I/ 12 is a freeR/ /-module of rank t and pdn(R/ I) < oo. We shall deduce 
that I is generated by an R-regular sequence of length t. For t = 0 we have 
I= 12 , and by Nakayama I= {0). Hence we may assume t > 0 and that the 
assertion has been proved for smaller rank. We first show that I contains 
a non-zerodivisor of R. This results from applying the following lemma to 
M := R/1. 

Lemma 2.2. Let M be a finitely generated module over a Noetherian ring 
R :f:. {0}. Let M have a free resolution 

0 -+ Fn -+ Fn-1 -+ · · · -+ Fo -+ M -+ 0, 

where Fi have finite rank r(Fi) (i = 0, ... , n). Then the following statements 
are equivalent. 

a) Ann(M) :f:. (0). 

b) L:?=0 (-l)ir(Fi) = 0. 

c) Ann(M) contains a non-zerodivisor of R. 

Proof. For p E Ass(R) we have pdR (Mp) < oo and d(Rp) = 0; therefore 
p 

pdR (Mp) = 0 by 1.12, so Mp is a free Rp-module. From the exact sequence p 

0-+ (Fn)p -+ (Fn-dp -+ · · ·-+ (Fo)p -+ Mp -+ 0 
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it follows by a simple induction argument (as with vector spaces) that 

n 

r(Mp) = L:)-1)ir(Fi)· (2) 
i:;;;O 

a)-+b). If a := Ann(M) =I= (0}, we shall show that there is a p e Ass(R) with 
Mp = (0). Were this not so, because Mp is free we would have aRp = (0} 
for all p e Ass(R), so by III.4.6 Ann( a) ¢. p for all p e Ass(R). , Then 
Ann( a) would contain a non-zerodivisor x of R. From x · a = (0) would 
follow a = (0), contradicting our assumption. Now if we choose p e Ass(R) 
with Mp = (0}, then (2) yields the formula in b). 

b)-+c). From b) and formula (2) follows Mp = (0), and so aRp = Rp for 
all p e Ass(R). Then a ¢. p for all p e Ass(R); that is, a contains a 
non-zerodivisor of R, q. e. d. 

Now let X1t ... , Xt E I be elements whose images Zit ... , Xt in I I 12 form a 
basis of this Rl /-module. 

We put J := (x2, ... , Xt)+/2. Then 4.U(J) = 4.U(/) (zero set in Spec(R)) and 
p.(l I J) = 1. Let { p 1,. .. , p 8 } be the set of maximal elements of Ass( R). Then 
I¢. Uj=1 P;. since I contains a non-zerodivisor of R because t > 0. Therefore, 
the hypotheses of V.4.7 are fulfilled, and there is an a e /,a'/. Uj=1 P; with 
I I J = R · a if a is the image of a. This means that, without loss of generality, 
we may assume that x1 is not a zero divisor of R (if necessary, replace x1 by a). 

Let S := Rl(x1), I' := I l(xl). We shall show that I' satisfies analogous 
hypotheses as/. We have 

I' 11'2 9:! Il(x1) + I 2 9:! III2 l(xl) + I 2 II2 ~ RII · x2 E9 · · · E9 RII · Xt 

= s I I' . X2 (f) ... (f) s I I' . Xt 

and this is a free SII'-module ofrank t -1 (if we identify RII with SII'). 
Further, it follows from I= Rx1 + J that Ilx1I = Rxdix1 + Jlx1I. Here 

Rxdix1 9:! RII, since x1 is not a zero divisor of Rand JnRx1 = x1I, since x1 
is a basis element of the Rl I -module I I J. It follows that J I x1 I 9:! J I J n Rx1 9:! 

I I Rx1 = I' and Rxd Ix1 n J lx1I = (0). Therefore I lx1I 9:! Rl I E9 I'. 
By 1.14 (and because pdR(RI I) < oo ), we have pd8 (I lx1I) = pdR(I) < oo. 

And since I' is a direct summand of Ilx1I, we also have pd8 (I') < oo. From 
the exact sequence 0 -+ I' -+ S -+ S I I' -+ 0 it follows that also pd8 ( S I I') < oo. 
By the induction hypothesis I' is generated by an S-regular sequence of length 
t - 1; therefore, I is generated by an R-regular sequence of length t, q. e. d. 

Corollary 2.3. For a Noetherian local ring (R, m) the following statements are 
equivalent. 

a) R is regular. 

b) pdR(Rim) < oo. 
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If a) or b) is satisfied then pdR(R/m) = dimR. 

Proof. Since mfm2 is a free R/m-module, pdR(R/m) < oo if and only if m is 
generated by an R-regular sequence, which is equivalent to regularity of R. If 
dimR =: d and R is regular, then m is generated by a regular sequence of length 
d, and it follows that pdR(R/m) = d by formula (1) in the proof of 2.1. 

From the homological characterization of regular local rings given by 2.3 a 
characterization of global regular rings now follows. 

Proposition 2.4. Let R be a Noetherian ring of Krull dimension d < oo. Then 
the following statements are equivalent. 

a) R is regular. 

b) Any finitely generated R-module M has projective dimension~ d. 
c) Any finitely generated R-module has finite projective dimension. 

Proof. 

a)-+b). Let M be a finitely generated R-module. By 1.6 it suffices to show that 
pdRp (Mp) ~ d for all p E Max(R). If diinRp = 0, then Rp is a field, and 

the statement is correct. Hence let dim Rp > 0 and x E p Rp \ p 2 Rp. Then 
RpfxRp is also a regular local ring (VI.1.10) and dim Rp fxRp =dim Rp -1. 
We consider an exact sequence of Rp-modules 

0 -+ K -+ F -+ Mp -+ 0 

with a free Rp-module of finite rank F. Since x is not a zero divisor of 
K (or K = {0) ), 1.14 and the induction hypothesis show that pdR (K) = 

p 

pdRp/xRp (KfxK) :5 dimRp -1 and hence pdRp (Mp) ~ dimRp. 

c)-+a). For any p E Max(R) we have pdR(R/p) < oo and consequently also 
pdRp (Rp/PRp) < oo. 

From 2.3 it follows that Rp is regular. 

Remark. It can be proved that for a regular Noetherian ring R with dim R = 
d < oo we always have pdR(M) ~ d, even if M is not finitely generated. But we 
shall not need this. If m E Max(R) with h( m) = dis given, then we have shown 
that pdR(R/m) =d. The bound d for the projective dimension will therefore 
always be attained. We say that R has homological dimension d. 

Corollary 2.5. 
a) (Hilbert's Syzygy Theorem) If K is a field, then any finitely generated mod

ule Mover the polynomial ring K[X1, ... , Xn] has a free resolution oflength 
~n. 

b) If K is a principal ideal domain, then any finitely generated K[Xll ... , Xn]-
module has a free resolution of length ~ n + 1. 

Proof. K[X 1 , ... , Xn] is a regular Noetherian ring of dimension n in case a), of 
dimension n + 1 in case b). Since finitely generated projective K[Xll ... ,Xn]
modules are free, the assertion follows from 2.4b). 
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Corollary 2.6. If a Noetherian ring R is regular (resp. locally a complete 
intersection), then so is any ring of fractions Rs. 

Proof. If suffices to show that Rp is regular (resp. is a complete intersection) for 
all p E Spec(R). Let m be a maximal ideal of R containing p. If R is regular, 
then by 1.6 and 2.4 

pdRp (Rp/PRp) ~ pdRm (Rm/PRm) < oo, 

and therefore Rp is regular by 2.3. 
If R is locally a complete intersection, then Rm ~A/ I, where A is a regular 

local ring and the ideal I c A is generated by an A-regular sequence. Further, 
Rp ~ (RmhRm ~ A<.p/IA<.p, if ~ is the inverse image of pRm in A. As 
already shown, A<.p is regular. Since~:> I, IA<.p is generated by an A<.p-regular 
sequence. This shows that Rp is a complete intersection. 

Corollary 2. 7. If a Noetherian ring R is regular (resp. locally a complete 
intersection), then so is the polynomial ring R[Xt. ... , Xn]. 

Proof. Let~ E Spec(R[Xt. ... ,Xn]) and p := ~ nR. Then R[X1, ... ,Xn]\ll = 
Rp [X 1, ... , Xn] \ll, and the maximal ideal of this ring intersects Rp in the max
imal ideal pRp. If Rp is regular, then so is R[Xt. ... , Xn]\ll by Vl.1.7 and 
induction on n. 

If Rp ~ A/ I with a regular local ring A and an ideal I generated by an A
regular sequence, then Rp[X1, ... ,Xn]<.p ~ A[Xl, ... ,Xn] 0 /IA[Xl,···,Xn] 0 , 

where .Q is the pre-image of ~ in A[X1, ... , Xn]· As already shown, the ring 
A[X1, ... ,Xnln is regular. Further, it is clear that JA[Xl,···,Xnln is gen
erated by an A[Xt. ... ,Xn]Q-regular sequence; in fact, the A-regular sequence 
generating I is also A[Xt, ... ,Xn] 0 -regular. Therefore, R[X1, ... ,Xn]\ll is a 
complete intersection. 

On the basis of 2.4, Theorem 2.1 yields the following characterization of 
complete intersections in regular rings. 

Corollary 2.8. For an ideal I f. R of a regular Noetherian ring R the following 
statements are equivalent. 

a) I is locally a complete intersection in R. 

b) The conormal module I/12 is a projective R/1-module. 
If the conormal module I/ 12 is a free R/ /-module, then we can often con

clude that I is globally a complete intersection (Mohan Kumar [56]): 

Corollary 2.9. Let I be an ideal of the polynomial ring R = K[X1, ... , Xn] 
over a field. If I/ / 2 is a free R/ /-module and 2 · dim R/ I + 2 ~ n, then I is a 
complete intersection in R. 

Proof. Let r be the rank of I/ / 2 • By 2.8 I is locally a complete intersection in 
R, and so r = h(I) = n-dimR/1. From !-l(//12 ) = n-dimR/1 2: dimR/1 +2 
follows /-l(/) = 1-l(I / / 2 ) = r by V.5.20. Therefore I is also globally a complete 
intersection. 
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Without the assumption that 2 ·dim R/ I+ 2 :5 n, it can be shown that I is a 
set-theoretic complete intersection (see: M. Boratynski, A note on set-theoretic 
complete intersection ideals, J. Alg. 54, 1-5 (1978)). 

Exercises 

1. Let R c S be Noetherian rings of finite Krull dimension, where Sis a free 
R-module. If Sis regular, then so is R. (Hint: Apply the characterization 
of regularity in 2.4 and the formula in §1, Exercise 2.) 

2. Let V C An(L) be a smooth algebraic variety, I its ideal in L[X11 ••• , Xn]· 
If K c L is a field of definition of I (Ch. I, §2, Exercise 9), then any x E V 
is also a K -regular point of V. 

3. For a module M over a ring R denote by [M] the isomorphism class of 
M. Let 1R be the free Abelian group on the isomorphism classes of finitely 
generated R-modules, and U c 1R the subgroup generated by the elements 
[M2]- [Mt] - [M3] for which there is an exact sequence 

0-+ Mt -+ M2 -+ M3 -+ 0. 

K(R) := 1R/U is called the Grothendieck group of R. 

It has the following universal property. If x assigns to each (M] 
(M finitely generated) an element of an Abelian group G in such a way 
that 

x([M2D = x([Mt]) + x([M3]) 

for modules in an exact sequence (*), then there is a unique group homo
morphism £ : K(R) -+ G with t:([M] + U) = x([M]) for all [M]. 

4. We now consider the isomorphism classes [P] of finitely generated projective 
R-modules and the group P(R) constructed from them in the same way as 
K(R). We have a canonical homomorphism a : P(R) -+ K(R) that assigns 
to the residue class of [P] in P(R) the corresponding residue class in K(R). 

If R is a regular Noetherian ring of finite Krull dimension, then a is 
an isomorphism. (Hint: For a finitely generated R-module M choose a 
projective resolution 0-+ Pn-+ Pn-t-+ ···-+Po-+ M-+ 0 and assign to 
the class of [M] in K(R) the class of I:~0 (-1)i[P,;] in P(R).) 

5. If K is a principal ideal domain, then 
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3. Modules of projective dimension ~ 1 

About these we can make more precise statements than about arbitrary 
modules of finite projective dimension. We begin with an example in which such 
modules occur. 

Example 3.1. In a Cohen-Macaulay ring R let there be given an ideal I #= R 
that is locally a complete intersection, where h(Ip) = 2 for all p E m(I). Then 
Ip is generated by an Rp-regular sequence of length 2 (VI.3.14). By §2, (1) we 
have pdRp (Rp/Ip) = 2 and so by 1.5b) pdRp (Ip) = 1. Then also pdn(I) = 1 
by 1.6. 

In particular, this holds for an ideal I c K[X1,X2,X3) (K a field) that 
defines a space curve and is locally a complete intersection, say the vanishing 
ideal of a space curve that is locally a complete intersection. 

The results of the present section will be applied to this case in §4. 

In what follows let R be a Noetherian ring#= {0} and M a finitely generated 
R-module with pd(M) ~ 1. We consider a projective resolution 

Q f 
0 --+ P1 --+ Po --+ M --+ 0, (1) 

where the Pi (i = 0, 1) are finitely generated. By passing to dual modules and 
transposed mappings (M* := Homn(M,R),a* = Homn(a,R)) we get an exact 
sequence 

(1*) 

where E := Coker(a*). 

If along with (1) we are given a similar resolution 0--+ P1 ~Po...!. M--+ 0 
and E := Coker(a*), then: 
Lemma 3.2. E ~ E. 

Proof. Consider the exact sequence 

"' - 6 0 --+ P --+ Po e Po --+ M --+ 0, · 

where 6(x,y) = t:(x) + l(y) and P := Ker(6). By 1.5 this too is a projective 
resolution of M. It suffices to show that E and E are isomorphic to Coker(1*). 
Therefore, we may assume that there is an epimorphism 

rp: Po--+ Po 

with£· rp = £. If K := Ker(rp), then we get the following diagrams with exact 
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rows and columns: 

0 0 
l l 

0 0 
l l 

0-+ K -+ Pt -+ Pt -+ 0 

II l l 
- <p 

0 -+ K -+ Po -+ Po -+ 0 

lf 1£ 

M* = M* 

l l -· 0 -+ P0 -+ P 0 -+ K* -+ 0 

l l II -· 0-+ Pi -+ P 1 -+ K* -+ 0 

l l 
M=M E E 
l l l l 
0 0 0 0 

in which the rows of the second diagram are exact because the rows split in the 
first diagram. From the Snake Lemma it now follows that E ~E. 

In the future we shall denote by E(M) the unique (up to isomorphism) 
module E assigned toM. From the definition of E(M) and the compatibility of 
localization with exact sequences and dualization, it follows at once that 

E(Mp) = E(M)p for all p E Spec(R). (2) 

Lemma 3.3. M is projective if and only if E(M) = {0). 

Proof. If M is projective, then (I) splits, and it follows that E(M) = {0). 
Conversely, if E(M) = {0), then the exact sequence (I*) 0 -+ M* -+ P0 -+ 
Pi -+ 0 splits, since if P1 is projective, so is the dual module Pi (IV.3.I7a)). 
This shows that M* is projective. 

From the commutative diagram with exact rows 

0 -+ Po -+ Pt -+ M -+ 0 

l l l 
0 -+ Po* -+ Pi* -+ M** -+ 0 

in which the lower row arises by dualizing (I*) and the vertical arrows are the 
canonical mappings into the bidual modules, it follows that M ~ M**, since the 
Pi -+ Pt* (i = 0, I) are isomorphisms (IV.3.I7b)). Since M* is projective also 
M** and hence M is projective. 

Corollary 3.4. If M =I is an ideal of R with pd(/) $ I, then Supp(E(/)) C 
1!1(/). 

Indeed, if p E Spec(R) \ I.U (I), then I p = Rp and E(I) P ~ E(I p) = {0) by 
3.3, so p ¢ Supp(E(I)). 

The following proposition (essentially going back to Serre [73]) shows that 
E(M) often also contains information on the number of generators of M. Note 
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that for any minimal prime ideal p of R from the formula 1.12 of Auslander
Buchsbaum 

pdRp (Mp) + d(Mp) = d(Rp) = 0, 

it follows that pdn (Mp) = 0, so Mp is a free Rp-module. If all finitely generated 
p 

projective R-modules are free, then §2, (2), shows that the rank r of Mp is 
independent of the minimal prime ideal p chosen. We then call r the rank of M. 

Proposition 3.5. Let R be a Noetherian ring over which all finitely gener
ated projective modules are free. Let M be a finitely generated R-module with 
pd(M) $ 1 that has rank r. Then the following statements are equivalent. 

a) E(M) is generated by 8 elements. 

b) M is generated by r + 8 elements. 

Proof. 

b}-+a). If M is generated by r + 8 elements, then there is a free resolution (1), 
where Po has rank r + 8. Let p be a minimal prime ideal of R. Then 

is a split exact sequence, and it follows that rank (Pt}p = rank(Pt) = 8. 

Since Pi is also free of rank 8, (1*} shows that E(M) is generated by 8 

elements. 

a}-+b}. Suppose E(M) is generated by 8 elements. We choose a freeR-module 
P 1 of rank 8 and a surjective R-linear mapping 1: :P; -+ E(M). Further, 
let there be given an arbitrary sequence ( 1). Then there is also a linear 
mapping (3 : P1 -+ P 1 such that the diagram 

/3' P; Pi 
'"t '\. ./ T 

E(M) 

is commutative, where r is the mapping occurring in (1*}. 

If Po := Po lip, P1 is the fiber sum formed with respect to a : P1 -+ Po 
and (3 : P1 -+ P 11 then we have a commutative diagram with exact rows and 
columns 
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where 71(x) = (a(x), -,B(x)) for all x E P1. Obviously pd(P0 ) $ 1. We shall 
see that E(Po) = (0}, so Po is projective (and therefore free) (3.3). If p is 
a minimal prime ideal of R, because rank (P1) = s the exact sequence 0 -
(Pt)p - (Po)p - Mp - 0 then shows that rank(Po) = r + s. Therefore, M is 
generated by r + s elements. 

We pass to the dual of the diagram above: 

0 0 

l l -· -· o- M* - Po -Pl 
l l II 

P.* -· -· o- -P0EBP1 -P1-0 

f h· 
p• 1 
lr 

= p• 

I 
E(M) E(Po) 

l l 
0 0 

The Snake Lemma yields an exact sequence 

-· -•6 -0- M*- P0 - P 1 - E(M)- E(Po)- 0. 

Here, if z E P~, by the construction of the connecting homomorphism in 1.9 we 
have 6(z) = r(77* (0, z)) = r( -,B*(z)) = -1(z). Therefore 6 = -1 is surjective, 
and so E(Po) = (0}, q. e. d. 

As a first application we get a sharpening of the Forster-Swlm Theorem 
(IV.2.14) in a special case. Observe that if under the hypotheses of 3.5 the 
module M is an ideal f. (0) in R, then M has rank 1. 

Corollary 3.6. Let R be a Noetherian ring over which any finitely generated 
projective module is free. If an ideal I f. R of R with pd(I) $ 1 and dim R/ I =: d 
is everywhere locally generated by s elements, then it is globally generated by 
s + d elements. 

Proof. We need only consider the case I f. (0). By 3.5 for all p E Spec(R), E(Ip) 
is generated by s -1 elements. Since Supp(E(I)) C I.U (I) by 3.4, by the Forster
Swan Theorem E(I) is globally generated by s -1 + d elements. Another appli
cation of 3.5 shows that I is globally generated by s + d elements. 

The corollary contains the statement that the ideal of an affine curve in A3 

that is locally a complete intersection is generated by 3 elements; that has been 
shown more generally in V.5.22. 

Using the module E(I) one can decide in certain cases whether I is locally 
or globally a complete intersection. 
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Corollary 3. 7. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring. For an ideal I =f. R with 
h(I P) = 2 for all p E m (/) the following statements are equivalent. 

a) I is locally a complete intersection. 

b) pd(I) ~ 1 and E(I) is locally generated by one element. 

c) pd(I) ~ 1 and E(I) is a projective R/ /-module of rank 1. 

Proof. b) follows trivially from c); using 3.5 it follows from b) that I is locally 
generated by two elements, so it is locally a complete intersection. Hence it only 
remains to prove a)~c). 

We start from a) and assume that R is local. Then I= (x 1 ,x2 ) for some 
R-regular sequence {x1, x2} (VI.3.14). The sequence of R-modules 

with £(r1,r2) = r1x1 + r2x2,a(1) = (-x2,xl) is exact: Obviously Im(a) C 

Ker(£). Further, if £(r1,r2) = 0, then there is an r E R with r1 = x2r and 
r2 = -x1r since x1 is not a zero divisor and x2 is not a zero divisor mod (xl). 
Hence also Ker(£) C Im(a). 

For the transposed mapping a• : REB R ~ R we have a• ( r1, r2) = -r1 x2 + 
r2x11 whence Im(a•) =I and E(I) = Coker(a•) = Rfl. 

Now if R is a global ring, then for all m E Max(R) 

(I· E(I))m = Im · E(Im) ~ Im · Rm/Im = (0) 

and therefore I E(I) = (0}. E(I) is an R/ /-module and as such, as shown, is 
locally free of rank 1, q. e. d. 

Corollary 3.8. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring over which all finitely gen
erated projective modules are free. For an ideal I =f. R of height 2 in R the 
following statements are equivalent. 

a) I is (globally) a complete intersection. 

b) pd(I) ~ 1 and E(I) ~ Rfl. 

c) pd(I) < oo and /f/2 is a free R/1 module. 

Proof. b) follows from a) as in the proof of 3.7; here E(I) is a free R/1 module 
of rank 1 because it is projective of rank 1 and (by 3.5) is generated by one 
element. By 3.5, a) follows from b); and c) follows from a) by 2.1. Hence it only 
remains to deduce b) from c). 

By 2.1 c) implies that I is locally a complete intersection; thus pd(I) ~ 1 
and E(I) is defined. Further, the R/ /-module I/ / 2 has rank 2 and I· E(I) = (0) 
as was shown in the proof of 3.7. 
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We choose x1, x2 E I such that their images in I/ / 2 form a basis of this 
R/1-module. There is then an x0 E / 2 such that'[= (x0,x~.x2 ) (V.5.16). We 
have a free resolution 

(3) 

with £(ro,rbr2) = roxo + r1x1 + r2x2 for all (ro,rl,r2) E R3 . Here a(1,0) = 
(a0,a~.a2),a(0,1) = (a0 ,a~,a~) with a1,a2,a~,a~ E I according to the choice 
of XI, X2. 

(3) yields an exact sequence (modulo/) 

Here Im(o) = Ker(l} is the R/1-module spanned by (1,0,0). If we denote by 
a0,~ the images of ao,a'o in R/I we see that there are elements 81,82 E R/1 
with -81ao + 82~ = 1. 

From the dual sequence (3*) of (3) we get, because IE(/)= (0}, an exact 
sequence (modulo/): 

(R/ /)3 ~ (R/ /) 2 --+ E(I) --+ 0. 

Here o*(1, 0, 0) = (ao, a0) and o*(O, 1, 0) = o*(O, 0, 1) = 0. Since 

det ( ~0 ~o ) = 1 
81 82 

we can extend (a0 , a0) to a basis of (R/ /}2 • In fact, it now follows that E(I) ~ 
Rfl. 

In particular, the corollary can be applied when R = K[X1, ... ,Xn) is the 
polynomial ring over a field. If, for an ideal I of height 2 in R, the R/ /-module 
If I 2 is free, then I is (globally) a complete intersection in R. For n ~ 4 this 
statement holds for ideals of arbitrary height, since for h(I) ~ 1 the statement 
is easy to prove, otherwise 2.9 or 3.8 can be applied. 

We shall prove now a duality statement, which will play an important role 
in the next section. 

Proposition 3.9. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring, I =F R an ideal in R that 
is locally a complete intersection with h(I p) = 2 for all p E 'lJ (I). Let 

Q E 
0 --+ P1 --+ Po --+ I --+ 0 

be a projective resolution of I with finitely generated modules Pi (i = 0, 1). In 
the corresponding dual sequence 

0 --+ I* ,S P~ ~ Pi --+ E(I) --+ 0 

let K := Im(a*). Then pd(K) ~ 1 and E(K) ~ Rfl. 
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Proof. 

a) We first show that the transposed mapping i* : R* -+I* corresponding to 
the inclusion i : I -+ R is an isomorphism. It suffices to prove this locally 
for all m E Max(R). Hence we may assume that R is a local ring and 
I= (x1,x2) is generated by an R-regular sequence {x1,x2}. It is clear that 
i* is injective, since I contains a non-zerodivisor of R. The assertion results 
if we can show that any linear form l : I -+ R is multiplication by some 
r E R. But it follows from x1l(x2) - x2l(x1) = 0 and because {xt. x2} is a 
regular sequence, that Xi is a divisor of l(xi) (i = 1, 2) and indeed l(xi) = rxi 
for some r E R independent of i. Therefore l is in fact multiplication by r. 

Since the diagram 
I ....!.._.. R 

1 r 
r·..::::..... R** 

in which the vertical arrows denote the canonical homomorphism into the 
bidual modules, is commutative, we may identify I -+ r• with the inclusion 
i:I-+R. 

E• 

b) Because I* ~ R, the exact sequence 0 -+ I* -+ P0 -+ K -+ 0 shows that 
pd(K) ::5 1. Therefore E(K) is defined. In the commutative diagram with 
exact rows 

0-+ P1 -+ Po -+ I -+ 0 

l l 
0-+ K* -+ P0* -+ r• -+ E(K) -+ 0 

Po -+ P0* is an isomorphism and I -+ r• is identified with i : I -+ R. It 
follows that E(K) ~ Rfi. 

Exercises 

1. Let R be a 2-dimensional regular ring over which all finitely generated pro
jective modules are free. Any maximal ideal of R is generated by 2 elements. 

2. In the polynomial ring R := K[X1, ... ,Xn] inn ~ 2 variables over a field 
K let there be given an ideal I = (It, ... , fm) for which R/ I is a Cohen
Macaulay ring of dimension n - 2. Let 0 -+ F -+ Rm -+ I -+ 0 be the 
:>resentation corresponding to {It, ... , /m}· 

a) F C Rm is a freeR-module of rank m- 1. 

b) For a basis {vt. ... ,Vm-d ofF put h := det(vl, ... ,Vm-t.ei) (i = 
1, ... , m) where ei is the i-th canonical basis element of Rm. There is 
an r E K(Xt. . .. ,Xn) with ji = rfi (i = 1, ... ,m). 

c) In fact, r E K\ {0}. (Hint: Writer= pfq in lowest terms with p,q E R. 
Then q E K \ {0}, since h(I) = 2. And p E K \ {0}, since otherwise 
Vt, ... , Vm-1 would be linearly dependent over R.) 
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The structure theorem given by this exercise says, in other words, that 
the ideals I of K[X1 , ... , Xn] considered have the following property. For 
any generating system {!I, ... , f m} of I there is an ( m- 1) x m-matrix with 
coefficients in K[X 1 , .•. , Xn] such that the /i are the maximal minors of 
this matrix. 

3. Write the generators of the ideals in V.3.13, Example f) that are not gener
ated by 2 elements as the 2 x 2-subdeterminants of a 2 x 3-matrix. 

4. (R. Waldi) In this exercise a smooth curve C c A3 (L) is to be constructed 
that is not an ideal-theoretic complete intersection. 

Let K be a subfield of L. Give the polynomial ring K[X, Y] the grading in 
which degX = -3, degY = -4. The leading form L(G) of a polynomial 
G f. 0 in K[X, Y] is its homogeneous component of lowest degree with 
respect to this grading. clegG is the degree of L(G). 

Let A := K[X, Y]/(F) with F := XY + Y3 - X 4 and x := X + (F), 
y := Y + (F). For g E A\ {0} let deg(g) be defined as the maximum of 
the degrees of all representatives of the residue class g in K[X, Y]. And put 
deg(O) = oo. 

a) A representative G of g E A\ {0} has the same degree as g if and only 
if L(G) is not divisible by L(F) = Y3 - X 4 • 

b) For g, hE A we have deg(gh) = deg(g) + deg(h); in particular, A is an 
integral domain (and so F is irreducible). 

c) Ifdeg(g) < -4, then {l,x,y} is K-linearly independent modulo gA. In 
general, for any g E A \ K 

dimK(A/gA);::: 3. 

d) In Q(A) consider z := y2 fx and A := A[z]. Then A = A El1 K z and 
( x, y )A is the conductor fA.; A of A along A. ( Ch. IV, § 1, Exercise 6.) 

e) The kernel I of the K -epimorphism rp : K[X, Y, Z] -+ A with cp(X) = x, 
rp(Y) = y, rp(Z) = z is generated by the polynomials 

D-1 := X3 - Y(Z + 1), D-2 := Y2 - ZX, D.3 := Z(Z +I)- X 2Y. 

f) The zero set C of I in A3 (L) is an irreducible K-regular curve. (Hint: 
Show this in the case K = L by using the Jacobian criterion and ap
plying §2, Exercise 2.) 

g) We have a free resolution (with R := K[X, Y, Z]) 

where Q is given by the matrix ( ~ ::1 r) and E(ei) = Doi (i = 1, 2, 3) 
( cf. Exercise 2). 
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h) By dualizing the sequence in g) and passing to A we get an exact se
quence of A-modules (see formula (4} in the proof of 3.8) 

~ ~ A2 -+ E(I)-+ 0. 

The A-linear mapping A2 -+A (e1 1-+ -x, e2 1-+ y) induces an isomor

phism E(I)..:::. fA/A of A-modules. 

i) fA/A is not a principal ideal in A, hence E(I} is not generated by one 
element and C is not an ideal-theoretic complete intersection. {Apply 
c) and note that dimK(A/A) < oo so that dimK(AfgA) = dimK(AfgA) 
for all g E A\ {0}.) 

k} We have I2 c (.1.2,X2.1.1 + (Z + 1}.1-a) c I; therefore, Cis the inter
section of the surfaces with equations 

5. In the case L = C start with F := X 2 + Y3 - 2X3 and as in Exercise 4, 
construct a curve C C A3 (C) whose coordinate ring is the integral closure 
A of A:= Q[X, Y]/(F) in its field of fractions. Just as there show: 

a) Over any subfield K c C,C is an irreducible K-regular curve. 

b) C is not an ideal-theoretic complete intersection over Q, but it is over 
c. 

c) C is the intersection of two surfaces defined over Q. 

4. Algebraic curves in A3 that are locally complete intersections can 
be represented as the intersection of two algebraic surfaces 

In the proof of this theorem we use many previous results: the theorem of 
Quillen-Suslin, Serre's Splitting-off Theorem, and the statements in §3 on mod
ules of projective dimension ~ 1. Moreover, the following construction (taken 
from algebraic deformation theory) plays a decisive role. 

Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring, I -:F R an ideal of R, P a projective 
R/I-module ofrank 1, and 1r: Ifi2 -+ Pan epimorphism of R/I-modules. We 
can form the fiber sum S := P 111112 R/ I2 with respect to 1r and the inclusion 
i : If I 2 -+ R/ I 2• Using the rules 111.5.3 we get a commutative diagram with 
exact rows 

0-+ I/I2 ...!.. R/I2 -+ RJI-+ 0 

!w l II 
0 -+ P -+ S -+ R/ I -+ 0, (1} 

where R/ I 2 -+ S is also an epimorphism. Hence S = R/ J for some ideal J for 
which I 2 c J c I; so, in particular, $(I) = $(J). 
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Proposition 4.1. If, under the above hypotheses, I is locally a complete inter
section, so is J. 

Proof. The formation of the fiber sum commutes with localization (111.5.3e)}. 
Hence we may assume that R is a local ring. I I 12 is then a free Rl /-module, 
and P is free of rank 1. Hence we can find a generating system { x1, ... , Xn} of I 
such that the images Xi E I I 12 form a basis of I I I2 and {x2, ... , Xn} is a basis 
of Ker{1r). 

By 111.5.3 i maps the kernel of 1r isomorphically onto the kernel J I 12 of 
Rl I 2 -+ S. Therefore J = (x2, ... , xn) + I 2 = (x~, x2, ... , Xn)· Since I and J 
have the same height, if I is a complete intersection, so is J. 

We now apply the construction in the case where R is a 3-dimensional 
Cohen-Macaulay ring over which every finitely generated projective module is 
free, and where Ip is of height 2 and is a complete intersection for all p E I.U{I). 

Then III2 is a projective RII-module of rank 2, and by 3.7 E(I) is projective 
of rank 1. Since dim Rl I = 1, by Serre's Splitting-off Theorem (IV.3.18) there 
is an epimorphism 1r: III2 -+ E(I). We apply this to the construction of the 
diagram ( 1) and of the ideal J. 

From the lower row of ( 1) we get the exact sequence 

0-+ E(I)-+ RIJ-+ RII-+ 0, 

whence we get an isomophism E(I) E:! IIJ. We show: 

Proposition 4.2. The ideal J thus constructed is generated by 2 elements. 
In particular, Rad{J) = Rad{ft,h) with ft,h E I for any ideal I with the 
properties indicated above. 

Proof. By 4.1 J is locally generated by 2 elements. Then pd{J) ~ 1, and the 
results of §3 can be applied to J just as to I. In particular, the module E(J) is 
defined. By 3.5 it suffices to show that E( J) is generated by one element. 

For this we construct a commutative diagram with exact rows and columns: 

0 0 0 

l Q l l 
0-+ G1-+ Go -+ J -+0 

lP l l f 
0 -+ F1 -+ Fo ffi Go -+ I -+0 

l l l 
0-+K-+ Fo -+ Eil)-+ 0 

l l 
0 0 0 

Here 0 -+ G 1 -+ G0 -+ J -+ 0 is a free resolution of J and 

0 -+ J -+ I -+ E(I) -+ 0 
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is the sequence corresponding to the isomorphism E(I) = I/ J. K is the module 
defined in 3.9 using a projective resolution 0--> P1 --> P0 -->I--> 0, Fo is the Pi 
there, and 0--> K--> F0 --> E(I)--> 0 is the sequence 0--> K--> Pi --> E(I)-+ 0 
there. The epimorphism € : F0 EB Go --> I is constructed as in the proof of 1.8; 
F1 is its kernel. The exact sequence 0 --> Gt -+ Ft --> K -+ 0 results from the 
Snake Lemma. 

By dualizing we get the following commutative diagram with exact rows and 
columns. 

0 0 

1 1 
F.* K* 

f 1 
0 --> I* __. F0 EB G0 --> Fi __. E(I) --> 0 

1 a• 1rr 
0 --> J* __. G0 -+ Gi -+ E( J) _, 0 

1 1 
0 E(K) 

1 
0 

Since Im(o*) c Im(,B*),Gi -+ E(K) induces an epimorphism 1/Jo : E(J) --> 
E(K). By 3.9, E(K) = R/ I; therefore, we also have an epimorphism 1/J: E(J)--> 
R/I and a commutative diagram (since E(J) and R/I are both R/J-modules) 

R/J 
X/ l c 

E(J)-+ R/I __. 0, 
1/J 

where c is the canonical epimorphism. 

We shall show that x is bijective. It suffices to show this locally; hence we 
may assume that R is a local ring. In this case E(J) = R/J by 4.1 and 3.7, and 
we have a commutative diagram 

R/J 
X/ l c 

R/J-+ R/I. 
1/J 

If x(1) were not a unit in R/ J, then, because R is local, neither would 1/J(x(1)) = 
c(1) be a unit in R/I. But c(1) = 1. Therefore, since x(1) is a unit in RjJ, xis 
an isomorphism, q. e. d. 

The hypotheses above are fulfilled if R = K[X1,X2 ,X3 ] is the polynomial 
ring in 3 variables over a field K, and I is an ideal that is locally a complete 
intersection and defines an algebraic curve in A3 . In particular, we have proved: 
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Theorem 4.3. (Szpiro (78]) Let C c A3 (L) be a curve defined over K that is 
locally a complete intersection (with respect to K). Then C is the intersection 
of two surfaces in A3(L) defined over K. 

In particular, the theorem can be applied for K = L to smooth curves in 
A3. Its proof shows that we actually got a more general result, since the ideal 
I in the discussion above need not be the complete vanishing ideal of the curve: 
We actually proved a theorem on !-dimensional subschemes of A3• In fact, it 
was indispensable to the proof that arbitrary ideals defining the curve be kept in 
view. This gives us an example of how proofs about varieties often automatically 
lead into the theory of schemes. 

References 
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In the language of homological algebra the module E(M) considered in §3 
is the module Ext~(M, R); in the case of an ideal I, E(I) = Ext~(/, R) ~ 
Ext~(R/ I, R). If R is a polynomial ring in 3 variables over a field and I is the 
ideal of a curve C c A3 that is locally a complete intersection, then Ext~(R/ I, R) 
is also called the canonical (or dualizing) module of C. In this case Propo
sition 3.9 says that Ext~(Ext~(R/I,R),R) ~ R/I, a (very) special case of 
Grothendieck's Local Duality Theorem [29] (cf. also (36]). A characterization of 
the ideals I with pd(I) 5 1 is given by Ohm [63]. 

Theorem 4.3, due to Szpiro, was inspired by a result of Ferrand's [22] on 
projective space curves, which yields however in the projective case only a weaker 
result. As mentioned in Chapter V, Theorem 4.3 was extended by Mohan Ku
mar (56] to the case of curves in An (n;:::: 3). But the proof requires somewhat 
more than the elementary methods used here. By skillfully applying the Frobe
nius homomorphism Cowsik-Nori (11] proved that if L has prime characteristic, 
then arbitrary curves in An(L) are set-theoretic complete intersections. Whether 
this is true for characteristic zero also seems to be still an open problem presently. 

The question of under what conditions smooth affine curves are ideal
theoretic complete intersections is studied by, among others, Abhyankar (2], 
Abhyankar-Sathaye (4], Geyer [25], and Ohm [63]. 

For many years it was an open question whether the Betti-series (Poincare
series) PR(T) of a Noetherian local ring R (see §1 Exercise 6) is always rational, 
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a)-b) 

a}+-+b} 

{ } 
{ I } 
E 

;. 
c 
MnN 
MUN 
N 

z 
Q 
R 

c 
0 
MxN 
Rn 
RA 

M\N 
MoN 
at-tb 

AR(K) 
pn(K) 
KX 
J(V} 

Jv(W} 

Px 
m(I} 
mv(I} 

K[V] 

List of Symbols 
is defined as 

a) implies b) 

a) and b) are equivalent 

set consisting of 

set of all ... such that 

is an element of 

is not an element of 

is a subset of 

intersection of the sets M and N 

union of the sets M and N 

the set of natural numbers 0, 1, 2, ... 

the set of integers 

the set of rational numbers 

the set of real numbers 

the set of complex numbers 

empty set 

cartesian product of the sets M and N 

the set of all n-tuples of elements of R 

the set of all mappings A - R 

complementary set of N in M 

composition of mappings M and N 

a is mapped onto b 

affine n-space over K 

projective n-space over K 

set of all elements ::/: 0 of a field K 

vanishing ideal of the variety V 

vanishing ideal of the subvariety W of V 

prime ideal of the point x 

zero-set of the ideal I 

zero-set on V of the ideal I 
coordinate ring of the K-variety V 
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R(V) ring of rational functions on a variety V 

Rad(I) radical of an ideal I 

IS extension ideal of the ideal I in S 

Rred reduced ring associated with R 

Spec(R) spectrum of the ring R 

J(R) J -spectrum of the ring R 

Max(R) maximal spectrum of the ring R 

Proj(G} homogeneous spectrum of a graded ring G 

A closure of the set A 

A integral closure of the ring A 

M$N direct sum of M and N 

trdeg transcendence degree 

dim Krull dimension 

dimx V dimension of V at x 

dimK dimension as a K-vector space 

codim codimension 

edim embedding dimension 

J-dim J -dimension 

g-dim g-dimension 

h(I) height of the ideal I 

D(f) see Ch. III, § 1 

O(U) algebra of regular functions on U 

Ov,w local ring of V at W 

Ov,x local ring of V at x 

Jlr multiplication by r 

Jl(M) length of a shortest system of generators of M 

Jlp(M) length of a shortest system of generators of M p 

Ms module of fractions with denominator set S 

Rs ring of fractions with denominator set S 

Mg module of fractions with respect to {1, g, g2 , ••• } 

Rg ring of fractions with respect to { 1, g, g2 , ••• } 

Mp localization of M with respect to a prime p 

Rp localization of R with respect to a prime p 

Q(R) full ring of fractions of R 

Ann(M) annihilator of the module M 

Ann(m) annihilator of the element m 
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T(M) torsion of M 

Supp(M) support of M 

Aut{M) group of automorphisms of M 
M* dual module of M 
M** bidual module of M 

Fi(M) i-th Fitting ideal of M 

l(M) length of the module M 

l(R) length of the ring R 

Ass(M) set of associated primes of M 

d(I,M) /-depth of M 
d(M) depth of M 

6(M) socle of M 

pd(M) projective dimension of M 

E(M) see Ch. VII, §3 

M1 ITN M2 fiber product of M1 and M2 with respect toN 

M1liN M2 fiber sum of M1 and M2 with respect to N 

S(U) S-component of a submodule, ideal U 
p (i) i-th symbolic power of a prime ideal p 

M(r x s,R) module of r x s-matrices over R 
Gl(n, R) group of invertible n x n-matrices over R 

A1 "'A2 A1 and A2 are equivalent matrices (Ch. IV, §1) 

N[XJ extension module of N to R[XJ 

!s;R conductor of a ring extension S / R 
gr1(R) graded ring of R with respect to I 
ryti(R) Rees ring of R with respect to I 
Tx(V) tangent space of a variety V at x 

Reg(R) regular locus of the ring R 
Reg(V) regular locus of the variety V 
Sing(R) singular locus of the ring R 
Sing(V) singular locus of the variety V 
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affine algebra 19 
of a variety 19 

affine 
algebraic variety 1 
coordinate transformation 1 
scheme 27,87 
space 1 

algebraic 
curve 57 
group 4 
point 24 
surface 57 

algebraic variety 1 
affine 1 
irreducible 12 
linear 1, 30 
non-singular 166 
normal175 
projective 30 
quasihomogeneous 3 
smooth 166 
unmixed 134 

algebraic vector bundle 110 
annihilator 

of an element 78 
of a module 78 

Artin-Rees lemma 151 
Artinian 

module 128 
ring 128 

associated prime ideal 176 
Auslander-Buchsbaum formula 202 
avoiding prime ideals 64, 142 

basic element 105 
basis of a module 14 

canonical14 
basis theorem of Hilbert 

for modules 14 
for polynomial rings 11 

Index 
for power series rings 160 

Betti numbers 
of a module 202 
of a ring 202 

Betti series 205 

canonical module 222 
chain ring 53 
Chinese remainder theorem 41 
closed immersion 73 
closure 

integral (of a ring) 45 
projective (of an affine variety) 35 

codimension 39 
coheight 40 
Cohen-Macaulay 

module 186 
ring 186 
singularity 190 
variety 190 

Cohen-Seidenberg 46 
comaximal ideals 41 
comparison theorem 

for projective dimension 199 
complete intersection 190 

ideal theoretic 134, 135 
local 135 
set theoretic 134, 135 

complexification 15 
component 

homogeneous (of an element) 32 
irreducible 

(of a top. space, variety) 12 
composition series 127 
conductor 103 
cone 3 

affine (of a proj. variety) 33 
conjugate points 9, 24 
connectedness theorem 

of Hartshorne 192 
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conormal module 149 
coordinate 

field 1 
function 20 
ring 

affine 19 
projective 33 

transformation 
affine 1 
projective 30 

coordinates 
projective (homogeneous) 29 

curve 
algebraic 57 
plane algebraic 3 

Dedekind domain 109, 182 
degree of an element 

(with respect to an ideal) 149 
degree formula 182 
dehomogenization 36 
denominator set 7 4 
depth 184 
determinantal ideal 162 
dimension 

of an algebraic variety 39 
combinatorial 39 
g-dimension 40 
homological 208 
of an ideal 40 
J -dimension 40 
of a module 185 
projective 197 
of a ring 40 
of a topological space 39 

direct limit 73, 87, 92 
discrete valuation 175 
discrete valuation ring 175 
divisor 175 
domain of definition 

of a rational function 68 
dominant morphism 73 
duality principle 

of projective geometry 175 

elementary operations 95 

INDEX 

elements 
basic 105 
idempotent 29 
integral 44 
nilpotent 6, 178 
primitive 48 
regular 152 

embedded primary component 181 
embedding 73 
embedding dimension 142 
equivalence 

of matrices 99 
of functions 71 

Euler relation 37 
exact sequence 93 

splitting 96 
excellent ring 62 
existence theorem for 

globally basic elements 118 
extended module 101 
extension ideal 6 

Fermat problem 4 
variety 4 

fiber of a morphism 87 
fiber product 

of modules 89 
of rings 43 

fiber sum of modules 88 
field of definition 

of a variety 1 
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of an ideal in the polynomial ring 16 
finite morphism 182 
finitely 

generated 5, 14 
presentable 94 

Fitting ideals (invariants) 103 
form ring 149 
formal partial derivative 10 
Forster-Swan theorem 108 
fractions 7 4 
free resolution of a module 197 
free system of elements 130 
Frobenius morphism 72 
function, rational 68 
function, regular 66 
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function germ 71 

g-dimension 40 
generalization 

of a point 65 
of a prime ideal 82 

generic point 25 
gluing modules 91 
going-down 48 
going-up 47 
Gorenstein 

ring 189 
singularity 190 
variety 190 

grade 184 
graded 

ring 149 
module 151 

grading 31 
positive 32 

Grothendieck group 210 

height of an ideal 40 
hierarchy of Noetherian rings 191 
Hilbert 

basis theorem 10 
function 195 
Nullstellensatz 16 
syzygy theorem 208 

homogeneous 
component 32 
element 32 
homomorphism 150 
ideal32 

homogenization 36 
homological characterization 

of local complete intersection 209 
of regular local rings 208 

homological dimension 208 
homomorphism 

connecting 200 
local109 

Horrocks' theorem 114 
hypersurface 

affine 1 
projective 30 
of order 2 3 

INDEX 

/-depth 184 
ideal 

of an algebraic variety 5 
fractional 121 
homogeneous 32 
invertible 121 
irreducible 179 
maximal6 
primary 141 
p-primary 141 
prime 6 
power 6 
product 6 
sum 6 

ideals 
comaximal 41 

identity theorem 68 
immersiqn 

closed 73 
independent system of elements 152 
integral 

closure 45 
element 44 
ring extension 44 

integrally closed 45 
intersection 

of algebraic varieties 3 
of closed subschemes 27 

intersection theorem of Krull 150 
irreducible 

component 12 
ideal179 
submodule 179 
subset (of a top. space) 12 
topogical space 12 
variety 12 

irreducibility criterion 170 
isomorphism 

of algebraic varieties 72 

J -dimension 40 
J -spectrum 22 
Jacobian 

criterion 171 
ideal173 
matrix 171 



INDEX 

Jordan-Holder theorem 128 

K-regular point 167 
Krull dimension 

of a ring 40 
of a top. space 39 
of a variety 39 

Krull's 
intersection theorem 150 
principal ideal theorem 131 

generalized 132 

leading form 149 
length 

of a module 128 
of a prime ideal chain 40 
of a ring 128 

limit 
inductive (injective, direct) 73, 92 
projective (inverse) 73, 92 

line bundle 118 
local 

complete intersection 135 
equivalence of matrices 99 
homomorphism 109 
rank (of a proj. module) 113 

local-global principle 93 
local ring 43 

of an irreducible subvariety 71 
at a point of a variety 71 
of a prime ideal 76 

local triviality of proj. modules 113 
localization 76 

homogeneous 77 
locally exact sequence 93 
locally extended module 101 

Macaulay's unmixedness theorem 187 
maximal 

chain of prime ideals 51 
condition 10 
ideal 6 
spectrum 22 

minimal 
condition 13 
prime ideal 26 
system of generators 104 

model, projective 70 
module 

Artinian 128 
canonical 222 
cyclic 14 
dualizing 222 
extended 101 
finitely generated 14 
finitely presentable 94 
of finite length 128 
free 14 
locally extended 101 
locally free 110 
Noetherian 14 
primary 178 
p-primary 178 
projective 110 
reflexive 103 
simple 127 
torsion free 78 

monoidal transformation 146 
morphism of algebraic varieties 72 

dominant 73 
finite 182 

multiplicity 195 

Nakayama's lemma 104 
nilpotent element 6 

for a module 178 
nilradical 6 
Noetherian 

module 14 
normalization 51 
recursion 13 
ring 10 
topological space 13 

normal 
ring 45 
series 127 
variety 175 

normalization theorem 49 
Nullstellensatz 

affine 16, 58 
field theoretic form 16, 45 
generalization 22 
projective 34 
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Nullstellensatz, sharpened form 18 
numerical semigroup 140 

order of a zero of a regular function 
at a point 175 

p-basis 176 
parallel projection 57 
Picard group 121 
Poincare series 205 
point 

algebraic 24 
at infinity 35 
generic 25 
rational4 
regular 166 
K-regular 167 
singular 166 

pole order 175 
pole set of a rational function 68 
power of an ideal 6 

symbolic 131 
presentation of a module 94 
principal ideal theorem of Krull 131 

generalization 132 
inversion of 143 

primary 
component 180 
decomposition 179 
ideal 141 
module 178 

prime divisor of an ideal 6 
minimal6 

prime ideal 6 
homogeneous 35 
minimal 26 
relevant 35 

prime ideal chain 40 
primitive element 48 
product of affine varieties 3 
projective 

algebraic variety 30 
closure 35 
dimension 197 
hypersurface 30 
limit 73 
line 116 

INDEX 

linear variety 30 
model 70 
module 110 
resolution 197 

quasicompact 64 
quasihomogeneous 

polynomial 3 
variety 3 

quasi-regular sequence 155 
Quillen-Suslin theorem 116 
quotient 

field 76 
module 74 
ring (full) 76 

radical 6 
rank 

of a free module 14 
of a projective module 113 
of a module 213 
local 113 

rational 
function 68 
point (of a variety) 4 

reduced ring 6 
associated 6 

reduction of an ideal 160 
Rees ring 151 
reflexive module 103 
relation 94 
relation matrix 95 
relevant prime ideal 35 
regular 

in codimension 1 175 
element 152 
function 66 
function germ 71 
local ring 167 
locus 170 
point 166 
sequence 152 
system of parameters 168 
subvariety 17 4 

resolution 
free 197 
projective 197 



ring 
Artinian 128 
excellent 62 
of finite length 128 
of formal power series 43 
graded 149 
integrally closed 45 
local 43 
Noetherian 10 
normal 45 
positively graded 32 
reduced 6 
regular 174 
semilocal 43 

S-component 
of an ideal 81 
of a module 80 

scheme 27, 87 
semicontinuity 105 
semilocal ring 43 
Serre's 

problem (conjecture) 117 
splitting-off thoerem 118 

singular 
locus 170 
point 166 

singularity 166 
snake lemma 200 
socle of a module 189 
specialization of a point 29 
spectrum 22 

homogeneous 35 
structure sheaf 87 
submodule 

irreducible 179 
k-times basic 107 

subscheme 27 
subvariety 12 
support of a module 79 
Suslin's exchange trick 161 
symbolic power of an ideal 131 
system 

of generators 14 
of homogeneous coordinates 30 
of parameters 143 

INDEX 

syzygy 
module 196 
theorem of Hilbert 208 

tangent 
cone 164 

geometric 165 
hyperplane 163 
space 166 

torsion 
module 78 
submodule 78 

torsion free module 78 
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type of a Cohen-Macaulay ring 189 

unimodular row 120 
-union 

of closed subschemes 27 
of varieties 3 

uniqueness theorems 
for primary decompositions 180, 181 

universal field 25 
universal property 

of the direct limit 92 
fiber product 89 
fiber sum 88 
inverse limit 92 
module of fractions 7 4 
ring of fractions 7 4 

unmixedness theorem 187 

valuation 
discrete 175 
trivial 175 

valuation ring 175 
vanishing ideal 5 
variety 

affine 1 
of an ideal6 
irreducible 12 
linear 1 
non-singular 166 
normal175 
projective 30 
quasihomogeneous 3 
smooth 166 
unmixed 134 
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Zariski topology 
of an affine variety 12 
of a projec;tive variety 33 
of the spectrum 23 
of the projective spectrum 35 

INDEX 

zero divisor 
of a module 152 
of a ring 26 

zero set 6, 33 
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